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Abstract
In this work we let  be an irreducible root system, with Coxeter group W .
We consider subsets of  which are abelian, meaning that no two roots in the set
have sum in [f0g. We classify all maximal abelian sets (i.e., abelian sets properly
contained in no other) up to the action of W : for each W -orbit of maximal abelian
sets we provide an explicit representative X, identify the (setwise) stabilizer WX
of X in W , and decompose X into WX -orbits.
Abelian sets of roots are closely related to abelian unipotent subgroups of simple
algebraic groups, and thus to abelian p-subgroups of nite groups of Lie type over
elds of characteristic p. Parts of the work presented here have been used to conrm
the p-rank of E8(p
n), and (somewhat unexpectedly) to obtain for the rst time the
2-ranks of the Monster and Baby Monster sporadic groups, together with the double
cover of the latter.
Root systems of classical type are dealt with quickly here; the vast majority
of the present work concerns those of exceptional type. In these root systems
we introduce the notion of a radical set; such a set corresponds to a subgroup of a
simple algebraic group lying in the unipotent radical of a certain maximal parabolic
subgroup. The classication of radical maximal abelian sets for the larger root
systems of exceptional type presents an interesting challenge; it is accomplished by
converting the problem to that of classifying certain graphs modulo a particular
equivalence relation.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classication. Primary 17B22.
Key words and phrases. root system.
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vi ABSTRACT
For RL, who wondered if it could be done,
from RL, who decided to try
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Throughout this work, we let  be an irreducible root system, and W be the
Coxeter group of . A subset X of  is called abelian if no two of its elements
have sum in  [ f0g. We shall classify all maximal abelian sets in  (i.e., abelian
sets properly contained in no other) up to the action of W : for each W -orbit of
maximal abelian sets we shall provide an explicit representative X, identify the
(setwise) stabilizer WX of X in W , and decompose X into WX -orbits.
In this introductory chapter we begin with some background material and pro-
vide some motivation for studying these sets; we then establish notation and prove
some preliminary results.
1.1. Background and motivation
The rst work in this area was that of Mal'cev in [10]; he sought to determine
the abelian subalgebras of maximal dimension in simple Lie algebras over C (and
the corresponding subgroups of simple Lie groups, thereby generalizing a result of
Schur). He began by quickly reducing to the case of abelian subalgebras consisting
of nilpotent elements, where his approach was to translate the problem to that of
nding abelian sets of roots of maximal size in irreducible root systems; because
he could assume that the abelian subalgebra lay in the nilpotent radical of a given
maximal soluble subalgebra, it suced to consider sets of positive roots, in which
the possibility of summing to 0 did not arise. He found all such sets; however, his
argument for the root system of type E7 rested upon a combinatorial lemma the
proof of which was omitted, while for the root system of type E8 the result was
simply stated without proof.
One important application of Mal'cev's results is to the p-ranks of nite groups
of Lie type. In [4, 3.3], Gorenstein, Lyons and Solomon used Mal'cev's reduction
technique to show that, in an untwisted nite group of Lie type in characteristic
p, abelian p-subgroups correspond to abelian sets of roots, and consequently the
p-rank is simply the value given in [10]. In the interest of completeness, they gave
proofs for all cases except that of E8 (although those for E6 and E7 were described
as sketches, the latter of which employed the theory of modules with quadratic
action to obtain initial information about the sets to be considered).
Later, in [5, 6] Guralnick and Malle provided a classication of 2F-modules
for simple groups, which was needed for the completion of the classication of
nite simple groups. Their work left undecided a small number of cases, which
were subsequently treated in [7] and [8]. In [7] the smallest-dimensional non-trivial
modules for the groups F4(q) (for q a power of a prime larger than 3) and E7(q)
were shown not to be 2F-modules; the proof proceeded by locating both group and
module inside a parabolic subgroup of a larger group, and using modications of
Mal'cev's technique to reduce to a problem about abelian sets of roots. Somewhat
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unexpectedly, a similar approach was successfully employed in [8] to handle the
cases of the sporadic groups Co1 and Co2 acting on their smallest-dimensional
non-trivial modules in characteristic 2. In these cases the role of the larger group
containing both group and module was played by the MonsterM and Baby Monster
B respectively. Indeed, it proved possible to extend the arguments so as to obtain
the 2-ranks of M , B and 2:B, thereby completing the determination of p-ranks of
sporadic groups as listed in [4, Table 5.6.1]; this extension required a portion of the
results of the present work on maximal abelian sets in root systems of type E6.
Recently, in [11] Pevtsova and Stark investigated the projective varieties of
elementary subalgebras of maximal dimension in simple Lie algebras, under mild
characteristic restrictions. They followed Mal'cev's method, quoting his results on
abelian sets of roots of maximal size; for certain root systems, including those of
type En, they used a computer program to verify that the lists of sets which he
gave were correct.
In this work we consider not merely abelian sets of roots of maximal size, but
more generally maximal abelian sets as dened above. If we take a simple Lie
algebra G with root system , and let N be the nilpotent subalgebra of G spanned
by the positive root vectors (for some choice of positive system in ), then each
such maximal abelian set X consisting of positive roots naturally gives rise to an
abelian subalgebra GX of N, by taking the span of the corresponding root vectors;
provided the eld characteristic does not divide any of the structure constants, such
a subalgebra is easily seen to be maximal (in the sense of containment used here)
among abelian subalgebras of N. It is however not clear that an arbitrary maximal
abelian subalgebra ofN is necessarily the image of someGX under an automorphism
of G. (Similar comments apply to maximal abelian unipotent subgroups of simple
algebraic groups.)
The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Bob Guralnick, with-
out whose encouragement this work would not have been published.
1.2. Preliminary results
In the root system  let  be a simple system and + be the corresponding
set of positive roots. For each root  write w for the corresponding reection in
W , so that for all  2  we have w() =    2(;)(;) , where ( ; ) is a xed inner
product on R; then W = hw :  2 i.
If there are two root lengths, let l and s be the sets of long and short roots,
and l =  \ l and s =  \ s be the sets of long and short simple roots; let
c 2 f2; 3g be the ratio of squared root lengths. If instead there is a single root
length, let l = , l =  and s = s = ;, so that all roots are regarded as long,
and let c = 1.
Lemma 1.1. If  2 l and  2 s, then w() 2 f + c; ;    cg.
Proof. We have w() =    2(;)(;) ; since 2(;)(;) 2 Z and (; ) = c(; ),
we have 2(;)(;) =
2c(;)
(;) 2 cZ. Since the length of the -string through  is at most
c+ 1, the result follows. 
We may now give a simple characterization of long roots. Recall that any root
may be written in the form
P
2 n with each n 2 Z; if the root is positive
then each n is non-negative.
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Lemma 1.2. Given  2 , write  = P2 n; then  2 l if and only if c
divides n for each  2 s.
Proof. First suppose  2 l; then  lies in the W -orbit of some long simple
root (for which the divisibility condition is immediate). Since each simple reection
only aects the coecient of the simple root concerned, and Lemma 1.1 shows that
if  2 s then the coecient of  can only be changed by a multiple of c, it follows
that  satises the divisibility condition as required.
Now suppose that  satises the divisibility condition; let  2 l, and con-
sider the ratio (;)(;) , with the numerator expanded out using the expression  =P





















(;) . Thus each term is
an integer; so (;)(;) 2 Z, and we must have  2 l. 
Given ;  2  we shall write    as usual to mean that     =P2 n
with each n  0.
Lemma 1.3. If ;  2  are roots of the same length with   , then there is
a simple root  2  such that   w()  .
Proof. Write     =P2 n, and let 0 = f 2  : n > 0g. Since

























> (; ) + 2
X
20
n (; ) ;
for some  2 0 we must have (; ) < 0. Thus w() =  +m for some m 2 N,
and so   w(); moreover we also have w()   provided m  n . If m = 1
this is clear, so we may assume m > 1, which forces  to be short and  (and hence
) long, with m = c. By Lemma 1.2, n must be a multiple of m, and so m  n
as required. 
Corollary 1.4. If ;  2 + are roots of the same length with   , then there
is a sequence 1; : : : ; r of simple roots such that   w1()  w2w1()    
wr : : : w2w1() = .
Proof. Use Lemma 1.3 and induction on ht    ht . 
We now show that in considering abelian sets we may restrict our attention to
positive roots.
Lemma 1.5. If X   is an abelian set, then some W -translate of X lies in
+.
Proof. We use induction on the number n of negative roots in X; the state-
ment is trivial if n = 0, so suppose  2 + with   2 X. Let  be a simple root of
the same length as  such that   . If  6= , by Lemma 1.3 we may nd  2 
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with    w( )   ; then   +  =  (   ) 2 , so that  =2 X. Thus
as the only positive root taken to a negative root by w is  itself, we see that
replacing X by its image under w does not increase n. Replacing   by w( ),
and repeating the process, we eventually obtain  = ; this time apply w (noting
that  =2 X) to reduce n by 1. By induction the result follows. 
Indeed we may rene this result as follows.
Lemma 1.6. If X   is an abelian set, then some W -translate of X lies in
+ and meets .
Proof. By Lemma 1.5 we may assume X  +; use induction on the minimal
height j of a root inX. If j = 1 thenX itself meets , so assume j > 1; choose a root
 2 X of height j, and as in Corollary 1.4 nd a simple root  with w()  . Thus
w(X) lies in 
+ and contains a root of height less than j; the result follows. 
We may also show that a maximal abelian set must contain a basis of R.
Lemma 1.7. If X   is a maximal abelian set, then the roots in X span R.
Proof. By Lemma 1.5 we may assume X  +; take  2 + nX. Since by
assumption X [ fg is not abelian there must be some 1 2 X with  + 1 2 ;
set 1 = +1. If 1 =2 X, there must similarly be some 2 2 X with 1+2 2 ;
set 2 = 1 + 2. Continuing in this fashion, for some j we must have j 2 X,
because ht < ht1 <    ; then  = j   (1 +    + j) 2 RX. Thus each root
in  is a linear combination of those in X as required. 
In [9] the notion of the long height of a long root was introduced: given  =P






2s n (note that by Lemma 1.2
lht  2 Z). Thus in the case of a single root length, the long height of a root is
simply its height. Write  for the highest root of ; recall that  is long, and that
for all positive roots  we have   .
Lemma 1.8. Given a long root  2 +, the number of positive roots  with
 +  2  is lht   lht .
Proof. We use induction on lht    lht ; the result is clearly true if lht   
lht  = 0, so take  6= . Applying Lemma 1.3 to the roots  and , we may then
choose  2  with   w(); if  2 l we must have w() =  + , while by
Lemma 1.1 if  2 s then w() =  + c. In either case lhtw() = lht  + 1; by
inductive hypothesis the number of positive roots which may be added to w() is
lht   lhtw() = lht   lht    1. Now the positive roots which may be added to
 are the images under w of those which may be added to w(), together with
; thus they number (lht   lht    1) + 1 = lht   lht  as required. 
Let 	 be the subsystem consisting of roots orthogonal to ; we may now de-
termine the size of 	.
Lemma 1.9. j	j = jj   4 lht + 2.
Proof. Take  2 l; then given  2  n fg there are three mutually
exclusive possibilities: (i)  +  2 ; (ii)     2 ; (iii) (; ) = 0. The map
 7!   gives a bijection between the sets satisfying (i) and (ii), while  7!  (+)
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gives a bijection between the sets of positive and negative roots satisfying (i). Since
by Lemma 1.8 the number of positive roots satisfying (i) is lht   1, we have
jj   2 = 2(lht   1) + 2(lht   1) + j	j;
and the result follows. 
We shall require the following piece of terminology: we say that one root ex-
cludes another if their sum is also a root. Thus if X is an abelian set in some root
system, the assumption that a particular root  lies in X means that X can contain
no root excluded by .
In the following chapter we shall consider the root systems of classical type.




Root systems of classical type
We shall work through the dierent types of classical root system in turn. In
contrast to the work to follow on exceptional root systems, where we shall express
roots as linear combinations of simple roots, here we shall take the standard real-
ization of the root system in terms of an orthonormal basis 1; : : : ; d of Euclidean
space Rd for an appropriate value of d.
2.1. Root systems of type An
Let d = n+ 1, and set  = fi   j : i 6= jg. Suppose X   is an abelian set;
dene f : f1; : : : ; n + 1g ! f1g by f(j) =  1 if X contains a root i   j , and
f(j) = 1 otherwise. Then if f(j) =  1 we cannot have a root j   k in X. Using
W we may assume that fj : f(j) = 1g = f1; : : : ;mg for some m; so X is contained
in the maximal abelian set
Xm = fi   j : i  m < jg;
of size m(n+ 1  m). It is clear that no two of these sets lie in the same W -orbit
(although the diagram automorphism  interchanges Xm and Xn+1 m), and that
the stabilizer WXm is the group hw :  = i  i+1; i 6= mi = SmSn+1 m, which
is transitive on Xm.
2.2. Root systems of type Cn
Let d = n, and set  = fi  j : i 6= jg [ f2ig. Suppose X   is an
abelian set; dene f : f1; : : : ; ng ! f1g by f(j) =  1 if X contains a root i j
or  2j , and f(j) = 1 otherwise. Then if f(j) =  1 we cannot have a root i+ j
or 2j in X. Using the subgroup hw :  = 2ii of W we may assume that f(j) = 1
for all j; so X is contained in the maximal abelian set
X0 = fi + j : 1  i < j  ng [ f2i : 1  i  ng;
of size 12n(n+1). The stabilizer WX0 is the group hw :  = i  i+1i = Sn, which
is transitive on the sets of long and short roots of X0.
2.3. Root systems of type Dn
Take d = n, and set  = fi  j : i 6= jg. Here it will be convenient to take
the positive system + = fi  j : i < jg, and to restrict ourselves to maximal
abelian sets lying in +. Let  be the diagram automorphism which interchanges
the simple roots n 1   n and n 1 + n and xes the others; if n = 4 let  be a
diagram automorphism of order 3.
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Take 1  r  n, and let  = (1; : : : ; r) be a partition of n   r satisfying
1  2      r  0; for i = 0; 1; : : : ; r set i = r + 1 +   + i. Set
X(r;) = fi + j : 1  i < j  rg [ fi  j : 1  i  r; i 1 < j  ig:
Then X(r;) is an abelian set of size
1
2r(r   1) + 2(n   r). Let  = k  l be a
root lying outside X, and assume k < l. If l > r then  is excluded by some root
i  l; so assume l  r, in which case at least one of the signs must be minus (and
we must have r  2). Provided r > 2 there exists i  r with i 6= k; l, and then  is
excluded by i + k or i + l; if r = 2 then  1  2 is excluded by 1 + 3, while
1  2 is excluded by 2+ n unless  = (n  2; 0). Thus X(r;) is maximal abelian
provided (r; ) 6= (2; (n  2; 0)) (note that X(2;(n 2;0)) = f1 + 2; 1  j : j > 2g 
f1  j : j > 1g = X(1;(n 1))). In similar fashion set
X0 = fi + j : 1  i < j < ng [ fi   n : 1  i < ng;
then X0 is maximal abelian of size
1
2n(n  1). Indeed X0 is the image of X(n;(0n))
under , while for (r; ) 6= (n; (0n)) the set X(r;) is -stable. (If n = 4 the diagram
automorphism  cycles X(1;(3)), X(4;(04)) and X0, and xes each of X(2;(12)) and
X(3;(1;02)).)
Now let X be any maximal abelian set lying in +. Take i > 1, and set
Ni(X) = f 2 X : (; i) 6= 0g and ni = jNi(X)j. We cannot have ni = 0, since
then the root 1+i could not be excluded; we cannot have ni = 1, since if Ni(X) =
fi  jg then 1+ i could again not be excluded, while if Ni(X) = fj + ig with
 2 f1g then j   i could not be excluded. Thus ni  2. If all roots in Ni(X)
have the same inner product with i, let i be the common value; if instead there
are two roots in Ni(X) which have opposite inner products with i, in which case
we must have Ni(X) = fj  ig for some j, let i = 0.
In similar fashion set 1 = 1; then using the subgroup hw :  = i   i+1i of
W we may assume that i is equal to 1 for 1  i  s, to  1 for s+ 1  i  r and
to 0 for r+1  i  n. If r  s  2 we may apply ww0 with ; 0 = s+1 s+2 to
increase s by 2, so we may assume s 2 fr   1; rg. Likewise if s = r   1 and r < n
we may apply ww0 with ; 
0 = s+1  n to give s = r; on the other hand if
s = r   1 and r = n we may apply  to give s = r. Now maximality of X ensures
that it contains all roots i + j for 1  i < j  r. For 1  i  r let i be the
number of j such that i   j 2 X; again using the subgroup hw :  = i   i+1i
of W we may assume that 1  2      r  0, and that i   j 2 X for
r+ 1 +   + i 1 < j  r+ 1 +   + i. Thus X = X(r;). As it is clear that no
two of the sets X(r;) are W -translates of each other, it follows that the X(r;) for
(r; ) 6= (2; (n 2; 0)) together with X0 form a set of representatives of theW -orbits
of maximal abelian sets.
To consider stabilizers, it is convenient to work in W:2 = hW; i = S2 o Sn, and
to write elements of this group as signed permutations as in [2]. Given X = X(r;),
write  = ((n  r)an r ; (n  r  1)an r 1 ; : : : ; 1a1 ; 0a0). We then have the following
generators for (W:2)X :
k for k 2 fr + 1; : : : ; ng;
(k k + 1) for k 2 fr + 1; : : : ; ng n f1; : : : ; rg;
(i i+ 1)
Qi
j=1(i 1 + j i + j) for i 2 f1; : : : ; r   1g with i = i+1:
Consequently (W:2)X =
Qn r
i=1 ((S2 oSi)oSai). The (W:2)X -orbits inX are as follows:
for each pair (k; l) with 0  l < k  n r we have the (possibly empty) (W:2)X -orbit
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fi+j : i = k; j = lg; for each k with 0  k  n r we have the (possibly empty)
(W:2)X -orbit fi  j : i = k; i 1 < j  ig. The subgroup WX is of index 2
in (W:2)X unless (r; ) = (n; (0
n)), in which case we have WX = (W:2)X ; the only
dierence between (W:2)X -orbits andWX -orbits occurs if (r; ) = (n 1; (1; 0n 2)),
in which case the (W:2)X -orbit f1  ng breaks into the two WX -orbits f1 + ng
and f1   ng. Finally, for X = X0 the stabilizer WX is the conjugate under  of
that of X(n;(0n)); thus it is generated by (i i + 1) for 1  i  n   2 together with
(n  1 n), and is transitive on X.
2.4. Root systems of type Bn
Let d = n, and set  = fi  j : i 6= jg [ fig. Much as before we take the
positive system + = fi  j : i < jg [ fig.
Let X   be a maximal abelian set. As a W -translate of X lies in +,
where the only positive roots which can exclude 1 are short, X must contain
some short root; since each short root excludes all of the others, X must contain
exactly one short root. Let X  be the set obtained by removing this short root
from X; then X  is an abelian set in the subsystem of long roots, which is the
Dn system above. Thus, in the notation of section 2.3, replacing X by a W -
translate if necessary we must have X   X(r;) for some (r; ) (note that W
contains the diagram automorphism  of the Dn system, so we need not consider
the possibility X   X0). Now consider the short root in X. If it is j for some
j > r, by applying wj if necessary (which leaves the containment X
   X(r;)
unaected) we may assume it is j ; then X can contain no root i   j , so any
roots i+ j for 1  i  r cannot be excluded, whence by maximality we must have
(r; ) = (1; (n  1)). Applying w2 j if necessary we may further assume j = 2, in
which case we have X   X(2;(n 2;0)). Thus we may assume the short root is i
for some i  r. If it is  i then X can contain no roots i j , so applying wi will
leave the containment X   X(r;) unaected; so we may assume the short root is
i. Finally if i > 1 and i 1 = i, we may apply the element ofWX(r;) of section 2.3
which interchanges i 1 and i. Thus if we set I() = f1g[f2  i  r : i 1 > ig,
then for some i0 2 I() we have that X is the maximal abelian set
X(r;;i0) = X(r;) [ fi0g;
of size 12r(r   1) + 2(n   r) + 1. Again it is clear that no two of the sets X(r;;i0)
are W -translates of each other, so that they form a set of representatives of the
W -orbits of maximal abelian sets.
The stabilizer of the set X(r;;i0) is clearly the intersection of those of X(r;)
and i0 ; thus its generators are those listed in section 2.3 with the single exception
of the element (i0 i0 + 1)
Qi0
j=1(i0 1 + j i0 + j), and if we write d = i0
then its isomorphism type is obtained from that listed there by replacing the term
(S2 o Sd) o Sad in the direct product by (S2 o Sd) o Sad 1  (S2 o Sd). Accordingly the
WX -orbits are the sets listed in section 2.3 with the following exceptions: for each
0  l  n   r with l 6= d, the set fi + j : i = d; j = lg splits into the two
WX -orbits fi0 + j : j = lg and fi+ j : i = d; i 6= i0; j = lg (of which one or
both may be empty); the set fi  j : i = d; i 1 < j  ig splits into the two
WX -orbits fi0  j : i0 1 < j  i0g and fi j : i = d; i 6= i0; i 1 < j  ig
(of which one or both may be empty); nally there is the additionalWX -orbit fi0g.

CHAPTER 3
The strategy for root systems of exceptional type
For the remainder of this work we suppose  is of exceptional type. We describe
the strategy to be followed in the succeeding chapters in classifying the W -orbits of
maximal abelian sets in . We begin by dening certain types of abelian set. We
then explain our method of proving the completeness of our classication in each
case. Finally we consider the structure of each of the maximal abelian sets.
3.1. Radical and near-radical sets
Recall that  is the highest root of , and 	 is the subsystem consisting of roots
orthogonal to . By inspection we see that there exist simple roots  and 0 such
that  is long, 	 \  =  n fg, and every simple root in  n f; 0g is orthogonal
to ; moreover, if  =
P
2 n is a root, then n  2 with equality if and only if




n 2  : n = 1
)
; 
 =  [ fg:
Then 
 = +n	; accordingly, in any simple algebraic group with  as root system,

 is the set of roots of the unipotent radical of the maximal parabolic subgroup
given by  n fg. We shall call a subset of 
 a radical set.
By Lemma 1.9 we have jj = 12 (jj 2 j	j) = 2(lht  1). For each  2 , we
have    =  w() 2 ; thus  consists of lht   1 pairs f;   g. Moreover,
given  2  the only root in 
 which may be added to  is    . Thus a set
which is maximal among radical abelian sets consists of  together with one root
from each pair f;    g; such a set has size lht , and there are 2lht  1 of these
maximal radical abelian sets. Not all of them are necessarily maximal abelian, as
there may be roots outside 
 which are not excluded; we shall need to decide which
maximal radical abelian sets are in fact radical maximal abelian sets.
For the G2 and F4 root systems the classication of radical maximal abelian sets
will be fairly simple. For the larger root systems it turns out to be useful to represent
maximal radical abelian sets by certain graphs; the condition of maximality (among
all abelian sets rather than just radical ones) and the action of stabW () may be
interpreted graphically, and we shall produce lists of equivalence classes of graphs
representing the dierent W -orbits of radical maximal abelian sets.
For the two largest root systems, it will also turn out to be useful to consider
sets which are `almost radical': a subset of + will be called a near-radical set if
it contains exactly one root outside 
 for  of type E7, or either one or two roots
outside 
 for  of type E8. The classication of near-radical maximal abelian sets
will again involve graphs, but will be considerably more straightforward than that
of the radical maximal abelian sets in these cases.
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3.2. Proving completeness
Unless  is of type G2 (in which case this turns out to be unnecessary), we shall
begin by providing a short list of maximal abelian sets which are not radical (or
near-radical, for  of type E7 or E8). We shall then write S() for the collection
of maximal abelian sets listed to this point, and describe a set as known if it is a
W -translate of one of the sets in S(). Our goal will then be to show that any
maximal abelian set is known; in other words, that the set S() is complete.
Our basic approach will be as follows. Let X be a maximal abelian set. By
Lemma 1.6 we may assume that X consists of positive roots and contains some
simple root ; we shall work through the possibilities for  in turn. We shall build
up the set X in stages by successively choosing roots to lie in it; each such choice
will exclude certain other roots, and we shall call a positive root available at a
given stage if it has not at that point been either chosen or excluded. Subsequent
choices must then be made from among the available roots. At each stage we keep
track of the roots excluded by the choices made, until we obtain an abelian set
whose maximality can be checked; if it is maximal we shall then identify it as a W -
translate of one of those in S(). We may then backtrack by returning to the last
choice made and assuming the converse; ensuring in this way that all possibilities
are considered will mean that all maximal abelian sets are obtained.
There are various ways in which this basic approach can be rened. Clearly any
maximal abelian set of positive roots must contain , so we shall assume without
further comment that  2 X. As we work through the possibilities for  we shall be
able to use some rather technical results (see Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.2 below) to
assume that additional roots lie in X. At any given stage we may use the stabilizer
inW of the roots chosen by that point to treat various available roots as equivalent,
thereby reducing the number of possibilities to be considered. If at some point we
nd that an available root  cannot be added to any of the remaining available
roots, for X to be maximal abelian it must contain ; in this case we shall say that
 2 X by default . On the other hand, for X to be maximal abelian it must exclude
all negative roots as well as the positive roots outside X. Thus suppose at some
point there is a negative root  which has not been excluded. If  can be added to
just one available root , then we must have  2 X to exclude ; on the other hand
if  cannot be added to any available root, we cannot obtain a maximal abelian set
and so need not pursue the current line of investigation. Likewise if at some point
the union of the sets of chosen and available roots is aW -translate of a subset of 
,
there is no need to pursue the line of investigation as the radical maximal abelian
sets have already been treated (and for  of type E7 or E8 similar considerations
apply to near-radical sets). Finally, whenever we reach a point where there are no
further available roots, provided all negative roots have been excluded the set must
be maximal abelian.
We end this section with the two rather technical results referred to above;
these will be used repeatedly in the arguments showing the completeness of S().
Lemma 3.1. Assume that 1 is a subset of  and  2  n 1 such that all
roots in h1; i have the same length; write Z for the set of roots in h1; i of
the form
P
2 n with n = 1. Let Y be a set of positive roots preserved by
hw :  2 1 [ fgi. If X is a set of positive roots with Y  X such that X
contains some but not all roots in Z, there is a positive W -translate of X which
contains Y and meets h1i.
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Proof. If X meets h1i the result is clear, so assume X \ h1i = ;; choose
 2 X \ Z. By Corollary 1.4, we may take simple roots 1; : : : ; r such that
  w1()      wr : : : w1() = ; so i 2 1 for all i. Thus if we write
w = w1 : : : wr , then as X contains Y and consists of positive roots lying outside
h1i the same is true of w(X), and  = w() 2 w(X). Since w lies in hw :  2 1i
it stabilizes Z, so that w(X) also contains some but not all of these roots. Thus by
replacing X by w(X) we may assume  2 X.
Now take 1 2 Z n X, and as before take simple roots 1; : : : ; r such that
  w1()      wr : : : w1() = 1; so again i 2 1 for all i. Again,
each wj : : : wr (X) for 1  j  r contains Y and consists of positive roots lying
outside h1i, and as  = w1 : : : wr (1) we have  =2 w1 : : : wr (X). Since  2 X
there exists a maximal j with  2 wj+1 : : : wr (X) but  =2 wj : : : wr (X). Set
w0 = wj+1 : : : wr and X
0 = w0(X); then  2 X 0 nwj (X 0). As  and j have the
same length, we must therefore have wj () =  + j ; then wwj (X
0) is a set of
positive roots containing both Y and wwj () = w( + j) = j 2 h1i. 
The point of this result is the following. Suppose we are considering the possi-
bilities for X containing the given set Y ; we have already dealt with those which
meet the set h1i, and we now wish to treat those which meet the set h1; i. It is
usually the case that Z is the set of positive roots in h1; i n h1i; by Lemma 3.1
we may then assume that X actually contains all the roots in Z, since otherwise
by replacing X by a W -translate we revert to the situation already dealt with.
The second of these results will only be required in the treatment of the larger
exceptional root systems.
Corollary 3.2. Assume that all roots in  have the same length. Assume
that 1 is a subset of  and  2  n 1; let Y be a set of positive roots preserved
by hw :  2 1 [ fgi. Let 0 2  be orthogonal to all roots in 1 [ Y but
not orthogonal to , and set  =  + 0 2 . Let 2 be a subset of  all of
whose roots are orthogonal to 1 [ fg [ Y , and set 3 = 1 [ 2; for i = 1; 2; 3
set Wi = hw :  2 ii, so that W3 = W1 W2. Suppose X is an abelian set of
positive roots containing  and Y with X\h3i = ;. If X\W3() is not W1-stable,
there is a positive W -translate of X which contains Y and meets h1i.
Proof. If X \W3() is not W1-stable, there exist w 2W3 and w0 2W1 with
w() 2 X but w0w() =2 X. Since W3 =W1W2, we may write w = w(1)w(2) with
w(i) 2Wi for i = 1; 2; then as w(1) xes 0 and w(2) xes , we have
(;w(0)) = (;w(1)w(2)(0)) = (w(2) 1(); w(1)(0)) = (; 0) < 0:
Thus as X is abelian and contains  we must have w(0) =2 X. Set X 0 = w 1(X);
then X 0 is an abelian set, consisting of positive roots (since X \ h3i = ;) and
containing Y (since Y is preserved by W1 and orthogonal to all roots in 2), and
we have  2 X 0 but 0; w00() =2 X 0 where w00 = w 1w0w 2W1. Set X 00 = w0(X 0);
then X 00 is similarly an abelian set consisting of positive roots, containing Y (since
Y is preserved by w0), and we have  = w0() 2 X 00 but w00() = w00(w0()) =
w0(w
00()) =2 X 00 (since 0 is orthogonal to the roots in 1). Since w00() lies in
the set Z of Lemma 3.1, that result may now be applied. 
In fact in many applications of these results the set Y will be empty, but the
more general forms presented here will be needed on several occasions.
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3.3. Identifying stabilizers and structure
Having determined the maximal abelian sets up to the action of W , we shall
conclude by considering their structure: for each X 2 S(), we shall identify its
(setwise) stabilizerWX inW and decomposeX intoWX -orbits. Moreover, it is here
that we shall prove conclusively that no two of the sets in S() are W -translates
of each other.
The key to all of this is the internal geometry of the set X; in particular we shall
consider the relation of orthogonality on X. For  2 X we dene the orthogonality
count o() to be the number of roots in X which are orthogonal to  (for  of
type G2 or F4 we rene this by counting long and short roots separately, so that
o() is an ordered pair). Clearly WX must x setwise the set of roots having any
given orthogonality count. Indeed more generally if Z1 and Z2 are subsets of X
which must be xed setwise by WX , then for any n  jZ2j the set of roots in Z1
orthogonal to exactly n roots in Z2 must also be xed setwise by WX .
Our method of determining WX is then as follows. We shall produce certain
elements of W which visibly stabilize X, and let G be the group they generate, so
that G WX ; we shall seek to show that in factWX = G. To do this we shall often
nd a subset X1 of X which WX must preserve and on which G acts transitively;
we take 1 2 X1 and consider the stabilizers (WX)1 and G1 . Since
jWX : (WX)1 j = jX1j = jG : G1 j;
it suces to show that (WX)1 = G1 . As (WX)1 must preserve the set of roots
orthogonal to 1, this frequently leads to a renement of the partition of X. We
may then seek a subset of X which (WX)1 must preserve and on which G1 acts
transitively, and repeat the process. If we reach a point where we have stabilized
enough roots to span R (note that X contains spanning sets by Lemma 1.7; in
particular, we are in this situation if all roots of X are stabilized), then as W acts
linearly the pointwise stabilizer in WX must be trivial, and we may conclude that
WX = G as desired.
This method may be modied in certain cases. For example, if there are sets
which are visibly WX -stable on which G acts as a direct product of symmetric
groups, we may shorten the argument by taking the simultaneous stabilizer of all
roots concerned.
In the nal chapter of this work we shall provide tables detailing the results
obtained for each of the exceptional root systems. In particular we shall give what
we call the signature of each maximal abelian set X; this consists of the sequence
of orthogonality counts of the roots in X, grouped into WX -orbits. It will turn
out that there are relatively few cases of two sets in the tables having the same
signature; since the action of W clearly preserves signatures, in most cases this will
provide an immediate proof that the set X is not in the same W -orbit as any other
set in the table. For those instances of sets having the same signature, the orders of
the stabilizers will sometimes suce to show that theW -orbits are distinct; in other
cases it will be necessary to consider the geometry more carefully (in addition, in
E6 there are three pairs of sets interchanged by the diagram automorphism, where
separate arguments will be needed to obtain the desired conclusion).
Our nal result in this section gives a particular feature possessed by maximal
radical abelian sets in those exceptional root systems in which all roots have the
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same length. Recall that  is the unique simple root not orthogonal to , and 0 is
the unique simple root having negative inner product with .
Lemma 3.3. Let  be of type E6, E7 or E8, and X be a maximal radical abelian
set; then o() has the same parity for all  2 X n fg.
Proof. First consider the maximal radical abelian set X = X(2)[X(3), where
we write X(j) = fP2m 2  : m0 = jg (so that X(3) = f;    g). The
stabilizer of this set clearly contains hw :  2  n f0gi, which acts transitively on
X(2); thus all roots in X(2) have the same orthogonality count. Now
P
2X o() is
clearly even (as orthogonality is a symmetric relation), and o() = 0; by inspection
we see that lht    1 = jX(2) [ f   gj is also even. It follows that o(   ) must
have the same parity as o() for  2 X(2); thus the claim holds for this particular
maximal radical abelian set.
Now consider the eect of taking a maximal radical abelian set X in which the
equal parity condition holds and replacing one root 0 by  0. For all  2 Xnf0g
we have (; ) = (; 0) + (;    0); thus  is orthogonal to precisely one of 0
and    0. Replacing 0 by    0 will therefore change the orthogonality count
of  by 1; so in the new set all roots apart from  and   0 have the same parity
of orthogonality count, and as above the nal root    0 must then also have
the same parity for its orthogonality count. Since any maximal radical abelian set
may be obtained from the set X(2) [ X(3) treated above by a succession of such
replacements, the result holds. 
We conclude this section with some comments on notation. We write  =
f1; : : : ; `g, where ` is the rank of  and the simple roots are numbered as in
[1]. For convenience, we shall often write wi for the simple root reection wi ; in
addition, we shall write w0 for the long word in the Weyl group, the unique element
of W which maps each positive root to a negative root.
We shall write roots as linear combinations of simple roots, and represent them
as `-tuples of coecients arranged as in a Dynkin diagram; thus for example ac-






3 . Moreover, we shall often use dots to denote undetermined
coecients, our convention being that they may be replaced by any integers which
yield a root; thus for example if  is of type F4 the statement \012  2 X" means
that the set X contains all three roots 0120, 0121 and 0122, while \12 1 =2 X" means
that X contains neither 1221 nor 1231.
For the convenience of the reader, in an appendix at the end of this work we
provide what we call the `root tree' of each root system of exceptional type; this
contains all the positive roots, appropriately arranged, and indicates the eect upon
them of each of the elements wi.
Finally, our notation for maximal abelian sets in root systems of exceptional
type will be such that the size of a set is given by its subscript, while sets of the
same size are distinguished by superscripts.

CHAPTER 4
The root system of type G2
Let  be of type G2; thus  has simple roots 1; 2 numbered as in [1], so that
1 is short and 2 is long.
4.1. Radical maximal abelian sets
We have  = 32, and the roots in  are 1; there are 2 pairs of roots in 
summing to , namely f01; 31g and f11; 21g. Using stabW () = hw1i we may assume
31 2 X, 01 =2 X; thus up to the action of W there are 2 maximal radical abelian
sets, each of which is easily seen to be maximal abelian:
X13 = f3 ; 21g;
X23 = f3 ; 11g:
4.2. Determination of maximal abelian sets
We set
S(G2) = fX13 ; X23g:
As in section 3.2, we let X be any maximal abelian set consisting of positive roots
and containing a simple root ; we seek to show thatX is known, i.e., aW -translate
of a set in S(G2).
We work through the possibilities for the simple root  contained in X.
Lemma 4.1. If 01 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Take 01 2 X; this excludes 10; 31, so X is radical and hence known. 
Lemma 4.2. If 10 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Take 10 2 X; this excludes 01; 11; 21, giving 31 2 X by default; so
X = f3 ; 10g = w2(X23 ):
This proves the lemma. 
Combining Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we have proved the following.
Theorem 4.3. If X is a maximal abelian set in a root system of type G2, then
a W -translate of X lies in S(G2).
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4.3. Stabilizers and structure of maximal abelian sets
For each set X 2 S(G2) we shall determine its stabilizerWX inW , and nd the
WX -orbits in X. For  2 X the orthogonality count o() is the ordered pair (i; j),
where i and j are the numbers of long and short roots in X which are orthogonal to
, respectively; for convenience we shall write the pair (i; j) simply as ij. We shall
follow the basic approach explained in section 3.3. We shall take each possibility
for X in turn.
If X = X13 we must x f3 g (being the set of roots  with  long and o() = 00)
and 21 ( short, o() = 00). We set
G = hw2i;
then G acts as S2 on f3 g, so we may x both of these roots, and thus WX = G.
If X = X23 we must x 32; 31 ( long, o() = 00; 01 respectively) and 11 (
short, o() = 10). We set
G = 1;
since all roots are xed, we have WX = G.
The results found here are presented in tabular form in the nal chapter of this
work. Since the sets in S(G2) have distinct signatures, we have thus shown the
following.
Theorem 4.4. The 2 sets in S(G2) represent dierent W -orbits.
CHAPTER 5
The root system of type F4
Let  be of type F4; thus  has simple roots 1; 2; 3; 4 numbered as in [1],
so that 1; 2 are long and 3; 4 are short, and 2 is not orthogonal to 3.
5.1. Radical maximal abelian sets
We have  = 2342, and the roots in  are 1   ; there are 3 pairs of short roots
and 4 pairs of long roots in  summing to . The pairs of short roots in  are
f1110; 1232g; f1111; 1231g; f1121; 1221g:
Using stabW () = hw2; w3; w4i we may assume 1232 2 X, 1110 =2 X; then using
hw2; w3i we may assume 1231 2 X, 1111 =2 X; nally using hw2i we may assume
1221 2 X, 1121 =2 X. Having thus determined the short roots in X, and noting that
hw3; w4i is the setwise stabilizer in stabW () of the roots chosen so far, we turn to
the long roots. The pairs of long roots in  are
f1000; 1342g; f1100; 1242g; f1120; 1222g; f1122; 1220g:
Using hw3; w4i, we see that the set X is determined by (a) whether it contains 1342
or 1000, and (b) the number of long roots 12   it contains; so up to the action of W
there are 2:4 = 8 maximal radical abelian sets.
We now consider which of these sets are maximal abelian. As  2342 and the
roots  1    are excluded by 2342, it suces to consider roots  of the form 0   .
Each short root 0    is excluded by four of the six short roots in , so certainly it is
excluded by at least one short root in X. However, each long root 0    is excluded
by four long roots and one short root in , with the long roots concerned lying
one in each pair (for example the roots in  which exclude 0100 are 1000; 112 ; 1242).
Thus up to the action of W there is a single maximal radical abelian set which is
not maximal abelian, namely that containing 1342 and exactly two long roots 12  
(for example if X = f  42; 123 ; 1221; 1 22g then X is not maximal abelian as it lies
in X [ f0122g). We therefore have the radical maximal abelian sets
X18 = f 342; 12  g;
X28 = f  42; 123 ; 1221; 1122; 1120g;
X38 = f 342; 123 ; 1221; 1122; 1120; 1100g;
X48 = f2342; 12  ; 1000g;
X58 = f2342; 12 2; 12 1; 1122; 1000g;
X68 = f2342; 1242; 123 ; 1221; 1122; 1120; 1000g;
X78 = f2342; 123 ; 1221; 1122; 1120; 1 00g:
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5.2. Determination of maximal abelian sets
We begin by giving one further maximal abelian set which is not radical (indeed,
it is the set found above showing that one of the maximal radical abelian sets was
not maximal abelian): we set
X9 = f   2; 12 1g:
We then set
S(F4) = fX18 ; : : : ; X78 ; X9g:
As in section 3.2, we let X be any maximal abelian set consisting of positive roots
and containing a simple root ; we seek to show thatX is known, i.e., aW -translate
of a set in S(F4).
We work through the possibilities for the simple root  contained in X.
Lemma 5.1. If 1000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Take 1000 2 X; this excludes 01  ; 1342. Unless X contains some root
00   the set will be radical. Using Lemma 3.1 (with Y = f1000g) we may assume
that one of the following holds: (i) 0010 2 X; (ii) 0010 =2 X, 00 1 2 X.
First assume (i) holds; this excludes the roots 0001; 1100; 111 ; 1221; 1222; 1232, giv-
ing 1120; 1121; 1242 2 X by default. To exclude  0100 we must have 1220 2 X, which
then excludes 0011; 1122, giving 1231 2 X by default; so
X = f2342; 1242; 1231; 1 20; 1121; 1000; 0010g = w2w4w3w2w1w2(X28 ):
Now assume (ii) holds; this excludes 0010; 11 0; 1220; 1  1, giving 1122; 12 2 2 X
by default, so
X = f2342; 12 2; 1122; 00 1; 1000g = w2w3w2w1w2w3w2(X58 ):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.2. If 0100 2 X then X is known.
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume 1000 =2 X. Take 0100 2 X; then by
Lemma 3.1 we may assume 100 2 X (otherwise we revert to the case covered in
Lemma 5.1), which excludes 001 ; 12 ; 1242, giving 1222; 1342 2 X by default. First
assume 0001 2 X; this excludes 110; 1220; 12 1, giving 1232 2 X by default, and up
to the action of hw1i we have
X = f 342; 1232; 1222; 1111; 100; 0001g = w3w2w1w3w2(X68 ):
Thus assume 0001 =2 X, which gives 1220; 1221 2 X by default. If X contains no root
11  then by default we have 123  2 X, so
X = f 342; 123 ; 122 ; 100g = w3w4(X9 ):
So assume X contains some root 11 ; using hw1; w4i we may assume 1111 2 X,
which excludes 011 ; 1231. If 1110 2 X this excludes 1232, so
X = f 342; 122 ; 111 ; 100g = w3w4w2w3w2(X9):
If on the other hand 1110 =2 X this gives 1232 2 X by default, so
X = f 342; 1232; 122 ; 1111; 100g = w3w4w2(X9 ):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. If 0001 2 X then X is known.
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Proof. By Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 we may assume  00 =2 X. Take 0001 2 X; this
excludes  10;  20;  21; 1231, giving 0122; 1  2 2 X by default. Using hw1; w2i we may
assume 0011 2 X; this excludes 111, so
X = f   2; 00 1g = w2w3w1w2w3w1w2(X9 ):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. If 0010 2 X then X is known.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 we may assume  00; 0001 =2 X. Take 0010 2 X;
by Lemma 3.1 we may in fact assume 001  2 X. This excludes 11 ; 122 ; 123 , giving
1 42 2 X by default, so
X  f  42; 12 ; 001 g  w2w1(
):
This proves the lemma. 
Combining Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 we have proved the following.
Theorem 5.5. If X is a maximal abelian set in a root system of type F4, then
a W -translate of X lies in S(F4).
5.3. Stabilizers and structure of maximal abelian sets
For each set X 2 S(F4) we shall determine its stabilizerWX inW , and nd the
WX -orbits in X. For  2 X the orthogonality count o() is the ordered pair (i; j),
where i and j are the numbers of long and short roots in X which are orthogonal to
, respectively; for convenience we shall write the pair (i; j) simply as ij. We shall
follow the basic approach explained in section 3.3; in fact in each case we shall end
up stabilizing the roots 2342; 1232; 1231; 1221, which span R. We shall work through
the possibilities for X in turn.
If X = X18 we must x f 342g; f1242; 1222; 1220g (being the sets of roots  with
 long and o() = 00; 21 respectively) and f123 ; 1221g ( short, o() = 10). We set
G = hw1; w3; w4i;
then G acts as S3 on f123 ; 1221g and independently as S2 on f 342g, so we may x
all of these roots, and thus WX = G.
If X = X28 we must x 2342; 1342; 1242; f1122; 1120g ( long, o() = 00; 20; 01; 22
respectively) and f123 g; 1221 ( short, o() = 10; 30 respectively). We set
G = hw4i;
then G acts as S2 on f123 g, so we may x both of these roots, and thus WX = G.
If X = X38 we must x 2342; 1342; f1122; 1120; 1100g ( long, o() = 00; 30; 32
respectively) and f123 ; 1221g ( short, o() = 20). We set
G = hw3; w4i;
then G acts as S3 on f123 ; 1221g, so we may x all of these roots, and thusWX = G.
If X = X48 we must x 2342; f1242; 1222; 1220g; 1000 ( long, o() = 00; 31; 33
respectively) and f123 ; 1221g ( short, o() = 20). We set
G = hw3; w4i;
then G acts as S3 on f123 ; 1221g, so we may x all of these roots, and thusWX = G.
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If X = X58 we must x 2342; f1242; 1222g; 1122; 1000 ( long, o() = 00; 21; 02; 23
respectively) and 1232; f12 1g ( short, o() = 10; 30 respectively). We set
G = hw3i;
then G acts as S2 on f12 1g, so we may x both of these roots, and thus WX = G.
If X = X68 we must x 2342; 1242; f1122; 1120g; 1000 ( long, o() = 00; 11; 12; 13
respectively) and f123 g; 1221 ( short, o() = 20; 40 respectively). We set
G = hw4i;
then G acts as S2 on f123 g, so we may x both of these roots, and thus WX = G.
If X = X78 we must x 2342; f1122; 1120; 1100g; 1000 ( long, o() = 00; 22; 03
respectively) and f123 ; 1221g ( short, o() = 30). We set
G = hw3; w4i;
then G acts as S3 on f123 ; 1221g, so we may x all of these roots, and thusWX = G.
If X = X9 we must x f 342g; f1242; 1222g; f 122g ( long, o() = 10; 11; 12
respectively) and 1232; f12 1g ( short, o() = 00; 30 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3i;
then G acts as S2 on each of f 342g and f12 1g independently, so we may x all of
these roots, and thus WX = G.
The results found here are presented in tabular form in the nal chapter of this
work. In each case we may observe that each set f 2 X : o() = ijg is in fact a
single WX -orbit. Since all the sets in S(F4) have distinct signatures, we have thus
shown the following.
Theorem 5.6. The 8 sets in S(F4) represent dierent W -orbits.
CHAPTER 6
The root system of type E6
Let  be of type E6; thus  has simple roots 1; : : : ; 6 numbered as in [1].
We write  for the diagram automorphism which xes 2 and 4, and interchanges
1 and 3 with 6 and 5 respectively.
6.1. Radical maximal abelian sets
We have  = 123212 , and the roots in  are
    
1 ; there are 10 pairs of roots in
 summing to , namely f 000001 ; 123211 g and 9 of the form f  1  1 ;  2  1 g. We may
arrange these as follows.
f 111111 ; 012101 g
f 111101 ; 012111 g f 011111 ; 112101 g
f 111001 ; 012211 g f 011101 ; 112111 g f 001111 ; 122101 g
f 011001 ; 112211 g f 001101 ; 122111 g
f 001001 ; 122211 g
f 000001 ; 123211 g
We shall regard the pair at the bottom of this array as isolated. We shall call a
root in  odd or even according to the parity of its 4-coecient; thus each pair
consists of an odd root and an even root. We may then specify a maximal radical
abelian set X by simply giving the parity of the root selected in each of the 10
pairs; for convenience we shall represent the set X graphically.
To begin with, we note that w0w preserves  and maps each root  of  to
 w() =    (); in particular it interchanges the two roots in the isolated
pair. It therefore suces to consider maximal radical abelian sets containing 123211 .
We may then identify the 9 non-isolated pairs with unordered pairs fi; jg with
i 2 f1; 2; 3g and j 2 f4; 5; 6g; we shall write the unordered pair fi; jg simply as ij,






We may then represent a maximal radical abelian set X containing 123211 by a
bipartite graph  X with vertex set f1; 2; 3g[f4; 5; 6g, where the choice in X of the
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odd or even root in the pair identied with ij is denoted by the presence or absence
in  X of the edge ij. (Alternatively, we may regard this as the choice of a black






For example, if X = f 12  1 ; 112111 ; 0121 1 ; 0 1111 ; 11001 g then  X is
q qq qq qQSS .
We now consider the action of stabW () = hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6i on the roots
in . Within this group the (pointwise) stabilizer W 0 of the isolated pair is
hw1; w3; w5; w6i, which does not aect 4-coecients and therefore permutes edges
without changing colours; in fact the notation chosen for the pairs means that the
generating elements of W 0 = S3S3 act as permutations of the vertices as follows:
w1 = (4 5); w3 = (5 6); w5 = (1 2); w6 = (2 3):
Thus two maximal radical abelian sets containing 123211 lie in the same W
0-orbit if
and only if their graphs are isomorphic (where we require an isomorphism to pre-
serve rather than interchange the vertex sets f1; 2; 3g and f4; 5; 6g). The bipartite
graphs up to isomorphism are as follows.
q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQ q qq qq q q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQ
q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQQ q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQ
q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSSQ
The remaining generator of stabW () is w4. In determining its eect, we shall
assume that in the graph  X being considered the edge 16 is absent (or white), so
that the corresponding set X contains 122211 and hence w4(X) still contains
12321
1 .
(Since W 0 acts transitively on edges, this assumption excludes only the last of the
36 graphs above.) If we set fi; kg = f2; 3g and fj; `g = f4; 5g, each edge ij in  X
gives rise to the edge k` in  w4(X) of the opposite colour (alternatively, the presence
or absence of ij gives rise to the absence or presence of k` respectively). Thus for
example with the set X as above, in the graph  X the edge 35 is present (or black),
and so in  w4(X) the edge 24 is absent (or white); on the other hand in  X the edge
34 is absent (or white), and so in  w4(X) the edge 25 is present (or black). Treating
all four edges between f2; 3g and f4; 5g thus, we see that the graph  w4(X) is
q qq qq qQSS ,
corresponding to w4(X) = f 12  1 ; 012111 ;  1111 ; 011101 ; 11001 g.
Thus if one of the graphs above contains a white edge such that among the
remaining four vertices there are at least three black edges, we may use the group
hw1; w3; w5; w6i to move the white edge to 16 and then apply w4 to reduce the
number of black edges; thus the set is a W -translate of one appearing earlier on the
list, and so need be considered no further. This disposes of the eighth and twelfth
in the top row, all but the fth, sixth and seventh in the middle row and all but
the second and twelfth in the bottom row. Moreover, the fth and sixth in the
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middle row are in fact interchanged by w4; also the seventh in the middle row may
be transformed to the twelfth in the bottom row by applying rst w4 and then the
element w0w mentioned above. We thus have the following 13 graphs representing
maximal radical abelian sets up to the action of W .
q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQ q qq qq q q qq qq qQSS
q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSSQ
We now need to decide which of these sets are maximal abelian. The roots
  123212 ;      1 are excluded by 123212 , while    1  0 are excluded by 123211 . To
exclude 100000 we must have some root
01   
1 in X; using hw1; w3i we see that to
exclude the roots  0000 there cannot be two vertices in f4; 5; 6g such that all edges
from one are black and all from the other are white, which disposes of the sixth set.
Likewise to exclude the roots 000  0 there cannot be two such vertices in f1; 2; 3g,




1 or some root
111 
1 in X; using hw1; w3; w5; w6i we see that to exclude the
roots  1  0 the graph must not contain a black edge such that the four non-adjacent
edges are all white, which disposes of the second, third and fourth sets. We are
thus left with the following 8 graphs representing radical maximal abelian sets.
q qq qq q q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQ q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qSS q qq qq qQSS q qq qq qQSSQ q qq qq qQSSQ
We therefore set
X111 = f 12321 ;  2  1 g;
X211 = f 12 21 ; 1221 1 ; 12211 ; 112111 ; 012101 ; 111101 ; 011111 g;
X311 = f 12    ; 112 11 ; 012101 ; 111 01 ; 011111 g;
X411 = f   21 ; 1 2111 ; 012101 ; 0 1111 ; 111101 g;
X511 = f 12 21 ; 122111 ; 112211 ; 112101 ; 012111 ; 01 101 ; 111001 ; 001111 g;
X611 = f 12321 ; 1 2 11 ; 012101 ; 111 01 ; 0 1111 g;
X711 = f 12 21 ; 112111 ; 012101 ; 111 01 ; 0 1111 ; 011001 ; 001101 g;
X811 = f 12321 ;  1  1 g:
6.2. Determination of maximal abelian sets
We begin by giving some maximal abelian sets which are not radical; we set
X12 = f 1   1 ; 1 2101 ; 012 11 g;
X113 = f 12    ; 1  1 g;
X213 = f   21 ; 1  1  g;
X116 = f 1     g;
X216 = f    1 g;
so that X213 and X
2




16 respectively. We set
S(E6) = fX111; : : : ; X811; X12; X113; X213; X116; X216g:
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As in section 3.2, we let X be any maximal abelian set consisting of positive roots
and containing a simple root ; we seek to show thatX is known, i.e., aW -translate
of a set in S(E6). Here we shall be able to make use of the automorphism  to
shorten the argument in places (noting that the set S(E6) is stable under ).
We work through the possibilities for the simple root  contained in X.
Lemma 6.1. If 000001 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Assume 000001 2 X; this excludes  1  0 ; 123211 . Unless X contains
some root  0000 or 000  0 the set will be radical; using  and Lemma 3.1 (with




0 =2 X, 1 0000 2 X.









X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 again (with Y = f 000001 ; 010000 g) we have three
possibilities to consider: (a) 000100 2 X; (b) 000100 =2 X, 000 10 2 X; (c) 000  0 =2 X.








1 2 X by default. To




1 2 X by default; so




If instead (b) holds, this excludes 11 01 ; 012101 ; 122101 , giving 111111 ; 122111 2 X by
default. To exclude   001000 we must have 012111 2 X, which excludes 110000 , giving
01221
1 2 X by default; so
X = f 123212 ; 122 11 ; 012 11 ; 11111 ; 000 10 ; 000001 ; 010000 g = w1w4w3w5w4w2(X411):
Finally if (c) holds, then 011 01 ; 1221 1 2 X by default. To exclude   001000 we must




1 . To exclude   001110 we must have some root 012 11 present; using hw5i
we may assume 012111 2 X, which excludes 111101 . To exclude   100000 we must have
11100
1 2 X, which excludes 012211 ; so
X = f 123212 ; 122  1 ; 01 1 1 ; 11001 ; 000001 ; 010000 g = w4w5w4w1w6w3w5w4(X12):




1 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 again (with Y = f 000001 ; 1 0000 g) we
have two possibilities to consider: (a) 000 10 2 X; (b) 000 10 =2 X. If (a) holds, this
excludes 1   01 , so
X = f 123212 ; 1 2 11 ; 111111 ; 1 0000 ; 000 10 ; 000001 g = w4w3w5w4w2(X611):
If instead (b) holds, then 1   01 2 X by default, so
X = f 123212 ; 1 2 11 ; 111111 ; 1   01 ; 1 0000 ; 000001 g = w4w3w5w6w4w5(X213):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. If 001000 2 X then X is known.
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Proof. As before we assume 000001 =2 X, 00100 2 X; this excludes 10000 ; 0001 0 ;
111  ; 122211 , giving 112111 ; 123211 2 X by default. Using  we may divide into three
possibilities: (i) 100000 ;
00001
0 2 X; (ii) 100000 2 X, 000010 =2 X; (iii) 100000 ; 000010 =2 X.




1 2 X by default, so
X  f 12321 ; 1 2111 ; 112211 ; 11100 ; 00111 ; 00100 ; 100000 ; 000010 g  w3w5w4w2(
):
Now assume (ii) holds; this excludes 01100 ; 012  1 , giving 112101 ; 112211 2 X by
default. To exclude   010000 we must have some root 1221 1 present; using hw6i we
may assume 122101 2 X, which excludes 00111 . If 122111 =2 X we have
X  f 12321 ; 112  1 ; 122101 ; 11100 ; 001 0 ; 100000 g  w6w3w5w4w2(
);
so we may assume 122111 2 X, which excludes 00110 , giving 11100 2 X by default,
so
X = f 12321 ; 112  1 ; 1221 1 ; 11100 ; 00100 ; 100000 g = w3w5w6w4w5w2w4(X12):
Finally assume (iii) holds; then 0121 1 ; 112101 2 X by default. If 1100 ; 0011  =2 X,
then 1221 1 ; 12211 2 X by default, so
X = f 12321 ; 12211 ;  21 1 ; 00100 g = w3w5w1w6(X12):
So we may assume X contains some root 1100 or 0011  ; using  and hw1i we may
assume it contains some root 01100 . However, unless we actually have 01100 2 X
we could apply w3 to produce a positive set meeting f 00 00 g in a proper non-empty
subset of f 00100 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1 and 6.1 X would be known. Thus we
may assume 01100 2 X, which excludes 0011  ; 112211 , giving 1221 1 2 X by default;
to exclude   000100 we must have 012211 2 X, which excludes 11100 , so
X = f 12321 ; 012211 ;  21 1 ; 0 100 g = w1w3w5w6(X113):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6.3. If 010000 2 X or 000100 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Using , as before we assume 00 00 =2 X, 01 00 2 X; this excludes
10000
0 ;
00 1  ; 1111  ; 112  1 , giving 12  11 2 X by default. Unless we have 01110 2 X
we could apply w5 to produce a positive set meeting f 0  00 g in a proper non-empty
subset of f 01 00 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1, 6.1 and 6.2 X would be known. Thus
we may assume 01110 2 X, which excludes 000010 ; 11100 , giving 01111 ; 122101 2 X by
default. To exclude   100000 we must have 110000 2 X, which excludes 012  1 ; so
X = f 12    ; 011   ; 10000 g = w4w2w5w6w4w5w1(X213):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 6.4. If 100000 2 X or 000010 2 X then X is known.
Proof. Using , as before we assume 0   0 =2 X, 1   0 2 X; this excludes
0   1 , giving 111110 ; 1   11 2 X by default, so
X = f 1     g = X116:
This proves the lemma. 
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Combining Lemmas 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we have proved the following.
Theorem 6.5. If X is a maximal abelian set in a root system of type E6, then
a W -translate of X lies in S(E6).
6.3. Stabilizers and structure of maximal abelian sets
For each set X 2 S(E6) we shall determine its stabilizer WX in W , and nd
the WX -orbits on X. Recall that for  2 X the orthogonality count o() is simply
the number of roots in X which are orthogonal to . If in fact X is radical,
we may read o the orthogonality counts from the graph  X . Here two roots
represented by (black or white) edges in  X are orthogonal if and only if the edges
either meet at a vertex and are of dierent colours, or do not meet and are of the
same colour. Suppose  X has e (black) edges. We then have o(
12321
2 ) = 0 and
o( 123211 ) = e; for any  2 X represented by a (black) edge in  X which meets t
others, we have o() = 1 + (4   t) + (e   t   1) = 4 + e   2t; for any  2 X
represented by an absent (white) edge in  X which meets t (black) edges, we have
o() = (4   (e   t)) + t = 4   e + 2t. (We observe that, as given by Lemma 3.3,
o() therefore has the same parity for all  2 X n fg.)
We shall again follow the basic approach explained in section 3.3; however,
there are modications which may apply in certain cases. It is sometimes helpful
to make use of , by considering the stabilizer of X in W:2 = hW; i and then
taking the intersection with W . Also, we note that in many cases we must x the
root 123212 , so we need only work within its stabilizer, which is hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6i.
Finally, in any given situation there may be a convenient argument of another kind.
We shall work through the possibilities for X in turn; note that for the pairs of
sets interchanged by  we need only consider one set, as the stabilizers will also be
interchanged by .
If X = X111 we must x f 12321 g; f  2  1 g (being the roots  with o() = 0; 4
respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6i;
then G is transitive on f 12321 g, so we may x both roots. Since the stabilizer of
12321
1 in stabW (
12321
2 ) is hw1; w3; w5; w6i, we have WX = G.
IfX = X211 we must x
12321
2 ; f 12 211 g; f 1221 1 ; 12211 g; f 112111 ; 012101 ; 111101 ; 011111 g
(o() = 0; 2; 4; 6 respectively). We set
G = hw1w4; w4w6i;
and G:2 = hG; i; then G:2 is transitive on f 112111 ; 012101 ; 111101 ; 011111 g, so we may
x 1 =
11211
1 . We must then x
12221
1 ; f 122101 ; 012211 g (by orthogonality to 1)
and hence 123211 ; f 122111 ; 112211 g; we must then x f 111101 ; 011111 g (by orthogonality
to 123211 ) and hence
01210
1 . Inside stabG:2(1) we have hi giving transitivity on
f 122111 ; 112211 g, so we may x 2 = 122111 . We must then x 012211 ; 111101 (by or-
thogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed. Thus the stabilizer in W:2
is G:2 = hG; i; as G is -stable we have WX = G. (In this case we note also that
the set of roots with o() = 4 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1221 1 g and
f 12211 g.)
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If X = X311 we must x
12321
2 ; f 12   1 g; f 112 11 ; 111 01 g; f 012101 ; 011111 g (o() =
0; 3; 5; 7 respectively). We set
G = hw5; w4w6i;
then G is transitive on f 12   1 g, so we may x 1 = 123211 . We must then x
f 111 01 g; 011111 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 112 11 g; 012101 ; we must then x
12210
1 (by orthogonality to
01111
1 ) and hence f 122 11 g. Inside stabG(1) we have




1 (by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; soWX = G.




1 ; f 122 11 ; 112211 ; 112101 ; 0121 1 g; f 011101 ; 111001 ;
00111
1 g (o() = 0; 3; 5; 7 respectively). We set
G = hw1w5; w3w6i;
and G:2 = hG; i; then G:2 is transitive on f 122 11 ; 112211 ; 112101 ; 0121 1 g, so we may
x 1 =
12221
1 . We must then x f 112101 ; 0121 1 g; f 111001 ; 001111 g (by orthogonality
to 1) and hence f 122111 ; 112211 g; 011101 ; we must then x f 112101 ; 012111 g (by orthogo-
nality to 011101 ) and hence
01210
1 . Inside stabG:2(1) we have hi giving transitivity
on f 122111 ; 112211 g, so we may x 2 = 122111 . We must then x 112101 ; 001111 (by
orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed. Thus the stabilizer in W:2
is G:2 = hG; i; as G is -stable we have WX = G.
If X = X611 we must x
12321
2 ; f 111 01 ; 0 1111 g; 012101 (o() = 0; 6; 8 respectively),
12321
1 (o() = 4, orthogonal to all of f 111 01 ; 0 1111 g), f 1 2 11 g (o() = 4, orthogonal
to two of f 111 01 ; 0 1111 g). We set
G = hw3; w5i;
and G:2 = hG; i; then G:2 is transitive on f 1 2 11 g, so we may x 1 = 122211 . We
must then x 112111 ; f 111001 ; 001111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 122111 ; 112211 g;
f 111101 ; 011111 g. Inside stabG:2(1) we have hi giving transitivity on f 122111 ; 112211 g,
so we may x 2 =
12211




1 (by orthogonality to 2),
by which point all roots are xed. Thus the stabilizer in W:2 is G:2 = hG; i; as G
is -stable we have WX = G. (In this case we note also that the set of roots with
o() = 6 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 111 01 g and f 0 1111 g.)
If X = X711 we must x
12321
2 and f 12 211 ; 112111 ; 012101 ; 111 01 ; 0 1111 ; 011001 ; 001101 g
(o() = 0; 6 respectively). We set
G = hw1w4; w3w5; w4w6i;
and G:2 = hG; i; then G:2 is transitive on f 12 211 ; 112111 ; 012101 ; 111 01 ; 0 1111 ; 011001 ;
00110
1 g, so we may x 1 = 123211 . We must then x f 111 01 ; 0 1111 ; 011001 ; 001101 g
(by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 122211 ; 112111 ; 012101 g. Inside stabG:2(1) we
have hw1w6; w3w5; i giving transitivity on f 111 01 ; 0 1111 ; 011001 ; 001101 g, so we may x
2 =
11110
1 . We must then x f 112111 ; 012101 g; f 0 1111 ; 011001 g (by orthogonality to 2)
and hence 122211 ; f 111001 ; 001101 g; we must then x f 001111 ; 011001 g (by orthogonality to
12221
1 ) and hence
01111
1 . Inside stabG:2(1; 2) we have hw1w6i giving transitivity
on f 111001 ; 001101 g, so we may x 3 = 111001 . We must then x 012101 ; 001111 (by
orthogonality to 3), by which point all roots are xed. Thus the stabilizer in W:2
is G:2 = hG; i; as G is -stable we have WX = G.
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If X = X811 we must x
12321
2 ; f  1  1 g; 123211 (o() = 0; 5; 9 respectively). We
set
G = hw1; w3; w5; w6i;
since the stabilizer of 123211 in stabW (
12321
2 ) is hw1; w3; w5; w6i, we have WX = G.
IfX = X12 we must x f 12321 g; f 1 2 11 g; f 11111 g; f 1 2101 ; 012 11 g (o() = 1; 3; 5; 6
respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3; w5i;
and G:2 = hG; i; then G:2 is transitive on f 1 2 11 g, so we may x 1 = 122211 . We
must then x 112111 ; f 112101 ; 012111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 122111 ; 112211 g;
f 122101 ; 012211 g. Inside stabG:2(1) we have hw2; i giving transitivity on f 12321 g, so
we may x 2 =
12321
2 . We must then x
11111
0 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence
11111
1 . Inside stabG:2(1; 2) we have hi giving transitivity on f 122111 ; 112211 g, so
we may x 3 =
12211




1 (by orthogonality to 3), by
which point all roots are xed. Thus the stabilizer in W:2 is G:2 = hG; i; as G
is -stable we have WX = G. (In this case we note also that the set of roots with
o() = 6 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1 2101 g and f 012 11 g.)
If X = X113 we must x f 12  1 g; f 1  1 g; 122101 (o() = 2; 5; 8 respectively). We
set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1  1 g, so we may x 1 = 112211 . We must then x
12211
1 ; f 01 11 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12 21 g; f 012211 ; 11 11 g; we must
then x 012211 (by orthogonality to
12211
1 ) and hence f 11 11 g. Inside stabG(1) we
have hw2; w4i acting as S3 on f 12 21 g, so we may x all three roots; we then have
xed all of the roots 12    ; 112211 , which span R, so WX = G.
If X = X116 all roots  have o() = 5. We set
G = hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6i;
since any element of W outside G has a reduced expression ending with w1, it
makes the root 100000 negative and so cannot stabilize X, so WX = G.
The results found here are presented in tabular form in the nal chapter of this
work. In most instances we may immediately see that the set is not aW -translate of
any of the others, since the signature uniquely identies it; the only cases requiring









X216, where the two sets of each pair are interchanged by . We shall show that in
each case X and (X) lie in dierent W -orbits.
If X = X116 the result is clear from the identication of WX . Thus let X = X
3
11
or X113, and suppose we had w 2 W with w(X) = (X). The element w would
then have to take f 12    g to f   21 g; by adjusting w by an element ofWX we could
ensure that it xed rstly 123212 (which is automatic anyway in the case of X
3
11),
then 123211 , and then
12221
1 (note that in the case of X
3
11 it would have to x
01210
1
by non-orthogonality to 123211 , and thus take f 122 11 g to f 1 2211 g by orthogonality
to 012101 ). Thus w would have to lie in the pointwise stabilizer in W of the three
roots 12 21 , which is hw1; w6i; but no element in this group sends X to (X).
We have thus shown the following.
Theorem 6.6. The 13 sets in S(E6) represent dierent W -orbits.
CHAPTER 7
The root system of type E7
Let  be of type E7; thus  has simple roots 1; : : : ; 7 numbered as in [1].
7.1. Radical maximal abelian sets
We have  = 2343212 , and the roots in  are
1      ; there are 16 pairs of roots in
 summing to , namely f 1000000 ; 1343212 g and 15 of the form f 11     ; 12     g. We
may arrange these as follows.
f 1122211 ; 1221001 g
f 1122111 ; 1221101 g
f 1122101 ; 1221111 g f 1121111 ; 1222101 g
f 1121101 ; 1222111 g f 1111111 ; 1232101 g
f 1121001 ; 1222211 g f 1111101 ; 1232111 g f 1111110 ; 1232102 g
f 1111001 ; 1232211 g f 1111100 ; 1232112 g
f 1110001 ; 1233211 g f 1111000 ; 1232212 g
f 1110000 ; 1233212 g
f 1100000 ; 1243212 g
f 1000000 ; 1343212 g
As with the case of E6, we shall regard the pair at the bottom of this array as
isolated (at least for now; the full picture will not in fact emerge until we consider
E8). We shall again call a root in  odd or even, this time according to the parity
of its 3-coecient, so that each pair consists of an odd root and an even root; as
before, a maximal radical abelian set may then be specied by simply giving the
parity of the root selected in each pair, and we shall represent these sets graphically.
To begin with, we note that w0w preserves  and maps each root  of 
to  w() =    , and thus interchanges the two roots in each pair; it therefore
suces to consider maximal radical abelian sets containing 1343212 . We may identify
the 15 non-isolated pairs with unordered pairs from the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g; we shall
write the unordered pair fi; jg simply as ij, and we give the correspondence by the
following array.
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We may then represent a maximal radical abelian set X containing 1343212 by a
graph  X with vertex set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, where the choice in X of the odd or even
root in the pair identied with ij is denoted by the presence or absence in  X of
the edge ij. (Alternatively, we may regard this as the choice of a black edge or a






For example, if X = f    212 ; 1122211 ; 1121 01 ; 1221111 ; 122 101 ; 11111  ; 111 001 g then  X isq qq qq q .
We now consider the action of stabW () = hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i on the
roots in . Within this group the (pointwise) stabilizer W 0 of the isolated pair
is hw2; w4; w5; w6; w7i, which does not aect 3-coecients and therefore permutes
edges without changing colours; in fact the notation chosen for the pairs means that
the generating elements of W 0 = S6 act as permutations of the vertices as follows:
w2 = (5 6); w4 = (4 5); w5 = (3 4); w6 = (2 3); w7 = (1 2):
Thus two maximal radical abelian sets containing 1343212 lie in the same W
0-orbit
if and only if their graphs are isomorphic. By [12], up to isomorphism there are
156 graphs on 6 vertices, which we list in Figure 7.1; since there are 216 = 65536
maximal radical abelian sets, this already gives a signicant reduction.
The remaining generator of stabW () is w3. In determining its eect, we shall
assume that in the graph  X being considered the edge 56 is absent (or white), so
that the corresponding set X contains 1243212 and hence w3(X) still contains
134321
2 .
(Since W 0 acts transitively on edges, this assumption excludes only the last of the
156 graphs in Figure 7.1.) If we set fi; j; k; `g = f1; 2; 3; 4g, each edge ij in  X gives
rise to the edge k` in  w3(X) of the opposite colour (alternatively, the presence or
absence of ij gives rise to the absence or presence of k` respectively). Thus for
example with the set X as above, in the graph  X the edge 12 is present (or black),
and so in  w3(X) the edge 34 is absent (or white); on the other hand in  X the edge
13 is absent (or white), and so in  w3(X) the edge 24 is present (or black). Treating
all six edges among the vertices 1; 2; 3; 4 thus, we see that the graph  w3(X) isq qq qq q ,
corresponding to w3(X) = f    212 ; 1222211 ; 1221 01 ; 11 111 ; 11  10 ; 111 001 g.
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Figure 7.1. Graphs on 6 vertices up to isomorphism
Now if in the graph  X at least four of the six edges among the vertices 1; 2; 3; 4
are present (and 56 is absent), then the graph  w3(X) will have fewer edges than
 X , which therefore need be considered no further. (Likewise, if  X is the com-
plete graph then applying w3w4w5w2w4w3 to X produces a set still containing
134321
2 whose graph has just seven edges; so the complete graph requires no further
consideration.) This immediately disposes of 115 of the 156 graphs in Figure 7.1;
moreover if we temporarily indicate the graph in row x and column y of Figure 7.1
by (x; y), then applying w3 to (3; 4), (5; 3), (7; 2) and (7; 3) produces graphs iso-
morphic to (3; 5), (4; 11), (7; 6) and (7; 5) respectively, so that we are left with
just 37 graphs to consider. For convenience we list these graphs separately in Fig-
ure 7.2, where we call two graphs equivalent if they correspond to sets which are
W -translates of each other.
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Figure 7.2. Graphs on 6 vertices up to equivalence
(Note that at this stage we have not yet shown that the graphs in Figure 7.2
are all inequivalent; for those which correspond to maximal abelian sets, the fact
that the sets concerned all lie in dierent W -orbits will be shown in section 7.4.)
We must now consider which of the graphs in Figure 7.2 represent maximal
abelian sets. The roots   2343212 ;  1      are excluded by 2343212 , while   01     are
excluded by 1343212 . To exclude
000000
1 we must have some root
111   
0 or
123   
1 in
X; using W 0 we see that to exclude the roots 00     the graph must not have two
vertices of which one is joined to all of the other four and the other is joined to none
of the other four, which disposes of the seventh graph in the second row. Finally,
to exclude 0100000 we must have
124321
2 or some root
112   
1 ; using W
0 we see that
to exclude the roots 01     the graph must not have an edge present such that all
edges which are not incident with it are absent, which disposes of the second, third,
fth, sixth, seventh and tenth graphs in the rst row and the rst, eighth and tenth
in the second row. We are therefore left with the following 27 graphs representing
radical maximal abelian sets.
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In fact in three of the 27 cases we shall choose to take not the set given by
the graph above, but instead its image under w3; the graphs concerned are the
seventh in the second row and the fourth and seventh in the third row. Note that
in these graphs the edges present comprise 56, at least ve of the six edges among
the vertices 1; 2; 3; 4, and in the third of these cases two other edges. Thus in each
case the original set X contains the root 1100000 , so its image w3(X) contains
100000
0
rather than 1343212 from the isolated pair; in addition, in the rst two of these
three cases w3(X) contains at most one root
11     , while in the third case w3(X)
contains three such roots. In each case we make this choice because it will in due
course lead to a more convenient form for the stabilizer. We therefore set
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X117 = f 343212 ; 12     g;
X217 = f  43212 ; 123    ; 1222 11 ; 1221 01 ; 1122101 ; 1121111 g;
X317 = f      2 ; 1233211 ; 12 2 11 ; 1221 01 ; 1122101 ; 11 1111 g;
X417 = f     12 ; 123 211 ; 122 111 ; 12   01 ; 1121001 ; 1111101 ; 1111110 g;
X517 = f   321 ; 12 2 1 ; 1221 01 ; 1122101 ; 11 111 g;
X617 = f      2 ; 1  2  1 ; 1110001 g;
X717 = f      2 ; 123  11 ; 1222211 ; 1222101 ; 11221 1 ; 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 1111111 g;
X817 = f     12 ; 123 211 ; 1232101 ; 122 1 1 ; 1122211 ; 1121001 ; 1111101 ; 1111110 g;
X917 = f     12 ; 12  211 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 ; 1122111 ; 1221001 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g;
X1017 = f     12 ; 1  2  1 ; 1111110 ; 1110001 g;
X1117 = f   321 ; 1232 1 ; 1222111 ; 1122211 ; 1 22101 ; 1221101 ; 1121001 ; 111111 g;
X1217 = f  43212 ; 1  2   ; 111000 g;
X1317 = f 343212 ; 123    ; 1222101 ; 1221111 ; 1122 11 ; 1121 01 ; 1100000 g;
X1417 = f      2 ; 12321 1 ; 1222211 ; 1221111 ; 1222101 ; 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 111 001 g;
X1517 = f   3212 ; 1  2211 ; 12321  ; 1222111 ; 1221101 ; 1122101 ; 1121111 ; 1110001 ; 1111000 g;
X1617 = f 2343212 ; 12  21 ; 12  1  ; 1122211 ; 1000000 g;
X1717 = f     12 ; 123 211 ; 1 2  01 ; 11111 1 ; 1111110 g;
X1817 = f     12 ; 123 211 ; 1222111 ; 11 111 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 ; 1 21001 ; 1111101 g;
X1917 = f 343212 ; 1  2   ; 11 000 g;
X2017 = f 343212 ; 1233211 ; 1232  2 ; 1222211 ; 1232111 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 ; 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 1111001 ;
11 000
0 g;
X2117 = f  43212 ; 123 21 ; 1 2 111 ; 1 21001 ; 11111  g;
X2217 = f 2343212 ; 12     ; 1000000 g;
X2317 = f  43212 ; 1233211 ; 1232212 ; 123211 ; 1 22211 ; 1 2 101 ; 111111 ; 1111001 ; 1110000 g;
X2417 = f  43212 ; 123 21 ; 1222101 ; 1221111 ; 1122111 ; 1121101 ; 11111  ; 1 21001 g;
X2517 = f 2343212 ; 12 3212 ; 12  1  ; 1  2211 ; 1110001 ; 1111000 ; 1000000 g;
X2617 = f   321 ; 1  1   g;
X2717 = f   3212 ; 1232211 ; 1222111 ; 1221 01 ; 11 111 ; 1122101 ; 1121001 ; 111110 ; 1111000 ; 1110001 g:
7.2. Near-radical maximal abelian sets
As explained in section 3.1, here it will also be useful to consider subsets X
of + satisfying jX n 
j = 1; we call these near-radical sets. Suppose that the
maximal abelian set X consists of 2343212 , one root of the form
0      and various
roots of the form 1      . Using the group hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume
the second root is 0122211 ; this excludes
1   00 , giving 1   21 2 X by default. We
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therefore have    21 2 X, and the remaining roots of X are to be chosen one from
each of 8 pairs summing to , of the form f 11  1  ; 12  1  g.
In terms of the identication with unordered pairs in section 7.1, the pairs in
which a choice must be made are ij where i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g. We may
thus represent the set X by a bipartite graph  0X with edges between f1; 2g and
f3; 4; 5; 6g, where as before the presence or absence of an edge corresponds to the







The subgroup of W stabilizing both 2343212 and
012221
1 is hw2; w3; w4; w5; w7i,
whose generators act as before: hw2; w4; w5; w7i acts as S2  S4 on the vertices of
 0X , while if we set fi; kg = f1; 2g and fj; `g = f3; 4g, then the presence or absence




Thus if a graph has more than 2 edges between f1; 2g and some subset fa; bg of
f3; 4; 5; 6g, we may use the group hw2; w4; w5i to move fa; bg to f3; 4g and then
apply w3 to produce a graph with fewer edges than the original, which therefore
need be considered no further. As a result we may obtain the following list of 10




































We must now consider which of these graphs correspond to maximal abelian
sets. The roots    21 between them exclude all negative roots apart from   0000010 ,
and all positive roots 0   00 . To exclude 0000010 we must have some root 11  10 or
12  10 in X, while to exclude   0000010 we must have some root 11  11 or 12  11 ;
thus the graph must not have one of the vertices f1; 2g joined to all of the other
four and the other joined to none of them, which disposes of the eighth graph.
To exclude 0000100 we must have
112211
1 or some root
12 211 in X; using the group
hw2; w3; w4; w5; w7i we see that to exclude the roots 0   1  the graph must not have
an edge of one colour such that the 3 non-adjacent edges are all of the other colour,
which disposes of the second, third, fth and sixth graphs. We are thus left with



















X118 = f    21 ; 12  1  g;
X218 = f    21 ; 12321  ; 1222111 ; 1121111 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 g;
X318 = f    21 ; 12321 2 ; 12 2111 ; 11 1111 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 g;
X418 = f    21 ; 12 211 ; 11 111 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 g;
X518 = f    21 ; 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1122111 ; 1221111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g:
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7.3. Determination of maximal abelian sets
We begin by giving some maximal abelian sets which are neither radical nor
near-radical; we set
X14 = f      2 ; 1233211 ; 1221111 ; 1121101 ; 0121001 ; 1111001 ; 0111101 ; 0011111 g;
X2817 = f  43212 ; 123    ; 1222211 ; 1122111 ; 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ; 0121111 g;
X19 = f   321 ; 12 2   ; 122 11 ; 1221111 g;
X120 = f  43212 ; 123    ;  2  11 g;
X220 = f   321 ;   2   g;
X22 = f      2 ;     11 g;
X27 = f     1 g:
We then set
S(E7) = fX14; X117; : : : ; X2717 ; X2817 ; X118; : : : ; X518; X19; X120; X220; X22; X27g:
As in section 3.2, we let X be any maximal abelian set consisting of positive roots
and containing a simple root ; we seek to show thatX is known, i.e., aW -translate
of a set in S(E7). Here we note that if at some point the union of the sets of chosen
and available roots is a W -translate of a set with at most one root outside 
, there
will be no need to continue the line of investigation since we have determined the
radical and near-radical maximal abelian sets.
We work through the possibilities for the simple root  contained in X. In
the rst of these we take  = 1000000 . Since the radical sets have been treated we
may also assume that X contains some root 0      ; as  excludes the roots 01     ,
we may assume that X contains some root of the form 00     , and hence some
simple root 0 of this form. For convenience we shall subdivide this rst step of the
analysis according to the possibilities for 0.
Lemma 7.1. If 1000000 ;
000000
1 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We assume 1000000 ;
000000
1 2 X, which excludes 01     ; 001   0 ; 111   0 ;







2 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 (with Y =
f 1000000 , 0000001 g) we may assume that one of the following holds: (i) 0001000 2 X;
(ii) 0001000 =2 X, 000 100 2 X; (iii) 000  00 =2 X, 000  10 2 X; (iv) 000   0 =2 X.




1 2 X by default. To exclude   0110000 we must have 1221001 2 X, which
excludes 00011 0 ; 00111 1 ; 1122211 , giving 1222111 ; 1232112 2 X by default. If 1100000 2 X,
this excludes 0011001 ;
124321
2 ; to exclude   0010000 we must have 1121001 2 X, which






2 2 X by default; so




We may therefore assume 1100000 =2 X, giving 1243212 2 X by default. If 0000010 2 X




2 ; to exclude   0000100 we must have 1222211 2 X,
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which excludes 0011001 ;
112100
1 ; so






We may therefore assume 0000010 =2 X, giving 1111101 ; 1 22101 ; 1232102 2 X by default.
If 1222211 2 X this excludes 0011001 ; 1121001 ; so




Finally we may therefore assume 1222211 =2 X, giving 0011001 ; 1121001 2 X by default;
so




Next assume (ii) holds; this excludes 0000010 ;
001 00
1 ;











2 2 X by default. To exclude   0110000 we must have 1221101 2 X,




1 2 X by default; to exclude   0111000 we
must have 1222101 2 X, which excludes 0000110 , giving 1122101 ; 1232102 2 X by default;
so
X  f 2343212 ; 12  212 ; 1232102 ; 1 22211 ; 1 2 101 ; 11111 1 ; 0011101 ; 1 00000 ; 0000001 ; 000 100 g
w4w3w5w4w2w7w6w5w4w3w1(
 [ f 0122111 g):
Next assume (iii) holds; this excludes 001  01 ; 111  01 ; 1 2  01 ; 1232102 , giving 1 2  11 ,
1232 1
2 2 X by default; so
X  f 2343212 ; 12   12 ; 1 2  11 ; 1111111 ; 0011111 ; 1 00000 ; 0000001 ; 000  10 g
w4w3w5w4w2w6w5w4w3w1(
 [ f 0122111 g):
Finally assume (iv) holds; this gives 111  01 ; 1232  2 2 X by default. If X is not
to be a subset of 
[f 0000001 g it must contain some root 001   1 ; using hw5; w6; w7i we
may assume 0010001 2 X, which excludes 1100000 ; 1222  1 , giving 1121  1 ; 1243212 2 X by
default. To exclude   0110000 we must have some root 1221  1 present; using hw6; w7i
we may assume 1221001 2 X, which excludes 00111 1 ; 1122211 . Now to exclude the two
roots   01111 0 we must have 12211 1 2 X, which excludes 0011001 ; 11221 1 ; so
X = f 2343212 ; 12    2 ; 1  1  1 ; 1110001 ; 1000000 ; 00 0001 g
=w5w4w3w6w5w4w2w7w6w5w4w3w6w7(X19):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.2. If 1000000 ;
001000
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume 0000001 =2 X, 1000000 ; 001000 2 X, which excludes
01     ; 0001  0 ; 1100000 ; 1111   ; 1222  1 ; 123321 ; 1343212 , giving 1121111 ; 1243212 2 X by de-
fault. Using Lemma 3.1 (with Y = f 1000000 ; 001000 g) we may assume that one of
the following holds: (i) 0000100 2 X; (ii) 0000100 =2 X, 0000 10 2 X; (iii) 0000  0 =2 X.
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First assume (i) holds; this excludes 0000010 ;





123221 2 X by default. To exclude   0001000 we must have 1122101 2 X,
which excludes 0000110 ;
122111
1 ; to exclude   0100000 we must have 1221101 2 X, which
excludes 001111 , giving 123210 2 X by default; so
X  f 2343212 ; 1243212 ; 123221 ; 123210 ; 1122211 ; 1221101 ; 112 101 ; 1121111 ; 111000 ; 001110 ;
001000 ; 1000000 ; 0000100 g
 w3w5w4w2w7w6w5w4w3w1(
):
Next assume (ii) holds; this excludes 0011 0 ; 1 21 01 ; 1122101 ; 123210 , giving 1221111 ,
1122 1
1 ;
1232 1 2 X by default; so
X  f 2343212 ; 1243212 ; 1232 1 ; 112  11 ; 1221111 ; 001111 ; 111000 ; 001000 ; 0000 10 ; 1000000 g
w3w5w4w2w6w5w4w3w1(
):
Finally assume (iii) holds; this gives 1121 01 2 X by default. To exclude   0100000
we must have some root 1221  1 present; using hw6; w7i we may assume 1221001 2 X,
which excludes 00111  ; 1122211 , giving 12321  2 X by default. To exclude the two
roots   00011 0 we must have 11221 1 2 X, which excludes 12211 1 . If neither root
001100 is present then 111000 ; 123221 2 X by default, so
X = f 2343212 ; 1243212 ; 1232   ; 112 1 1 ; 1 21001 ; 111000 ; 001000 ; 1000000 g
=w3w5w6w7w4w2w5w6w4w2w5w4w3(X19):
So we may assume X contains some root 001100 ; however, unless we actually have
001100 2 X we could apply w5 to produce a positive set meeting f 00 000 g in a
proper non-empty subset of f 001000 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1 and 7.1 X would
be known. Thus we may assume 001100 2 X, which excludes 111000 ; 123221 ; so




This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.3. If 1000000 ;
000100
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume 00 000 =2 X, 1000000 ; 00 100 2 X, which excludes
01     ; 00001 0 ; 11 000 ; 1  11  ; 12 221 ; 1343212 , giving 1122111 ; 12 321 2 X by default. We
begin by supposing 0000010 2 X, which excludes 00 110 ; 1  210 , giving 12 211 2 X by
default. To exclude   0000100 we must have 1122211 2 X, which excludes 1221001 ; so
X  f 2343212 ; 12 321 ; 12 211 ; 1122 11 ; 11 100 ; 00 111 ; 00 100 ; 1000000 ; 0000010 g
w3w4w2w6w5w4w3w1(
):
We may therefore assume 0000010 =2 X, giving 1122101 2 X by default. To exclude
  0000100 we must have 1122211 or some root 00 110 present; thus X cannot contain
122100
1 , so that
112221
1 2 X by default. To exclude   0110001 we must have some root
12321 
2 present; using hw7i we may assume 1232112 2 X, which excludes 00 1100 . If
we had 0011101 2 X we could apply w6 to produce a positive set meeting f 00  00 g
in a proper non-empty subset of f 00 100 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1, 7.1 and 7.2 X
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would be known; so we may assume 0011101 =2 X, giving 12 2111 2 X by default. If
no root 00 111 is present then 11 100 ; 12 210 2 X by default, so




So we may assume X contains some root 00 111 ; however, unless we actually have
00 111 2 X we could apply w6w7 to produce a positive set meeting f 00  00 g in
a proper non-empty subset of f 00 100 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1, 7.1 and 7.2 X
would be known. Thus we may assume 00 111 2 X, which excludes 11 100 ; 12 210 ;
so




This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.4. If 1000000 ;
000010
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume 00  00 =2 X, 1000000 ; 00  10 2 X, which excludes
01     ; 0000010 ; 11  00 ; 1221001 ; 1   11 ; 1343212 , giving 1122211 ; 12  21 2 X by default. To
exclude   0000010 we must have some root 00  11 present; however, unless we actually
have 00  11 2 X we could apply w7 to produce a positive set meeting f 00   0 g in a
proper non-empty subset of f 00  10 g, and then by Lemmas 3.1, 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 X
would be known. Thus we may assume 00  11 2 X, which excludes 1   10 ; so




This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.5. If 1000000 ;
000001
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume 00   0 =2 X, 1000000 ; 00   1 2 X, which excludes
01     ; 11   0 ; 12   0 ; 1343212 , giving 11   1 ; 12   1 2 X by default; so
X = f 2343212 ; 12   1 ; 11   1 ; 00   1 ; 1000000 g = w3w4w5w6w2w4w3w5w4w2(X22):
This proves the lemma. 
This completes the treatment of the sets containing 1000000 . We therefore move
on to consider the other possibilities in turn for the simple root  lying in X. In
the analysis to follow, at some points we shall write X = Xc [Xa, where Xc is the
set of roots which have been chosen by then (including those known to be in X by
default), and Xa is a subset (to be determined) of the available roots; if we can nd
w 2 W which sends one element of Xc to 1000000 while preserving the positivity of
both Xc and the set of all available roots, there will be no need to pursue the line
of reasoning further.
Lemma 7.6. If 0100000 2 X then X is known.
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Proof. As before we assume 1000000 =2 X, 100000 2 X; this excludes the roots
001    ; 12   1 ; 1243212 , giving 1222211 ; 1343212 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 we
may assume that one of the following holds: (i) 0001000 2 X; (ii) 0001000 =2 X,
000 10
0 2 X; (iii) 000  00 =2 X, 000  10 2 X; (iv) 000   0 =2 X.
First assume (i) holds; this excludes 00001 0 ; 11000 ; 12211 1 ; 123221 , giving 1222111 ,
123321
2 2 X by default. Suppose 0000010 2 X; this excludes 0001100 ; 11110 ; 12 210 ,
giving 1232112 2 X by default. To exclude   0010000 we must have 1232111 2 X, which
excludes 0000001 , giving
123321
1 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 343212 ; 123321 ; 123211 ; 1222 11 ; 100000 ; 0001000 ; 0000010 g;
Xa  f 1221001 ; 11111 ; 11100 ; 0001110 g;
set
w = w3w4w5w6w7w1w3w4w5w6w2w4;
then we have w(X)  +, and 1000000 = w( 0000010 ) 2 w(Xc). So suppose instead
000001
0 =2 X, giving 1222101 2 X by default. To exclude   0010000 we must have








1 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 343212 ; 123321 ; 1232111 ; 1222  1 ; 100000 ; 0001000 g;
Xa  f 12321 2 ; 1232101 ; 1221001 ; 11111 ; 111100 ; 11100 ; 0001110 g;
set
w = w3w4w5w6w2w1w3w4w5w6w2w4;
then we have w(X)  +, and 1000000 = w( 0001000 ) 2 w(Xc).
Next assume (ii) holds; this excludes the roots 0000010 ;
11 00 ; 1221001 ; 12  11 ,
giving 123 212 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 343212 ; 123 212 ; 1222211 ; 100000 ; 000 100 g;
Xa  f 123 211 ; 12  10 ; 1111  ; 000 110 ; 0000001 g;
set
w = w3w4w5w6w1w3w4w5w2w4;
then we have w(X)  +, and 1000000 = w( 0000100 ) 2 w(Xc).




2 2 X by default. To exclude   0010000 we must have some root 1232 11
present, so 0000001 =2 X, giving 111110 ; 123  11 2 X by default; so




Finally assume (iv) holds; this gives 122 111 ; 122  01 2 X by default. To exclude
  0010000 we must have some root 1232  1 or some root 110000 present, so 0000001 =2
X. By Corollary 3.2 and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume
X \ f 11    g is stable under hw1i. If no root 11    is present then 123    2 X by
default; so
X = f 343212 ; 123    ; 122   1 ; 100000 g = w4w5w6w7w2w4w5w6(X118):
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So we may assume X contains some root 11    ; using hw2; w5; w6; w7i we may
assume 110000 2 X, which excludes 111  1 ; 1233212 , giving 1232  1 2 X by default. If
11000
1 2 X this excludes 111  0 ; 1233211 , giving 1232  2 2 X by default; so
X = f 343212 ; 1232   ; 122   1 ; 1 000 g = w5w6w7w4w5w6w2w4w5(X220):
So we may assume 110001 =2 X, giving 1233211 2 X by default. To exclude   0000001
we must have some root 1232  2 present; using hw6; w7i we may assume 1232102 2 X,
which excludes 111110 . To exclude   0011111 we must have some root 1232 12 present;
using hw6i we may assume 1232112 2 X, which excludes 111100 . If 1232212 2 X this
excludes 111000 ; so
X = f 343212 ; 1232  2 ; 123   1 ; 122   1 ; 1 0000 g = w5w6w7w4w5w6w2w4w5w6w7(X19):
So we may assume 1232212 =2 X, giving 111000 2 X by default; so
X = f 343212 ; 12321 2 ; 123   1 ; 122   1 ; 1  000 g = w6w7w5w6w4w5w2w4w5w6w7(X120):
This proves the lemma. 
As was the case with 1000000 , to show that a set is known it will now suce to
show that it is a W -translate of a subset of + containing 0100000 .
Lemma 7.7. If 0010000 2 X then X is known.





 11  
1 ;







2 2 X by default. To ex-
clude   0001000 we must have 1233211 or some root  11000 present, so some root  10001
is absent; if we also had some root  10001 present, we could apply w2 to produce
a positive set meeting f   0000 g in a proper non-empty subset of f  10000 g, whence
by Lemma 3.1 and the previous lemmas in this section X would be known. Thus
we must have  10001 =2 X, giving 1233211 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 we may
assume that one of the following holds: (i) 0000100 2 X; (ii) 0000100 =2 X, 0000 10 2 X;
(iii) 0000  0 =2 X.






ing 1232212 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f  43212 ; 123 211 ; 1232212 ;  10000 ; 0000100 g;
Xa  f 123210 ;  211 1 ;  111 0 ; 0000110 g;
set
w = w4w5w6w3w4w2w5;
then we have w(X)  +, and 0100000 = w( 0000100 ) 2 w(Xc).
Next assume (ii) holds; this excludes  11 00 ;  21 01 ; 123210 , giving  11110 ;  21111 ;
123211 ; 1232212 2 X by default; so
X = f  43212 ; 1233211 ; 1232 1 ;  21111 ;  11110 ;  10000 ; 0000 10 g
=w5w6w2w4w5w3w4w2w1w3w4w5(X19):
Finally assume (iii) holds; this gives 12321 1 2 X by default. By Corollary 3.2
and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume X \ f  11  0 g is stable
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under hw1; w3i. If no root  11  0 is present then  21  1 ; 1232  2 2 X by default; so
X = f  43212 ; 1232  2 ; 123   1 ;  21  1 ;  10000 g = w2w5w6w7(X22):
So using hw6; w7i we may assume  11000 2 X, which excludes  211 1 ; 1232212 . If no
root  111 0 is present then  21001 ; 12321 2 2 X by default; so
X = f  43212 ; 123   1 ; 12321 2 ;  21001 ;  1 000 g = w6w5w7w6w2w4w3w5w4w1w3(X118):
So using hw7i we may assume  11100 2 X, which excludes  21001 ; 1232112 . To exclude
  0000001 we must have 1232102 2 X, which excludes  11110 ; so




This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.8. If 0000001 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume   0000 =2 X,   0001 2 X; this excludes 0001  0 ;
 11  
0 ;
 22  
1 ;
123   
1 , giving
1   21
2 2 X by default. If some root  11001 were absent,
we could apply w5 to produce a positive set meeting f   000 g in a proper non-
empty subset of f   0001 g, whence as before X would be known; so we must have
 1100
1 2 X, which excludes 00001 0 ;  211 1 , giving 1232112 2 X by default. Similarly
if some root 121001 or 1221001 were absent, we could apply w5w4 or w5w4w3 and
argue in the same fashion to deduce that X would be known; so we must have
 2100
1 2 X, which excludes  111 1 ; so
X  f      2 ;    001 ; 0000010 g  w6w5w4w3w1(
):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 7.9. If 0001000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume   000 =2 X,   100 2 X; this excludes the roots
00001 
0 ;
  11  ;   221 , giving   211 ; 1  321 2 X by default. However, now   0000100
cannot be excluded; so no sets require consideration, and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 7.10. If 0000100 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume    00 =2 X,    10 2 X; this excludes the roots
000001
0 ;
   11 , giving 0122211 ; 1   21 2 X by default. However, now   0000010 cannot
be excluded; so no sets require consideration, and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 7.11. If 0000010 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before we assume     0 =2 X,     1 2 X; so
X = f     1 g = X27:
This proves the lemma. 
Combining the various lemmas in this section we have proved the following.
Theorem 7.12. If X is a maximal abelian set in a root system of type E7, then
a W -translate of X lies in S(E7).
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7.4. Stabilizers and structure of maximal abelian sets
For each set X 2 S(E7) we shall determine its stabilizer WX in W , and nd
the WX -orbits on X. Recall that for  2 X the orthogonality count o() is simply
the number of roots in X which are orthogonal to . If in fact X is radical,
we may read o the orthogonality counts from the graph  X . Here two roots
represented by (black or white) edges in  X are orthogonal if and only if the edges
either meet at a vertex and are of dierent colours, or do not meet and are of the
same colour. Suppose  X has e (black) edges. We then have o(
234321
2 ) = 0 and
o( 1343212 ) = e; for any  2 X represented by a (black) edge in  X which meets
t others, we have o() = 1 + (8   t) + (e   t   1) = 8 + e   2t; for any  2 X
represented by an absent (white) edge in  X which meets t (black) edges, we have
o() = (6 (e  t))+ t = 6 e+2t. (Again we observe that, as given by Lemma 3.3,
o() therefore has the same parity for all  2 X n fg.)
Here we have also the near-radical sets to consider. For such a setX represented
by the bipartite graph  0X with e (black) edges, we have o(
234321
2 ) = 1, o(
134321
2 ) =
1 + e, o( 1122211 ) = 9   e and o( 0122211 ) = 9. This is because 2343212 is orthogonal
to 0122211 , which is also orthogonal to the eight roots represented by the (black or
white) edges of  0X ; and
134321
2 is orthogonal to
112221
1 and the roots represented
by the (black) edges of  0X , while
112221
1 is also orthogonal to those represented by
the absent (white) edges. For the remaining roots the orthogonality count is most
simply obtained by adding the (black) edge 12 to  0X to represent the presence of
112221
1 and treating the resulting graph as above, except that for roots  represented
by (black or white) edges ij with i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g the value of o()
must be increased by one because of the presence of 0122211 .
We use the same method as employed in the E6 analysis; there will however
be many more cases in which a set f 2 X : o() = ig breaks into a union of WX -
orbits. In most of the sets we shall see that WX must x
234321
2 , and thus must lie
in hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i. Once more we shall work through the possibilities for
X in turn.
If X = X14 we must x f      2 g; f 1233211 ; 1221111 ; 1121101 ; 0121001 ; 1111001 ; 0111101 ;
001111
1 g (o() = 3; 9 respectively). Here we rst note that each of the roots in the
rst set is orthogonal to three in the second, in such a way that we may identify the
two sets with the points and lines of the Fano plane; consequentlyWX is isomorphic
to a subgroup of L3(2). We set
G = hw1w4; w3w7; w4w6w5i;
then G is 2-transitive on f      2 g and the stabilizer of both 2343212 and 1343212
contains hw4w6; w4w6w5i (note that w4w6 = [w1w4; w4w6w5 ] 2 G), so that jGj 
7:6:4 = 168 = jL3(2)j. Thus WX = G.
If X = X117 we must x f 343212 g; f 12     g (o() = 0; 6 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w5; w6; w7i;
then G is transitive on f 343212 g, so we may x 1 = 2343212 and thus 2 = 1343212 .
In stabW (1) = hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i the stabilizer of 2 is hw2; w4; w5; w6; w7i
(since this subgroup has index 32, which equals the number of roots 1      to which
2 may be taken under stabW (1)); so WX = G.
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2 ; f 123    g; f 1222 11 ; 1221 01 g; f 1122101 ;
112111
1 g (o() = 0; 2; 4; 6; 8; 10 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w6; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 123    g, so we may x 1 = 1233212 . We must then
x f 1232  1 g; f 1221 01 g; 1121111 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 1233211 ; 1232  2 g;
f 1222 11 g; 1122101 ; we must then x 1232101 and f 1233211 ; 1232102 g (by orthogonality to
112111
1 ) and hence f 1232 11 g; f 1232 12 g; we must then x 1233211 (by orthogonality to
both of f 1221 01 g) and hence 1232102 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw6i giving transitiv-
ity on f 1221 01 g, so we may x 2 = 1221101 . We must then x 1232112 ; 1232111 ; 1222111
(by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.






1 (o() = 0; 3; 11 respectively),
f 1232 12 g; f 12 2 11 g (o() = 5; 7 respectively, orthogonal to 1122101 ), f 12 3212 g (o() =
5, not orthogonal to 1122101 ), f 11 1111 g (o() = 9, orthogonal to 1343212 ), f 1221 01 g
(o() = 9, not orthogonal to 1343212 ),
123210
2 (o() = 7, orthogonal to all of f 12 2 11 g),
123321
1 (o() = 7, orthogonal to none of f 12 2 11 g). We set
G = hw4; w6i;
then G acts as S2 on each of f 12 3212 g and f 1232 12 g independently, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots      2 , which span R; so
WX = G.








0 g (o() = 0; 3; 7; 11 respectively). We set
G = hw5; w4w6; w2w7i;
then G is transitive on f 12   12 ; 123 211 ; 122 111 ; 12   01 g, so we may x 1 = 1243212 .
We must then x f 122 1 1 ; 1221001 g; f 1111101 ; 1111110 g (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence f 123 21 ; 1232112 ; 1232101 g; 1121001 ; we must then x f 123 21 g; f 122 1 1 g (by or-
thogonality to 1121001 ) and hence f 1232112 ; 1232101 g; 1221001 . Inside stabG(1) we have
hw5; w2w7i giving transitivity on f 123 21 g, so we may x 2 = 1233212 . We must
then x 1232211 ;
123210
1 ; f 12211 1 g; 1111110 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 1233211 ;
123221
2 g; 1232112 ; f 12221 1 g; 1111101 ; we must then x 1232212 ; 1222101 ; 1221101 (by orthog-
onality to 1111110 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.




2 ; f 11 111 g; f 1221 01 g; 1122101 (o() = 0; 4; 8;
10; 12 respectively), f 12 2 1 g (o() = 6, orthogonal to 1122101 ), f 12 321 g (o() = 6,
not orthogonal to 1122101 ). We set
G = hw2; w4; w6i;
then G acts as S3 on f 12 321 g and independently as S2 on f 1221 01 g, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots   321 ; 1221 01 , which span
R; so WX = G.
If X = X617 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1  3212 g; f 1232  2 g; f 1  2  1 g; 1110001 (o() =
0; 4; 6; 8; 12 respectively). We set
G = hw3; w4; w6; w7i;
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then G acts as S3 on each of f 1  3212 g and f 1232  2 g independently, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots      2 , which span R; so
WX = G.
If X = X717 we must x
234321




1 g (o() = 0; 4; 8; 10 respectively), 1233211 (o() = 6, orthogonal to all
of f 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 1111111 g), f 1232  2 g (o() = 6, orthogonal to one of f 1221001 ; 1121101 ;
111111
1 g). We set
G = hw3w6; w4w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1232 11 ; 1222211 ; 1222101 ; 11221 1 g, so we may x 1 = 1232211 .
We must then x 1233212 ; f 12321 2 g; f 1222101 ; 11221 1 g; f 1221001 ; 1111111 g (by orthogonal-




1 (by orthogonality to
123321








2 ; f 1222101 ; 1122111 g (by orthogonality to 1121101 ) and hence 1243212 ; 1232102 ;
112210
1 ; we must then x
112211
1 (by orthogonality to
134321
2 ), by which point all roots
are xed; so WX = G.




2 ; f 1111101 ; 1111110 g; 1121001 (o() = 0; 4; 10; 12
respectively), 1243212 ; f 1232112 ; 1232101 g (o() = 6; 8 respectively, orthogonal to both
of f 1111101 ; 1111110 g), f 123 21 g; f 122 1 1 g (o() = 6; 8 respectively, orthogonal to one
of f 1111101 ; 1111110 g), 1122211 (o() = 8, orthogonal to neither of f 1111101 ; 1111110 g). We
set
G = hw5; w2w7i;
then G is transitive on f 122 1 1 g, so we may x 1 = 1222111 . We must then x
f 123221 g; 1232101 ; 1221101 ; 1111101 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 123321 g; 1232112 ;
f 1222101 ; 1221111 g; 1111110 ; we must then x 1233211 ; 1232211 ; 1221111 (by orthogonality to
111110
1 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.




2 ; f 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g (o() = 0; 4; 8




1 g), 1221001 (o() = 10, orthogonal to none of f 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g),
f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 g (o() = 6, orthogonal to two roots in f 1122111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g which
are orthogonal to each other), f 1233211 ; 1232212 g (o() = 6, orthogonal to two roots
in f 1122111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g which are not orthogonal to each other). We set
G = hw4; w2w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 g, so we may x 1 = 1243212 . We must
then x 1222211 ; f 1222101 ; 1221111 g; f 1111101 ; 1111110 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f 1233212 ; 1232211 g; f 1232112 ; 1232101 g and f 1122111 ; 1121101 g. Inside stabG(1) we have
hw2w5w7i giving transitivity on f 1233211 ; 1232212 g, so we may x 2 = 1233211 . We














0 ; we must then x
123321
2 (by orthogonality to
111111
0 ), by which
point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1017 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1  3212 g; 1110001 (o() = 0; 5; 13 respectively),
f 1  2 11 g; f 1  2101 g (o() = 7; 9 respectively, orthogonal to one of f 1  3212 g), f 1232 12 g
(o() = 7, orthogonal to none of f 1  3212 g), 1111110 (o() = 9, orthogonal to all of
f 1  3212 g). We set
G = hw3; w4; w6i;
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then G acts as S3 on f 1  3212 g and independently as S2 on f 1232 12 g, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots     12 ; 1110001 , which span
R; so WX = G.
If X = X1117 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1221101 ; 1121001 g (o() = 0; 11 respectively),
f 123321 g; f 1222111 ; 1122211 g; f 111111 g (o() = 5; 7; 9 respectively, orthogonal to both
of f 1221101 ; 1121001 g), f 1 43212 g; f 1232 1 g; f 1 22101 g (o() = 5; 7; 9 respectively, orthog-
onal to one of f 1221101 ; 1121001 g). We set
G = hw2; w3w6i;









1 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
123321
2 ;
f 1232211 ; 1232112 g; 1122211 ; 1111111 ; 1221101 ; we must then x 1343212 ; 1232112 ; 1222101 (by or-
thogonality to 1122211 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1217 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 43212 g; f 1232   g; f 1 22  1 g; f 111000 g (o() =
0; 5; 7; 9; 11 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3; w6; w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1232   g, so we may x 1 = 1232212 . We must then
x f 12321 1 g; f 1 221 1 g; 1110000 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12321 2 ; 1232211 g;
f 1 22211 g; 1110001 ; we must then x f 12321 2 g (by orthogonality to 1110000 ) and hence
123221
1 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w7i, which acts as S2 on each of f 1 43212 g
and f 12321 2 g independently, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed
all of the roots  43212 ; 1232  2 ; 1110000 , which span R; so WX = G.




2 ; f 123    g; 1100000 (o() = 0; 5; 7; 13 respec-
tively), f 1122 11 ; 1121 01 g (o() = 9, orthogonal to 1100000 ), f 1222101 ; 1221111 g (o() = 9,
not orthogonal to 1100000 ). We set
G = hw2; w6; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 123    g, so we may x 1 = 1233212 . We must then x
f 1232  1 g; 1221111 ; f 1121 01 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 1233211 ; 1232  2 g; 1222101 ;
f 1122 11 g; we must then x f 1233211 ; 1232102 g; 1232101 (by orthogonality to 1221111 ) and
hence f 1232 12 g; f 1232 11 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw6i giving transitivity on
f 1232 12 g, so we may x 2 = 1232212 . We must then x 1233211 ; 1232111 ; 1122111 ; 1121001
(by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1417 we must x
234321




1 g (o() = 0; 5; 9 respectively). We set
G = hw3w5; w4w6; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 12321 1 ; 1222211 ; 1221111 ; 1222101 ; 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 111 001 g, so we
may x 1 =
111000
1 . We must then x f 1  3212 g; f 12321 1 ; 1222211 ; 1222101 ; 1122 11 g (by
orthogonality to 1) and hence f 1232  2 g; f 1221111 ; 1121101 ; 1111001 g. Inside stabG(1)
we have hw3w7; w4w6i giving transitivity on f 12321 1 ; 1222211 ; 1222101 ; 1122 11 g, so we
may x 2 =
123210
1 . We must then x
123321
2 ; f 1232 12 g; f 1222211 ; 1122 11 g; f 1221111 ;
111100
1 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 1 43212 g; 1232102 ; f 1232111 ; 1222101 g; 1121101 ;
we must then x 1343212 ;
123211
2 (by orthogonality to
112110





We then have xed all of the roots      2 , which span R; so WX = G.
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If X = X1517 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 43212 g; f 1110001 ; 1111000 g (o() = 0; 5; 11 respec-
tively), f 1233212 ; 1232211 g; f 1 22211 g (o() = 7; 9 respectively, orthogonal to both of
f 1110001 ; 1111000 g), f 12321  g; f 1222111 ; 1221101 ; 1122101 ; 1121111 g (o() = 7; 9 respectively,
orthogonal to one of f 1110001 ; 1111000 g). We set
G = hw3w7; w2w5w7i;




1 ; f 1221101 ; 1122101 g; 1111000 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence 1233212 ;
f 1232102 ; 1232111 g; f 1222111 ; 1121111 g; 1110001 ; we must then x 1232102 ; 1121111 ; 1221101 (by










1 (by orthogonality to
122211
1 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1617 we must x
234321
2 ; f 12  21 g; 1000000 (o() = 0; 6; 14 respectively),
f 12  1  g (o() = 8, orthogonal to 1000000 ), 1122211 (o() = 8, not orthogonal to
100000
0 ). We set
G = hw2; w4; w5; w7i;
then G is transitive on f 12  1  g, so we may x 1 = 1232112 . We must then x
f 12  211 g; f 12  101 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12  212 g; f 1232102 ; 12  111 g; we
must then x 1232102 (by orthogonality to all of f 12  211 g) and hence f 12  111 g. Inside
stabG(1) we have hw4; w5i, which acts as S3 on f 12  212 g, so we may x all of these
roots. We then have xed all of the roots 2343212 ;
12    
2 ;
100000
0 , which span R; so
WX = G.




0 (o() = 0; 12 respectively), f 1 21001 g
(o() = 10, orthogonal to 1111110 ), f 123 211 g; 1111111 (o() = 8; 10 respectively, not
orthogonal to 1111110 ), f 1 43212 g (o() = 6, orthogonal to 1111111 ), f 123 212 g (o() = 6,
not orthogonal to 1111111 ),
123211
2 (o() = 8, orthogonal to neither of f 1 21001 g),
111110
1 (o() = 8, orthogonal to both of f 1 43212 g), f 1 2 101 g (o() = 8, orthogonal
to one of f 123 211 g). We set
G = hw3; w5i;
then G acts as S2 on each of f 1 43212 g and f 123 212 g independently, so we may x all
of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots     12 ; 1111110 , which span R;
so WX = G.
If X = X1817 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1    12 g; f 123 211 ; 1222111 ; 11 1111 g (o() = 0; 6; 8
respectively), f 1122101 ; 1221101 ; 1 21001 ; 1111101 g (o() = 10, orthogonal to three of
f 1    12 g), 1111110 (o() = 10, orthogonal to all of f 1    12 g). We set
G = hw3w5; w4w6i;
then G is transitive on f 123 211 ; 1222111 ; 11 1111 g, so we may x 1 = 1111111 . We
must then x f 1 43212 g; f 123 211 g; f 1122101 ; 1221101 ; 1 21001 g (by orthogonality to 1)
and hence f 123  12 g; f 1222111 ; 1121111 g; 1111101 ; we must then x 1232112 ; f 1 21001 g (by
orthogonality to 1111101 ) and hence f 123 212 g; f 1122101 ; 1221101 g. Inside stabG(1) we
have hw3w5i giving transitivity on f 1122101 ; 1221101 g, so we may x 2 = 1122101 .














1 ; we must then x
112111
1 (by orthogonality to
134321
2 ),
by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
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2 ; f 12 2   g; f 1122  1 ; 11 000 g (o() = 0; 6; 8;
10 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w4; w2w5w7w4w6w5i;
then G is transitive on f 12 2   g, so we may x 1 = 1232212 . We must then
x f 12 21 1 g; f 11221 1 ; 11 0000 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12321 2 ; 12 2211 g;
f 1122211 ; 1110001 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4; w2w5w7w4w6w5i giving transitivity
on f 12321 2 ; 12 2211 g, so we may x 2 = 1232112 . We must then x f 12 2211 g; f 12 2101 g;
112221
1 ; f 1122101 ; 11 0000 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence 1232102 ; f 12 2111 g; 1110001 ;
112211
1 ; we must then x f 11 0000 g (by orthogonality to 1122111 ) and hence 1122101 .
Inside stabG(1; 2) we then have hw4i giving transitivity on f 11 0000 g, so we may
x 3 =
110000






1 (by orthogonality to 3), by
which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.




2 ; f 1233211 ; 1232  2 ; 1222211 ; 1232111 ; 12 2101 ;
122111
1 g; f 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 1111001 ; 11 0000 g (o() = 0; 6; 8; 10 respectively). We set
G = hw4w6; w2w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 1111001 ; 11 0000 g, so we may x 1 = 1100000 .
We must then x f 1233211 ; 1232  2 ; 12321 1 g; f 1122 11 ; 1121101 g (by orthogonality to 1)
and hence f 1222211 ; 1222101 ; 1221111 g and f 1111001 ; 1110000 g; we must then x f 1233211 ;
123221
2 g; 1222211 and 1122211 (by orthogonality to both of f 1111001 ; 1110000 g) and hence
f 12321  g; f 1222101 ; 1221111 g; f 1122111 ; 1121101 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw2w5w7i giv-
ing transitivity on f 1111001 ; 1110000 g, so we may x 2 = 1110000 . We must then x
f 12321 2 g; 1222101 ; 1122111 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 12321 1 g; 1221111 ; 1121101 ;




1 (by orthogonality to
112110
1 ), by which point
all roots are xed; so WX = G. (In this case we note also that the set of roots with
o() = 8 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1233211 ; 1232 12 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g and
f 1222211 ; 1232111 ; 1232102 g.)
If X = X2117 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 43212 ; 123 21 ; 1 2 111 ; 111111 g; f 1 21001 ; 111110 g
(o() = 0; 7; 11 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w5; w2w3w6w4i;
then G is transitive on f 1 43212 ; 123 21 ; 1 2 111 ; 111111 g, so we may x 1 = 1343212 .
We must then x f 11  11 g; f 1121001 ; 111110 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f 1243212 ; 123 21 ; 122 111 g; 1221001 ; we must then x f 1243212 ; 123 21 g; f 111110 g (by or-
thogonality to 1221001 ) and hence f 122 111 g; 1121001 ; we must then x f 123 21 g and
f 111111 g (by orthogonality to 1121001 ) and hence 1243212 ; f 112 111 g. Inside stabG(1)
we have hw2; w5i, which acts as S2 on each of f 112 111 g and f 111111 g independently,
so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots  43212 ; 11  11 ,
which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X2217 we must x
234321
2 ; f 12     g; 1000000 (o() = 0; 7; 15 respectively).
We set
G = hw2; w4; w5; w6; w7i;




0 we must have WX = G.
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If X = X2317 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 43212 ; 1233211 ; 1232212 ; 1 22211 g; f 123211 ; 1 2 101 ;
111111 g; f 1111001 ; 1110000 g (o() = 0; 7; 9; 11 respectively). We set
G = hw3; w2w5; w2w5w7w4i;
then G is transitive on f 123211 ; 1 2 101 ; 111111 g, so we may x 1 = 1232112 . We
must then x f 1233211 ; 1 22211 g; f 1 2 101 ; 1111110 g; 1110000 (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence f 1 43212 ; 1232212 g; f 1232111 ; 1111111 g; 1111001 ; we must then x f 1 22101 g; 1111111
(by orthogonality to 1110000 ) and hence f 1 21101 ; 1111110 g; 1232111 ; we must then x
f 1 22211 g; 1232212 ; f 1 21101 g (by orthogonality to 1232111 ) and hence 1233211 ; f 1 43212 g;
111111
0 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw3i giving transitivity on f 1 22101 g, so we may
x 2 =
122210






1 (by orthogonality to 2), by
which point all roots are xed; so WX = G. (In this case we note also that the set
of roots with o() = 7 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1 43212 ; 1 22211 g and
f 1233211 ; 1232212 g.)
If X = X2417 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 21001 g (o() = 0; 11 respectively), f 123 21 g;






1 g (o() = 7; 9 respectively, orthogonal to one of f 1 21001 g). We
set
G = hw2; w3w7; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1222101 ; 1221111 ; 1122111 ; 1121101 g, so we may x 1 = 1222101 .
We must then x 1243212 ; f 123221 g; f 111111 g; 1121001 (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence 1343212 ; f 123321 g; f 111110 g; 1221001 ; we must then x 1221111 (by orthogonality to
112100
1 ) and hence f 1122111 ; 1121101 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw2i giving transitivity
on f 111111 g, so we may x 2 = 1111111 . We must then x 1233211 ; 1232211 ; 1121101 ;
111110
0 (by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2517 we must x
234321
2 ; f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 ; 12  1  g; f 1122211 ; 1110001 ; 1111000 g;
100000
0 (o() = 0; 8; 10; 12 respectively). We set
G = hw7; w2w5; w4w7w6w5w6i;
then G is transitive on f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 ; 12  1  g, so we may x 1 = 1243212 . We
must then x f 1222211 ; 122 1 1 g; f 1110001 ; 1111000 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f 1233212 ; 1232211 ; 12321  g; 1122211 ; we must then x f 12321  g; f 122 1 1 g (by orthogonal-
ity to 1122211 ) and hence f 1233212 ; 1232211 g and 1222211 . Inside stabG(1) we have
hw7; w2w5i giving transitivity on f 12321  g, so we may x 2 = 1232112 . We must then
x 1232211 ;
123210
1 ; f 122 101 g; 1111000 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence 1233212 ; f 1232102 ;
123211
1 g; f 122 111 g; 1110001 ; we must then x 1232102 ; 1221111 ; 1221101 (by orthogonality to
111100
0 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2617 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1  321 ; 1  1   g (o() = 0; 9 respectively). We
set
G = hw2; w3; w4; w2w5w7w4w6w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1  321 ; 1  1   g, so we may x 1 = 1343212 . We must then
x f 11 1   g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12 321 ; 1221  1 g. Inside stabG(1)
we have hw2; w4; w2w5w7w6w4w5i giving transitivity on f 11 1   g, so we may x
2 =
111100
0 . We must then x f 12 3212 ; 12211 1 g; f 11 11 1 g (by orthogonality to
2) and hence f 1233211 ; 1221001 g and f 11 1001 ; 11111 0 g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we have
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hw4; w2w5w7w6w4w5i giving transitivity on f 11 1001 ; 11111 0 g, so we may x 3 =
111110
0 . We must then x f 12 3212 ; 1221111 g; 1221001 ; f 11 1111 g; f 11 1001 g (by orthogo-




1 ; f 11 1101 g; 1111110 ; we must then x f 12 3212 g
(by orthogonality to 1111110 ) and hence
122111
1 . Inside stabG(1; 2; 3) we have






1 (by orthogonality to 4), by which point all roots are xed; so
WX = G.
If X = X2717 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1  3212 ; 1232211 ; 1222111 ; 1221 01 ; 11 111 ; 1122101 ;
112100
1 ;
111110 ; 1111000 ; 1110001 g (o() = 0; 9 respectively). We set
G = hw3w7; w4w6; w2w5w7i;
then G is transitive on X n f 2343212 g, so we may x 1 = 1343212 . We must
then x f 11 111 ; 1122101 ; 1121001 ; 111110 ; 1111000 ; 1110001 g (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence f 12 3212 ; 1232211 ; 1222111 ; 1221 01 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4w6; w2w5w7i
giving transitivity on f 12 3212 ; 1232211 ; 1222111 ; 1221 01 g, so we may x 2 = 1243212 .
We must then x f 1222111 ; 1221 01 g; f 11111  ; 1111000 ; 1110001 g (by orthogonality to 2)
and hence f 1233212 ; 1232211 g; f 1121111 ; 1122101 ; 1121001 g; we must then x 1221001 ; 1121001 ;
f 1111000 ; 1110001 g (by orthogonality to both of f 1233212 ; 1232211 g) and hence f 1222111 ;
122110
1 g; f 1121111 ; 1122101 g; f 11111  g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw2w5w7i giving




1 ; f 11111 0 g (by orthogonality to 3) and hence 1222111 ; 1122101 ; f 11111 1 g;




0 (by orthogonality to
112111
1 ), by which point
all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2817 we must x f  43212 g; f 123    g; f 1222211 ; 1122111 ; 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ;
012111
1 g (o() = 2; 6; 10 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w1w5; w3w6; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1222211 ; 1122111 ; 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ; 0121111 g, so we may
x 1 =
122221
1 . We must then x
124321
2 ; f 12321  g (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence f 343212 g; f 123 21 g; we must then x 1221001 (by orthogonality to 1243212 ) and
hence f 1122111 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ; 0121111 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw2; w1w5; w5w7i
giving transitivity on f 1122111 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ; 0121111 g, so we may x 2 = 1122111 . We
must then x 1343212 ; f 123221 g; f 123210 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence 2343212 ;
f 123321 g; f 123211 g; we must then x 1121101 (by orthogonality to 1343212 ) and hence
f 0122101 ; 0121111 g; we must then x 0121111 (by orthogonality to both of f 123321 g) and
hence 0122101 . Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw2i giving transitivity on f 123321 g, so
we may x 3 =
123321







to 3), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X118 we must x f 343212 g; f 12  21 g; f 12  1  g; f 122211 g (o() = 1; 5; 8; 9
respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w5; w7i;
then G is transitive on f 343212 g, so we may x 1 = 2343212 . We must then x
012221
1 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
112221






1 is hw2; w4; w5; w7i we must have WX = G.
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If X = X218 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1 43212 g; f 123 21 g; f 1 22211 g; f 12321  g; 0122211 ;
f 1222111 ; 1121111 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 g (o() = 1; 3; 5; 7; 8; 9; 10 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3w7; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 123 21 g, so we may x 1 = 1233212 . We must then x
123221
1 ; f 12321 1 g; f 1121111 ; 1221101 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 1233211 ; 1232212 g;
f 12321 2 g; f 1222111 ; 1122101 g; we must then x 1233211 (by orthogonality to both of
f 12321 2 g) and hence 1232212 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw3w7i giving transitivity
on f 1 43212 g, so we may x 2 = 1343212 . We must then x 1122211 ; 1122101 ; 1121111 (by











(by orthogonality to 1121111 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X318 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1   212 g; f 1   211 g; 1232112 and f 1122101 ; 1221101 g
(o() = 1; 4; 6; 7; 11 respectively), 1232102 (o() = 9, orthogonal to all of f 1   211 g),
f 12 2111 ; 11 1111 g (o() = 9, orthogonal to two of f 1   211 g), 0122211 (o() = 9, or-
thogonal to none of f 1   211 g). We set
G = hw4; w3w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1   211 g, so we may x 1 = 1233211 . We must then x
123221
2 ; f 11 1111 g; 1221101 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 1  3212 g; f 12 2111 g; 1122101 ;
we must then x f 12 3212 g; 1122211 (by orthogonality to 1221101 ) and hence 1343212 ;
f 12 2211 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4i giving transitivity on f 12 3212 g, so we may
x 2 =
124321






1 (by orthogonality to 2), by
which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
IfX = X418 we must x
234321
2 ; f 1   21 g; f 12 211 ; 11 111 g; 0122211 ; f 1122101 ; 1221101 g
(o() = 1; 5; 8; 9; 12 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w4; w3w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1   21 g, so we may x 1 = 1343212 . We must then x
112221
1 ; f 11 111 g; 1122101 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12  21 g; f 12 211 g; 1221101 ;
we must then x f 12 321 g (by orthogonality to 1221101 ) and hence f 12 221 g. Inside
stabG(1) we have hw2; w4i, which acts as S3 on f 12 321 g, so we may x all of these
roots. We then have xed all of the roots   321 ; 1122101 ; 1221101 , which span R; so
WX = G.
If X = X518 we must x
234321




0 g (o() = 1; 5; 9; 10 respectively). We set
G = hw4; w3w5; w2w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1   21 g, so we may x 1 = 1343212 . We must then
x 1122211 ; f 1122111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12  21 g and
f 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4; w2w5w7i giving transitivity
on f 1122111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g, so we may x 2 = 1111110 . We must then x f 12  212 g;
f 1232112 ; 12 2101 g; f 11 1101 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 12  211 g; 1221111 ; 1122111 ;
we must then x 1232212 ; f 12 2211 g; f 12 2101 g (by orthogonality to 1122111 ) and hence
f 12 3212 g; 1233211 ; 1232112 . Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw4i giving transitivity on
f 11 1101 g, so we may x 3 = 1111101 . We must then x 1243212 ; 1232211 ; 1232101 (by
orthogonality to 3), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
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If X = X19 we must x f 343212 g; f 12 321 g; f 12 2 1 g; f 122 11 g (o() = 2; 4; 7; 9
respectively), 1221111 (o() = 10, orthogonal to all of f 12 321 g), f 12 210 g (o() = 10,
orthogonal to one of f 12 321 g). We set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w6i;
then G is transitive on f 12 2 1 g, so we may x 1 = 1232212 . We must then x
123321
1 ; f 12 2111 g; f 12 2101 g; f 122111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 12 3212 g;
f 12 2211 ; 1232112 g; 1232102 and f 122211 g; we must then x 1232112 (by orthogonality
to 1233211 ) and hence f 12 2211 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw1; w4i, which acts as S2
on each of f 343212 g and f 12 3212 g independently, so we may x all of these roots.
We then have xed all of the roots      2 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X120 we must x f  43212 g; f 123  1 g; f  2  11 g; f 123210 g (o() = 3; 6; 9; 12
respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6i;
then G is transitive on f  2  11 g, so we may x 1 = 1222211 . We must then x
124321
2 ; f 123211 g; f 12 111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 343212 g; f 123 21 g;
f 122 111 ; 122211 g; we must then x f 122 111 g (by orthogonality to 1243212 ) and hence
f 122211 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw1; w2; w5i, which acts as S2 on each of
f 343212 g, f 123210 g and f 122 111 g independently, so we may x all of these roots. We
then have xed all of the roots 343212 ; 122  11 ; 123210 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X220 we must x f   321 g; f   2   g (o() = 3; 9 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w4; w6; w7i;
then G is transitive on f   2   g, so we may x 1 = 1232212 . We must then x
123321
1 ; f   21 1 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f   3212 g; f 12321 2 ;   2211 g; we
must then x f 12321 2 g (by orthogonality to 1233211 ) and hence f   2211 g. Inside
stabG(1) we have hw1; w3; w4; w7i, which acts as S4 on f   3212 g and independently
as S2 on f 12321 2 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the
roots      2 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X22 we must x f     12 g; f     11 g; 1232102 (o() = 5; 9; 15 respectively).
We set
G = hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6i;
then G acts as S6 on f     12 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed
all of the roots      2 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X27 all roots  have o() = 10. We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6i;
since any element of W outside G has a reduced expression ending with w7, it
makes the root 0000010 negative and so cannot stabilize X, so WX = G.
The results found here are presented in tabular form in the nal chapter of this
work. As with the maximal abelian sets in the E6 root system, in most instances
we may immediately see that the set is not aW -translate of any of the others, since
the signature uniquely identies it; the only cases for which this is not true are X2617
and X2717 , whose stabilizers have orders 1152 and 192 respectively. We have thus
shown the following.
Theorem 7.13. The 39 sets in S(E7) represent dierent W -orbits.

CHAPTER 8
The root system of type E8
Let  be of type E8; thus  has simple roots 1; : : : ; 8 numbered as in [1].
8.1. Radical maximal abelian sets
We have  = 24654323 , and the roots in  are
     1 ; there are 28 pairs of roots
in  summing to , namely f 00000010 ; 24654313 g and 27 of the form f     11 ;     21 g.
We may arrange these as follows.
f 12333211 ; 12321112 g
f 12332211 ; 12322112 g
f 12332111 ; 12322212 g f 12322211 ; 12332112 g
f 12322111 ; 12332212 g f 12222211 ; 12432112 g
f 12321111 ; 12333212 g f 12222111 ; 12432212 g f 11222211 ; 13432112 g
f 12221111 ; 12433212 g f 11222111 ; 13432212 g f 01222211 ; 23432112 g
f 12211111 ; 12443212 g f 11221111 ; 13433212 g f 01222111 ; 23432212 g f 24654313 ; 00000010 g
f 11211111 ; 13443212 g f 01221111 ; 23433212 g f 24654213 ; 00000110 g
f 11111111 ; 13543212 g f 01211111 ; 23443212 g f 24653213 ; 00001110 g
f 01111111 ; 23543212 g f 24643213 ; 00011110 g
f 00111111 ; 24543212 g f 24543213 ; 00111110 g
f 23543213 ; 01111110 g
f 13543213 ; 11111110 g
Once more, we shall call a root in  odd or even, this time according to the parity
of its 2-coecient, so that each pair consists of an odd root and an even root;
again a maximal radical abelian set may be specied by simply giving the parity of
the root selected in each pair.
We may identify the 28 pairs with unordered pairs from the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5;
6; 7; 8g (where again we write the unordered pair fi; jg simply as ij); we give the
correspondence by the following array.
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In similar fashion to before, we may then represent a maximal radical abelian set
X by a graph  X with vertex set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g, where the choice in X of the
odd or even root in the pair identied with ij is denoted by the presence or absence
in  X of the edge ij (again, alternatively we may regard this as the choice of a














We now consider the action of stabW () = hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i on the
roots in . This group is W (E7); we shall write  for the high root
2343210
2 of
the E7 subsystem, and set W
0 = hw; w1; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i. Each generator of
W 0 preserves the parity of 2-coecients, and therefore permutes edges without
changing colours; in fact the notation chosen for the pairs means that the generating
elements of W 0 = S8 act as permutations of the vertices as follows:
w = (7 8); w1 = (6 7); w3 = (5 6); w4 = (4 5); w5 = (3 4); w6 = (2 3); w7 = (1 2):
Thus two maximal radical abelian sets lie in the same W 0-orbit if and only if their
graphs are isomorphic. By [12], up to isomorphism there are 12346 graphs on 8
vertices; since there are 228 = 268435456 maximal radical abelian sets, this already
gives a signicant reduction. Nevertheless it is somewhat impractical to list all
graphs as we did in the E7 case.
The remaining generator of stabW () is w2. If we set fi; j; k; `g = f1; 2; 3; 4g or
f5; 6; 7; 8g, each edge ij in  X gives rise to the edge k` in  w2(X) of the opposite
colour (alternatively, the presence or absence of ij gives rise to the absence or
presence of k` respectively). Thus for example with the set X as above, in the
graph  X the edge 12 is present (or black), so in  w2(X) the edge 34 is absent (or
white); on the other hand in  X the edge 14 is absent (or white), so in  w2(X) the
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edge 23 is present (or black). Treating all twelve edges among the vertices 1; 2; 3; 4




corresponding to w2(X) = f 2      3 ;  4  212 ; 1233  1 ;  222211 ;  111111 ; 11111110 g.
Note that if in the graph  X at least seven of the twelve edges among the
vertices 1; 2; 3; 4 and among the vertices 5; 6; 7; 8 are present, then  w2(X) will have
fewer edges than  X , which therefore need be considered no further.
Following [3, p.46], we shall call w2 and its conjugates under W
0 bid maps,
and we see that the 72 cosets of W 0 in W (E7) are represented by 1, the 35 bid
maps, and the products of these with w0w, which is the longest element ofW (E7).
Since w0w maps each root  of  to  w() =  , it interchanges the two roots
in each pair, and thus the graph  w0w(X) is the complement of  X .
We introduce some further terminology and notation. As in the E7 case, we
call two graphs equivalent if they correspond to sets which areW -translates of each
other. Let e = e( ) be the number of edges of the graph  . A partition of a graph
  is a pair of complementary subsets of four vertices each, and will be written e.g.
1234j5678; the partitions thus naturally correspond to the bid maps, which as in
[3, p.46] will be written e.g. (1234j5678) (and a bar over such a symbol will denote
the product of the bid map with complementation). A partition contains an edge
of   if the two endpoints of the edge lie in the same subset; it is heavy , full or
light if the number of edges it contains is more than 6, exactly 6 or less than e  8
respectively. A graph is reducible if it is equivalent to one with a smaller value
of e, and irreducible otherwise. The statement above about coset representatives
shows that if two graphs are equivalent then one can be obtained from the other
by applying at most one bid map, possibly followed by complementation.
Lemma 8.1. A graph   is irreducible if and only if e( )  14 and   contains
no partition which is either heavy or light.
Proof. Complementation gives a graph with 28  e edges; if a partition con-
tains n edges, the corresponding bid map gives a graph with 12 + e   2n edges,
and then complementation produces one with 16   e + 2n edges. The conditions
for these to be less than e are e > 14, n > 6 and n < e  8 respectively. 
We also need to consider when a graph represents a maximal abelian set; we
shall call such a graph relevant . The roots   24654323 ;       1 are excluded by
2465432
3 , so the only roots which need to be excluded by the other roots of X are
those of the form      0 . To exclude 23432102 we must have some root 0     1 in
X; using W 0 we see that to exclude the roots       02 and      00 the graph must
not have two vertices of which one is joined to all the other six and the other is
joined to none of the other six. Similarly, to exclude 00000001 we must have some
root  111110 , some root 123   11 or some root  543212 in X; using W 0 we see that to
exclude the roots       01 the graph must not have a partition in which all vertices
in one set and none in the other are joined. Thus a graph is relevant if and only if
no two of its vertices are joined to all and none of the other vertices respectively,
and it has no partition with K4 in one half and the empty graph in the other.
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Figure 8.1. Graphs on 8 vertices with e  5
Observe that no graph with a K4 subgraph need be considered: if there are
no edges among the other four vertices the graph is irrelevant, while otherwise the
corresponding partition is heavy and the graph is reducible.
Our task is then to determine up to equivalence all relevant irreducible graphs
(rigs for short). As seen above, it suces to consider graphs with e  14. From
[12] we obtain the numbers of graphs for each value of e; we list these values below,
together with the numbers of rigs up to equivalence (denoted ) which we claim.
e 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
# graphs 1 1 2 5 11 24 56 115 221 402 663 980 1312 1557 1646
# rigs= 1 1 2 5 11 24 53 96 115 84 30 5 2 1 0
For values of e up to 9 we shall simply produce the list of all such graphs, eliminate
any which are irrelevant or reducible, and determine any equivalences among the
remainder. For larger values of e we shall instead produce a list of relevant irre-
ducible graphs and argue that any such is equivalent to one of those listed. It may
or may not be clear that there are no further equivalences among the nal list of
rigs; as before, the determination of stabilizers and orbit structure will settle this
eventually. For each value of e, we shall give the numbering used for the rigs found.
We list in Figure 8.1 the graphs with e  5; the above shows that all of these
are relevant and irreducible, and clearly there can be no equivalences between them.
We number them in accordance with the following scheme.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44
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Figure 8.2. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 6
In Figure 8.2 we list the graphs with e = 6. Here we see that the rst in the
rst row is not relevant because of the vertices 8 and 7, which are joined to all
and none of the other vertices respectively; neither is the seventh in the second
row, because the partition 1238j4567 has K4 in the rst half and the empty graph
in the second; and the bid map (1238j4567) sends the fth in the sixth row to
the last in the third row. (In this case it is straightforward to see that there are
no other equivalences in the list, since the only way to form an equivalent graph
without increasing the number of edges is to apply a bid map corresponding to
a full partition, which must therefore contain all 6 edges of the graph.) Again the
following scheme gives the numbering we use for these graphs, as well as recording
the points above which enable us to disregard three of them.
irrel:
87 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57 58 irrel:1238j4567 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69
70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87
88 89 90 91 (1238j4567)7!69 92 93 94 95
96 97
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Figure 8.3. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 7
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In Figure 8.3 we list the graphs with e = 7. Here 3 graphs are not relevant;
this time 9 are reducible, which we indicate in the following scheme by giving
the appropriate bid map with an arrow pointing downwards; and there are 7
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Figure 8.4. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 8
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Figure 8.4. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 8 (continued)
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In Figure 8.4 we list the graphs with e = 8. Here 6 graphs are not relevant, 42
are reducible, and equivalences allow us to ignore a further 58 among the remainder.
Again we indicate this information in the following scheme; the horizontal line
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Figure 8.5. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 9
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Figure 8.5. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 9 (continued)
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Figure 8.5. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 9 (continued)
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Figure 8.5. Graphs on 8 vertices with e = 9 (continued)
In Figure 8.5 we list the graphs with e = 9. This time 12 graphs are not
relevant, 209 are reducible, and equivalences allow us to ignore a further 97 among
the remainder. Again we indicate this information in the following scheme, where



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This completes the lists of all graphs for given values of e. In Figure 8.6 we list
the remaining graphs with which we shall be concerned; those with e = 10 occur
in the rst four rows, while those with e  11 occupy the last. We number these
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Figure 8.6. Rigs with e  10 up to equivalence
graphs according to the following scheme.
393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400
401 402 403 404 405 406 407 408
409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416
417 418 419 420 421 422
423 424 425 426 427 428 429 430
Our proof that the graphs in Figure 8.6 complete the list of equivalence classes
of relevant graphs will take some time. In what follows the graph numbered i in
the scheme above will be denoted  i; we describe graphs equivalent to those in
Figure 8.6 as known.
Thus let   be a rig with at least 10 edges. Recall that   can contain no heavy
or light partition, and can have no K4 subgraph. We shall call a set of edges parallel
if no two of them have an endpoint in common; note that   must contain a pair of
parallel edges, because otherwise any two edges would meet, and so if 12; 13 were
edges then any other edge would have to be either 23 or 1i for some i  4, contrary
to e  10.
Lemma 8.2. If e  10 and   does not have three parallel edges, then   is known.
Proof. Suppose e  10 and   does not have three parallel edges; assume  
has edges 12; 34, so that it can have no edge among f5; 6; 7; 8g. Of the e  2 other
edges there can be at most three among f1; 2; 3; 4g (to avoid a K4), so there must
be at least ve from f1; 2; 3; 4g to f5; 6; 7; 8g.
Suppose if possible both 1 and 2 were joined to f5; 6; 7; 8g; since we cannot
have edges 1i; 2j with i; j  5 and i 6= j (else they and 34 would be parallel), we
would have say 15; 25 and no edge 1i or 2i for i  6. Thus there must be at least
three edges from f3; 4g to f5; 6; 7; 8g, so by the same argument we cannot have
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both 3 and 4 joined to f5; 6; 7; 8g; say there is no edge 4i with i  5 and we have at
least three edges from 3 to f5; 6; 7; 8g. We cannot have the edge 14 as it would be
parallel to both 25 and some edge 3j with j 6= 5; similarly 24 cannot be an edge.
Thus we must have e = 10 and the remaining edges are 13; 23; 35; 36; 37; 38; but
then 3 and 4 are joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices.
So we cannot have both 1 and 2 joined to f5; 6; 7; 8g, and likewise we cannot
have both 3 and 4 joined to f5; 6; 7; 8g; say 1 and 4 are not joined to f5; 6; 7; 8g.
Thus we must have at least ve edges from f2; 3g to f5; 6; 7; 8g, of which two will be
parallel, so we cannot have 14. Consequently all edges are either 23 or from f2; 3g
to f1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g; let z be the number of the latter which are missing. First assume
23 is an edge; then z  3. If z = 0 we have  430, so assume 2i is missing. Since then
i is joined to no vertex with the possible exception of 3, for   to be relevant some
edge 3j with j 6= i must be missing; thus if e = 11 we have  424, while if e = 10 the
other missing edge cannot be 2j or 3i so we may assume it is 2k for some k =2 fi; jg,
giving  393. Thus we may assume 23 is not an edge, so that z  2. If z = 0 we
have  428, so assume 2i is missing; if z = 1 we have  423, so assume z = 2; if the
other missing edge is 3i we have  394, if it is 3j for j 6= i we have  395, while if it
is 2j for j 6= i then applying (1klmj23ij) (where fi; j; k; l;mg = f4; 5; 6; 7; 8g) gives
 394. 
We may therefore assume for the rest of the analysis that   has three parallel
edges, which we may take to be 12; 34; 56. As we proceed we shall frequently
nd that the presence of one particular edge or set of edges means that we may
assume that another is absent, for example because it would make a particular
partition heavy, or because if it were present we could reduce to a case already
considered; we shall say that the rst excludes the second. We shall use the symbol
j2 for a full partition abcdjefgh which contains edges ab; ac; bd; cd and two among
fe; f; g; hg; note that applying the corresponding bid map (abcdjefgh) produces
a graph containing four edges among fe; f; g; hg, of which two must be parallel,
together with ad and bc, and so any graph with a j2 partition is equivalent to one
with four parallel edges (and the same value of e).
We divide into two cases: e = 10 and e  11. We begin with the case e  11.
Recall that we assume 12; 34; 56 are edges. Consider the three partitions 1234j5678,
1256j3478 and 1278j3456, which between them contain each of the other edges
exactly once, with the possible exception of 78. If 78 were an edge we would have
e  4  7 other edges, so that one of the partitions would have to contain at least
three of the other edges and thus be heavy. Consequently
  cannot have four parallel edges;
therefore it can also contain no j2 partition. There are thus e   3 other edges;
as each of the partitions can contain at most three more edges, we have e  3  9
and e = 11 or 12. We may therefore assume that 1256j3478 and 1278j3456 contain
three more edges each, and 1234j5678 contains the remaining e   9. Note that
there cannot be a pair of parallel edges among f1; 2; 7; 8g, f3; 4; 7; 8g or f5; 6; 7; 8g;
in particular, each can contain at most two of the other edges. Let n be the number
of edges from f5; 6g to f7; 8g, so that 0  n  2.
For 5  i  8 let xi and yi be the numbers of edges from i to f1; 2g and f3; 4g
respectively; thus
P8
i=5(xi + yi) = 6. Let fa; b; c; dg = f5; 6; 7; 8g. If ab is an edge
then each of 12abj34cd and 12cdj34ab must contain three of the six edges between
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f1; 2; 3; 4g and f5; 6; 7; 8g, so that xa + xb + yc + yd = 3 = ya + yb + xc + xd. If ac
is also an edge, we also have xa + xc + yb + yd = 3 = ya + yc + xb + xd, so that
xb  yb = xc  yc and xa  ya = xd  yd. We shall call xi  yi the bias of the vertex
i; thus if ab and ac are edges then a and d have the same bias, as do b and c.
We now work through the possible values of n.
Lemma 8.3. With the notation above, if n = 2 then   is known.
Proof. The two edges from f5; 6g to f7; 8g, together with 56, ensure that all
four of these vertices have the same bias, which cannot then be 2; interchanging
f1; 2g and f3; 4g if necessary we may assume the common bias is 0 or 1. Moreover,
as there are three edges among f5; 6; 7; 8g, no two of which are parallel, there must
be one from each parallel pair.
First assume the bias is 1. This requires a total of ve edges from f5; 6; 7; 8g
to f1; 2g and just one to f3; 4g; we may assume the latter is 3a, and then as a has
bias 1 we must have both edges 1a and 2a. Deleting the vertices 3 and 4 removes
the edges 34 and 3a, together with e   11 edges from f1; 2g to f3; 4g; this gives
a graph  0 on six vertices with nine edges, no three of which are parallel. In  0
write d0(z) for the degree of a vertex z, and let x be a vertex of minimal degree;
then we cannot have d0(x) = 0, as nine edges on ve vertices would force a K4. If
y is a vertex adjacent to x, then among the remaining four vertices there can be
at most one edge present from each parallel pair; thus d0(x) + d0(y)  7, and as
d0(y)  5 this forces d0(x)  2. If we had d0(x)  3 the degree sum in  0 would
be at least 7 + 4:3 = 19, contrary to assumption; so we must have d0(x) = 2, and
d0(y1) = d0(y2) = 5 where y1 and y2 are the two vertices adjacent to x. Thus if
x1 = x; x2; x3; x4 are the four vertices other than y1 and y2, the edges are y1y2 and
xiyj for all i  4 and j  2. Since in this graph no triangle is disjoint from an edge,
after interchanging 5 and 6 if necessary the three edges among f5; 6; 7; 8g (which
are disjoint from 12) must be 56; 57; 58; so after interchanging 1 and 2 if necessary
we have fx1; x2; x3; x4g = f2; 6; 7; 8g, fy1; y2g = f1; 5g. Now replace the deleted
vertices and edges to recover  ; since a was joined to both 1 and 2 as well as 3, we
must have a = 5. Thus if e = 11 we have  425, while if e = 12 there is also an edge
from f1; 2g to f3; 4g, which cannot be 13 or 24 (else 1458j2367 would be light) or
23 (else 1245j3678 would be light), so must be 14, giving  429.
Now assume the bias is 0. First suppose some vertex, say a, is adjacent to all of
f1; 2; 3; 4g; then some other vertex, say b, must be adjacent to one each of f1; 2g and
f3; 4g, say to 2 and 3. Since 12; 3b; 4a are parallel they exclude cd, so we must have
ab. However, the pair of remaining edges among f5; 6; 7; 8g cannot then be bc; bd (as
then 124aj3bcd would be heavy), so we may assume we have ac, and the remaining
edge is ad or bc; but then a and d are joined to all and none respectively of the other
six vertices. Thus instead there must be three vertices, say a; b; c, each joined to one
of f1; 2g and one of f3; 4g. Next suppose some vertex of f1; 2; 3; 4g, say 1, is joined
to all three of a; b; c; interchanging 3 and 4 if necessary we must have edges 3a; 3b
and either 3c or 4c. However, if 4c were an edge then 12; 3b; 4c would be parallel,
excluding ad and forcing bc to be an edge; but then 34bcj12ad would be j2. Thus
we must have 3c. Now the three edges among f5; 6; 7; 8g cannot be ab; ac; bc (else
we would have a K4 among f1; a; b; cg), ad; bd; cd (else 123dj4abc would be light),
or bc; bd; cd (else 124aj3bcd would be heavy), so they must be ab; ac; ad. Since we
cannot add the edge 13 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 3; a; bg), 23; 24 (else
1acdj234b would be heavy) or 14 (else 124bj3acd would be heavy), we must have
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e = 11, which gives  427. Thus nally we may assume (after interchanging 1 and
2, and 3 and 4, if necessary), that 1; 2; 3; 4 are joined to two, one, two and one
respectively of f5; 6; 7; 8g; suppose the edges are 1a; 1b; 2c; 3a and either 3b; 4c or
3c; 4b. We cannot have 3b; 4c (else 13abj24cd would be heavy, since ab or cd must
be present), so we must have 3c; 4b; but then 1b; 2c; 34 are parallel and so exclude
ad, so we must have bc, and now 12bcj34ad is j2, a contradiction. 
Lemma 8.4. With the notation above, if n = 1 then   is known.
Proof. We may assume that the edges in 1234j5678 are 12; 23; 34; 56; 67, to-
gether with an extra edge if e = 12, which cannot be 14 (else 1234j5678 would be
j2) and so must be 13 or 24. Thus 5 and 7 have the same bias, as do 6 and 8. We
know that among each of f1; 2; 7; 8g and f3; 4; 7; 8g we cannot have a pair of parallel
edges, so that an edge i8 excludes j7, where fi; jg = f1; 2g or f3; 4g; interchanging
5 and 7 we see that i8 also excludes j5. The partitions 1357j2468 and 1368j2457
each contain e  11 of the edges in 1234j5678, while the other six edges each lie in
precisely one of them; thus for neither to be light, each must contain three of the
edges between f1; 2; 3; 4g and f5; 6; 7; 8g. Thus of the six edges ij with i < 5  j,
three have i+j even and three have i+j odd; we shall call this the parity condition.
First suppose 8 has positive degree; interchanging 1; 2 and 4; 3 if necessary, we
may assume one of the following holds: (i) 28; 38 are edges; (ii) 28 is not an edge
but 38 is; (iii) 28; 38 are not edges but 18; 48 are; (iv) 18; 28; 38 are not edges but
48 is.
Suppose (i) holds; then this excludes 15; 17; 45; 47 (by parallels), 16; 48 (else
1567j2348 would be heavy), and 46; 18 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so that 8
has bias 0 and hence x6 = y6  1. We must have 26 or 36 (else 1578j2346 would
be light), so both 26 and 36 must be edges and we have two of 25; 27; 35; 37, so we
may assume 25 is an edge; but this excludes 27 (else 1348j2567 would be heavy),
35 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g) and 37 (else 1256j3478 would be
heavy), a contradiction.
Suppose (ii) holds; this excludes 45; 47 (by parallels) and 18 (else 1238j4567
would be j2). If 48 were also an edge this would exclude 35; 37 (by parallels)
and 15; 16; 17 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy); so by parity we must have 26; 46,
and hence not 25 (else 1256j3478 would be heavy) but 27; 36. However, this would
mean that 5 and 7 do not have the same bias. Thus 48 cannot be an edge, and so
y6   x6 = y8   x8 = 1; so we must have either x6 = 1, y6 = 2 or x6 = 0, y6 = 1.
First suppose x6 = 1, y6 = 2, so that we have 36; 46 and either 16 or 26. If
we have 26 this excludes 15 (else 1256j3478 would be j2); by parity we must have
either 25 or 27, so we may assume 25 is an edge, but this excludes 17 (by parallels),
35 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g) and 37 (else 1256j3478 would be
heavy). So we must have 16 instead, which excludes 15; 17 (else 1567j2348 would
be heavy) and 25; 27 (by parity), and thus we must have 35; 37. Here we must
have e = 11, because adding 24 would make 1567j2348 heavy and adding 13 would
give 3 and 8 joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices; applying
(1238j4567) gives  425.
Now suppose x6 = 0, y6 = 1, so that 16; 26 are not edges and we have one of
36; 46. We thus have four of 15; 17; 25; 27; 35; 37; since we cannot have both of 15; 17
(else 1567j2348 would be heavy) or both of 25; 27 (else 2567j1348 would be j2),
we must have 35; 37, together with one of 15; 17 and one of 25; 27. This excludes
46 by parity, so we must have 36. We may assume 15 is an edge; this excludes 25
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(else 1245j3678 would be heavy), so we must have 27. Again we must have e = 11,
because adding 24 would make 1567j2348 heavy and adding 13 would give 3 and 8
joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices; applying (1248j3567)
gives  427.
Suppose (iii) holds; this excludes 15; 17; 25; 27; 35; 37; 45; 47 (by parallels), so
we must have 16; 26; 36; 46. Again we must have e = 11, because adding 13 or 24
would give a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 6g or f2; 3; 4; 6g; applying (1236j4578) gives  427.
Suppose (iv) holds; this excludes 15; 17; 35; 37 (by parallels), so by parity we
must have 26; 46. Since y6   x6 = y8   x8 = 1 we must have 36 and not 16; thus
we must have two of 25; 27; 45; 47. We cannot have both of 25; 27 (else 1348j2567
would be heavy) or both of 45; 47 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must
have one of 25; 27 and one of 45; 47. We may assume 25 is an edge; this excludes
47 (else 1256j3478 would be heavy), so we must have 45. Once more we must have
e = 11, because adding 13 would make 1236j4578 heavy and adding 24 would give
a K4 among f2; 3; 4; 6g; so we have  427.
Thus we may assume 8 has degree 0; so x6 y6 = x8 y8 = 0. Also 6 cannot now
be joined to all vertices except 8, so as 56; 67 are edges we must have x6 = y6  1.
Again interchanging 1; 2 and 4; 3 if necessary, we may assume one of the following
holds: (a) 26; 36 are edges and 16; 46 are not; (b) 16; 36 are edges and 26; 46 are
not; (c) 16; 46 are edges and 26; 36 are not; (d) 16; 26; 36; 46 are not edges.
Suppose (a) holds. We cannot have all of 15; 17; 45; 47 (else 1457j2368 would be
heavy), so there is some edge from f2; 3g to f5; 7g, which we may assume to be 25;
this excludes 35 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g). By parity we must
have two of 15; 17; 37, so as we cannot have both of 15; 37 (else 1256j3478 would be
heavy) we must have 17, which excludes 15 (else 1567j2348 would be j2), 45 (else
1267j3458 would be j2) and 47 (else 1478j2356 would be heavy), so we must have
27; 37; but now we have a K4 among f2; 3; 6; 7g.
Suppose (b) holds. By parity we need three of 15; 17; 35; 37, and since we cannot
have both of 15; 17 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy) we must have 35; 37 and one
of 15; 17, which we may assume to be 15; this excludes 27 (else 1267j3458 would be
j2), 25; 47 (else 1256j3478 would be heavy), so we must have 45. Once more we
must have e = 11, because adding 24 would make 1678j2345 heavy and adding 13
would give a K4 among f1; 3; 5; 6g; applying (1258j3467) gives  427.
Suppose (c) holds. We cannot have both of 15; 17 (else 1567j2348 would be
heavy) or both of 45; 47 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must have at
least two of 25; 27; 35; 37. We may assume 25 is an edge; this excludes 37; 47 (else
1256j3478 would be j2). By parity we need two of 15; 17; 35, so we must have 35,
which excludes 17; 27 (else 3456j1278 would be j2), so we must have 15; 45; but
now 1235j4678 is heavy.
Finally suppose (d) holds; so we must have six of 15; 17; 25; 27; 35; 37; 45; 47. If
each of 5 and 7 is joined to three of f1; 2; 3; 4g, we may assume they each have bias
1, so we have edges 15; 17; 25; 27 and one each of 35; 45 and 37; 47. By parity we
must have 35 or 37, and 45 or 47, so we may assume the other two edges are 35; 47;
but now 1235j4678 is heavy. Thus one of 5 and 7 is joined to all of f1; 2; 3; 4g; we
may assume 15; 25; 35; 45 are edges, which excludes 17 (else 1678j2345 would be
heavy) and 47 (else 1235j4678 would be heavy), so we must have 27; 37. Yet again
we must have e = 11, because adding 13 or 24 would give a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g
or f2; 3; 4; 5g; applying (1345j2678) gives  427. 
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Lemma 8.5. With the notation above, if n = 0 then   is known.
Proof. Observe that if e = 12 and there is some edge from f7; 8g to f1; 2; 3; 4g,
we may reduce to an earlier case by interchanging f5; 6g and either f1; 2g or f3; 4g.
Thus we need only treat the possibility that e = 12 if both 7 and 8 have degree 0.
First consider the case where the edges in 1234j5678 are 12; 14; 23; 34; 56, to-
gether with an extra edge 13 or 24 if e = 12. The partitions 1357j2468 and 1368j2457
again each contain e  11 of the edges in 1234j5678, while the other six edges each
lie in precisely one of them; thus for neither to be light, each must contain three
of the edges between f1; 2; 3; 4g and f5; 6; 7; 8g. For 5  i  8 let oi and ei be
the numbers of edges from i to f1; 3g and f2; 4g respectively; then we must have
o5 + e6 + o7 + e8 = 3 = e5 + o6 + e7 + o8. Since we may interchange 7 and 8
here we also have o5 + e6 + e7 + o8 = 3 = e5 + o6 + o7 + e8; so o5   e5 = o6   e6
and o7   e7 = o8   e8. Similarly for 1  i  4 let xi and yi be the numbers of
edges from i to f5; 6g and f7; 8g respectively; then as 1256j3478 and 1278j3456
each contain three of the edges between f1; 2; 3; 4g and f5; 6; 7; 8g we must have
x1 + x2 + y3 + y4 = 3 = y1 + y2 + x3 + x4. Since we may interchange 2 and 4 here
we also have x1 + y2 + y3 + x4 = 3 = y1 + x2 + x3 + y4; so x1   y1 = x3   y3 and
x2   y2 = x4   y4.
First suppose both 7 and 8 have degree 0. We then need six edges from f5; 6g
to f1; 2; 3; 4g, so at least two vertices in f1; 2; 3; 4g, say i and j, are joined to both 5
and 6; then i and j cannot be adjacent (else we would have a K4 among fi; j; 5; 6g),
so we may assume 15; 16; 35; 36 are edges. We may also assume one of the remaining
edges is 25, which excludes 26 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 5; 6g) and 45
(else o5   e5 6= o6   e6), so we must have 46. Adding 13 would give a K4 among
f1; 2; 3; 5g, so if e = 12 the extra edge must be 24; applying (1235j4678) gives  425
if e = 11 and  429 if e = 12. Thus we may assume there is an edge between f7; 8g
and f1; 2; 3; 4g, which we may take to be 48, which excludes 17; 37 (by parallels),
giving o7 = 0; by the above we need only consider e = 11 from now on.
Next suppose o8 > 0; we may assume we have the edge 38, which excludes
27; 47 (by parallels), so e7 = 0 and thus o8 = e8. If o8 = e8 = 2 we would have
18; 28 and two edges from f5; 6g to f1; 2; 3; 4g; we could assume 15 was an edge,
but then 1567j2348 would be heavy. Thus we must have o8 = e8 = 1, so 18; 28
are not edges and we have four edges from f5; 6g to f1; 2; 3; 4g; thus y1 = y2 = 0,
y3 = y4 = 1, so x3 = x1+1, x4 = x2+1. By interchanging 1; 4 and 2; 3 if necessary
we may assume x3 = 2, x1 = x4 = 1, x2 = 0; so we have 35; 36, one of 15; 16
and one of 45; 46. We may assume 15 is an edge, which gives o5 = 2, o6 = 1, so
e5 = e6 + 1 and we must have 45; applying (1567j2348) gives  427. Thus we may
assume o8 = 0, so we do not have 18 or 38; thus e7 = e8, and y1 = y3 = 0, so that
x1 = x3.
Suppose 28 is an edge, so that e8 = 2; thus e7 = 2 and we must have 27; 47 to-
gether with two edges from f5; 6g to f1; 2; 3; 4g. This excludes 15; 16 (else 2348j1567
would be j2) and 35; 36 (else 1248j3567 would be j2); we may assume we have the
edge 25, which excludes 26 (else x2   y2 6= x4   y4) and 45 (else o5   e5 6= o6   e6),
so we must have 46, giving  426. Thus we may assume 28 is not an edge; so e7 = 1,
and we must have either 27 or 47 together with four edges from f5; 6g to f1; 2; 3; 4g.
We cannot have x1 = x3 = 2, since this would require the edges 15; 16; 35; 36
and then 1356j2478 would be heavy. Suppose x1 = x3 = 0, so that we have none
of 15; 16; 35; 36; then we must have 25; 26; 45; 46, and so x2 = x4 = 2, whence
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y2 = y4 = 1 and we must have 27, making 1348j2567 heavy. Thus we must have
x1 = x3 = 1; we may assume 15 is an edge, together with one of 35; 36. This
excludes 26 (else 1256j3478 would be j2).
Suppose 47 is an edge, so that 27 is not; then y2 = 0, y4 = 2, so we must have
x2 = 0, x4 = 2, giving the edges 45; 46. As e5 = e6 = 1 we must have 36 to ensure
o5 = o6; applying (1456j2378) gives  427. Thus we may assume instead 27 is an
edge, which excludes 46 (else 1456j2378 would be j2), so we must have 25; 45; this
excludes 36 (else 2356j1478 would be j2), so we must have 35, giving  427.
This completes the case where the edges in 1234j5678 are 12; 14; 23; 34; 56,
together with an extra edge if e = 12. From now on we may therefore assume
instead that they are 12; 13; 23; 34; 56 (and note that we may also assume that
e = 11, since an extra edge would give the conguration just handled).
First suppose there are two parallel edges from f1; 2g to f5; 6g, say 15; 26; then
the remaining edge in 1256j3478 cannot go between f3; 4g and f7; 8g (else 1256j3478
would be j2), so we may assume it is 25 (and 16 is not an edge). This excludes
35 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g), and then we must have 46 (else
1246j3578 would be light), which excludes 17; 18 (else 2346j1578 would be j2). If
there is no edge from 2 to f7; 8g we must have 36; 45; applying (1235j4678) gives
 425. So we may assume we have 28, which excludes 36 (else 1258j3467 would
be heavy) and 45 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must have 27; applying
(1256j3478) gives  427. Thus we may assume there are not two parallel edges from
f1; 2g to f5; 6g; in particular, there must be some edge from f3; 4g to f7; 8g.
Next suppose there are two parallel edges from f3; 4g to f5; 6g, say 35; 46; then
the remaining edge in 1278j3456 cannot go between f1; 2g and f7; 8g (else 3456j1278
would be j2), so we must have one of 36; 45. However, if 45 is an edge this excludes
38; 47 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy) and 37; 48 (else 1237j4568 would be heavy),
and so there is no edge from f3; 4g to f7; 8g, contrary to the above; so we must
instead have 36. If there is an edge from 3 to f7; 8g, say 37, this excludes 48 (by
parallels); but then 3 and 8 are joined to all and none respectively of the other six
vertices. So 37; 38 are not edges and we must have an edge from 4 to f7; 8g, say 48;
this excludes 15; 25 (else 1235j4678 would be heavy), so we need two of 16; 26; 47;
but now 1236j4578 is heavy. Thus we may assume there are not two parallel edges
from f3; 4g to f5; 6g; in particular, there must be some edge from f1; 2g to f7; 8g,
say 28, which excludes 17; 47 (by parallels).
Suppose 38 is an edge; this excludes 18; 45; 46 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy),
so for 1278j3456 to contain six edges we must have two of 27; 35; 36, and thus we
may assume 35 is an edge. If we had 36 and not 27, then 3 and 7 would be joined to
all and none respectively of the other six vertices; so instead we must have 27 and
not 36. If 37 is an edge this excludes 48 (by parallels), 15; 16 (else 1456j2378 would
be heavy) and 25 (else 1578j2346 would be light), so we must have 26; applying
(1278j3456) gives  425. So we may assume 37 is not an edge. We cannot have 48 as
this would exclude 15; 16 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy) and 25; 26 (else 1348j2567
would be heavy); likewise we cannot have 15 as this would exclude 26 (by parallels
from f1; 2g to f5; 6g), 16 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy) and 25 (else we would
have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g); since we cannot have both 16; 25 by parallels from
f1; 2g to f5; 6g we must have 26, but this excludes 16 (else 1245j3678 would be
light) and 25 (else 1348j2567 would be heavy). Thus we may assume 38 is not an
edge.
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Suppose 48 is an edge; this excludes 37 (by parallels) and 15; 16 (else 2348j1567
would be j2), so for 1256j3478 to contain six edges we must have 25; 26, which ex-
cludes 18; 27 (else 1348j2567 would be heavy). So we must have two of 35; 36; 45; 46.
We cannot have both of 35; 36 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g), so we
may assume 45 is an edge, which excludes 36 (by parallels from f3; 4g to f5; 6g)
and 46 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must have 35; applying (1238j4567)
gives  427. Thus we may assume 48 is not an edge; so the edge from f3; 4g to f7; 8g
must be 37. Note that if 27 were an edge we could interchange 7 and 8 to obtain a
graph with edges 28; 38 as considered in the previous paragraph; so we may assume
27 is not an edge.
Suppose 18 is an edge; this excludes 45; 46 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so
for 1278j3456 to contain six edges we must have exactly one of 35; 36, say 35. We
must then have two edges from f1; 2g to f5; 6g. We cannot have 15 as this would
exclude 26 (by parallels from f1; 2g to f5; 6g), 16 (else 1568j2347 would be heavy)
and 25 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g); since we cannot have both
of 16; 25 (by parallels from f1; 2g to f5; 6g) we must have 26, but this excludes 16
(else 1245j3678 would be light) and 25 (else 1347j2568 would be heavy). Thus we
may assume 18 is not an edge.
Therefore we must have one of 15; 26, one of 16; 25, one of 35; 46 and one of
36; 45. We cannot have both of 45; 46 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we may
assume 35 is an edge. However, we cannot have both of 15; 25 (else we would have a
K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g) or both of 16; 26 (else 1268j3457 would be heavy); if we have
both of 15; 16 this excludes 36 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 3; 5; 6g) and 45
(else 1456j2378 would be heavy); likewise if we have both of 25; 26 this excludes
36 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g) and 45 (else 1268j3457 would be
heavy). This proves the lemma. 
This completes the treatment of the case e  11; we therefore assume from
now on that e = 10. Here it is possible for   to have four parallel edges; we
begin with this situation. Thus suppose 12; 34; 56; 78 are edges; as before the three
partitions 1234j5678, 1256j3478 and 1278j3456 contain each of the other six edges
exactly once, so for none to be heavy they must each contain two further edges.
We shall call one of these three partitions balanced if the two further edges are in
dierent halves of the partition, and unbalanced otherwise. Let u be the number
of unbalanced partitions among the three, so that u 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g. Moreover, let p
be the number of these unbalanced partitions in which the two further edges are
parallel, so that p  u.
Lemma 8.6. With the notation above, if u = 0 then   is known.
Proof. First suppose some vertex is incident with three of the further edges;
we may assume we have 13; 15; 17, so that the remaining edges go one each from
f3; 4g to f5; 6g, from f3; 4g to f7; 8g and from f5; 6g to f7; 8g. For 1468j2357 not
to be light it must contain at least two of the remaining edges, so we may assume
we have 37 or 48, and 57 or 68 (and if 7 is incident with just one of these two edges
it is 37); for 1467j2358 not to be light it must then contain at least one more edge,
so the nal edge must be 35 or 46. We cannot then have 48; 68 as 1235j4678 would
be heavy; if we have 37; 68 this excludes 46 (else 1237j4568 would be heavy), so we
must have 35, and applying (1235j4678) gives  419; if we have 37; 57 this excludes
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35 (else we would have a K4 among f1; 3; 5; 7g), so we must have 46, and applying
(1578j2346) again gives  419.
Thus we may assume in each pair f1; 2g, f3; 4g, f5; 6g and f7; 8g one vertex is
incident with two of the further edges while the other is incident with one; we may
assume we have 13; 15; 27. This time for 1467j2358 not to be light it must contain at
least two of the remaining edges, so interchanging 3; 4 and 5; 6 if necessary we may
assume we have 58 or 67, and at least one of 38; 47; 35; 46. Thus if we had neither
35 nor 46 then 1468j2357 would be light; so we must have 35 or 46 together with an
edge from f3; 4g to f7; 8g. Suppose we have 58; this excludes 37; 48 (else 1457j2368
would be light). If we also have 35 this excludes 47 (else 1356j2478 would be heavy),
so we must have 38, and applying (1247j2358) gives  419; if instead we also have 46
then the presence of 38 gives  422, while that of 47 means that applying (1234j5678)
gives  422. So we may assume we have 67, which excludes 35 (else 1345j2678 would
be heavy), so we must have 46, which excludes 37; 48 (else 1457j2368 would be light)
and 47 (else 1235j4678 would be heavy), so we must have 38; applying (1256j3478)
gives  422. 
Lemma 8.7. With the notation above, if u = 1 then   is known.
Proof. We may assume the unbalanced partition is 1278j3456. First suppose
p = 1, so that the two further edges it contains are parallel; we may assume they
are 17; 28. Each of the remaining four edges is from f1; 2; 7; 8g to f3; 4; 5; 6g. If one
of f1; 2; 7; 8g is incident with two of these edges, we may assume we have 13; 15; for
1468j2357 not to be light it must then contain the other two edges, so we must have
37 or 48, and 57 or 68. If we have 37; 57 then applying (1358j2467) gives  419; we
cannot have 37; 68 as then 1347j2568 would be heavy, or 57; 48 as then 1567j2348
would be heavy; and if we have 48; 68 this gives  420. Thus we may assume each
of f1; 2; 7; 8g is incident with one edge to f3; 4; 5; 6g; so we may assume we have
15; 23, which excludes 38; 57 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy). For 1368j2457 not
to be light it must contain the other two edges, which must then be 47; 68, giving
 422.
So now suppose p = 0, so that the two further edges in 1278j3456 are not
parallel; we may assume they are 18; 28. If one of f1; 2g is incident with both the
edges to f3; 4; 5; 6g we may assume we have 13; 15. For 1467j2358 not to be light
it must contain at least one of the other edges; after interchanging 3; 4 and 5; 6
if necessary we may assume we have 38 or 47, which excludes 57 (else 1238j4567
would be heavy). For 1468j2357 not to be light it must contain the nal edge, which
must then be 68; choosing 38 gives  410 while 47 gives  421. Thus we may assume
each of f1; 2g is incident with one edge to f3; 4; 5; 6g; so we may assume we have
15; 23. For each of 1367j2458 and 1368j2457 not to be light we must have one of
37; 48; 58; 67 and one of 38; 47; 57; 68. If we have 37; 57 then applying (1368j2457)
gives  421; if we had 37; 68 then 1568j2347 would be heavy; if we had 48; 57 then
1567j2348 would be heavy; if we have 48; 68 this gives  411; if we have 38; 58 this
gives  412; if we had 38; 67 then 1567j2348 would be heavy; if we had 47; 58 then
1568j2347 would be heavy; and if we had 47; 67 then 1238j4567 would be heavy. 
Lemma 8.8. With the notation above, if u = 2 then   is known.
Proof. We may assume the balanced partition is 1278j3456, and the four fur-
ther edges in 1234j5678 and 1256j3478 are from f1; 2g to f3; 4; 5; 6g. First suppose
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p  1; we may assume we have 13; 24. If in fact p = 2, we may assume we also
have 15; 26, and may take one of the remaining edges to be 17; but now 1468j2357
will be light. Thus we must have p = 1, so that the two edges from f1; 2g to
f5; 6g must share a vertex v. We may assume the edges are 15; 16 if v 2 f1; 2g, or
15; 25 if v 2 f5; 6g; but in either case, for each of 1457j2368, 1458j2367, 1467j2358
and 1468j2357 not to be light, among the other two edges we must have one of
17; 28; 36; 45, one of 18; 27; 36; 45, one of 17; 28; 35; 46 and one of 18; 27; 35; 46, which
is impossible with 1278j3456 balanced.
Thus we may assume p = 0, so that in each of 1234j5678 and 1256j3478 the
two further edges are not parallel. Let v1 and v2 be the vertices common to the
two further edges in 1234j5678 and 1256j3478 respectively. If v1; v2 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g,
we may assume we have 13; 23; 15; 25; this excludes 35; 46 (else 1235j4678 would
be heavy), so we may assume the other two edges are 36; 17, and then applying
(1358j2467) gives  411. If instead jfv1; v2g \ f3; 4; 5; 6gj = 1, we may assume we
have 13; 14; 15; 25; by interchanging 7 and 8, and 3 and 4, we may assume the
other two edges are 17 or 27, and 35 or 36. We cannot have 27 as this excludes
both 35 (else 1345j2678 would be heavy) and 36 (else 1346j2578 would be heavy),
so we must have 17; according as we have 35 or 36 applying (1278j3456) gives
 410 or  411. Thus we may assume v1; v2 2 f1; 2g. If v1 6= v2 we may assume
we have 13; 14; 25; 26, together with 17; 35; but now 1478j2356 is heavy. Thus we
may assume we have 13; 14; 15; 16, together with 35, which excludes 27; 28 (else
1345j2678 would be heavy), so we may take the nal edge to be 17, giving  398. 
Lemma 8.9. With the notation above, if u = 3 then   is known.
Proof. First suppose p  2; we may assume we have 13; 24; 15; 26, with the
other two edges in 1278j3456. For each of 1467j2358 and 1468j2357 not to be light
we must have two of 17; 28; 35; 46 and two of 18; 27; 35; 46, so the other two edges
must be 35; 46, and then applying (1467j2358) gives  420.
Next suppose p = 1; we may assume we have 13; 24. Note that 13; 24; 56; 78
are also four parallel edges, so that each of 1356j2478 and 1378j2456 must contain
two further edges; by the cases already considered we may assume each of these
partitions is unbalanced with its two further edges not parallel. We may assume
one of the other four edges is 25; thus the other edge in 1256j3478 must be 15 or
26, while that in 1378j2456 must be 45 or 26. If we have 15 we must therefore
also have 45; now the remaining edge in 1278j3456 must be 35 or 46 while that in
1356j2478 must be 16 or 35, so we must have 35, giving  407. If instead we have
26, the two remaining edges must lie in 1356j2478; thus if they go from f1; 2g to
f7; 8g they must be 27; 28, and then applying (1234j5678) gives  407, while if they
go from f3; 4g to f5; 6g they must be 35; 36, and applying (1278j3456) gives  417.
Finally assume p = 0. Thus in each of our three partitions the two further edges
meet at a vertex; let these vertices (which need not be distinct) be v1; v2; v3. We may
assume we have pairs of edges from f1; 2g to f3; 4g and from f1; 2g to f5; 6g. First
suppose the third pair is from f3; 4g to f5; 6g. If say fv1; v2; v3g\f1; 2g = ;, we may
assume we have 13; 23; 15; 25, which excludes 35; 46 (else 1235j4678 would be heavy);
but now the edges of the third pair must be parallel. So fv1; v2; v3g must meet each
of f1; 2g, f3; 4g and f5; 6g, and we may assume we have 13; 23; 35; 45; 15; 16, giving
 413. Now suppose the third pair is from f1; 2g to f7; 8g. If vi 2 f1; 2g for at most
one i, we may again assume we have 13; 23; 15; 25. By interchanging 1 and 2, and 7
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and 8, we may assume we have 17; if the other edge is 27 this gives  416, while if it
is 18 then applying (1235j4678) gives  416. Thus we may assume vi 2 f1; 2g for at
least two values of i, and so may assume we have 13; 14; if we then had 25; 26 the
third pair of edges would make 1347j2568 heavy, so we may assume we have 15; 16;
if we had 27; 28 then 1345j2678 would be heavy, while if we had 17; 18 then 1 and
2 would be joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices, so we may
assume we have 17; 27, giving  396. 
Thus from now on we assume   does not have four parallel edges; so 78 is not
an edge, and as in the case e  11 there can be no j2 partition. Of the seven
edges other than 12; 34; 56 we may assume 1234j5678 contains three, and thus is
full. We observe that if a partition abcdjefgh is full, has three parallel edges but
not four, and is not j2, then there are four possible congurations for the edges it
contains: (I) ab; bc; cd; ef; eg; fg; (II) ab; bc; cd; ef; eg; eh; (III) ab; ac; bc; cd; ef; fg;
(IV) ab; ac; bc; bd; cd; ef . We shall work through these four possibilities for 1234j5678
in turn; note that, as we select edges in tackling the later ones, if we ever see a
partition of an earlier type we need proceed no further with the line of investigation,
since no further edges may be added within the partition (else it would become
heavy), and therefore we would be in a case already considered.
Lemma 8.10. With the notation above, if 1234j5678 is of type (I) then   is
known.
Proof. We may assume the three further edges in 1234j5678 are 23; 57; 67.
First suppose 48 is present; this excludes 15; 16; 17; 35; 36; 37 (by parallels) and
28; 38 (else 1567j2348 would be heavy). We cannot also have 18 as this would
exclude the remaining possible edges (by parallels), so we must have three edges
from f2; 4g to f5; 6; 7g. By interchanging 1; 2 and 8; 4, we may assume we have at
least two edges from 2 to f5; 6; 7g; but now 1348j2567 will be heavy. Thus 48 must
be absent; similarly so must 18.
Suppose 38 is present; this excludes 15; 16; 17; 28 (else 1567j2348 would be
heavy) and 45; 46; 47 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must have three edges
from f2; 3g to f5; 6; 7g. We cannot have at least two from 2 (else 1348j2567 would
be heavy) or all three from 3 (else we would have a K4 among f3; 5; 6; 7g), so we
may assume we have 35; 36 and an edge from 2; if it is 25 or 26 then applying
(1348j2567) gives  396, while if it is 27 then applying (1248j3567) gives  407. Thus
we may assume 38 is absent; similarly we may assume 28 is absent.
Thus the remaining four edges are from f1; 2; 3; 4g to f5; 6; 7g. We can have at
most one from each of 1 and 4 (else 1567j2348 or 1238j4567 would be heavy), and
at most two from each of 2 and 3 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 5; 6; 7g or
f3; 5; 6; 7g). Up to interchanging 1; 2 and 4; 3 there are four possibilities: (i) two
each from 2 and 3; (ii) two from 2, one from 3, one from f1; 4g; (iii) two from 2,
one each from 1 and 4; (iv) one each from 1, 2, 3 and 4.
If (i) holds we may assume we have 25; 26; 35; this excludes 36 (else we would
have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g) so we must have 37, and then applying (1248j3567)
gives  398.
If (ii) holds we may assume we have 25; 26. If we have 37 this excludes 15; 16; 47
(else 1256j3478 would be heavy); but now 1356j2478 will be light. Thus we may
assume we have 35, which excludes 17; 47 (else 1267j3458 or 3457j1268 would be
j2). If we have 15 then applying (1567j2348) gives  406; if we have 16 this gives
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 414; if we have 45 then applying (1268j3457) gives  406; if we have 46 then applying
(1234j5678) gives  414.
If (iii) holds we may assume we have 25; 26. If we have 17 this excludes 45; 46
(else 2345j1678 or 2346j1578 would be j2), so we must have 47, and then applying
(1348j2567) gives  413. Thus we may assume we have 15, which excludes 46 (else
2346j1578 would be j2) and 47 (else 1256j3478 would be heavy), so we must have
45, and then applying (1348j2567) gives  414.
Finally if (iv) holds we may assume we have 25. If we also have 35 we cannot
have both 15 and 45 (else 5 and 8 would be joined to all and none respectively of the
other six vertices), so we may assume we have 46; this excludes 15 (else 1235j4678
would be heavy) and 17 (else 3456j1278 would be j2), so we must have 16, and
then applying (1678j2345) gives  415. Thus we may assume we have 36. If we have
15 this excludes 46; 47 (else 1258j3467 would be heavy), so we must have 45, giving
 409; if we have 16 this excludes 45; 47 (else 1236j4578 would be j2), so we must
have 46, giving  409; if we have 17 this excludes 45; 47 (else 2345j1678 or 2356j1478
would be j2) and 46 (else 1257j3468 would be heavy). 
Lemma 8.11. With the notation above, if 1234j5678 is of type (II) then   is
known.
Proof. We may assume the three further edges in 1234j5678 are 23; 57; 58.
First suppose there is some edge from f1; 4g to f6; 7; 8g; we may assume we have 16,
which excludes 27; 28; 47; 48 (by parallels) and 17; 18; 36 (else 1567j2348, 1568j2347
or 1236j4578 would be j2).
If we also have 46, this excludes 37; 38 (by parallels) and 26 (else 2346j1578
would be j2), so we must have two edges from 5 to f1; 2; 3; 4g; note that we may
interchange 1; 2 and 4; 3. If we have 15; 25 or 15; 45 this gives  415, while if we have
15; 35 or 25; 35 then applying (1234j5678) or (1246j3578) gives  415. So we may
assume 46 is absent.
If we also have 45, this excludes 26 (else 1236j4578 would be heavy) and 37; 38
(else 3457j1268 or 3458j1267 would be j2), so we must have two edges from 5 to
f1; 2; 3g. Since we may interchange 1; 6 and 3; 4, we may assume we have 15; if we
also have 25 this gives  403, while if instead we have 35 then applying (1234j5678)
gives  403. So we may assume 45 is absent.
If we also have 25, this excludes 37; 38 (else 1256j3478 would be j2), so we
must have two of 15; 26; 35. We cannot have both of 15; 26 (else we would have a
K4 among f1; 2; 5; 6g), so we must have 35; this excludes 26 (else 3457j1268 would
be of type (I)), so we must have 15, giving  402. So we may assume 25 is absent. If
we had 37; 38 then 3578j1246 would be j2, so we may assume 38 is absent; thus we
must have three of 15; 26; 35; 37. If we had 15; 37 then 1568j2347 would be heavy,
so we must have 26; 35; but then 3457j1268 is of type (I).
Thus we may assume there is no edge from f1; 4g to f6; 7; 8g. If we had
15; 25; 35; 45 then 5 and 6 would be joined to all and none respectively of the other
six vertices; so we must have some edge from f2; 3g to f6; 7; 8g, which we may take
to be 26.
Suppose we have 15; this excludes 37; 38 (else 1256j3478 would be j2) and 36
(else 1578j2346 would be heavy), so we must have two of 25; 27; 28; 35; 45. If we
have 27; 28 this gives  404, so we may assume 28 is absent. If we have 25 then
according as the other edge is 27, 35 or 45 we have  405,  401 or  400, so we may
assume 25 is absent; we cannot have 27; 35 (else 1367j2458 would be light), so we
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must have 45; if the other edge is 35 this gives  399, while if it is 27 then applying
(1267j3458) gives  404. Thus we may assume 15 is absent.
Suppose we have 45; this excludes 36 (else 1236j4578 would be heavy) and 37; 38
(else 3457j1268 or 3458j1267 would be j2), so we must have two of 25; 27; 28; 35.
If we have 27; 28 then applying (1234j5678) gives  404, so we may assume 28 is
absent. We cannot have 27; 35 (else 1267j3458 would be heavy), so we must have
25; according as the other edge is 27 or 35 applying (1234j5678) gives  405 or  401.
Thus we may assume 45 is absent.
If we have 25; 35 this excludes 36 (else we would have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g),
so we may assume the other edge is from 7 to f2; 3g; if it is 37 this gives  406,
while if it is 27 then applying (1348j2567) gives  408. Thus we may assume at least
one of 25; 35 is absent; so we must have at least three edges in total from f2; 3g to
f6; 7; 8g, and thus may assume we have 27 in addition to 26. This excludes 38 (else
2567j1348 would be j2); note that we may now interchange 6 and 7.
If we have 25 we cannot have 35 (as above); if the other edge is 28 this gives
 397, while if it is 36 then applying (1346j2578) gives  414. So we may assume 25
is absent. If we have 35 this excludes 28 (else 1245j3678 would be light), so we may
assume the other edge is 36, and then applying (1236j4578) gives  409. So we may
assume 35 is absent. Thus we must have two of 28; 36; 37, so we may assume we
have 36; if the other edge is 28 then applying (1346j2578) gives  413, while if it is
37 then applying (1458j2367) gives  415. 
Lemma 8.12. With the notation above, if 1234j5678 is of type (III) then   is
known.
Proof. We may assume the three further edges in 1234j5678 are 13; 23; 67; this
excludes 45; 47 (else 1238j4567 would be of type (I)). Note that we may interchange
5 and 7.
First suppose we have 38; this excludes 18; 28; 46 (else 1238j4567 would be
heavy) and 15; 17; 25; 27 (else 1567j2348 or 2567j1348 would be of type (II)). We can-
not then have 48, since this excludes 35; 37 (by parallels) and 16; 26 (else 1256j3478
would be of type (I)), leaving 36 as the only available edge; so we must have three
of 16; 26; 35; 36; 37. If we had 16; 26; 36 then we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 6g;
thus we may assume we have 37, which excludes 16; 26 (else 1256j3478 would be
of type (II)), so we must have 35; 36; but now 3 and 4 are joined to all and none
respectively of the other six vertices. Thus we may assume 38 is absent.
Next suppose we have 48; this excludes 15; 17; 25; 27 (by parallels), 16; 26 (else
2348j1567 or 1348j2567 would be of type (II)), 18; 28 (else 1348j2567 or 2348j1567
would be j2) and 46 (else 4568j1237 would be of type (I)). Thus we must have
35; 36; 37, but now 1248j3567 is heavy. So we may assume 48 is absent.
Next suppose we have 46; this excludes 18; 28 (else 1238j4567 would be heavy).
If we also have at least one of 35; 37 we may assume 37 is present, which excludes
15; 25 (else 3467j1258 would be j2) and 17; 27 (else 1237j4568 would be heavy), so
we must have two of 16; 26; 35; 36. If we had 35; 36 then 3 and 8 would be joined
to all and none respectively of the other six vertices, so we may assume we have
16, which excludes 35 (else 1457j2368 would be light); if the other edge is 26 then
applying (1237j4568) gives  399, while if it is 36 then applying (1457j2368) gives
 401. So we may assume 35; 37 are absent. If we had 16; 26; 36 then 6 and 8 would
be joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices, so we must have
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some edge from f1; 2g to f5; 7g, which we may take to be 15; this excludes 17 (else
1567j2348 would be j2) and 25 (else 1235j4678 would be heavy). We cannot have
27 as this would exclude 16; 26; 36 (else 2347j1568, 1345j2678 or 1257j3468 would
be of type (I)), so we must have two of 16; 26; 36; after interchanging 1; 5 and 3; 4
if necessary we may assume we have 16, and if the other edge is 26 then applying
(1368j2457) gives  403, while if it is 36 then applying (1234j5678) gives  402. Thus
we may assume 46 is absent.
Next suppose we have at least one of 18; 28, which we may take to be 18; this
excludes 25; 27 (by parallels), 26 (else 1348j2567 would be of type (II)) and 28 (else
1238j4567 would be heavy), so we must have three edges from f1; 3g to f5; 6; 7g,
and thus at least one from f1; 3g to f5; 7g. Since we may interchange 1; 8 and 3; 4,
and 5 and 7, we may assume we have 15; this excludes 17 (else 1567j2348 would be
j2) and 36; 37 (else 3467j1258 would be of type (II)), so we must have 16; 35, but
now 1678j2345 is of type (II). Thus we may assume 18; 28 are absent.
Next suppose there is no edge from f1; 2g to f5; 7g; then we must have four of
16; 26; 35; 36; 37, and as we may interchange 1 and 2, and 5 and 7, we may assume
we have 16; 37. We cannot then have 36 as it would exclude 26 (else we would
have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 6g) and 35 (else 3 and 8 would be joined to all and none
respectively of the other six vertices), so we must have 26; 35, and then applying
(1256j3478) gives  399. Thus we may assume there is some edge from f1; 2g to
f5; 7g, which we may take to be 15; this excludes 17 (else 1567j2348 would be j2).
Suppose we have 16; this excludes 27 (else 2347j1568 would be of type (I)).
Also, we may assume 37 is absent, since otherwise interchanging 2; 3; 4 and 5; 6; 7
would give a graph containing the six edges assumed at the start of this proof
together with 46, which we have already handled. Thus we must have two edges
from f2; 3g to f5; 6g; we cannot have a pair of the form ik; jk (else we would have
a K4 among f1; i; j; kg), so they must be parallel; if we had 25; 36 then 3467j1258
would be of type (I), so we must have 26; 35, and then applying (1256j3478) gives
 403. Thus we may assume 16 is absent.
Suppose we have 25; this excludes 27 (else 2567j1348 would be j2), 35 (else
we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g) and 36 (else 3467j1258 would be of type
(I)), so we must have 26; 37, but now 1256j3478 is heavy. Thus we may assume 25
is absent.
Suppose we have 26; this excludes 27 (else 1345j2678 would be of type (I))
and 37 (else 1256j3478 would be j2), so we must have 35; 36, and then applying
(1235j4678) gives  402. Thus we may assume 26 is absent.
Finally then we must have three of 27; 35; 36; 37; if we had 35; 36; 37 then 3 and
8 would be joined to all and none respectively of the other six vertices, so we must
have 27. According as the missing edge from 3 to f5; 6; 7g is 35, 36 or 37, applying
(1568j2347), (1234j5678) or (1345j2678) gives  414. 
Lemma 8.13. With the notation above, if 1234j5678 is of type (IV) then   is
known.
Proof. We may assume the three further edges in 1234j5678 are 13; 23; 24.
First suppose some edge from f1; 4g to f5; 6g is present, which we may take to
be 15; this excludes 17; 18 (else 1567j2348 or 1568j2347 would be of type (I)) and
27; 28; 37; 38; 47; 48 (else 2347j1568 or 2348j1567 would be of type (III)). If 16 is also
present, we must have two from f2; 3; 4g to f5; 6g. If we have 45; 46 this gives  418,
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so we may assume we have some edge from f2; 3g to f5; 6g, which we may take to
be 25; this excludes 26; 35 (else we have a K4 among f1; 2; 5; 6g or f1; 2; 3; 5g); if we
have 36 then applying (1256j3478) gives  397, while if instead we have 45 or 46 then
applying (1234j5678) gives  397 or  405. So we may assume 16 is absent. If 46 is
present, we may assume 45 is not, since otherwise interchanging 1; 5 and 4; 6 would
give a graph containing the six edges assumed at the start of this proof, together
with 15 and 16, which we have just handled. Thus we must have two edges from
f2; 3g to f5; 6g, so we may assume we have 25, which excludes 35 (else we would
have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g); if the other edge is 26 this gives  408, while if it is 36
then applying (1235j4678) gives  405. So we may assume 46 is absent. If we had
25; 35 then we would have a K4 among f1; 2; 3; 5g; so we may assume 35 is missing.
Thus we must have three of 25; 26; 36; 45; we must have 25 (else 1467j2358 would
be light). If the other two are 26; 36 then applying (1256j3478) gives  401; if they
are 26; 45 then applying (1234j5678) gives  401; if they are 36; 45 then applying
(1234j5678) gives  400. Thus we may assume 15; 16; 45; 46 are absent.
Next suppose some edge from f1; 4g to f7; 8g is present, which we may take
to be 17; this excludes 28; 38; 48 (by parallels). If we also have 18 this excludes
27; 37; 47 (by parallels), so we must have two from f2; 3g to f5; 6g, and thus may
assume we have 25; but now 2456j1378 is of type (II). Thus we may assume 18 is
absent. If we have at least one of 27; 37 we may assume we have 27, which excludes
35; 36 (else 3456j1278 would be of type (I)) and 37 (else we would have a K4 among
f1; 2; 3; 7g), so we must have two of 25; 26; 47; we may assume we have 25, but
this excludes 26; 47 (else 1347j2568 would be of type (I) or j2). Thus we may
assume 27; 37 are absent. We cannot have 47 as this would exclude 25; 26; 35; 36
(else 1347j2568 or 1247j3568 would be j2); so we must have three from f2; 3g to
f5; 6g, which we may take to be 25; 26; 35, but now 1347j2568 is of type (I). Thus
we may assume 17; 18; 47; 48 are absent.
Thus we must have four edges from f2; 3g to f5; 6; 7; 8g; we may assume we have
at least two from 2. If we had 25; 26; 27; 28 then 2 and 7 would be joined to all and
none respectively of the other six vertices; so we must have at least one edge from
3. If there are three edges from 2, we may suppose the missing edge from 2 is 26 or
28; but if we have 25; 27; 28, this excludes 35; 36; 37; 38 (else 3456j1278, 2568j1347
or 2567j1348 would be of type (II)), while if we have 25; 26; 27, this excludes 38 (else
1348j2567 would be heavy), and then 2 and 8 are joined to all and none respectively
of the other six vertices. Thus we must have two edges from each of 2 and 3; we
may assume 2 has at least as many edges to f5; 6g as 3 does. If we have 27; 28
we must then have 37; 38, and then applying (1234j5678) gives  418; so we may
assume we have 25. If we also have 26, this excludes 37; 38 (else 1256j3478 would
be of type (III)), so we must have 35; 36; but now we have a K4 among f2; 3; 5; 6g.
Thus we may assume we also have 27, which excludes 38 (else 2567j1348 would be
of type (II)), so we must have 37; for 1457j2368 not to be light we must have 36
rather than 35, and then applying (1467j2358) gives  397. 
This concludes the argument showing that the graphs in Figure 8.6 complete
the list of relevant irreducible graphs. As with the E7 root system earlier, in a few
cases we take not the set corresponding to the graph given above but aW -translate
thereof, as this leads to a more convenient form for the stabilizer. In each case this
gives a reducible graph equivalent to the original; we call it a replacement . In
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Figure 8.7. Replacement graphs
Figure 8.7 we list these replacements, and in the following scheme indicate in each























































We write Xi29 for the maximal abelian set corresponding to the graph  i or its
replacement, and therefore set
X129 = f 24654323 ;      12 ;      10 g;
X229 = f 246543 3 ;      12 ;     110 g;
X329 = f 24654  3 ;      12 ;    1110 g;
X429 = f 246543 3 ;   43212 ;   3  12 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ;     110 g;
X529 = f 2465   3 ;      12 ;   11110 g;
X629 = f 24654  3 ;    3212 ;    2 12 ; 12333211 ;    1110 g;
X729 = f 24654  3 ;   43212 ;   3  12 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ;    1110 g;
X829 = f 24654  3 ;   43212 ;  43  12 ; 123 2 12 ; 1232111 ;    1110 g;
X929 = f 246543 3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3 212 ; 12   112 ; 12332111 ; 12211111 ;     110 g;
X1029 = f 246    3 ;      12 ;  111110 g;
X1129 = f 2465   3 ;    3212 ;    2 12 ; 12333211 ;   11110 g;
X1229 = f 2465   3 ;     212 ;  432112 ; 1232 112 ; 12322211 ;   11110 g;
X1329 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3  12 ; 1232  12 ; 12211111 ;   11110 g;
X1429 = f 24654  3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ;    1110 g;
X1529 = f 24654  3 ;   43212 ;   3  12 ; 12332 11 ; 12321112 ;    1110 g;
X1629 = f 24654  3 ;    3212 ;  432 12 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 12322111 ;    1110 g;
X1729 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3  12 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 12211111 ;    1110 g;
X1829 = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 1232 112 ; 12 22211 ;   11110 ; 00000010 g;
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X1929 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 33212 ; 12321112 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;    1110 g;
X2029 = f 246543 3 ; 2   3212 ; 13 43212 ;     112 ; 1   2212 ; 12 33212 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 ;
    11
0 g;
X2129 = f 24     3 ;      12 ; 1111110 g;
X2229 = f 246    3 ;     212 ;    2112 ; 12333211 ;  111110 g;
X2329 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 123  112 ; 12222211 ;  111110 g;
X2429 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 123   12 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X2529 = f 2465   3 ;   43212 ;   3  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ;   11110 g;
X2629 = f 24654  3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ;    1110 g;
X2729 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 1232 112 ; 12 22211 ;   11110 g;
X2829 = f 2465   3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ;   11110 g;
X2929 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3  12 ; 12333211 ; 12322 12 ; 12211111 ;   11110 g;
X3029 = f 2465   3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 12333212 ; 12322 1 ; 12321112 ;   11110 g;
X3129 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  3212 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 1232  12 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 ;
  1111
0 g;
X3229 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3 212 ; 12432112 ; 1232  12 ; 12322211 ; 12211111 ;   11110 g;
X3329 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 123  212 ; 1232 112 ; 12322211 ; 11111111 ;   11110 g;
X3429 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 13543212 ; 1  3  12 ; 1232  12 ; 1 211111 ;   11110 g;
X3529 = f 2465   3 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ;   3  12 ; 1232  12 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;   11110 g;
X3629 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  2 12 ; 12  111 ;    1110 g;
X3729 = f 24654323 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ;   3  1 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;      10 g;
X3829 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12 3  12 ; 12332 11 ; 12321112 ; 12211111 ;    1110 g;
X3929 = f 24654  3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 1232 111 ;    1110 g;







   111
0 g;
X4129 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 12333212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 12322111 ;
1111111
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X4229 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 12433212 ; 1   2 12 ; 1232111 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;    1110 g;
X4329 = f 24654  3 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ;   3  12 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;
   111
0 g;







X4529 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12  2 12 ; 1111110 g;
X4629 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 1    212 ; 12   112 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 g;
X4729 = f 24     3 ; 3    12 ; 12    12 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
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X4829 = f 246    3 ;   43212 ;   3  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ;  111110 g;
X4929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 12333211 ; 123 2112 ; 12222211 ;  111110 g;
X5029 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13543212 ; 1 4  212 ; 123   12 ; 1 222211 ;  111110 g;
X5129 = f 246    3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ;  111110 g;
X5229 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13    12 ; 12443212 ; 12  2 12 ; 1233321 ; 12221111 ;  111110 g;
X5329 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X5429 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13    12 ; 12  3212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321112 ; 12222 11 ;  111110 g;
X5529 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321112 ; 12222211 ; 11222111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X5629 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 12   212 ; 123  112 ; 12222211 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X5729 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 123  112 ; 12222211 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;
X5829 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 123   12 ; 1111111 ;  111110 g;
X5929 = f 2465   3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12322 1 ;   11110 g;
X6029 = f 24654  3 ; 2 54321 ; 1   321 ; 23432 12 ; 1 432112 ; 123 221 ; 1 222111 ; 012 1111 ; 000 1110 g;
X6129 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12432112 ; 12332212 ; 12322 12 ; 12322211 ; 12222111 ;
  1111
0 g;
X6229 = f 24654  3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12321111 ;
   111
0 g;





X6429 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 12333211 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 11111111 ;
   111
0 g;
X6529 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12  2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12 21111 ;   11110 g;
X6629 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12433212 ; 12  2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 12211111 ;   11110 g;
X6729 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 11111111 ;   11110 g;
X6829 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 12 3 212 ; 13432112 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 1122 111 ;
1221111
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X6929 = f 2465   3 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ;   3  12 ; 12333211 ; 12322 12 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;   11110 g;







X7129 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 1232  12 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 ;   11110 g;
X7229 = f 24654  3 ; 24543213 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 12432112 ; 123 2211 ; 12321112 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 ;
000 111
0 g;
X7329 = f 24654323 ; 246  213 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ;  111110 ; 00000010 g;
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X7429 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12432 12 ; 12333212 ; 12322 1 ; 12321112 ; 12221111 ;
  1111
0 g;
X7529 = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ; 2454321 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 12432112 ; 123  211 ; 1111110 ; 00011110 ;
0000001
0 g;
X7629 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 12333212 ; 12322 1 ; 12321112 ; 11111111 ;   11110 g;
X7729 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 12  2112 ; 123 2212 ; 1232111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 ;
  1111
0 g;





X7929 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 13  3212 ; 12 3 212 ; 1 432112 ; 1232  12 ; 12322211 ; 11222111 ; 12211111 ;
  1111
0 g;
X8029 = f 2465   3 ; 3    12 ; 12  3212 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 1232  12 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 ;   11110 ;
0011111
1 g;
X8129 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 ;
   111
0 g;
X8229 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 1243  12 ; 123  212 ; 1232 112 ; 12322211 ; 12211111 ; 11111111 ;
  1111
0 g;
X8329 = f 2465   3 ; 3    12 ; 12 3 212 ; 12432112 ; 1232  12 ; 12322211 ; 12211111 ;   11110 ; 00111111 g;
X8429 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  212 ; 1232 112 ; 12322211 ; 1111111 ;   11110 g;
X8529 = f 24654323 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 000   10 g;
X8629 = f 24654323 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233  1 ; 000   10 g;
X8729 = f 24654323 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 000   10 g;





   111
0 g;
X8929 = f 24654323 ;  4   12 ; 123  11 ;  111111 ;      10 g;











   111
0 g;
X9129 = f 24654323 ; 3    12 ; 12432 12 ; 12333212 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 ;




X9229 = f 24654323 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ;  11111 ; 000   10 g;
X9329 = f 24654323 ; 2 543212 ; 13543213 ;  4   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 11111111 ;
0     1
0 g;
X9429 = f 24654  3 ; 3    12 ; 12  2 12 ; 12  111 ;    1110 ; 00111111 g;
X9529 = f 24654  3 ; 3    12 ; 124 3212 ; 12 32112 ; 123 2212 ; 12332211 ; 1232111 ; 12222111 ;    1110 ;
0011111
1 g;
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X9629 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1111111 ;    1110 g;







000   1
0 g;
X9829 = f 246543 3 ; 2    21 ; 1     12 ; 01222211 ; 11111110 g;
X9929 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12 3  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 1111110 g;
X10029 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 13   212 ; 12   212 ; 12  2112 ; 12333211 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 g;
X10129 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 124   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1111110 g;
X10229 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 1  43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 11221111 ; 1111110 g;
X10329 = f 24     3 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12  2 12 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X10429 = f 24      ; 3   212 ; 12    12 ; 1222211 ; 1111110 g;
X10529 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 1   3212 ; 12  2 12 ; 12321112 ; 11222 11 ; 1111110 g;
X10629 = f 24      ; 3  3212 ; 23432212 ; 12    12 ; 13432112 ; 11222111 ; 01222211 ; 1111110 g;
X10729 = f 24     3 ; 23    12 ; 13   212 ; 12    12 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X10829 = f 246    3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ;  111110 g;
X10929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12222211 ;  111110 g;
X11029 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432212 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 12 22111 ; 11222211 ;
   111
0 g;
X11129 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 000  110 g;
X11229 = f 246    3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ;  111110 g;
X11329 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12 32112 ; 123 2212 ; 12332211 ; 12222111 ;  111110 g;











X11529 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X11629 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222 11 ;  111110 g;
X11729 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12222211 ; 11222111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X11829 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 124  212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12222211 ; 12321111 ;  111110 g;
X11929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12432212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ; 12221111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X12029 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1  43212 ; 13432 12 ; 12 3321 ; 12432212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ; 11221111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X12129 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 124  212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X12229 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 124  212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;
X12329 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X12429 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  2 12 ; 1233321 ; 122 1111 ;  111110 g;
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   111
0 g;
X12629 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;  111110 g;
X12729 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 12443212 ; 12  2 12 ; 1233321 ; 12221111 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X12829 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12  2 12 ; 1233321 ; 12221111 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;
X12929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 1111111 ;  111110 g;
X13029 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 12  3212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321112 ; 1 222211 ; 12222111 ;  111110 g;
X13129 = f 246    3 ; 2   3212 ; 1    212 ; 23432112 ; 123  112 ; 1 222211 ; 01222111 ;  111110 g;
X13229 = f 246    3 ;   43212 ; 343  12 ; 123   12 ; 1222  11 ;  111110 g;
X13329 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 12  3212 ; 13432 12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321112 ; 12222 11 ; 11221111 ;
 11111
0 g;





X13529 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233  1 ; 000  110 g;
X13629 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 000  110 g;
X13729 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 124 3212 ; 123   12 ; 12222 11 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;
X13829 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 124 3212 ; 123   12 ; 12222 11 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;
X13929 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4 3212 ; 13432212 ; 123   12 ; 12432112 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 ; 11111111 ;
 11111
0 g;





X14129 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 123 211 ; 000  110 g;
X14229 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1233211 ; 12322112 ; 12321111 ; 000  110 g;
X14329 = f 24654323 ;   4321 ;   3  1 ; 0000  10 g;
X14429 = f 24654  3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123 2 11 ; 1232111 ;    1110 g;
X14529 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 124 3212 ; 12 32112 ; 123 2212 ; 1233 211 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 ;
  1111
0 g;

















X14929 = f 2465   3 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12432112 ; 123 2212 ; 12322112 ; 12322211 ; 12222111 ;   11110 ;
0011111
1 g;
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X15129 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12321111 ;
1111111
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X15229 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12432 12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ;
122 111
1 ;
   111
0 g;





   111
0 g;







0   111
0 g;





X15629 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1111111 ;
   111
0 g;
X15729 = f 246543 3 ; 3 4321 ;   3  1 ; 12443212 ; 00   11 g;
X15829 = f 246543 3 ; 3    1 ; 124   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 00   11 g;
X15929 = f 2465   3 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12  2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12 21111 ;   11110 ; 00111111 g;
X16029 = f 2465   3 ; 3    12 ; 1243  12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 12211111 ;   11110 ; 00111111 g;







0   111
0 g;
X16229 = f 24654  3 ; 2454321 ; 3    12 ; 124   12 ; 12333212 ; 123 2 11 ; 12321112 ; 1111110 ; 000 1110 g;







X16429 = f 246543 3 ; 24543212 ; 3 4321 ; 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12   212 ;   32112 ; 1233 211 ; 11222111 ;
0122111
1 ;
00   11
0 g;


















X16729 = f 2465   3 ; 2    212 ; 1   3212 ; 1 432112 ; 123 2212 ; 1232 112 ; 12322211 ; 1 222111 ; 01222211 ;
  1111
0 g;







   111
0 g;
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X17029 = f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 3   212 ; 124 3212 ; 12432112 ; 123 2 12 ; 1232111 ; 12222111 ; 1222211 ;
  1111
0 g;
X17129 = f 2465   3 ; 23543212 ; 34   12 ; 12   212 ; 1232 112 ; 12 22211 ; 11111111 ;   11110 ; 00111111 g;
X17229 = f 24654323 ; 3    12 ; 12  3212 ; 12  2 11 ; 12321112 ;      10 ; 00111111 g;





X17429 = f 2465   3 ; 2   3212 ; 13 43212 ;  432 12 ; 12 33212 ; 12322 1 ; 12321112 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;
  1111
0 g;




X17629 = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ; 24543213 ; 3    12 ; 124   12 ; 123  21 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 ; 00011110 ;
0000001
0 g;


















X17929 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 1232111 ; 12 22111 ;
1122221
1 ;
   111
0 g;





X18129 = f 24654323 ; 2454321 ; 3    1 ; 12  321 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 000   10 g;





















X18529 = f 24654323 ; 2454321 ; 3    1 ; 124  212 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1233211 ; 12322112 ; 12222211 ;
1232111
1 ;
000   1
0 g;
X18629 = f 246543 3 ; 1354321 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 123 211 ; 0 11111 ; 000  110 g;
X18729 = f 24654323 ; 2 54321 ; 1  4321 ;   3  1 ; 01211111 ; 000   10 g;









X18929 = f 246543 3 ;  4   12 ; 123  11 ;  111111 ;     110 g;
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00   11 g;
X19229 = f 24654  3 ; 23443212 ; 13543212 ; 3433212 ; 12443212 ;    2 12 ; 12 2111 ; 11211111 ;    1110 ;
0 11111
1 g;
X19329 = f 24654323 ; 24543212 ; 3543213 ; 23443212 ; 13543212 ;   3  1 ; 12443212 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 ;
00    1
0 g;
X19429 = f 2      3 ; 2    212 ; 1   3212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12333211 ; 01222211 ; 11111110 g;
X19529 = f 2      3 ;   43212 ;    2 12 ; 1  3321 ; 01221111 ; 11111110 g;
X19629 = f 2      3 ;    3212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12321112 ; 01222 11 ; 11111110 g;
X19729 = f 24     3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 1111110 g;
X19829 = f 24     3 ;     212 ; 23432112 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 g;
X19929 = f 24     3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 1111110 g;
X20029 = f 24     3 ; 2     12 ; 1   3212 ; 13432112 ; 12 32 12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 11222111 ; 1111110 g;
X20129 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 12 3  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 12211111 ; 1111110 g;
X20229 = f 24      ; 3543212 ; 23443212 ;   3 21 ; 12443212 ;   32112 ; 12322212 ; 11211111 ; 1111110 g;
X20329 = f 24     3 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12 3  12 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X20429 = f 24654323 ; 246 3213 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 12332 1 ; 1232111 ; 00000 10 g;
X20529 = f 24654323 ; 246 3213 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 123 221 ; 1232111 ; 00000 10 g;
X20629 = f 24654323 ; 246 3213 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1232111 ;
00000 1
0 g;
X20729 = f 24      ; 3   212 ; 124 3212 ; 23432112 ; 12  2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 g;
X20829 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 1  43212 ; 13432212 ; 12 3321 ; 12  2 12 ; 11222211 ; 11221111 ; 1111110 g;
X20929 = f 24     3 ;   43212 ; 23432 12 ; 1343 212 ; 12 3321 ; 12  2 12 ; 11222211 ; 01221111 ; 1111110 g;
X21029 = f 24     3 ; 3   212 ; 12  321 ; 23432112 ; 12  2 12 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X21129 = f 24     3 ; 2 543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 11111111 ; 1111110 g;
X21229 = f 24     3 ; 3543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X21329 = f 24     3 ;   43212 ;    2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 1221111 ; 1111110 g;
X21429 = f 24     3 ; 2   3212 ; 13543212 ;    2 12 ; 12  321 ; 112 1111 ; 1111110 g;
X21529 = f 24      ; 3543212 ; 23433212 ; 13443212 ;    2 12 ; 12  321 ; 11221111 ; 01211111 ; 1111110 g;
X21629 = f 24     3 ; 3 43212 ; 23433212 ;    2 12 ; 12  321 ; 11221111 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X21729 = f 24654323 ;    321 ;   32 1 ; 00000 10 g;
X21829 = f 24     3 ;   43212 ; 2343  12 ; 12 3  12 ; 1232  12 ; 1122  11 ; 1111110 g;
X21929 = f 24      ; 3 43212 ; 23432 12 ; 13433212 ; 12    12 ; 11222 11 ; 01221111 ; 1111110 g;
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X22029 = f 24654323 ;    321 ;  432 12 ; 123 221 ; 00000 10 g;
X22129 = f 24654323 ;    321 ;  432 12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 00000 10 g;
X22229 = f 24654323 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12  2 11 ;      10 ; 00111111 g;
X22329 = f 246    3 ;    3212 ; 3432 12 ; 12432212 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 ;
 11111
0 g;
X22429 = f 2465   3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 12  321 ; 12432112 ; 12322 1 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 ;   11110 g;
X22529 = f 24654323 ; 2   321 ; 23432 12 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 ; 1 432212 ; 123  11 ; 1 222211 ; 12221111 ;
11 1111 ; 00000 10 g;





X22729 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12   212 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12222211 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;





X22929 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 12222111 ;
1122221
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X23029 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ; 34   12 ; 124  212 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ;
000  11
0 g;
X23129 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ; 34   12 ; 1243  12 ; 123  21 ; 12211111 ; 000  110 g;
X23229 = f 246    3 ;  543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ;  111110 g;
X23329 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 11111111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X23429 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 1233 21 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 ; 1222 111 ;  111110 g;












X23729 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12 32112 ; 123 2212 ; 12332211 ; 12222111 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;
X23829 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 1222  11 ;  111110 g;
X23929 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222 11 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;
X24029 = f 24654  3 ; 3    1 ; 124   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 00  111 g;
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X24429 = f 246    3 ;    3212 ; 3432 12 ; 12332212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12222 11 ;  111110 g;







X24629 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 134   12 ; 124  212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12222211 ; 12321111 ; 11111111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X24729 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 124  212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12222211 ; 12321111 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;









   111
0 g;
X24929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12432212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ; 122 1111 ;  111110 g;












   111
0 g;
X25229 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 12432212 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 12222211 ; 12221111 ; 1111110 ;
0011111 g;
























X25729 = f 246543 3 ; 2454321 ; 3    1 ; 124  212 ; 1233321 ; 123 211 ; 12222211 ; 000  110 g;





X25929 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1111111 ;  111110 g;
X26029 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12  2 12 ; 1233321 ; 122 1111 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;





0   111
0 g;
X26229 = f 24654  3 ; 3    1 ; 124   12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1232111 ; 00  111 g;
X26329 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 234 3212 ; 13 43212 ;    2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;  111110 ;
0111111
1 g;
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X26429 = f 246    3 ;    3212 ; 23432112 ; 13432212 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321112 ; 12222 11 ; 11222211 ; 01222111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X26529 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 12432212 ; 123   12 ; 1 222211 ; 122 1111 ;  111110 g;
X26629 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 13432212 ; 1243 212 ; 123   12 ; 1 222211 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;
 11111
0 g;





X26829 = f 246    3 ; 23    12 ; 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 123   12 ; 1 222211 ; 12222111 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;
X26929 = f 246543 3 ; 3    1 ; 12  321 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 00   11 g;
X27029 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 123   12 ; 122   11 ;  111110 g;
X27129 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13543212 ; 1343  12 ; 12443212 ; 123   12 ; 1222  11 ; 11211111 ;  111110 g;
X27229 = f 24654323 ;    3212 ; 23432112 ; 13432212 ; 12  2 11 ; 12321112 ; 11222211 ; 01222111 ;      10 g;
X27329 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12443212 ; 123   12 ; 1222  11 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;
X27429 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 1243 212 ; 13432112 ; 123   12 ; 12222211 ; 1122 111 ; 12211111 ;
 11111
0 g;





X27629 = f 246    3 ; 2     12 ; 1 443212 ; 13432 12 ; 12433212 ; 123   12 ; 12222 11 ; 11221111 ; 11111111 ;
 11111
0 g;
X27729 = f 24654323 ; 24  321 ; 23543213 ; 13543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 11111110 ; 01111111 ; 00000 10 g;
X27829 = f 246    3 ; 23    12 ; 1  43212 ; 13432 12 ; 12433212 ; 123   12 ; 12222 11 ; 11221111 ;  111110 ;
0011111
1 g;









X28029 = f 24654323 ; 24 4321 ; 3    1 ; 12   21 ; 0000  10 g;
X28129 = f 246    3 ; 23543212 ; 34   12 ; 124 3212 ; 123   12 ; 12222 11 ; 11111111 ;  111110 ; 00111111 g;










X28429 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 4321 ; 12433212 ; 1 432112 ; 123  21 ; 1 222111 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;
0   111
0 g;
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00  111 g;
X28729 = f 24654323 ; 234   12 ; 13443212 ; 1 432 12 ; 12433212 ; 123  11 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;  11111 ;
000   1
0 g;
X28829 = f 24654323 ; 354321 ; 23443212 ; 3432 12 ; 13433212 ; 124   12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 ;
1232111 ; 11211111 ; 01221111 ; 00    1 g;
X28929 = f 24654  3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12321111 ;
111111
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X29029 = f 24654  3 ; 3    12 ; 12432 12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 ;




X29129 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 4321 ; 12433212 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ;
1232111 ; 1122 111 ; 12211111 ; 0   1110 g;
X29229 = f 246543 3 ; 3    1 ; 12 3  1 ; 12211111 ; 00   11 g;




























00   11
0 g;







X29829 = f 24654323 ;  54321 ; 234   12 ; 13443212 ; 1 432 12 ; 12433212 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 ;
1232111 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 000   10 g;









0   111
0 g;













X30129 = f 24654  3 ; 1354321 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 1232111 ; 0 11111 ;
000 111
0 g;
X30229 = f 24654323 ; 2   321 ; 13443212 ; 1 432212 ; 12433212 ; 123  11 ; 1 222211 ; 01222 11 ; 12211111 ;
1122111
1 ;
1111111 ; 00000 10 g;









   111
0 g;
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00  111 g;











   111
0 g;









000   1
0 g;















00    1
0 g;
X30829 = f 24654323 ; 3    1 ; 12432 12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 ;
00    1 g;
X30929 = f 2465   3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 00011110 g;
X31029 = f 2465   3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 00011110 g;
X31129 = f 2      3 ;  543212 ;   3  12 ; 1 443212 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 01211111 ; 11111110 g;
X31229 = f 2      3 ;  543212 ;  4  212 ; 1   2112 ; 123 2212 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 01222211 ; 11111110 g;
X31329 = f 24654  3 ;   4321 ;   3  1 ; 00001110 g;
X31429 = f 2465   3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1232221 ; 12322112 ; 12321111 ; 00011110 g;
X31529 = f 2      3 ; 24543212 ;  4   12 ; 13543212 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 11111110 ;
0111111
1 g;
X31629 = f 2      3 ;  543212 ; 1 4 3212 ;    2 12 ; 1233321 ; 012 1111 ; 11111110 g;
X31729 = f 2465   3 ;  54321 ;  4   12 ; 1232  1 ; 00011110 g;
X31829 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 123   12 ; 122   11 ; 1111110 g;
X31929 = f 24654323 ;    3212 ; 23432112 ; 13432212 ; 12333211 ; 12  2 11 ; 11222211 ; 01222111 ;      10 g;
X32029 = f       3 ;    3212 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 ; 01222 11 g;
X32129 = f 24     3 ; 3543212 ;  4   12 ; 123  21 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X32229 = f 246543 3 ; 24 4321 ; 3    1 ; 12   21 ; 0000 110 g;
X32329 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 12 3321 ; 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 123 2 11 ; 12222211 ; 1122 111 ;
1221111
1 ;
   111
0 g;
X32429 = f 24654  3 ;  54321 ; 34   12 ; 12  321 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 000 1110 g;
X32529 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ;  443212 ;   3 21 ; 23432112 ; 1233211 ; 1 222211 ; 000  110 g;
X32629 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 13543212 ; 1  3 21 ; 12443212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 ; 11222211 ; 11211111 ;
111111
0 g;
X32729 = f 246543 3 ;  54321 ; 234   12 ; 1 4  212 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 1  22211 ;
000  11
0 g;
X32829 = f 24     3 ; 3 43212 ;   3 21 ; 12443212 ; 23432112 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 ;
0011111
1 g;
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X32929 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 124   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 1111110 g;





X33129 = f 24      ; 23    12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 11111111 ;
111111
0 g;
X33229 = f 24     3 ; 3    12 ; 124   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 1111110 ;
0011111
1 g;
X33329 = f 24     3 ;   43212 ; 23432212 ; 13433212 ;   32112 ; 12 3 21 ; 12322212 ; 11222111 ; 01221111 ;
111111
0 g;
X33429 = f 2465   3 ; 3    1 ; 124   12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 00 1111 g;
X33529 = f 24     3 ; 23    12 ; 1   3212 ; 1  32112 ; 12  2212 ; 1233 211 ; 11222111 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X33629 = f 24654323 ; 24  321 ; 3    1 ; 124  212 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 1232111 ;
00000 1
0 g;












X33929 = f 2465   3 ; 2 54321 ;  4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1232221 ; 12322112 ; 12321111 ; 1111111 ;
0001111
0 g;
X34029 = f 24      ; 234   12 ; 13   212 ; 124   12 ; 123 2 12 ; 12333211 ; 12321111 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 ;
0111111
1 g;









X34229 = f 24     3 ;  543212 ; 134  212 ; 23432 12 ; 12  321 ; 12  2 12 ; 11222211 ; 012 1111 ; 1111110 g;
X34329 = f 24      ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 111111 g;
X34429 = f 24     3 ; 23543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 11111111 ; 1111110 ;
0011111
1 g;
X34529 = f 24      ; 234 3212 ; 13543212 ;    2 12 ; 12  321 ; 112 1111 ; 1111110 ; 01111111 g;
X34629 = f 24      ; 3 43212 ; 2343 212 ; 12    12 ; 1122  11 ; 01222211 ; 1111110 g;
X34729 = f 24      ; 3 43212 ; 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12    12 ; 1222211 ; 11222111 ; 01221111 ; 1111110 g;
X34829 = f 24     3 ;  543212 ; 234   12 ; 12    12 ; 112   11 ; 1111110 g;
X34929 = f 24654323 ; 24   21 ; 23543213 ;  4   12 ; 13543212 ; 123  21 ; 11111110 ; 01111111 ; 00000010 g;
X35029 = f 24654323 ;    321 ; 3432 12 ; 12  221 ; 00000 10 g;
X35129 = f 24      ; 3543212 ; 23443212 ; 1343 212 ; 12    12 ; 23432112 ; 11222211 ; 0122 111 ; 11211111 ;
111111
0 g;
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X35229 = f 24654323 ;    321 ; 3432 12 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 00000 10 g;
X35329 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12 22111 ; 12222211 ;
 11111
0 g;







X35529 = f 24654  3 ; 23   21 ; 1  4321 ; 1  3  1 ; 01222211 ; 00  111 g;








































X36029 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13 43212 ; 1 432212 ; 12 3321 ; 123 211 ; 1 222211 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;
   111
0 g;







   111
0 g;
X36229 = f 246    3 ; 2 543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 11111111 ;  111110 g;

























X36629 = f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 3    12 ; 1233321 ; 123 2 12 ; 122   11 ;  111110 g;
X36729 = f 24654  3 ; 2     12 ; 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 12432112 ; 123 2 11 ; 1232111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 ;
   111
0 g;
X36829 = f 24654323 ; 24 4321 ; 3    1 ; 12 3 21 ; 12 2221 ; 12211111 ; 0000  10 g;
X36929 = f 24654  3 ; 2 54321 ;  443212 ;  432 12 ; 1  3321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ;
0122111
1 ;
1111111 ; 000 1110 g;
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X37229 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12  3212 ; 12332212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12222 11 ; 1111110 ;
0011111 g;





1111111 ; 0 111110 g;














1111111 ; 0 111110 g;
X37629 = f 2465   3 ; 24543213 ; 23    12 ; 1 4   12 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1232221 ; 12322112 ; 12321111 ;
1111111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 ; 00011110 g;





X37829 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 123   12 ; 122   11 ; 1111110 ; 0011111 g;





X38029 = f 2465   3 ; 24543213 ; 23    12 ; 1 4   12 ; 1232  1 ; 1111111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 ; 00011110 g;
X38129 = f 24654323 ; 3443212 ; 23433212 ;  432112 ; 13432212 ; 1243 212 ; 123  11 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ;
0122211
1 ;
 11111 ; 000   10 g;














1111111 ; 000  110 g;





000   1
0 g;

































   111
0 g;
X38829 = f 246543 3 ; 24543213 ; 23    12 ; 1343  12 ; 12443212 ; 12432 12 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 ;
12 2111 ; 11 1111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 ; 000  110 g;
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00   11
0 g;







1111111 ; 01111111 ; 00   110 g;
X39329 = f 246543 3 ;    321 ; 3432 12 ; 12  221 ; 00000110 g;
X39429 = f 24654323 ;    3212 ;    2 11 ; 12321112 ;      10 g;
X39529 = f 24654323 ;    321 ; 23432 12 ; 1   221 ; 00000 10 g;
X39629 = f 2      3 ; 2    212 ; 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 01222211 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 11111110 g;
X39729 = f 24      ; 23543213 ;  4   12 ; 13543212 ; 123  21 ; 11111110 ; 01111111 g;





X39929 = f 24654323 ; 24654213 ;    321 ; 3432 12 ; 12432112 ; 123 221 ; 12222111 ; 00000010 g;
X40029 = f 246543 3 ;    321 ; 3432 12 ; 12432112 ; 123 221 ; 12222111 ; 00000110 g;
X40129 = f 2      3 ;   43212 ;   3321 ;  432112 ; 1 432212 ; 123 221 ; 01222111 ; 11111110 g;










X40429 = f 24654323 ; 2    213 ; 3    12 ; 12   21 ; 11111110 ; 00111111 ; 00000010 g;
X40529 = f 24654  3 ; 2  4321 ; 1   321 ; 23432212 ; 3432112 ; 12  221 ; 11222111 ; 01221111 ; 00001110 g;
X40629 = f 24654323 ; 2   321 ; 13 4321 ;  432 12 ; 12433212 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ;
1232111 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 00000 10 g;
X40729 = f 24     3 ; 3543212 ;  4   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g;
X40829 = f 24      ; 3    12 ; 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 ;
111111
0 g;
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X41329 = f 246    3 ; 3    12 ; 12  321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 12222 11 ; 1111110 ;
0011111 g;




















X41829 = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ; 3   21 ; 12443212 ; 12 3  1 ; 1222211 ; 00 1111 ; 00000010 g;
X41929 = f 24654323 ; 2   321 ; 1 4 3212 ; 23432 12 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ;
1232111 ; 11222111 ; 1111111 ; 00000 10 g;
X42029 = f 24654323 ;   4321 ; 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 3432112 ; 12 3321 ; 12  221 ; 11222111 ; 01221111 ;
0000  1
0 g;
X42129 = f 24654323 ; 24 4321 ; 34 3212 ; 23432212 ; 1243  12 ; 13432112 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ;
1232111 ; 12322111 ; 11222111 ; 01222211 ; 12211111 ; 111111 ; 0000  10 g;
X42229 = f 24654323 ; 24 4321 ; 23  3212 ; 13543213 ; 1 443212 ; 3432112 ; 1  32212 ; 12433212 ; 12333211 ;
12 2221 ; 12322112 ; 12321111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 ; 11111111 ; 01111110 ; 0000  10 g;
X42329 = f 24654323 ; 2    21 ; 1    21 ; 23432112 ; 00000010 g;
X42429 = f 246543 3 ;    321 ; 23432 12 ; 1   221 ; 00000110 g;
X42529 = f 2      3 ; 3    12 ; 12   21 ; 11111110 ; 00111111 g;
X42629 = f 24654323 ;    321 ; 23432112 ; 1   221 ; 01222111 ; 00000 10 g;







X42829 = f 24654323 ;     21 ; 00000010 g;
X42929 = f 246543 3 ;    321 ; 23432112 ; 1   221 ; 01222111 ; 00000110 g;
X43029 = f 246543 3 ;     21 g:
8.2. Near-radical maximal abelian sets
As explained in section 3.1, here it will also be useful to consider subsets X of
+ satisfying jX n 
j = 1 or 2; we call these near-radical sets.
We begin with the case of maximal abelian sets X satisfying jX n 
j = 1.
Suppose X consists of 24654323 , one root of the form
     0 and various roots of
the form      1 . Using the group hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume the
second root is 23432102 ; this excludes
0     1 , giving 2     1 2 X by default. We
therefore have 2       2 X, and the remaining roots of X are to be chosen one
from each of 16 pairs summing to , of the form f 1    11 ; 1    21 g.
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In terms of the identication with unordered pairs introduced in section 8.1, the
pairs in which a choice must be made are ij where i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g, together
with 78. Indeed, using the group hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume 13543213 2
X, which excludes 11111110 , leaving just the 15 pairs of the form f 1     11 ; 1     12 g
corresponding to ij with i; j  6. As in section 8.1 we may represent such a set by a
graph, this time on vertices 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6, where the presence or absence of an edge
means that the 2-coecient of the corresponding root is odd or even respectively.
We know that hw3; w4; w5; w6; w7i acts as S6 permuting the vertices; provided the
set contains 13543212 so that the edge 56 is absent, w2 acts in such a way that the
presence or absence of the edge ij gives rise to the absence or presence of the edge
kl, where fi; j; k; lg = f1; 2; 3; 4g.
We are therefore in the same position as that which we faced when determin-
ing the radical sets in the E7 root system in section 7.1; accordingly, we obtain
the same list of 37 graphs requiring consideration as in Figure 7.2. Before going





1 , and write w
 = w1w2 . Then w




3 , and therefore sends pairs of roots summing to
2343210
2 to pairs
of roots summing to 24654323 . Indeed, given any root  of the form
1     0 , we
may write  =
P8
i=1 nii with n1 = 1, n8 = 0, and n3 2 fn2; n2 + 1g; the inner
products with 1 and 2 are n3   n2   1 and n2   n3 respectively, so that w()
is  + 1 or  + 2 according as n3 = n2 or n3 = n2 + 1, and in either case we
have w() =
P8
i=1mii with m1 = 1, m8 = 1, m2 = n3 and m3 = n2 + 1.
Therefore w sends each pair f 11    0 ; 12    0 g to a pair f 1     11 ; 1     12 g; indeed,
given i; j  6, if f; 0g is the pair corresponding to ij in the notation of sec-
tion 7.1, then fw(); w(0)g is the pair corresponding to ij in the notation of
section 8.1 (while fw( 10000000 ); w( 13432102 )g = f 11111110 ; 13543213 g). Moreover, con-
jugation by w interchanges w2 and w3 while xing w4, w5, w6 and w7, which
explains the correspondence between the actions of these elements in the E7 and
E8 situations. (We can now see that in section 7.1 we should really have identied
the pair f 1000000 ; 1343212 g with the unordered pair 78, and represented radical sets
by pairs of graphs, with vertex sets f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g and f7; 8g; then the eect of w3
there would have been as stated on edges ij with i; j  4, but also the presence or
absence of 56 would have led to the absence or presence of 78, and vice versa.)
We digress briey to observe that the notations used for radical sets in E6
and E7 are linked in a similar way. Write w
y = w3w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w6w5w6.
Then wy (although not an involution) sends 1232102 to 2343212 , and therefore sends
pairs of roots summing to 1232102 to pairs of roots summing to
234321
2 ; indeed,
given i 2 f1; 2; 3g and j 2 f4; 5; 6g, if f; 0g is the pair corresponding to ij in
the notation of section 6.1, then fwy(); wy(0)g is the pair corresponding to ij
in the notation of section 7.1 (while fwy( 0000001 ); wy( 1232101 )g = f 1000000 ; 1343212 g).
Moreover, conjugation by wy (on the left) sends w1; w3; w5; w6 to w4; w2; w7; w6
respectively and w4 to w7w6w5w4w3w4w5w6w7, which explains the correspondence
between the actions of these elements in the E6 and E7 situations.
Returning to the matter in hand, we must now consider which of the graphs in
Figure 7.2 give rise to maximal abelian sets here; we shall see that the condition
for maximality is actually dierent from that found in section 7.1. The presence of
2       in X excludes all negative roots along with all roots 0       , while 13543213
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excludes the roots 1      0 ; so the roots outside 
 which remain to be excluded are
those of the form 1     01 or 1     02 . To exclude 11100001 we must have some root
1233  1
1 or some root
1  4321
2 present; using the group hw3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we see
that to exclude the roots 1     01 the graph cannot contain a triangle such that
there are no edges between the other three vertices, which disposes of the sixth
graph in the rst row. To exclude 12321002 we must have some root
1    21
1 present;
using the group hw3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we see that to exclude the roots 1     02 the
graph cannot contain a vertex joined to none of the others, which disposes of all
remaining graphs in the rst row except for the ninth therein, the rst, third and
fourth in the second row and the fourth in the third row. We are therefore left with
the following 24 graphs representing maximal abelian sets.
q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q
q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q
q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q q qq qq q
We take the vertices 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6 to be arranged as in section 7.1. In fact in
three of the 24 cases we shall choose to take not the set given by the graph above,
but instead its image under w2; the graphs concerned are the fth in the second
row and the third and sixth in the third row. As in section 7.1 we make this choice
because it will in due course lead to a more convenient form for the stabilizer. We
therefore set
X130 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 124 3212 ; 123 2212 ; 12   112 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g;
X230 = f 2       ; 1  4321 ; 1  3 212 ; 1  22211 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 g;
X330 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 124 3212 ; 12432112 ; 12333211 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g;
X430 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 12  3212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 12 22111 ; 11222211 g;
X530 = f 2       ; 1    21 g;
X630 = f 2       ; 1   321 ; 1  32212 ; 1  22211 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 g;
X730 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 12 3  1 ; 11222211 ; 12211111 g;
X830 = f 2       ; 1   321 ; 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g;
X930 = f 2       ; 1  4321 ; 1 43 212 ; 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 1233211 ; 12322112 ; 1 222211 ; 12321111 g;
X1030 = f 2       ; 1354321 ; 1  3  1 ; 1 211111 g;
X1130 = f 2       ; 13543213 ; 1 4   12 ; 1233 211 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 1232 111 ; 11111111 g;
X1230 = f 2       ; 13 4321 ; 1 432 12 ; 12 3321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g;
X1330 = f 2       ; 1   3212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12333211 ; 11111110 g;
X1430 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 124 3212 ; 123  11 ; 12222 11 ; 11222211 g;
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X1530 = f 2       ; 13   21 ; 124 3212 ; 12332212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 1  22211 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 g;
X1630 = f 2       ; 13543213 ; 1  3  1 ; 1  11111 g







X1830 = f 2       ; 1354321 ; 1 4 3212 ; 123 221 ; 1232111 ; 1 222 11 g;
X1930 = f 2       ; 1     12 ; 11111110 g;
X2030 = f 2       ; 1354321 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 ; 1 432212 ; 1233321 ; 123 211 ; 1 222211 ; 12221111 ;
1121111
1 g;
X2130 = f 2       ; 1354321 ; 1 4 3212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 1232111 ; 12322111 ; 1 222 11 g;
X2230 = f 2       ; 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 3321 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 11111110 g;
X2330 = f 2       ; 1  4321 ; 1  2  1 g;





Now consider maximal abelian sets X with jX n 
j = 2. Here we divide into
two cases according as the two roots of X n 
 are mutually orthogonal or not.
First suppose the two roots of X n 
 are mutually orthogonal; using the
group hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume one is 23432102 , which forces the
other (which may now be negative) to be of the form 0     0 , so using the group
hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume it is 01222101 . This excludes 0     1 ; 1   111 ;
23432 1
2 , giving
   321 ; 24654 13 2 X by default. Note that in the two pairs of
the form f 01222 11 ; 23432 12 g both roots are excluded, so that X will consist of only
26 of the roots      1 together with 24654323 ; 23432102 ; 01222101 , giving jXj = 29.
The remaining roots of X are to be chosen one from each of 8 pairs of the form
f 1   2 11 ; 1   2 12 g summing to 24654323 ; the pairs concerned are those identied with
unordered pairs ij with i 2 f1; 2g and j 2 f3; 4; 5; 6g. As in section 7.2 we may
represent these sets by bipartite graphs, this time with hw3; w4; w5; w7i acting as
S2  S4 on the vertices.
The roots so far chosen exclude all roots outside 
 except those of the form
   210 . To exclude 13432102 we must have some root 11222 11 present, while to exclude
1122210
1 we must have some root
13432 1
2 present; using the group hw3; w4; w5i we see
that to exclude the roots 1   210 the graph must have precisely one edge 1j or 2j

















Again, we number the vertices as in section 7.2. In the rst of these, applying w8
gives a set lying in 
, so only the other two require consideration. We choose to
apply w5w4w3w1 to both; we therefore set
X43129 = f 24654  3 ;    321 ;  432212 ; 12332112 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 12322111 ;  222211 g;
X43229 = f 24654  3 ;    321 ; 23432212 ; 1 432112 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 1 222111 ;
0122221
1 g:
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Now suppose the two roots of X n 
 are not mutually orthogonal; using the
group hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may assume one is 23432102 , which forces the
other to be of the form 1     0 , so using the group hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i we may
assume it is 13432102 . This excludes
0     1 ; 11    1 , giving 2     1 ; 13    1 2 X by
default. The remaining roots of X are to be chosen one from each of 10 pairs of the
form f 12    11 ; 12    12 g summing to 24654323 ; the pairs concerned are those identied
with unordered pairs ij with i; j  5. We may therefore represent these sets by







As before hw4; w5; w6; w7i = S5 acts by permuting vertices, so that it suces to
consider graphs up to isomorphism; we may obtain the list of 34 graphs from
Figure 7.1 by simply deleting one isolated vertex from those which contain one.
Again, w2 acts as the bid map on edges among the vertices f1; 2; 3; 4g, so as
before we have equivalence classes of graphs. This reduces the number of graphs to
be considered to 13; we may obtain the following list of graphs by again deleting
an isolated vertex from those in Figure 7.2 which contain one.
q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q
q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q
We must now consider which of these graphs give maximal abelian sets. The
roots so far chosen exclude all roots outside 
 except those of the form 12    0 . To
exclude 12332101 we must have
1221111
1 or some root
1232  1
2 present; using the group
hw4; w5; w6; w7i we see that to exclude the roots 12    01 the graph cannot contain
a triangle with the remaining two vertices not joined, which disposes of the sixth
graph in the rst row above. To exclude 12432102 we must have some root
122   1
1
present; using the group hw4; w5; w6; w7i we see that to exclude the roots 12    02
the graph cannot contain a vertex joined to none of the others, which disposes of
the remaining graphs in the rst row above. We are thus left with the following 6
graphs representing maximal abelian sets.
q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q q qq q
q
We therefore set
X131 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12443212 ; 12 3 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 g;
X231 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12   21 g;
X331 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12  321 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 g;
X431 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12 3  1 ; 12211111 g;
X531 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12  3212 ; 12432212 ; 1233211 ; 12332211 ; 12321112 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 g;
X631 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g:
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8.3. Determination of maximal abelian sets
We begin by giving some maximal abelian sets which are neither radical nor
near-radical; we set
X22 = f 2       ; 13433212 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 12332101 ; 12210001 ; 11211001 ; 11111101 ; 11111110 g;
X28 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12443212 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 12321002 ; 12321101 ; 12222101 ; 12221111 g;
X2530 = f 2       ; 1   321 ; 13432112 ; 123 221 ; 12432102 ; 12222101 ; 11222111 g;
X731 = f 24      ; 3      ; 12  321 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 g;
X132 = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g;
X232 = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g;
X332 = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 123  21 g;
X33 = f 2465   3 ;   4321 ;   3   2 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 g;
X134 = f 24654  3 ;    321 ;    2  2 g;
X234 = f 2465   3 ;   4321 ;   3    g;
X36 = f       3 ;       2 g:
We then set
S(E8) = fX22; X28; X129; : : : ; X43029 ; X43129 ; X43229 ; X130; : : : ; X2430 ; X2530 ;















As in section 3.2, we let X be any maximal abelian set consisting of positive roots
and containing a simple root ; we seek to show thatX is known, i.e., aW -translate
of a set in S(E8). Here we note that if at some point the union of the sets of chosen
and available roots is aW -translate of a set with at most two roots outside 
, there
will be no need to continue the line of investigation since we have determined the
radical and near-radical maximal abelian sets. As with the analysis for E7, at some
points we shall write X = Xc [Xa, where Xc is the set of roots which have been
chosen by then (including those known to be in X by default), and Xa is a subset
(to be determined) of the available roots.
We work through the possibilities for the simple root  contained in X. In the
rst of these we take  = 00000010 . Much as in the E7 analysis, since the radical
sets have been treated we may also assume that X contains some root      0 ; as
 excludes the roots     10 , we may assume that X contains some root of the
form     00 , and hence some simple root 0 of this form. For convenience we shall
subdivide this rst step of the analysis according to the possibilities for 0. Indeed,
we shall subdivide still further the rst of these possibilities, where 0 = 00001000 .
Lemma 8.14. If 00000010 ;
0000100
0 2 X and X meets f   0000 g then X is known.
Proof. Assume 00000010 ;
0000100
0 2 X; this excludes     10 ; 00000110 ;   1000 ;
  2111 ;   3221 ; 24653213 ; 24654313 , giving 12322112 ; 24654213 2 X by default. If in addi-
tion X meets f   0000 g, by Lemma 3.1 (with Y = f 00000010 ; 00001000 g), we may as-
sume that one of the following holds: (a) 00000001 2 X; (b) 00000001 62 X, 0010000 2 X;
(c) 00 0000 62 X, 01 0000 2 X; (d) 0  0000 62 X, 1  0000 2 X.
We show that we need only treat (a). If (b) holds, this excludes 1000000 ; 00011000 ;
0001111
0 ;
111100 ; 111111 ; 12221001 ; 12222 11 ; 1233211 ; 1233321 ; 3443212 ; 2454321 ; but now
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  12221101 cannot be excluded. Likewise if (c) holds, this excludes 10000000 ; 00 1100 ,
00 1111 ; 11  100 ; 11 1111 ; 11222 11 ; 12 3211 ; 12  321 ; 23 4321 ; but now   11221101 cannot
be excluded. Similarly if (d) holds, this excludes 0  1100 ; 0  1111 ; 01221001 ; 01222 11 ;
1  3211 ; 1   321 ; but now   01221101 cannot be excluded. Thus (b), (c) and (d) give
rise to no sets requiring consideration.














3 2 X by default. Us-
ing Lemma 3.1 (with Y = f 00000010 ; 00001000 ; 00000001 g) we may assume that one of the
following holds: (i) 01000000 2 X; (ii) 01000000 62 X, 1 000000 2 X; (iii)  000000 62 X.





























by default. To exclude the negative root   00110000 we must then have 01221001 2



















3 2 X by default; likewise to exclude   00111100 we
must have 01222211 2 X, which excludes 11111001 ; 122 1001 ; 12321002 ; 23432112 ; to exclude
  10000000 we must have 23443212 2 X, which excludes 01100001 ; 01211001 ; 01211111 ; to
exclude   00100000 we must have 24643213 2 X, which excludes 00011000 ; 00011110 . Thus




































3 2 X by de-






2 ; to exclude   00000100 we must have 11222211 2 X, which
excludes 122 1001 ; 12321002 . However, now   01110000 cannot be excluded; so no sets
require consideration.
Thus we may assume for the remainder of this proof that (iii) holds; this gives
354321
3 2 X by default. To exclude   12321101 we must have 24643213 2 X, which
excludes 00011000 ;
0001111
0 . Suppose X contains some root
 22100
1 ; using hw1; w3i we








2 2 X by default; to exclude   00000100 we




2 2 X by default; to exclude   11110000 we must have 23443212 2 X,
which excludes 0 100001 ; 01211001 ; 01211111 , giving 1 222111 ; 1 443212 2 X by default; so












Thus we may assume  221001 =2 X, giving 12322212 ;  433212 2 X by default.
Suppose X contains some root  222211 ; using hw1; w3i we may assume 01222211 2 X.























1 2 X by default; to exclude   00110000
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we must have 12432112 or
1244321
2 present, and similarly to exclude   01110000 we must
have 13432112 or
1344321
2 present. Thus X = Xc [Xa where











Xa  f 1 443212 ; 1 432112 ; 1 222211 ; 1 211111 ; 0 111001 g;




2 , and at least one of
1343211
2
and 13443212 ; set
w = w6w5w4w3w2w1w4w7w6w5w4w3w2w1w4w3w6w5w4w7;
then we have
w(Xc) = f 24654  3 ;    321 ; 23432112 ; 13432212 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 11222211 ; 01222111 g;
w(Xa) f 12 32  2 ; 12 22 11 g;
and w(Xa) must contain both some root
12432 1
2 and some root
12332 1
2 . To avoid
jw(X)n
j = 2 we must have some root 12 32102 present in w(X); using hw4i we may
assume 12432102 2 w(X), which excludes 12222 11 , giving 12432 12 2 w(X) by default.
If also 12332102 2 w(X) this excludes 12322 11 , giving 12332 12 2 w(X) by default, so




So assume 12332102 =2 w(X); to exclude this we must have some root 12322 11 present.
Using hw1w7i (which preserves w(Xc) and f 12432  2 g) we may assume 12322211 2
w(X), which excludes 12332112 ; since w(Xa) must contain some root
12332 1
2 we
must have 12332212 2 w(X), which excludes 12322111 , so






Thus we may assume  222211 =2 X, giving  432112 2 X by default. Thus
X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 24654323 ; 24654213 ;   43213 ;   33212 ;    2112 ; 12322212 ; 00000001 ; 00001000 ; 00000010 g;




w(Xc) = f       3 ;  4 3212 ; 1233 212 ; 12322211 ; 12332111 ; 12321112 g;
w(Xa) f  543212 ;  432  2 ; 12332211 ; 12322112 ;  222 11 ;  111111 g:
To avoid jw(X) n 






2 2 w(X) by default. If 12322112 2 w(X) this excludes
1233221
1 , so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233 212 ; 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g = X132;
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if instead 12322112 =2 w(X) we have 12332211 2 w(X) by default, so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233 212 ; 12332 11 ; 12322211 ; 12321112 g = w6(X232):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.15. If 00000010 ;
0000100
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. As before, assume 00000010 ;
0000100
0 2 X; this excludes     10 ; 00000110 ;
  1000 ;   2111 ;   3221 ; 24653213 ; 24654313 , giving 12322112 ; 24654213 2 X by default. By
Lemma 8.14 we may assume   0000 =2 X; this gives   22111 2 X by default. To
exclude   00000100 we must have some root   2221 present; using hw1; w2; w3; w4i
we may assume 01222211 2 X, which excludes 1   100 ; 23432112 , giving 1  3321 2 X by
default.
First suppose 01221001 2 X; this excludes 00001110 ; 1  1111 ; 1  2221 ; 23433212 , giving
1  3211 ; 1  4321 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 24654323 ; 24654213 ; 1   321 ; 1   211 ; 01222 11 ; 01221001 ; 00001000 ; 00000010 g;




w(Xc) = f 24654  3 ;    321 ; 23432212 ; 13432112 ; 11222111 ; 01222211 g;
w(Xa) f 12  2   g:
To avoid jw(X)n
j  2 we must have at least three of the six roots 12  210 present
in w(X); on the other hand to avoid jw8w(X) n 
j  2 or jw8w7w(X) n 
j  2 we
must have some root 12  211 and some root 12  221 present, which will exclude one
of the roots 12  210 . Thus jw(X) \ f 12  210 gj = 3, 4 or 5; using hw2; w4; w5i we
may assume w(X) \ f 12  210 g is one of the following: (i) f 12  2102 g; (ii) f 12 3210 g;
(iii) f 12 32102 ; 12322101 g; (iv) f 12  2102 ; 12332101 g; (v) f 123 210 g; (vi) f 12432102 ; 123 210 g.
If (i) holds this excludes 12  2 11 , giving 12  2 12 2 w(X) by default; so




If (ii) holds this excludes 12 22 1 , giving 12 32 1 2 w(X) by default; so




If (iii) holds this excludes 12 22 11 ; 12332 12 , giving 12432 12 2 w(X) by default; to ex-
clude 12322102 we must have some root
12332 1
1 , and using hw1w7i (which preserves
w(Xc) and f 12 32102 ; 12322101 ; 12432 12 g) we may assume 12332211 2 w(X), which ex-
cludes 12322112 ; to exclude
1233210
1 we must have
1232221
2 2 w(X), which excludes
1233211
1 ; so
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If (iv) holds this excludes 12 22 1 ; 12332 11 , giving 12 32 12 2 w(X) by default; so




If (v) holds this excludes 123 2 1 ; to exclude 12432102 we must have some root 12222 11 ,
and using hw1w7i (which preserves w(Xc) and f 123 210 g) we may assume 12222211 2
w(X), which also excludes 12432112 ; since we must have some root
12  211 we must
have 12222111 2 w(X), which excludes 12432212 ; but now there is no root to exclude
1222210
1 , so no set arises from this possibility. Finally if (vi) holds this excludes
123 2 1 ; 12222 11 , giving 12432 12 2 w(X) by default; so




Thus we may assume 01221001 =2 X, giving 00001110 ; 23433212 2 X by default. To
avoid jX n 
j = 1 we must have some root 0  1100 present; using hw2; w3; w4i we
may assume 00011000 2 X, which excludes  211111 ; 1232221 ; 24643213 , giving 1233211 ;
1 44321





1354321 2 X by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 24654323 ; 24654213 ; 1  4321 ;   3321 ; 1   211 ; 01222 11 ; 01211001 ; 00001110 ; 000 1000 ;
0000001
0 g;




w(Xc) = f 24654  3 ;    321 ; 23432212 ; 13432112 ; 11222111 ; 01222211 ; 12432  2 g;
w(Xa) f 123 2   g;
which is covered by the situation which arose two paragraphs above.
Thus we may assume 01211001 =2 X, giving 00011110 ; 23443212 2 X by default. To
avoid jXn
j = 2 we must have some root 0 11100 present; using hw2; w3i we may as-
sume 00111000 2 X, which excludes 1111111 ; 12222211 ; 24543213 , giving 12432112 ; 13543212 2
X by default. We may assume 01111001 =2 X (else we could apply w4 to reduce to the
case just considered), giving 00111110 ;
2354321
2 2 X by default. To exclude   12210001
we must have 13432112 or
2454321
2 present; likewise to exclude   12321102 we must have
some root 3543213 present. Thus X = Xc [Xa where





Xa  f 24543212 ; 3543213 ; 13432112 ; 11222211 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 ; 01111000 ; 00111001 g;
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then we have
w(Xc) = f 2       ; 13      ; 124    2 ; 12332112 ; 12321111 g;
w(Xa) f 123 2212 ; 1233 211 ; 1232211 ; 123321 1 ; 123211 2 g;
and w(Xa) must contain both some root
123 221
2 and some root
1233 21
1 .




1 2 w(X), which excludes 1232211 ; 123321 1 ; 123211 2 ; so
w(X) = f 2       ; 13      ; 124    2 ; 12332112 ; 123 2212 ; 1233 211 ; 12321111 g = w6w7(X232):
Next suppose n = 3; then using hw2w6w5w6i (which preserves w(Xc)) we may as-
sume 1233 211 2 w(X), which excludes 1232 112 ; 12321102 . If 12332212 2 w(X), 12322212 =2
w(X) this excludes 12322111 and gives
123321 
1 2 w(X) by default; so
w(X) = f 2       ; 13      ; 124    2 ; 12332 12 ; 1233   1 ; 12321111 g = w6w7w2(X33):
On the other hand if 12322212 2 w(X), 12332212 =2 w(X) this excludes 123321 1 and
gives 12322111 2 w(X) by default; so
w(X) = f 2       ; 13      ; 124    2 ; 12332112 ; 1233 211 ; 12332212 ; 1232 111 g = w2(X132):
Thus we may assume n = 2. If 12322212 ;
1233321
1 2 w(X), 1233221 =2 w(X) this
excludes 123321 1 ; 123211 2 , giving 1232211 2 w(X) by default; so






1 2 w(X), 12322212 ; 12332211 =2 w(X) this excludes 12322111 ; 123211 2 ,
giving 12332111 2 w(X) by default; to exclude 12332211 we must have 12322112 2 w(X),
which excludes 12332101 ; so






1 2 w(X), 12332212 ; 12333211 =2 w(X) we may apply w2w6w5w6 to
reduce to the previous case. Thus we may assume 1233221 2 w(X), 12322212 ; 12333211 =2
w(X), which excludes 1232211 . If 12321112 2 w(X) this excludes 12332101 ; to exclude
1232221
2 we must have
1233211
1 , which excludes
1232110
2 ; so
w(X) = f 2       ; 13      ; 124    2 ; 12332 1 ; 1232111 g = w6w7(X332):
If instead 12321112 =2 w(X) this gives 12332101 2 w(X) by default; to exclude 12333211
we must have 12321102 2 w(X), which excludes 12332111 ; so




This proves the lemma. 
This completes the treatment of the sets with  = 00000010 for which 
0 =
0000100
0 . We therefore move on to consider the other possibilities for 
0.
Lemma 8.16. If 00000010 ;
0001000
0 2 X then X is known.
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3 2 X b default.
First suppose X meets f  000000 g; then by Lemma 3.1 we may assume one
of the following holds: (a) 01000000 2 X; (b) 01000000 =2 X, 1 000000 2 X. If (a)
holds this excludes 10000000 ;
0011 00 ; 0011111 ; 11221001 ; 1122  11 ; 12432112 ; 12443212 ; 2354321 ;
however, now   11211101 cannot be excluded. Similarly if (b) holds this excludes
0 11 00 ; 0 11111 ; 01221001 ; 0122  11 ; 1 432112 ; 1  4321 ; however, now   01211101 cannot be
excluded. Thus  000000 =2 X, which gives 1 443212 2 X by default.






3 2 X by default. To exclude    100000 we must have
 43211
2 2 X, which excludes  222211 ; so















Thus we may assume 00000001 =2 X, which gives 12332111 2 X by default. By Corol-
lary 3.2 (with Y = f 00000010 g) and the previous lemmas in this section, we may
assume X \ f  11 00 g is stable under hw6i.
Suppose  11 000 2 X; this excludes  11 001 ;  111111 ;  22  11 ; 1233 212 ;  543213 ,
giving  432112 ;  543212 2 X by default. To exclude   0000 100 we must have 1233 211 2
X, which excludes 12321002 ; so
X  f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ;   43212 ;   3211 ; 1233 211 ;   21001 ;   11110 ;   1 000 ; 00000010 g
w2w4w3w1w7w6w5w4w3w2w4w5w6w7w8(
):
Thus we may assume some root  11 000 is absent; using hw1; w3i we may assume
1111 00
0 =2 X.
Suppose 0 11 000 2 X; this excludes  11 001 ;  111111 ; 1 22  11 ; 1233 212 ; 2 543213 ,








2 2 X by
default. To exclude   0000 100 we must have 1233 211 2 X, which excludes 12321002 ; so
X  f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ;   43212 ; 13543213 ;   3211 ; 1233 211 ; 0122 111 ;   21001 ;   11110 ;





 [ f 12332101 g):
Thus we may assume some root 0 11 000 is absent; using hw3i we may assume
0111 00
0 =2 X.
Suppose 0011 000 2 X; this excludes 111 001 ; 1111111 ; 1222  11 ; 1233 212 ; 24543213 ,
giving 122 111 ; 12432112 ; 3543212 2 X by default. To exclude   12211101 we must
have 24543212 2 X, which excludes 0011 001 ; 00111111 ; to exclude   00000100 we must
have 12332211 or some root
122221




1 2 X by default. To exclude   01100001 we must have 13432112 or 13543213
present; likewise to exclude   11100001 we must have 23432112 or 23543213 present. Thus
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X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ;   43212 ; 12 3211 ; 1233 211 ; 122 111 ; 00 1 000 ; 00000010 g;
Xa  f 3543213 ; 3432112 ; 1222211 ;   21001 ;   11110 g;




3 , and at least one of
2343211
2
and 23543213 ; set
w = w7w6w5w4w3w2w4w8w7w6w5w4w3w2w1w4w3w5w4w2w6w7;
then we have
w(Xc) = f       3 ;   43212 ;  433212 ; 23432112 ; 123 221 ; 01222111 g;
w(Xa) f 1 432  2 ; 1233321 ; 1232111 ; 1 2221 1 g;
and w(Xa) must contain both some root
134321 
2 and some root
124321 
2 . To avoid
jw(X) n 
j  2 we must have at least three of 1 432102 ; 1 222101 present in w(X);
either of the latter pair excludes 1232111 , giving 1233321 2 w(X) by default. If
1 22210
1 2 w(X) this excludes 1 432 12 , so we must have 1 432102 2 w(X), which
excludes 1 222111 ; but now jw8w(X) n 




1 2 w(X), 11222101 =2 w(X), which excludes 12432 12 ; 1 222111 , giving
13432 1
2 2 w(X) by default; so




Thus we may assume 0011 000 =2 X. If we had some root  11 001 present we could
apply w2 to reduce to the case just considered in the preceding three paragraphs;
so we may assume  11 001 =2 X, which gives  22 111 2 X by default.
Suppose X contains some root 1232100 ; using hw2i we may assume 12321001 2










2 2 X by
default. To exclude   0000 100 we must have 1233 211 2 X, which excludes 12321002 .
Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 24654323 ; 2465 213 ;   43212 ;   3211 ; 1233 211 ;  22 111 ; 12321001 ; 0001 000 ; 00000010 g;




w(Xc) = f       3 ;   43212 ; 2343 212 ; 12 3 21 ; 13432112 ; 1122 111 ; 01222211 g;
w(Xa) f 12 321  ; 12 2221 g:
To avoid jw(X) n
j  2 we must have 12 3210 2 X, which excludes 12 2221 , giving
12 3211 2 w(X) by default; so




Thus we may assume 1232100 =2 X, which gives 00011110 ; 1233 21 2 X by default.
To avoid jX n
j  2 we must have some root  221001 present; using hw1; w3i we may
assume 01221001 2 X, which excludes 1111111 ; 1 222211 , giving 1 432112 ; 1354321 2 X
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by default. To exclude   12211101 ,   11211101 ,   11100001 and   11100000 we must have
respectively some root 2454321 , some root 2354321 , some root 2 543213 or 23432112 , and
some root 2 543212 or 23432112 present. Thus X = Xc [Xa where





Xa  f 2 54321 ; 23432112 ; 01222211 ; 1 221001 ; 0 11111 g;
and Xa must contain some root
2454321 and some root 2354321 , and if it does not
contain 23432112 it must also contain some root
2 54321





w(Xc) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 12333211 g;
w(Xa) f 12333212 ; 123 2 1 ; 123 2102 ; 12321111 g;
and w(Xa) must contain some root
12332 1
2 and some root
12322 1
2 , and if it does
not contain 12333212 it must also contain some root
123 221
2 and some root
123 211
2 .
First suppose 12321111 2 w(X); this excludes 12333212 ; 123 2102 . If 123 2 12 2 w(X)
this excludes 123 2 11 ; so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 12333211 ; 123 2 12 ; 12321111 g = w6w7(X132):
If w(X) contains exactly three of the roots 123 2 12 , using hw5; w7i (which preserves
w(Xc) and
1232111




2 2 w(X), 12322112 =2 w(X), which
excludes 12322 11 ; 12332111 and gives 12332211 2 w(X) by default; so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233 211 ; 12332 12 ; 12322212 ; 12321111 g = w6w5(X232):
If on the other hand w(X) contains just two of the roots 123 2 12 , using hw5; w7i
we may assume 12332212 ;
1232211








1 2 w(X) by default; so




So we may assume 12321111 =2 w(X), which gives 12333212 2 w(X) by default. If
123 210
2 2 w(X) this excludes 123 2 11 , giving 123 2 12 2 w(X) by default; so
w(X) = f 24654  3 ;    321 ;    2  2 g = X134:
If w(X) contains just one of the roots 123 2102 , using hw5i (which preserves w(Xc)
and 12333212 ) we may assume
1233210




2 2 w(X) by default; using hw7i we may assume 12322212 2
w(X), which excludes 12332111 , and then to exclude
1232210
2 we must have
1233221
1 2
w(X), which excludes 12322112 ; so
w(X) = f 2465   3 ;   4321 ;   3   2 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 g = X33:
Thus we may assume 123 2102 =2 w(X). Using hw7i we may assume 12332212 2 w(X),
which excludes 12322111 ; to exclude
1233210
2 we must have
1232221
1 2 w(X), which
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excludes 12332112 . Finally if
1232221
2 2 w(X) this excludes 12332111 , and then to
exclude 12322102 we must have
1233221
1 2 w(X), which excludes 12322112 ; so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 123  21 g = X332:
If on the other hand 12322212 =2 w(X), giving 12332111 2 w(X) by default, then we
must have 12322112 2 w(X), which excludes 12332211 ; so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 1233321 ; 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g = X232:
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.17. If 00000010 ;
0010000
0 2 X then X is known.




0 2 X; this excludes     10 ; 1000000 ; 00000001 ; 000  110 ; 11  001 ; 1111111 ;
122  00
1 ;
122   1
1 ;














by default. To exclude   01111101 we must have 01222211 or 13543213 present, either




2 2 X by default. By Corol-
lary 3.2 (with Y = f 00000010 g) and the previous lemmas in this section, we may












3 2 X by default; to exclude
  1000000 we must have 3432112 2 X, which excludes 1222211 ; so
X  f 24654323 ; 246  213 ; 354321 ; 124  212 ;  432112 ; 1232100 ; 12  111 ; 12  001 ; 0011111 ;
001  00 ; 00000010 g
 w3w1w7w6w5w4w3w2w4w5w6w7w8(
):
So we may assume 001  001 =2 X, which gives 123  111 2 X by default. To




2 2 X by default. If some root 12  001 were absent, by using
hw1; w5; w6i we could assume 01210001 =2 X, and then applying w2w3w4w3w2 would
produce a positive set meeting f 00   000 g in a proper non-empty subset of f 001  000 g.




3 2 X by default; so
X  f 24654323 ; 246  213 ; 354321 ; 24543212 ; 124  212 ;  432112 ; 123  111 ; 1232100 ; 12  001 ;
0011111 ; 001  000 ; 00000010 g
 w7w6w5w3w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
 [ f 12432102 g):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.18. If 00000010 ;
0000000
1 2 X then X is known.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the previous results we may assume 00   000 =2 X,
0000001
0 ;
00   00







12   11
2 ;
2    21
3 2 X by default. If some root 011  001
were absent, applying w3 would produce a positive set meeting f 00   00 g in a proper
non-empty subset of f 00   001 g, whence by Lemma 3.1 and the previous lemmas in














3 2 X by default; but
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now   11111100 cannot be excluded, so no sets require consideration. This proves the
lemma. 
Lemma 8.19. If 00000010 ;
0100000
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the previous results we may assume 00   00 =2 X,
0000001
0 ;
01   00 2 X; this excludes     10 ; 10000000 ; 11   00 ; 00   11 ; 11    1 ; 12    1 ;
23   21 ; 24654313 , giving 13    1 ; 24   21 2 X by default. To exclude   10000000 we
must have 23432112 2 X, which excludes 01222211 ; so
X  f 24654323 ; 24   21 ; 13    1 ; 23432112 ; 12   00 ; 01   11 ; 01   00 ; 00000010 g
w7w6w5w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.20. If 00000010 ;
1000000
0 2 X then X is known.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 and the previous results we may assume 0    00 =2 X,
0000001
0 ;
1    00 2 X; this excludes     10 ; 0    11 ; 01222211 ; 1     1 ; 24654313 , giving
2343211
2 ;
2    21 2 X by default; so
X = f 24654323 ; 2    21 ; 23432112 ; 1    00 ; 00000010 g
w7w6w5w4w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
This proves the lemma. 
This completes the treatment of the sets with  = 00000010 . We therefore move
on to consider the other possibilities for . As in the E7 analysis, if at some stage
we are able to nd w 2 W which sends one of the chosen roots to 00000010 while
preserving the positivity of the union of the sets of chosen and available roots, there
will be no need to pursue the line of reasoning further.
Lemma 8.21. If 00000100 2 X then X is known.






3 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 we may assume
one of the following holds: (i) 00010000 2 X; (ii) 00010000 =2 X, 001 0000 2 X; (iii)
00  000
0 =2 X, 00  0001 2 X; (iv) 00  000 =2 X, 01  000 2 X; (v) 0   000 =2 X,
1   000 2 X; (vi)    000 =2 X.
Assume (i) holds; this excludes 000011 0 ;  10000 ;  2111 1 ; 1232221 ;  433212 ; 24643213 ,
giving 12332212 ;
2465321
3 2 X by default. To exclude   01211001 we must have 01210001
or some root 1354321 present, any of which excludes 1 000000 , giving 13432212 2 X by
default. Likewise to exclude   11211001 we must have 11210001 or some root 2354321
present, any of which excludes 01000000 , giving
1243221
2 2 X by default. Suppose
0000000
1 2 X; this excludes  110000 ;  1111 0 ; 123211 1 ; 1233 211 ;  543212 , giving  543213 2




2 2 X by default; so
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Thus we may assume 00000001 =2 X, which gives 12332211 2 X by default. To exclude
  00001000 we must have some root 1233321 present, so using hw2i we may assume
1233321
1 2 X, which excludes   10001 ; 123211 2 , giving  443212 2 X by default. Thus
X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 246543 3 ; 24653213 ;  443212 ;   3221 ; 12333211 ; 000001 0 ; 00010000 g;
Xa  f  54321 ; 12333212 ;  222211 ;   211 1 ;  1111  ; 000111 0 ;  110000 g;
set
w = w7w6w5w4w2w3w4w5w8w7w6w5w4w3w2w1w4w3w5w4w2w4w5w6;
then we have w(X)  +, and 00000010 = w( 00010000 ) 2 w(Xc).
























3 2 X by de-












2 2 X by default; to exclude   00001000 we must
have 12433212 or
1233321





by default. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 246543 3 ; 246 3213 ; 354321 ;  432212 ; 124 3212 ; 001 0000 ; 000001 0 g;
Xa  f 24543212 ; 123  211 ; 123211  ; 1222211 ; 12 11 1 ; 1210001 ; 001111  ; 001 0001 g;
set
w = w7w6w5w4w2w3w4w8w7w6w5w4w3w2w1w4w3w4w5w6;
then we have w(X)  +, and 00000010 = w( 00100000 ) 2 w(Xc).







2   321
3 2 X by default; but now   01111000 cannot
be excluded, so no sets require consideration.
Assume (iv) holds; this then excludes 10000000 ;
11  000 ; 00  11  ; 11  11  ; 11222211 ;
12   21 ; 23  321 , giving 13   21 ; 24  321 2 X by default; so





Assume (v) holds; this excludes 0   11  ; 01222211 ; 1    21 , giving 2   321 2 X by
default; so
X  f 246543 3 ; 2   321 ; 23432212 ; 1   11  ; 1   000 ; 000001 0 g
w6w5w4w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
Thus we may assume (vi) holds; this gives 01222211 ;
1   221 2 X by default. By
Corollary 3.2 and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume X\f    11  g
is stable under hw8i. To avoid jX n
j  2 we must have at least two roots    110
present; using hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5i we may rst assume 000011 0 2 X, which excludes
  211  ; 24653213 , giving   3321 2 X by default; using hw1; w2; w3; w4i we may then
assume 000111 0 2 X, which excludes  2111 1 ; 24643213 , giving  443212 2 X by default.
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To exclude   1232100 we must have some root  543213 and some root  543212 present.
Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 246543 3 ;  443212 ;   3321 ;    221 ; 000  1 0 g;
Xa  f  54321 ;  1111  g;
and Xa must be stable under hw8i, and must contain some root  543213 and some




w(Xc) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 g;
w(Xa) f 123  21 ; 123  1  g;
and w(Xa) must be stable under hw8i, and must contain some root 123  211 and
some root 123  212 .
If 123  21 2 w(X), this excludes 123  1  ; so
w(X) = f 246    3 ;  54321 ;  4    2 ; 123  21 g = X332:
Thus we may assume some root 123  21 is absent; using hw2; w5; w6i we may assume
1232221
1 =2 w(X); to exclude it we must have 123321 2 2 w(X), which excludes 1232 1 1 ,
giving 1233 212 2 w(X) by default. Since some root 1233 211 must be present, using
hw6i we may assume 12333211 2 w(X), which excludes 123211 2 . Suppose 12332211 =2
w(X); to exclude it we must have 123221 2 2 w(X), which excludes 123321 1 , giving
1232221
2 2 w(X) by default; so
w(X) = f 24654  3 ;    321 ;    2  2 g = X134:
So we may assume 12332211 2 w(X), which excludes 123221 2 . If 12322212 2 w(X) this
excludes 123321 1 , and
w(X) = f 2465   3 ;   4321 ;   3   2 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 g = X33;
if on the other hand 12322212 =2 w(X) this gives 123321 1 2 w(X) by default, and
w(X) = f 2465   3 ;   4321 ;   3    g = X234:
This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.22. If 00001000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We assume 00000  0 =2 X, 00001  0 2 X; this excludes   1000 ;   21   ;
  32   ; 24653213 , giving 23433212 ; 24654 13 2 X by default. Using Lemma 3.1 we may
assume one of the following holds: (i) 00000001 2 X; (ii) 00000001 =2 X, 0010000 2 X;
(iii) 00 0000 =2 X, 01 0000 2 X; (iv) 0  0000 =2 X, 1  0000 2 X; (v)   0000 =2 X.




3 2 X by default. To exclude   00110000 we must have 12443212 2 X,
which excludes 1000000 ; 1100001 ; 12211  1 , giving 12433212 ; 23543213 2 X by default; to
exclude  01110000 we must have 13443212 2 X, which excludes 10000000 ; 00100001 ; 11211  1 ,
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giving 13433212 ;
1354321
3 2 X by default; to exclude   11110000 we must have 23443212 2
X, which excludes 01211  1 ; so
X  f 24654  3 ;   43213 ;  443212 ;   33212 ; 12322  2 ;  222  1 ;  111  1 ; 000 1  0 ; 00000001 g;
w4w3w5w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
 [ f 13432102 g):
Assume (ii) holds; this then excludes 1000000 ; 00011  0 ; 1111   ; 12222  1 ; 1233321 ;
344321
2 ;
2454321 , giving 12433212 ; 24643213 2 X by default. To exclude   00010000 we
must have 12443212 2 X, which excludes 110000 ; 12211  1 , giving 2354321 2 X by
default; to exclude   0111000 we must have 1354321 2 X, which excludes 10000000 ,
giving 13433212 2 X by default; so






Assume (iii) holds; this then excludes 10000000 ;
00 11   ; 11 11   ; 11222  1 ; 12  321 ;
23 4321 , giving 13433212 ; 24 4321 2 X by default. To exclude   00 1000 we must have
13 4321 2 X, which excludes 11 0000 ; so





Assume (iv) holds; this excludes 0  11   ; 01222  1 ; 1   321 , giving 2  4321 2 X by
default; so
X  f 24654  3 ; 2  4321 ; 23433212 ; 1  22   ; 1  11   ; 1  0000 ; 00001  0 g
w5w4w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
Thus we may assume (v) holds; this gives 1  3321 2 X by default. By Corol-
lary 3.2 and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume X \ f   11   g
is stable under hw7; w8i. Suppose   11   =2 X; this gives   22   ;   4321 2 X by
default, so
X = f 24654  3 ;   4321 ;   3321 ;   22   ; 00001  0 g = w5w4w3w1w2w4w3w5w4w2(X36):
So we may assume some root   11   is present; using hw1; w2; w3; w4i we may
assume 00011  0 2 X, which excludes  211  1 ; 12322   ; 24643213 , giving  443212 2 X by
default. Suppose  111   =2 X; this gives  222  1 ;  54321 2 X by default, so




So we may assume some root  111   is present; using hw1; w2; w3i we may assume
00111  
0 2 X, which excludes 1111  1 ; 12222  1 ; 24543213 , giving 3543212 2 X by default.
To exclude   12210001 we must have 24543212 2 X, which excludes 00111  1 ; so
X  f 24654  3 ; 3543213 ;   43212 ;   3321 ; 1222  1 ;    1  0 g
w2w4w5w3w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
 [ f 1233210 g):
This proves the lemma. 
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Lemma 8.23. If 00010000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We assume 0000   0 =2 X, 0001   0 2 X; this excludes  10000 ;  21   1 ;
1232    ;  43   2 ; 24643213 , giving 23443212 ; 2465  13 2 X by default. To exclude   00100000
we must have some root 0011   0 or some root 3543212 present, any of which excludes
0000000
1 . Using Lemma 3.1 we may assume one of the following holds: (i)
0100000
0 2
X; (ii) 01000000 =2 X, 1 000000 2 X; (iii)  000000 =2 X.
Assume (i) holds; this excludes 10000000 ;
0011    ; 1122   1 ; 12443212 ; 2354321 , giving
1344321
2 ;
2454321 2 X by default. To exclude   0010000 we must have 1354321 2 X,
which excludes 11000000 ;
1111    ; so





Assume (ii) holds; this excludes 0 11    ; 0122   1 ; 1  4321 , giving 2 54321 2 X by
default; so
X  f 2465   3 ; 2 54321 ; 23443212 ; 1233    ; 1 22   1 ; 1111    ; 0001   0 ; 1 000000 g
w4w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
Thus we may assume (iii) holds; this gives 1 443212 2 X by default. By Corol-
lary 3.2 and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume X \ f  11    g is
stable under hw6; w7; w8i. To exclude   00000001 we must have some root  11   1 ,
some root 1233   2 or some root  543213 present, any of which excludes some root
 11   
0 ; using hw1; w3i we may assume 1111   0 =2 X, which gives 13543213 2 X by
default. Likewise to exclude   11100001 we must have some root 1111   1 or some root
2 54321
3 present, any of which excludes some root
0 11   
0 ; using hw3i we may as-
sume 0111   0 =2 X, which gives 23543213 2 X by default. If 0011   0 2 X this excludes
111   
1 ;
1222   
1 ;





2 2 X by default; so
X  f 2465   3 ; 24543212 ; 354321 ;  443212 ; 1233   1 ; 122   1 ; 00 1    g
w3w4w1w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
 [ f 12432102 g):
So we may assume 0011   0 =2 X, which gives 1233   2 ; 24543213 2 X by default. If
we had some root  11   1 present we could apply w2 to reduce to the case just
considered; so we may assume  11   1 =2 X, which gives 1233   1 ;  543212 2 X by
default. We cannot have  22   1 2 X, so using hw1; w3; w6; w7; w8i we may assume
0122100
1 =2 X. Thus X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f 2465   3 ;  54321 ;  443212 ; 1233    ; 0001   0 g;
Xa  f 1 22   1 ; 0122  11 ; 0122 101 g;
set
w = w5w4w2w3w4w6w5w4w3w2w4;
then we have w(X)  +, and 00001000 = w( 00010000 ) 2 w(Xc). This proves the
lemma. 
Lemma 8.24. If 00100000 2 X then X is known.
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Proof. We assume 000    0 =2 X, 001    0 2 X; this excludes 00000001 ; 1000000 ;
11    
1 ;
122    
1 ;
123    
2 ,






246   1
3 2 X by default.
Suppose 10000000 2 X; this excludes 011    0 ; 012    1 ; 1354321 , giving 23543213 2 X
by default; to exclude   01000000 we must have 24543212 2 X, which excludes 001    1 ;
so
X  f 246    3 ; 24543212 ; 2354321 ; 124    2 ; 123    1 ; 112    1 ; 111    0 ; 001    0 ; 10000000 g
w2w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
So we may assume 10000000 =2 X, which gives 13543212 2 X by default. By
Corollary 3.2 and the previous lemmas in this section, we may assume X\f 11    0 g
is stable under hw5; w6; w7; w8i. To exclude   00000001 we must have some root
001    
1 or some root
354321
3 present, any of which excludes some root
11    
0 ;
using hw1i we may assume 111    0 =2 X, which gives 13543213 2 X by default. To
exclude   11000000 we must have 24543212 2 X, which excludes 001    1 . If some root
112    
1 were absent, by using hw5; w6; w7; w8i we could assume 11210001 =2 X, and
then applying w1w2w3w4w3w2w1 would produce a positive set meeting f 00     0 g in
a proper non-empty subset of f 001    0 g. Thus we may assume 112    1 2 X, which
excludes 011    0 ; 012    1 ; 123    1 , giving 124    2 ; 23543213 2 X by default; so




This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 8.25. If 00000001 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We assume 00     0 =2 X, 00     1 2 X; this excludes 1     0 ; 12     1 ;




2     1
3 2 X by default. Suppose 10000000 2 X; this excludes




X  f 2      3 ; 12     2 ; 11     1 ; 00     1 ; 10000000 g
w3w4w5w6w7w8(
):
So we may assume 10000000 =2 X, which gives 13543213 2 X by default. We cannot
have 1     1 2 X; using hw1; w4; w5; w6; w7; w8i we may assume 01100001 =2 X. Thus
X = Xc [Xa where
Xc = f       3 ; 00     1 g;
Xa  f 12     2 ; 12    1 ; 111    1 ; 0111   1 g;
set
w = w2w4w3;
then we have w(X)  +, and 00100000 = w( 00000001 ) 2 w(Xc). This proves the
lemma. 
Lemma 8.26. If 01000000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We assume 00      =2 X, 01      2 X; this excludes 10000000 ; 11      ;
12      ; 23      , giving 13      ; 24    1 2 X by default. However, now   10000000
cannot be excluded; so no sets require consideration. This proves the lemma. 
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Lemma 8.27. If 10000000 2 X then X is known.
Proof. We cannot have 1       2 X, so no sets require consideration. This
proves the lemma. 
Combining the various lemmas in this section we have proved the following.
Theorem 8.28. If X is a maximal abelian set in a root system of type E8, then
a W -translate of X lies in S(E8).
8.4. Stabilizers and structure of maximal abelian sets
For each set X 2 S(E8) we shall determine its stabilizer WX in W , and nd
the WX -orbits on X. Recall that for  2 X the orthogonality count o() is simply
the number of roots in X which are orthogonal to . If in fact X is radical, we
may read o the orthogonality counts from the graph  X . Here, just as we saw in
the E7 case, two roots represented by (black or white) edges in  X are orthogonal
if and only if the edges either meet at a vertex and are of dierent colours, or do
not meet and are of the same colour. Suppose  X has e (black) edges. We have
o( 24654323 ) = 0; for any  2 X represented by a (black) edge in  X which meets
t others, we have o() = (12   t) + (e   t   1) = 11 + e   2t; for any  2 X
represented by an absent (white) edge in  X which meets t (black) edges, we have
o() = (15   (e   t)) + t = 15   e + 2t. (Again we observe that, as given by
Lemma 3.3, o() therefore has the same parity for all  2 X n fg.)
As in the E7 case we also have the near-radical sets to consider. The seven
sets X with jX n 
j = 2 may be handled by inspection. If X is a set with
X n 
 = f 23432102 g, we have o( 24654323 ) = 1 and o( 23432102 ) = 17, since 23432102
is orthogonal to 24654323 and the 16 roots of the form
1     1 in X. For the other
roots the orthogonality count is most simply obtained by taking the graph on ver-
tices f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6g representing X, adding vertices 7 and 8 and edges i8 for i < 8,
and treating the resulting graph as above, except that for roots represented by
(black or white) edges ij with i; j < 7 the orthogonality count must be increased
by one because of the presence of 23432102 .
Again we use the method employed in the E6 and E7 analyses. In the vast ma-
jority of casesWX must x
2465432
3 , and thus must lie in hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i.
We begin with the sets other than the radical sets X129; : : : ; X
430
29 ; here we work
through the possibilities for X in turn. In a few cases we shall use the notation 
for the high root 12321002 of the E6 subsystem.






0 g (o() = 5; 14 respectively). Here we rst note that each of
the roots in the rst set is orthogonal to four in the second, in such a way that we
may identify the two sets with the ane hyperplanes and vectors of a 3-dimensional
space over the eld of two elements; consequently, WX is isomorphic to a subgroup
of AGL3(2). We set
G = hw2w8; w3w6; w4w7; w4w7w3w6w5i;




2 contains hw4w7w3w6w5 ; w4w7w5w6w5i (note that w4w7w5w6w5 =
(w4w7
w5w6w5)w3w6 2 G), so that jGj  8:7:6:4 = 1344 = jAGL3(2)j. Thus WX =
G.
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1 g (o() = 5; 11; 17 respectively). Here we rst note that each
of the roots in the rst set is orthogonal to three in the third, in such a way that
we may identify the two sets with the points and lines of the Fano plane; moreover,
each root in the rst set is orthogonal to just two in the second, the two being
interchanged by w1, which xes each root in the rst and third sets. Consequently
WX is the direct product of hw1i and a subgroup of L3(2). We set
G = hw1; w2w7; w6w8; w4w6w5i;
this is 2-transitive on f 24      g and the stabilizer of 24654323 and 24654313 contains
hw1; w4w6; w4w6w5i (note that w4w6 = [w6w8; w4w6w5 ] 2 G), so that jGj  7:6:8 =
336 = 2jL3(2)j. Thus WX = G.
If X = X43129 we must x each of f 246543 3 g; 24654213 ; f    321 g; f  432212 ;  222211 g;
f 12332112 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 12322111 g (o() = 2; 6; 10; 14; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3; w2w8; w2w5w4i;
then G is transitive on f    321 g, so we may x 1 = 24653213 . We must then x
f   3321 g; f  222211 g; f 12322102 ; 12322111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f   4321 g;
f  432212 g; f 12332112 ; 12332101 g; we must then x f  443212 g (by orthogonality to both
of f 12322102 ; 12322111 g), f  54321 g; f 1233321 g (by orthogonality to one of f 12322102 ;
1232211
1 g) and hence 24643213 ; f  433212 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw1; w3; w2w8i
giving transitivity on f 1233321 g, so we may x 2 = 12333212 . We must then x
f  543212 g; 12332101 ; 12322111 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f  543213 g; 12332112 ;
1232210
2 ; we must then x
2465432
3 (by orthogonality to
1232210
2 ) and hence
2465431
3 .
Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw1; w3i, which acts as S3 on f  543213 g, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R; so
WX = G.
If X = X43229 we must x
2465432






1 g; f 12322102 ; 12332101 g (o() = 2; 4; 10; 16; 18 respectively). We
set
G = hw3; w2w5; w1w4w7; w2w5w4i;
then G is transitive on f    321 g, so we may x 1 = 24653213 . We must then
x f   3321 g; f 12322211 ; 1 222111 ; 01222211 g; 12322102 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f   4321 g; f 23432212 ; 1 432112 ; 12332212 g; 12332101 ; we must then x f   43213 g; f   33212 g
(by orthogonality to 12332101 ) and hence f   43212 g; 12333211 . Inside stabG(1) we
have hw3; w1w4w7i giving transitivity on f   43213 g, so we may x 2 = 24643213 .
We must then x f  443212 g; 12333212 ; 12332212 ; f 1 222111 ; 01222211 g (by orthogonality
to 2) and hence f  543212 g; f  433212 g; f 23432212 ; 1 432112 g; 12322211 ; we must then x
2465421
3 ; f 1 432112 g; f 1 222111 g (by orthogonality to 12332212 ) and hence 24654313 ; 23432212 ;
0122221




2 ; f 1 443212 g; f 1 433212 g (by orthogonality to
2343221
2 ) and hence f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; 23443212 ; 23433212 . Inside stabG(1; 2) we
have hw3i, which acts as S2 on f 2 543213 g, so we may x both of these roots. We
then have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R; so WX = G.
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If X = X130 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2     13 g; 13543213 ; f 2     12 g; f 13   212 ; 124 3212 ;
123 221
2 ;
12   11
2 g; 23432102 ; f 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g (o() = 1; 7; 10; 11; 14; 17; 18 re-
spectively). We set
G = hw5; w4w6; w3w7i;
then G is transitive on f 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 123 2212 ; 12   112 g, so we may x 1 =
1354321
2 . We must then x f 2 543213 g; f 234   12 g; f 123 2 12 ; 12321112 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g
(by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 246   13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 4 3212 ; 13432212 ; 12432112 g;
1232111
1 ; we must then x f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 123 2 12 g (by orthogonal-
ity to 12321111 ) and hence f 246 3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; 12321112 . Inside
stabG(1) we have hw5; w3w7i giving transitivity on f 1 4 3212 g, so we may x 2 =
1344321













f 12322 12 g and 11222211 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence 24653213 ; 24543213 ; 24543212 ;
2344321








2 (by orthogonality to
1222211
1 ), by which point all
roots are xed; so WX = G.








2 ; f 1  22211 g and 12332111
(o() = 1; 4; 11; 14; 15; 19 respectively), f 2  43213 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1  3 212 g (o() = 8;
10; 13 respectively, orthogonal to 12332111 ), f 2465 213 g; f 2  43212 g; f 1  43212 g (o() = 8;
10; 13 respectively, not orthogonal to 12332111 ),
2343210
2 (o() = 17, orthogonal to
2465432
3 ), f 1232 112 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We set
G = hw3; w4; w6i;
then G acts as S3 on f 2  43213 g and independently as S2 on f 2465 213 g, so we may
x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R;
so WX = G.
If X = X330 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; 13543213 ; f 23432 12 g; 12321111 (o() =
1; 6; 11; 12; 19 respectively), f 2 543213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g (o() = 8; 10; 13 respec-
tively, orthogonal to 12321111 ), f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; 13543212 (o() = 8; 10; 13 respec-
tively, not orthogonal to 12321111 ), f 13432212 ; 12432112 g (o() = 15, orthogonal to
both of f 234 3212 g), f 123 2 12 g (o() = 15, orthogonal to one of f 234 3212 g), 12333211
(o() = 15, orthogonal to neither of f 234 3212 g), 23432102 (o() = 17, orthogonal to
1233321
1 ), f 12222111 ; 11222211 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 12333211 ). We set
G = hw5; w3w7i;







2 ; f 1 433212 g; 12432112 ; 12322112 ; 12222111 (by orthogo-








2 ; f 1 443212 g; 13432212 ; f 12332112 ;
1232221
2 g; 11222211 ; we must then x 24543213 ; 24543212 ; 13443212 ; 13433212 ; 12332112 (by or-
thogonality to 11222211 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X430 we must x each of
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; f 2   3213 g; f 2   3212 g; 13543213 ;
f 23432 12 g; f 1   3212 g; f 13432212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g (o() = 1; 6; 8; 10; 11; 12; 13; 15 re-
spectively), 12321112 (o() = 17, orthogonal to both of f 24654 13 g), f 12332211 ; 12 22111 ;
1122221
1 g (o() = 17, orthogonal to one of f 24654 13 g), 23432102 (o() = 17, orthogonal
to neither of f 24654 13 g). We set
G = hw4; w3w5w7i;
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then G is transitive on f 13432212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g, so we may x 1 = 12322212 .
We must then x 24654213 ;
2465321
3 ; f 2  43212 g; 23432112 ; f 1  43212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 12332211 ;
12 2211
1 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence each of 24654313 ; f 2  43213 g; 23433212 ;
2343221
2 ; f 1  33212 g; 13432212 ; 11222211 ; we must then x f 24 43213 g; 24543212 ; f 13 43212 g;
1343321
2 ; f 12 22111 g (by orthogonality to 11222211 ) and hence 23543213 ; f 23 43212 g; 12443212 ;
f 12 33212 g; 12332211 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw4i giving transitivity on f 24 43213 g, so
we may x 2 =
2464321











(by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G. (In this
case we note also that the set of roots with o() = 13 is in fact a union of the two
WX -orbits f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g and f 13433212 ; 12443212 g.)
If X = X530 we must x f 246543 3 g; f 2    21 g; f 1    21 g; f 234321 2 g (o() = 1; 9;
12; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w8i;
then G is transitive on f 1    21 g, so we may x 1 = 13543213 . We must then
x f 2    212 g; f 1    211 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 2    213 g; f 1    212 g.
Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w4; w5; w6; w8i, which acts as S5 on f 2    213 g and
independently as S2 on f 246543 3 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have
xed all of the roots       3 , which span R, so WX = G.






3 ; f 2   321 g; 23432212 ; f 1   321 g;
f 1  32212 ; 1  22211 g; 23432112 ; 23432102 ; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g (o() = 1; 3; 7; 9; 11; 12; 14; 15;
17; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw3; w4; w2w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1   321 g, so we may x 1 = 13543213 . We must then x
f 2   3212 g; 12333211 ; f 1  22211 g; 12332111 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 2   3213 g;
f 1   3212 g; f 1  32212 g; 12322112 ; we must then x 24653213 ; f 2  43212 g; f 1  43212 g (by or-
thogonality to 12322112 ) and hence f 2  43213 g; 23433212 ; f 1  33212 g. Inside stabG(1) we
have hw3; w4i, which acts as S3 on f 2  43213 g, so we may x all of these roots. We
then have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R, so WX = G.








1 (o() = 1; 5; 7; 11; 12; 13; 17; 20 respectively), f 23 4321 g; f 12 3 21 g
(o() = 9; 14 respectively, orthogonal to 12211111 ), f 24 4321 g; f 1343 212 g (o() =
9; 14 respectively, not orthogonal to 12211111 ), f 12 3211 g (o() = 16, orthogonal
to 24654313 ),
1122221
1 (o() = 16, not orthogonal to
2465431
3 ). We set
G = hw2; w4; w6i;
then G acts as S3 on f 24 4321 g and independently as S2 on f 2465 213 g, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots 24      ; 11222211 , which span
R, so WX = G.
If X = X830 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; f 2   321 g; f 1   321 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g; 23432102 (o() = 1; 5; 9; 12; 13; 16;
17 respectively). We set
G = hw4; w2w5; w3w5w7i;
thenG is transitive on f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g, so we may
x 1 =
1343211
2 . We must then x each of
2465431
3 ; f 23  321 g; 23432212 ; f 12  321 g
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and f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence 24654213 ; f 24  321 g;
2343211
2 ; f 13  321 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; we must then x 11222111 (by orthogonality to
2465431
3 ) and hence f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4; w2w5i giving
transitivity on f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g, so we may x 2 = 12432212 . We must then x
f 2454321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 1233321 g; 12222211 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence
f 246 3213 g; f 2354321 g; f 1354321 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we
have hw2w5i giving transitivity on f 12332212 ; 12322211 g, so we may x 3 = 12332212 .































2 ; we must then x
1232211
2 (by orthogonality to
2465321
3 ), by which
point all roots are xed; so WX = G.




3 ; f 2465 213 g; f 2343 212 g; 23432112 ; 23432102
and f 12322112 ; 12321111 g (o() = 1; 5; 7; 11; 13; 17; 18 respectively), 23443212 ; f 1 443212 g;
f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1 222211 g (o() = 9; 12; 14; 16 respectively, orthogonal to both
of f 12322112 ; 12321111 g), f 2 54321 g; f 1354321 g; f 1 43 212 g; f 1233211 g (o() = 9; 12; 14; 16
respectively, orthogonal to one of f 12322112 ; 12321111 g), 24643213 (o() = 9, orthogonal
to neither of f 12322112 ; 12321111 g). We set
G = hw3; w2w6i;
then G is transitive on f 1 43 212 g, so we may x 1 = 13433212 . We must then
x 24653213 ; f 2354321 g; 23432212 ; 12443212 ; 12432212 ; 12332212 ; 11222211 and 12321111 (by or-
thogonality to 1) and hence
2465421

















(by orthogonality to 12321111 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1030 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 2 54321 g; f 1354321 g; f 1 43  12 g; f 1233  1 g;
2343210
2 ; f 1 211111 g (o() = 1; 9; 12; 14; 16; 17; 18 respectively), f 2465  13 g and 23443212
(o() = 7; 11 respectively, orthogonal to both of f 1 211111 g), 24643213 ; f 2343  12 g
(o() = 7; 11 respectively, orthogonal to neither of f 1 211111 g). We set
G = hw2; w3; w6; w7i;
then G acts as S3 on f 2465  13 g and independently as S2 on each of f 1354321 g and
f 1 211111 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots
2465   
3 ;
1354321 ; 1 211111 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X1130 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 246   13 g; f 234   12 g; 13543213 ; f 1 4   12 g; 23432102 ;
1111111
1 (o() = 1; 7; 11; 12; 14; 17; 20 respectively), f 2 543212 g and f 1233 211 ; 1232 111 g
(o() = 9; 16 respectively, orthogonal to 11111111 ), f 2 543213 g and f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
(o() = 9; 16 respectively, not orthogonal to 11111111 ). We set
G = hw3; w6; w5w7i;





2 ; f 2343  12 g; f 1243  12 g; 12322212 ; f 1232 111 g (by orthogonality
to 1) and hence f 2465  13 g; 24543213 ; 24543212 ; 23443212 ; f 12443212 ; 1343  12 g; 12332112 and
f 1233 211 g; we must then x f 2465 213 g; 23432112 ; f 12443212 ; 13432112 g; 12432112 (by orthog-
onality to 12322212 ) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 2343 212 g; f 1343 212 g; f 1243 212 g; we must then
x 12443212 (by orthogonality to
2343211
2 ) and hence
1343211
2 . Inside stabG(1) we
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have hw6i, which acts as S2 on f 2465 213 g, so we may x both of these roots. We
then have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X1230 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2 54321 g; f 1354321 g; 23432102 ; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g
(o() = 1; 9; 12; 17; 18 respectively), f 24654 13 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 1233321 g (o() =
7; 14; 16 respectively, orthogonal to both of f 12211111 ; 11221111 g), f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 1 432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g (o() = 7; 11; 14; 16 respectively, or-
thogonal to one of f 12211111 ; 11221111 g), f 23432 12 g (o() = 11, orthogonal to neither
of f 12211111 ; 11221111 g). We set
G = hw2w7; w3w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1 432 12 g, so we may x 1 = 13432212 . We must then
x 24654213 ; f 2354321 g; 23432112 ; 12433212 ; 12432112 ; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g and 11221111 (by or-
thogonality to 1) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 2454321 g; 23432212 ; 13443212 ; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g;
f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; 12211111 ; we must then x 24653213 ; 23443212 ; 12432212 ; 12332212 ; 12332111

















1 (by orthogonality to
1232211
2 ), by
which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1330 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; f 2   3213 g; f 2   3212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 1   3212 g; 23432102 ; 11111110 (o() = 1; 6; 8; 10; 12; 13; 17; 21 respectively), f 1   2 12 g
(o() = 15, orthogonal to 11111110 ),
1233321




G = hw3; w4; w5; w7i;
then G acts as S4 on f 2   3213 g and independently as S2 on f 24654 13 g, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots 2      3 ; 11111110 , which span
R; so WX = G.








1 (o() = 1; 6; 12; 19
respectively), 23432102 (o() = 17, orthogonal to
2465432
3 ), f 1232111 g (o() = 17,









3 ; f 234 3212 g; f 134 3212 g (o() = 8; 10; 13 respectively,
orthogonal to both of f 1232111 g), f 2454321 g; f 2354321 g; f 1354321 g (o() = 8; 10; 13
respectively, orthogonal to one of f 1232111 g), f 246 3213 g; 23432112 (o() = 8; 10 re-
spectively, orthogonal to neither of f 1232111 g), 12222111 (o() = 15, orthogonal to
both of f 1354321 g), f 123 211 g (o() = 15, orthogonal to one of f 1354321 g), f 124 3212 g
(o() = 15, not orthogonal to 11222211 ),
1343221




G = hw2; w5i;
then G acts as S2 on each of f 246 3213 g and f 2454321 g independently, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots 24      ; 11222211 , which span
R; so WX = G.




3 ; f 24   21 g; f 23   21 g; 23432112 ; f 13   21 g;
f 124 3212 ; 12332212 ; 12 22211 g (o() = 1; 6; 8; 10; 12; 13; 15 respectively), 11222211 (o() =
17, orthogonal to all of f 24   21 g), f 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 g (o() = 17, or-
thogonal to two of f 24   21 g), 23432102 (o() = 17, orthogonal to none of f 24   21 g).
We set
G = hw2w5; w4w6i;
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then G is transitive on f 124 3212 ; 12332212 ; 12 22211 g, so we may x 1 = 12443212 .
We must then x f 24 4321 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1343 212 g; f 12 22211 g and f 1232 112 ; 12321111 ;
1222211
1 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 2465 213 g; f 23 4321 g; f 13 4321 g; f 12433212 ;
1233221
2 g; 12332111 ; we must then x f 24 43213 g; 23543213 ; 13543213 ; f 1232 112 g (by orthog-
onality to 12332111 ) and hence
2454321
2 ; f 23 43212 g; f 13 43212 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 g. In-
side stabG(1) we have hw4w6i giving transitivity on f 12 22211 g, so we may x
2 =
1232221





























2 (by orthogonality to
1222211
1 ), by which point all
roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1630 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; 13543213 ; f 1  3  12 g (o() =
1; 8; 10; 13; 15 respectively), 23432102 (o() = 17, orthogonal to
2465432
3 ) and f 1233  11 ;
1  1111
1 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We set
G = hw3; w4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1  3  12 g, so we may x 1 = 13433212 . We must then x
each of f 24653213 ; 23543213 g; f 23 43212 ; 23432 12 g; f 12 32 12 g and f 12332 11 ; 11 11111 g (by or-
thogonality to 1) and hence each of f 24654 13 ; 24 43213 g; f 24543212 ; 23433212 g; f 13432 12 ;
12 3321
2 g; f 12333211 ; 12211111 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i giving
transitivity on f 13432 12 ; 12 33212 g, so we may x 2 = 13432212 . We must then x




2 ; f 23 43212 ; 23432112 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12 32112 g; 12333211 and






2 ; f 12 32212 g; 12211111 ; 12332211 ; we must then x each of 24654313 ;
f 23 43212 g and 12332111 (by orthogonality to 12211111 ) and hence f 24 43213 g; 23432112 ;
f 11 11111 g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw4i giving transitivity on f 11 11111 g, so we
may x 3 =
1111111











orthogonality to 3), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X1730 we must x
2465432








2 g (o() = 1; 8; 10; 13 and 15 respectively), 23432102
(o() = 17, orthogonal to 24654323 ), f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 12221111 ; 11 11111 g (o() = 17,
not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We set
G = hw4w6; w3w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 12221111 ; 11 11111 g, so we may x 1 =
1233321
1 . We must then x f 2   3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 432 12 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 12221111 ;
11 1111
1 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 24654 13 g; f 2   3212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 ;
1233321
2 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; we must then x f 2 543213 g; 12333212 ; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g;
1111111
1 (by orthogonality to both of f 12332211 ; 12322111 g), f 2 543212 g (by orthogonality
to neither of f 12332211 ; 12322111 g) and hence f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;
f 1 432 12 g; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw3w5w7i giving transitivity
























2 (by orthogonality to
1222111
1 ), by which point all
roots are xed; so WX = G. (In this case we note also that the set of roots with
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o() = 15 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1343 212 ; 12443212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g
and f 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 12333212 g.)




3 ; f 2    21 g; 23432112 ; f 1354321 ; 1 4 3212 ;
123 221 ; 1 222211 g; 23432102 ; f 1232111 ; 1 222111 g (o() = 1; 5; 9; 13; 14; 17 and 18 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw3; w5; w2w3w6w4i;
then G is transitive on f 1354321 ; 1 4 3212 ; 123 221 ; 1 222211 g, so we may x 1 =
1354321
3 . We must then x f 2    212 g; f 1   2211 g; f 12321111 ; 1 222111 g (by orthogonal-
ity to 1) and hence f 2    213 g; f 13543212 ; 1 4 3212 ; 123 2212 g; 12321112 ; we must then
x 24654213 ; f 2   3212 g; f 13543212 ; 1 4 3212 g; f 1 222111 g (by orthogonality to 12321112 ) and
hence f 2   3213 g; 23432212 ; f 123 2212 g; 12321111 ; we must then x f 2 543213 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 1 4 3212 g; f 1 222211 g (by orthogonality to 12321111 ) and hence f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g;
1354321
2 ; f 123 2211 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w5i, which acts as S2 on each of
f 246 3213 g and f 2 543213 g independently, so we may x all of these roots. We then
have xed all of the roots       3 , which span R; so WX = G. (In this case we
note also that the set of roots with o() = 9 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits
f 246  213 ; 234  212 g and f 2 54321 g.)
If X = X1930 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 1     12 g; 23432102 ; 11111110
(o() = 1; 7; 11; 14; 17; 22 respectively). We set
G = hw3; w4; w5; w6; w7i;
then G acts as S6 on f 2     13 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed
all of the roots 2      3 ; 11111110 , which span R; so WX = G.
IfX = X2030 we must x each of
2465432





1233321 g; f 1 432212 ; 123 211 ; 1 222211 g; 23432102 ; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g (o()
= 1; 7; 9; 11; 14; 16; 17; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3w5; w3w5w7w4i;
then G is transitive on f 1 432212 ; 123 211 ; 1 222211 g, so we may x 1 = 13432212 . We
must then x each of 24654213 ; f 23  321 g; 23432112 ; f 12443212 ; 1233321 g; f 123 211 ; 11222211 g
and 11211111 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 24  321 g; 23432212 ; f 1354321 ;
1343321
2 g; f 12432212 ; 12222211 g and 12221111 ; we must then x f 24653213 ; 2454321 g; 23443212 ;
1222221
1 ; f 1233211 g (by orthogonality to 11211111 ) and hence 24643213 ; f 2354321 ; 23433212 g;
1243221
2 ; f 1232211 ; 11222211 g; we must then x each of 24653213 ; f 2354321 g; f 1354321 g;
1244321
2 ; f 1232211 g (by orthogonality to 12222211 ) and hence f 2454321 g; 23433212 ; 13433212 ;
f 1233321 g; 11222211 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw2i giving transitivity on f 1232211 g, so
we may x 2 =
1232211











(by orthogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G. (In this
case we note also that the set of roots with o() = 14 is in fact a union of the two
WX -orbits f 1354321 ; 1233321 g and f 13433212 ; 12443212 g.)
If X = X2130 we must x each of
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g; 23432102 ; f 1232111 g
(o() = 1; 7; 11; 17; 18 respectively), f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 1 222 11 g (o() = 9; 14; 16




1 g (o() = 9; 14; 16 respectively, orthogonal to one of f 1232111 g),
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f 246 3213 g (o() = 9, orthogonal to neither of f 1232111 g). We set
G = hw3; w2w7; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 1 4 3212 g, so we may x 1 = 13443212 . We must then
x 24643213 ; f 2354321 g; 23433212 ; 12433212 ; f 12322212 ; 12322111 g; f 11222 11 g (by orthogonal-
ity to 1) and hence
2465321
3 ; f 2454321 g; 23443212 ; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12332112 ; 12332211 g;
f 12222 11 g; we must then x 12443212 (by orthogonality to 24643213 ) and hence 13433212 .
Inside stabG(1) we have hw2w7i giving transitivity on f 12332112 ; 12332211 g, so we may
x 2 =
1233221
































1 ; we must then x
1232221
2 (by orthogonality to
1354321
2 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2230 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 33212 g;
1111111
0 (o() = 1; 8; 10; 15; 19 respectively),
2343210
2 (o() = 17, orthogonal to
2465432
3 ), f 12333211 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We
set
G = hw7; w3w5; w4w7w6w5w6i;
then G is transitive on f 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 33212 g, so we may x 1 = 13543212 . We
must then x f 2 543213 g; f 234   12 g; f 12333212 ; 123 2 12 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g (by orthog-
onality to 1) and hence f 246   13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13443212 ; 1 432 12 ; 12433212 g; 12333211 ; we
must then x f 246 3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 123 2 12 g (by orthogonality to 12333211 )
and hence f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; 12333212 . Inside stabG(1) we have
hw7; w3w5i giving transitivity on f 1 432 12 g, so we may x 2 = 13432212 . We










2 ; f 123 2112 g; 11221111 (by










2 ; f 13432112 ;
1243221
2 g; f 123 2212 g; 12211111 ; we must then x all of 24643213 ; 23433212 ; 13432112 ; 12322212 ;
1232211
2 (by orthogonality to
1122111
1 ), by which point all roots are xed; soWX = G.
If X = X2330 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 2     1 g; f 1  4321 ; 1  2  1 g; 23432102 (o() =
1; 9; 16; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3; w4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i;
then G is transitive on f 1  4321 ; 1  2  1 g, so we may x 1 = 13543213 . We must
then x f 2     12 g; f 1  2  11 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f 2     13 g; f 1  43212 ;
1232  1
2 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i giving transitivity on
f 1  2  11 g, so we may x 2 = 11221111 . We must then x each of f 24654 13 ; 24 43213 g;
f 24543212 ; 23433212 g; f 13 43212 ; 12322 12 g and f 12 22 11 g (by orthogonality to 2) and
hence f 24653213 ; 23543213 g; f 23 43212 ; 23432 12 g; f 12443212 ; 12321112 g and f 12 21111 ; 11222 11 g.
Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i giving transitivity on f 12 21111 ;
11222 1











2 ; f 23 43212 ; 23432112 g; 12322112 ; 12443212 ; f 12 22111 g;
1122221
1 ; we must then x f 24 43213 g; 23432112 ; f 13 43212 g (by orthogonality to 11222211 )
and hence 24654313 ; f 23 43212 g; 12322212 . Inside stabG(1; 2; 3) we have hw4i giv-
ing transitivity on f 12 21111 g, so we may x 4 = 12221111 . We must then x










1 (by orthogonality to 4), by which point
all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2430 we must x
2465432












1 g; 23432102 (o() = 1; 9; 16; 17 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw2w7; w4w6; w3w5w7i;






1 g, so we may x 1 = 13543213 . We must then x f 2     12 g
and f 12332111 ; 1  22211 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 1122 111 ; 12211111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and
hence f 2     13 g and f 13 43212 ; 12433212 ; 12332212 ; 1232 112 g. Inside stabG(1) we have
hw4w6; w3w5w7i giving transitivity on f 13 43212 ; 12433212 ; 12332212 ; 1232 112 g, so we may
x 2 =
1354321




1 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 246   13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 ; 12321111 g; we must then x f 23432 12 g; 12321112 ; 12321111 and
f 12211111 ; 11221111 g (by orthogonality to both of f 13443212 ; 12433212 g) and hence each
of f 234 3212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g and f 1 222 11 g; we must then x
f 24654 13 g (by orthogonality to 12321111 ) and hence f 246 3213 g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we
have hw3w5w7i giving transitivity on f 12211111 ; 11221111 g, so we may x 3 = 11221111 .










1 and f 12222 11 g (by













f 11222 11 g; we must then x 24654213 ; 23432112 ; 12433212 ; 12222111 ; 11222111 (by orthogonal-
ity to 12332212 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X2530 we must x each of f 246543 3 g; 24654213 ; f 2   321 g; f 1   321 g; 23432212 ;
f 234321 2 g; f 123 221 g; f 13432112 ; 12432102 ; 12222101 ; 11222111 g (o() = 3; 5; 9; 12; 13; 15; 16;
18 respectively). We set
G = hw2; w3w8; w2w5w4i;
then G is transitive on f 2   321 g, so we may x 1 = 24653213 . We must then x
2343321
2 ; f 1  3321 g; f 1232221 g; f 12222101 ; 11222111 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f 2  4321 g; f 1  4321 g; f 1233221 g and f 13432112 ; 12432102 g; we must then x 23443212 and
f 1 443212 g (by orthogonality to both of f 1232221 g), f 2 54321 g; f 1354321 g; f 1233321 g
(by orthogonality to one of f 1232221 g) and hence 24643213 ; f 1 433212 g (by orthogonal-
ity to neither of f 1232221 g). Inside stabG(1) we have hw2; w3w8i giving transitivity














1 (by orthogonality to













to 13432112 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.






2 ; f 3543213 g; f 3432112 g; 12332111
(o() = 2; 5; 9; 10; 14; 19 respectively), f 24 43213 g; f 343 212 gf 12 3 212 g (o() = 7; 12;
15 respectively, orthogonal to 12332111 ), f 2465 213 g; f 3 43212 g; 12443212 (o() = 7; 12; 15
respectively, not orthogonal to 12332111 ), f 12 22211 g (o() = 17 respectively, orthog-
onal to both of f 3543213 g), f 3432102 g (o() = 17, orthogonal to one of f 3543213 g),
f 1232 112 g (o() = 17, orthogonal to neither of f 3543213 g). We set
G = hw1; w4; w6i;
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then G acts as S2 on each of f 3543213 g, f 24 43213 g and f 2465 213 g independently, so
we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots       3 , which
span R; so WX = G.
If X = X231 we must x f 246543 3 g; f 24   21 g; f 3   21 g; f 12   21 g; f 34321 2 g
(o() = 2; 8; 11; 14; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w5; w6; w8i;
then G is transitive on f 34321 2 g, so we may x 1 = 23432112 . We must then
x 24654313 ; f 13   21 g; 13432102 (by orthogonality to 1) and hence 24654323 ; f 23   21 g;
f 23432102 ; 13432112 g; we must then x 23432102 (by orthogonality to 24654323 ) and hence
1343211
2 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw2; w4; w5; w6i, which acts as S5 on f 24   21 g,
so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of the roots 24      ; 23432102 ,
which span R; so WX = G.






3 ; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 3432212 g;
f 12  321 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g; f 3432102 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g (o() = 2; 4; 6;
8; 11; 13; 14; 15; 16; 17; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w4; w2w5i;
then G is transitive on f 3  321 g, so we may x 1 = 23543213 . We must then
x 24543212 ; f 13  3212 g; 13432212 ; 13432112 ; 13432102 ; 12333211 ; f 12 22211 g and 12332111 (by or-
thogonality to 1) and hence f 24  3213 g; f 13543213 ; 23  3212 g; 23432212 ; 23432112 ; 23432102 ;
f 12  3212 g; f 12 32212 g; 12322112 ; we must then x f 24 43213 g; f 13543213 ; 23433212 g; 13433212 ;
f 12 33212 g (by orthogonality to 12332111 ) and hence 24653213 ; f 23 43212 g; f 13 43212 g and
1244321
2 ; we must then x
1354321
3 (by orthogonality to
2454321
2 ) and hence
2343321
2 .
Inside stabG(1) we have hw4i giving transitivity on f 12 22211 g, so we may x
2 =
1222221











thogonality to 2), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X431 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 2465  13 g; f 24 4321 g; f 3 4321 g; f 343  12 g;
f 12 3  1 g; f 3432102 g; 12211111 (o() = 2; 6; 8; 11; 13; 16; 17; 20 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w4; w6; w7i;
then G acts as S2 on f 3432102 g and independently as S3 on each of f 2465  13 g and
f 24 4321 g, so we may x all of these roots, which span R, so WX = G.
If X = X531 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 2465  13 g; f 24 4321 g; f 3 4321 g; f 343  12 g;
1244321
2 ; f 12 33212 ; 12432212 ; 1233211 ; 12332211 g; f 3432102 g and f 12321112 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 g
(o() = 2; 6; 8; 11; 13; 14; 16; 17; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2w6; w4w7i;
then G is transitive on f 3 4321 g, so we may x 1 = 23543213 . We must then x
2454321
2 ; f 13 43212 g; f 1343  12 g; 13432102 ; f 12332 11 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g (by orthogonality
to 1) and hence f 24 43213 g; f 13543213 ; 23 43212 g; f 2343  12 g; 23432102 ; f 12 33212 ; 12432212 ;
1233211
2 g; 12321112 ; we must then x f 24654 13 g; f 23 43212 g; 23433212 ; 13433212 ; f 12 33212 g




3 ; f 23432 12 g; f 13432 12 g and
f 12432212 ; 12332112 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw4w7i giving transitivity on f 12322111 ;
1222221










1 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence
2465431
3 ;














1 ; we must then x
1233211
2
(by orthogonality to 24654313 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X631 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 24    1 g; f 3    1 g (o() = 2; 7; 12 respec-








1 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We set
G = hw1; w2w5; w4w6; w5w7i;
then G is transitive on f 3    1 g, so we may x 1 = 23543213 . We must then x each
of 24543212 ; f 13    12 g; 13432102 and f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g (by orthogonality to 1)
and hence each of f 24    13 g; f 13543213 ; 23    12 g; 23432102 and f 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ;
1232221
2 g; we must then x 13543213 (by orthogonality to 24543212 ) and hence f 23    12 g.
Inside stabG(1) we have hw4w6; w5w7i giving transitivity on f 23    12 g, so we may
x 2 =
2354321
2 . We must then x
2454321
3 ; f 134   12 g; f 12333212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 g;
f 122 1111 g (by orthogonality to 2) and hence f 246   13 g; 13543212 ; f 12432 12 g; f 1233 211 ;
1232211
1 g. Inside stabG(1; 2) we have hw5w7i giving transitivity on f 122 1111 g, so we
may x 3 =
1221111
1 . We must then x f 2465  13 g; 23443212 ; 13443212 ; f 12333212 ; 12332112 g




1 ; we must then x f 2465 213 g; 23432112 ; 13432112 ; 12432112 ; 12332112 (by or-
thogonality to 12322212 ) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 2343 212 g; f 1343 212 g; 12432212 ; 12333212 ; we






1 (by orthogonality to
1232211
1 ), by
which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X731 we must x f 24654  3 g; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 12  321 g; f 3432  2 g;
f 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 g (o() = 4; 8; 11; 14; 15; 18 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw1; w2w5; w4w7; w5w8i;
then G is transitive on f 24654  3 g, so we may x 1 = 24654323 . We must then x






1 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw1; w2w5; w4w7i giving tran-
sitivity on f 24  321 g, so we may x 2 = 24653213 . We must then x f 3433212 g;




1 ; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; we must then x 24543212 ; f 3 43212 g and 12333211
(by orthogonality to 12322102 ) and hence f 24 43213 g; f 3543213 g and f 12 33212 g. Inside
stabG(1; 2) we have hw1; w4w7i giving transitivity on f 3 43212 g, so we may x
3 =
2354321


















3 ; f 23443212 ;
1354321








2 (by orthogonality to
1232211
1 ), by which point all
roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X132 we must x
2465432
3 ; f 246   13 g; f  543213 g; f  543212 g; f  4   12 g and
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g (o() = 3; 6; 9; 11; 14; 19 respectively), f  432102 g (o() = 17, or-
thogonal to 24654323 ), f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g (o() = 17, not orthogonal to 24654323 ). We
set
G = hw1; w3; w6; w5w7i;






2 ; f 1 43  12 g; f 1 432102 g; f 1232 112 g; 12322211 (by orthogonality to
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1) and hence f 2465  13 g; f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 443212 ; 2343  12 g; 23432102 ; f 1233 212 g;
1233211
1 ; we must then x f 2465 213 g; f 1 443212 ; 23432112 g; f 1 432112 g (by orthogonality
to 12322211 ) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 2343 212 g; f 1 43 212 g; we must then x 23432112 (by
orthogonality to 24654313 ) and hence f 1 443212 g. Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w6i,
which acts as S2 on each of f 2 543213 g and f 2465 213 g independently, so we may x
all of these roots. We then have xed all of       3 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X232 we must x all of
2465432
3 ; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g;
f  432 12 g; f 1233321 g; f  432102 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g (o() = 3; 5; 7; 10;
13; 15; 16; 17; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3; w2w5; w2w7i;
then G is transitive on f  432 12 g, so we may x 1 = 23432212 . We must then
x 24654213 ; f 1354321 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 1 432112 g; f 1 432102 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g (by orthogo-
nality to 1) and hence
2465431
3 ; f 2 54321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432112 ; 1 432212 g; 23432102 and
f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; we must then x f 1 432212 g (by orthogonality to 23432102 ) and
hence 23432112 . Inside stabG(1) we have hw3; w2w5i giving transitivity on f 1 4 3212 g,
so we may x 2 =
1344321
2 . We must then x each of
2464321












2 (by orthogonality to 2) and hence
each of 24653213 ; f 2454321 g; 23443212 ; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; 13432212 ; 13432112 ; 13432102 ; 12332212











nality to 12322112 ), by which point all roots are xed; so WX = G.
If X = X332 we must x f 246543 3 g; f 246  213 g; f  54321 g; f  4  212 g; f 123  21 g and
f  4321 2 g (o() = 3; 7; 10; 13; 16; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6; w8i;
then G is transitive on f  54321 g, so we may x 1 = 24543213 . We must then
x f 3543212 g; f 124  212 g; f 124321 2 g; f 123  211 g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence
f 24543212 ; 3543213 g; f 34  212 g; f 34321 2 g; f 123  212 g; we must then x 24543212 (by or-
thogonality to both of f 124321 2 g) and hence f 3543213 g. Inside stabG(1) we have
hw1; w5; w6; w8i, which acts as S3 on f 246  213 g and independently as S2 on each of
f 246543 3 g and f 3543213 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all of
      
3 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X33 we must x f 246543 3 g; f 2465 213 g; f   43213 g; f   43212 g; f   3 212 g and
f   321 2 g (o() = 4; 6; 9; 12; 15; 17 respectively), 12322212 (o() = 18, orthogonal to
both of f 2465 213 g), f 1233 211 g (o() = 18, orthogonal to one of f 2465 213 g). We set
G = hw1; w3; w4; w6; w8i;
then G acts as S4 on f   43213 g and independently as S2 on each of f 2465 213 g and
f 246543 3 g, so we may x all of these roots, which span R, so WX = G.
If X = X134 we must x f 24654  3 g; f    3213 g; f    3212 g; f    2  2 g and 12333211
(o() = 5; 8; 14; 17; 20 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3; w4; w5; w7; w8i;
then G acts as S5 on f    3213 g and independently as S3 on f 24654  3 g, so we may
x all of these roots, which span R, so WX = G.
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If X = X234 we must x f 2465   3 g; f   4321 g; f   3    g (o() = 5; 11; 17 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw1; w2; w3; w4; w6; w7; w8i;
then G is transitive on f   4321 g, so we may x 1 = 24643213 . We must then x
f  443212 g; f 1233    g (by orthogonality to 1) and hence f  54321 g; f  43   2 g. Inside
stabG(1) we have hw1; w2; w3; w6; w7; w8i giving transitivity on f  54321 g, so we
may x 2 =
2454321
3 . We must then x f 3543212 g; 12443212 ; f 1243   2 g; f 1233   1 g (by
orthogonality to 2) and hence f 24543212 ; 3543213 g; f 3443212 g; f 343   2 g; f 1233   2 g; we
must then x 24543212 (by orthogonality to
1244321
2 ) and hence f 3543213 g. Inside
stabG(1; 2) we have hw1; w6; w7; w8i, which acts as S4 on f 2465   3 g and indepen-
dently as S2 on f 3543213 g, so we may x all of these roots. We then have xed all
of the roots       3 , which span R; so WX = G.
If X = X36 we must x f       3 g; f       2 g (o() = 7; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7; w8i;
then G acts as S8 on f       3 g, so we may x all of these roots, which span R, so
WX = G.
This completes the treatment of the sets which are not radical. We therefore
now turn to the radical sets X129; : : : ; X
430
29 . In 414 of these 430 cases we nd that
arguments entirely similar to those above suce to determine the stabilizer and
its orbits; moreover, in all cases except that of X43029 the stabilizer WX must lie in
hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7i, and thus can be read o from the graph representing
the set. In the remaining 16 cases it is necessary to argue a little more carefully
to produce sucient sets which must be xed by WX on which the group G acts
transitively. In the interests of space we shall restrict ourselves to the consideration
of these 16 cases; in addition, as 24654323 is the only root with orthogonality count
0 in each of these cases, we shall not bother to list it.
If X = X2029 all roots (other than
2465432
3 ) have o() = 15. We set
G = hw4; w3w5; w1w6; w7wi:
Here we shall temporarily call a set of six mutually non-orthogonal roots a clique;
note that 00000110 lies in the clique f     110 g. However, there is no clique contain-
ing 24654313 : the roots not orthogonal to it are f 2   3212 ; 13 43212 ; 1   2212 ; 12 33212 g,
and hw4; w3w5; w1w6i is transitive on this set while xing 24654313 , so if such a
clique existed there would be one also containing 24543212 ; since this root is or-
thogonal to 12 33212 ; 12  2212 , the four remaining would have to be chosen from the
six roots f 23  3212 ; 13 43212 ; 13432212 g; however, of these each of 23433212 and 13432212
is orthogonal to three of the others, which would leave too few roots, while the
four remaining roots 3 43212 are not mutually non-orthogonal. Thus we must
x f 2   3212 ; 13 43212 ;     112 ; 1   2212 ; 12 33212 ;     110 g (contained in a clique) and
f 24654313 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 g (not contained in a clique). Now G is transitive
on each of these sets and we may argue as before to see that WX = G.




1 g (o() = 12; 14; 16 respectively). We set
G = hw3; w6; w7; w1w4i:
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Here we note that among the roots with o() = 14, each is non-orthogonal to just
two of the others; however, 24543212 is non-orthogonal to f 23543212 ; 13443212 g, which
are themselves orthogonal, while 00000010 is non-orthogonal to f 0000 110 g, which are
themselves non-orthogonal. Thus we must x f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g (by orthogonality
among the two non-orthogonal roots with o() = 14) and hence f 0000  10 g; we
must then x f 1233  11 g; f   3  12 g (by orthogonality to two of f 0000  10 g) and hence
f   11110 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g. Now G is transitive on each of these sets and we may
argue as before to see that WX = G.
If X = X4329 we must x all of
2465431
3 ; f 24654213 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ;   3 212 ; 12322212 ;
1233221
1 g; f   32112 ; 12321112 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;    1110 g (o() = 12; 14; 16 respectively).
We set
G = hw3; w1w4; w6w i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 16, each is orthogonal to just ve of
the others; however, 00001110 is orthogonal to f   32112 ; 12321112 g, which are mutually
non-orthogonal, while 23432112 is orthogonal to f 01211111 ; 0   1110 g, of which 01211111
is orthogonal to 00011110 . Thus we must x f 12321112 ; 00001110 g (by non-orthogonality
among the ve orthogonal roots with o() = 16) and hence f   32112 ; 11111111 ; 01211111 ;
  1111
0 g; we must then x f 24654213 ; 2 543212 ; 1 443212 ; 12332211 g (by orthogonality to
both of f 12321112 ; 00001110 g), f   3 212 g; f   32112 ;   11110 g (by orthogonality to one of
f 12321112 ; 00001110 g) and hence 12322212 ; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g. Now G is transitive on the
sets of roots with o() = 16, and we may argue as before to see that WX = G;
nally we note that the set of roots with o() = 14 which are orthogonal to both
of f 12321112 ; 00001110 g is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g and
f 24654213 ; 12332211 g.








0 g; 00000010 (o() = 14; 16; 18 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w5; w4w6w i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 16, each is orthogonal to just four
of the others; however, 12432112 is orthogonal to f 1111110 ; 000 1110 g, which are also
orthogonal to 12321112 , while
0011111
1 is orthogonal to f 3432112 ; 1111110 g, and none of
the other roots is orthogonal to this set. Thus we must x f 12432112 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g
(by non-uniqueness of the set of orthogonal roots with o() = 16) and hence
f 3432112 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 g; we must then x f 12   212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g (by or-
thogonality to two of f 12432112 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g) and hence f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 3   212 ;
123 221
1 g; 00111111 . Next we note that each root in f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 3   212 ; 123 2211 g
is orthogonal to just three in f 12   212 g; however, 23543212 is orthogonal to f 123  212 g,
which are also orthogonal to 13543212 , while
2465421
3 is orthogonal to f 12  2212 g, and
none of the other roots is orthogonal to this set. Thus we must x f 3   212 g
(by non-uniqueness of the set of orthogonal roots among f 12   212 g) and hence
f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 123 2211 g. Now G is transitive on f 3   212 g, and we may argue as
before to see that WX = G; nally we note that the set of roots with o() = 14 or-
thogonal to two of f 12432112 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g is in fact a union of the twoWX -orbits
f 124 3212 ; 123 2212 g and f 12432212 ; 12333212 g.
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0 g (o() = 9; 13; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw1; w3; w6; w5w7i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 17, each is orthogonal to just four
others; however, 00111110 is orthogonal to f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g, which are also orthog-




2 is orthogonal to f 12321112 ;  111110 g,
and none of the other roots is orthogonal to this set. Thus we must x f  111110 g
(by non-uniqueness of the set of orthogonal roots with o() = 17) and hence
f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; we must then x f 246   13 g (by orthogonality to all of f  111110 g),
f  4   12 g (by orthogonality to two of f  111110 g) and hence f  543212 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g. Now G is transitive on each of these sets and we may argue as before to
see that WX = G.
If X = X7229 we must x
2465431
3 ; f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 3   212 ; 12   212 ; 123 2211 g and
f  432112 ; 12321112 ; 1111110 ; 00111111 ; 000 1110 g (o() = 9; 13; 17 respectively). Replacing
the xed root 24654313 by
0000001
0 would give the sets seen in treating X
44
29 ; conse-
quently the argument here is identical to that two paragraphs earlier.












0 g; f 1232  12 ; 0  11110 g (o() = 11; 13;
15; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw3w7; w4w6i:
Here we note that each root with o() = 15 is orthogonal to just three roots
with o() = 17; however, 11111110 is orthogonal to f 1232  12 g, which are mutu-
ally non-orthogonal, while 13433212 is orthogonal to f 12321112 ; 00 11110 g, of which
1232111
2 is orthogonal to the other two roots. Thus we must x
1111111
0 (by mu-
tual non-orthogonality among the three orthogonal roots with o() = 17) and
hence f 1 433212 ; 13432212 ; 12432112 ; 12332 12 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g; we must then x
f 2465  13 g; f 1  43212 g; f 1 433212 ; 13432212 ; 12432112 ; 12332 12 g; f 1232  12 g (by orthogonality
to 11111110 ) and hence f 2  43212 g; f 2343  12 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g and f 0  11110 g.
Now G is transitive on each of these sets and we may argue as before to see that
WX = G.
If X = X8829 we must x all of
2454321
2 ; f 24654 13 ; 3    12 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 ;
111111
0 g; f 12432 12 ; 12333212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12321112 ; 00  1110 g (o() = 9; 13; 17 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw1; w5w7; w4w6w i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 17, each is orthogonal to just
four others; however, 12333212 is orthogonal to f 12432 12 ; 12321112 ; 00111110 g, of which
both 12432212 and
1243211
2 are non-orthogonal to each of the others, while
0011111
0 is
orthogonal to f 12333212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12321112 g, each of which is orthogonal to one
of the others. Thus we must x f 12432 12 ; 12333212 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ;
0011111
0 g (by the degree of orthogonality among the four orthogonal roots with
o() = 17). Now G is transitive on these sets, and we may argue as before to see
that WX = G; nally we note that the set of roots with o() = 13 is in fact a union
of the two WX -orbits f 3    12 ; 1111110 g and f 24654 13 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g.
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0 g; f 12432 12 ; 00000 10 g
(o() = 13; 15; 17 respectively). We set
G = hw5w7; w1w2w5; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i:
Here we note that each root with o() = 15 is orthogonal to just two roots with
o() = 17, these two being non-orthogonal; however, the roots with o() = 15
orthogonal to f 00000 10 g are f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 124 3212 g, and the only orthogonality
among these four roots is that between 23543212 and
1354321
3 . Thus we must x




0 g (by the degree of orthogonality among the roots with o() = 15
orthogonal to the same pair of roots with o() = 17). Now G is transitive on these
sets and we may argue as before to see that WX = G; nally we note that the set
of roots with o() = 13 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 2454321 ; 1233321 g
and f 34 3212 g.
If X = X16929 we must x
2465431
3 ; f 1   321 g; f 24543213 ; 23  3212 ; 1  32212 ; 12322211 g;
f 23432112 ; 00000110 g (o() = 10; 12; 14; 18 respectively), 23432212 (o() = 16, not or-
thogonal to 24654313 ), f 1 432112 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 ; 000 1110 g (o() = 16,
orthogonal to 24654313 ). We set
G = hw2w3w5; w1w4w6ww3w4w5w4w3w1i:
Here we note that each of the roots with o() = 14 is orthogonal to just one
root with o() = 18; however, the roots with o() = 14 orthogonal to 00000110
are f 24543213 ; 23  3212 g, and the only orthogonality among these four roots is that
between 24543213 and
2354321
2 . Thus we must x f 24543213 ; 23543212 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 g;
f 234 3212 ; 1 432212 g (by the degree of orthogonality among the roots with o() = 14
orthogonal to the same root with o() = 18). Now G is transitive on these sets
and we may argue as before to see that WX = G; nally we note that the set of
roots with o() = 12 is in fact a union of the three WX -orbits f 1354321 ; 1233321 g,
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g and f 13433212 ; 12443212 g, while the set of roots with o() = 16
orthogonal to 24654313 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1 432112 ; 000 1110 g and
f 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 g.
If X = X18829 we must x f     112 ; 123 2111 ; 12221111 ; 11211111 ; 0 111111 ;     110 g;
f 23443212 ; 13543212 ; 343 212 ; 12443212 ; 12432212 ; 12333212 g; 24654313 (o() = 14; 16; 18 respec-
tively). We set
G = hw ; w3w5; w1w4w6i:
Here we note that each root with o() = 14 is non-orthogonal to just three roots
with o() = 16; however, 00000110 is non-orthogonal to f  432212 g, which are mutu-
ally non-orthogonal, while 12322111 is non-orthogonal to f 13543212 ; 3433212 g, of which
1354321
2 is orthogonal to
2343321
2 . Thus we must x f     112 ;     110 g (by mutual
non-orthogonality among the three non-orthogonal roots with o() = 16) and hence
f 123 2111 ; 12221111 ; 11211111 ; 0 111111 g. Now G is transitive on these sets and we may
argue as before to see that WX = G; nally we note that the set of roots with
o() = 16 is in fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 234 3212 ; 13543212 ; 1 432212 ; 12333212 g
and f 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 g.
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IfX = X19129 we must x all of
1243221













0 g (o() = 12; 14; 16 respectively). We set
G = hw1w2w5; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 14, each is orthogonal to just six
of the others; however, 24654313 is orthogonal to f 12432112 ; 1232111 ; 0011111 ; 00000110 g,










0 g, of which two ( 12332212 and 12321112 ) are or-
thogonal to none of the others, and 23432212 is orthogonal to f 13543213 ; 124 3212 ; 12432112 ;
0011111 g, among which the only instance of orthogonality is between 13543213 and
0011111
0 . Thus we must x
2465431
3 ; f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 12432112 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 ; 1232111 ;
0011111 ; 00000110 g; f 3432212 ; 124 3212 g (by the degree of non-orthogonality among the
six orthogonal roots with o() = 16); we must then x f 12432112 ; 1232111 ; 0011111 ;
0000011
0 g and f 3432112 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 11111111 ; 01111110 ; 000 1110 g (by orthogonality to
2465431
3 ) and hence f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 34 3212 g. Now G is transi-
tive on the set f 3432212 ; 124 3212 g and we may argue as before to see that WX = G;
nally we note that the set of roots with o() = 14 orthogonal to 24654313 is in
fact a union of the two WX -orbits f 1232111 ; 0011111 g and f 12432112 ; 00000110 g, the
set of roots with o() = 16 orthogonal to 24654313 is in fact a union of the two
WX -orbits f 3432112 ; 000 1110 g and f 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 11111111 ; 01111110 g, while the set
of roots with o() = 16 not orthogonal to 24654313 is in fact a union of the two
WX -orbits f 23443212 ; 13433212 g and f 23433212 ; 13443212 g.
If X = X19229 we must x
1232111









   111
0 g (o() = 12; 14; 16 respectively). We set
G = hw7; w1w4; w3w5i:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 16, each is orthogonal to just ve
of the others; however, 24654313 is orthogonal to f    1110 g, which are mutually non-
orthogonal, while 00111110 is orthogonal to f 24654 13 ; 23443212 ; 3433212 g, among which
the single instance of orthogonality is between 23443212 and
1343321
2 , and indeed
1354321
2 is orthogonal to f 234 3212 ; 11111110 ; 000 1110 g, of which the only root orthogonal






2 g (by the degree of orthogonality among the ve orthogonal
roots with o() = 16); we must then x f 12 21111 ; 11211111 ; 0 111111 g (by orthogonality
to both of f 24654 13 g) and hence f    2 12 g. Now G is transitive on each of these
sets and we may argue as before to see that WX = G.
If X = X19329 we must x
1244321
2 ; f 3543213 ; 23443212 ; 13543212 ; 12 3  1 ; 00 11110 g and
f 24543212 ; 343  12 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 ; 0000  10 g (o() = 12; 14; 16 respectively). We set
G = hw6; w7; w1w4; w2wi:
Here we note that among the roots with o() = 16, each is orthogonal to just ve
of the others; however, 24543212 is orthogonal to f 11211111 ; 01111111 ; 0000  10 g, among




2 is orthogonal to f 13432 12 ; 01111111 ; 00000 10 g, of which only 01111111 is orthogo-
nal to none of the others. Thus we must x f 24543212 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 g; f 343  12 ;
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0000  1
0 g (by the degree of orthogonality among the ve orthogonal roots with
o() = 16). Now G is transitive on these sets and we may argue as before to
see that WX = G; nally we note that the set of roots with o() = 14 is in fact a
union of the two WX -orbits f 12 3  1 g and f 3543213 ; 23443212 ; 13543212 ; 00 11110 g.
If X = X30729 all roots (other than
2465432
3 ) have o() = 15. We set
G = hw1w4w6; w2w3w5; w2w7wi:







00   11
0 g, and hw1w4w6; w2w3w5i acts transitively on this
set while xing 00000010 ; each of these 12 roots is orthogonal to just ve of the others;
of the ve roots orthogonal to 23432112 , there are four which are also orthogonal to
1343211
2 , and four which are also orthogonal to
1243211
2 . Similarly, the 12 roots not
orthogonal to 00000110 are f  432212 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12221111 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 ; 00  1110 ;
0000001
0 g; again each of these 12 roots is orthogonal to just ve of the others; but
this time, of the ve roots orthogonal to 13432212 , there are four which are also
orthogonal to 23432212 , but no other root among the 12 is orthogonal to four of the
ve. Thus we must x f 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 ; 00000010 g and its complement in
X n f 24654323 g (by this conguration among the non-orthogonal roots). Now G is
transitive on each of these sets and we may argue as before to see that WX = G.
If X = X30829 all roots (other than
2465432
3 ) have o() = 15. We set
G = hw1; w; w2w5; w4w6; w5w7i:
As with the treatment of the set X2029 , we shall call a set of six mutually non-
orthogonal roots a clique; note that 00000010 lies in the clique f 00    1 g. However,












0 g, and hw1; w; w5w7i breaks this set
into the orbits f 3543213 ; 00111111 g; f 34 3212 ; 000 1110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g and f 12333211 g
while xing 12333212 . If there were a clique meeting the rst of these orbits we could






0 , so the






1 g; but of these each of 23443212 and 23433212 is orthogonal to
three of the others, which would leave too few roots, while the four remaining roots
are not mutually non-orthogonal. Thus the clique could not meet the rst orbit, and
so would have to meet the second; thus we could assume it contained 23443212 , which




0 , so the remaining four roots would have to
be chosen from the ve roots f 23433212 ; 13443212 ; 12333211 ; 12332112 ; 00011110 g; but of these
2343321




1 is orthogonal to
1233211
2 . Thus we must






1 g (not contained in a clique). Now G is transitive on each
of these sets and we may argue as before to see that WX = G.
This completes the treatment of the 16 cases which required careful considera-
tion.
The results found here are presented in tabular form in the nal chapter of this
work. Again, in most instances we may immediately see that the sets represent
dierent W -orbits, because they are uniquely identied by their signatures. Here
there are 25 cases of pairs of sets sharing the same signature; one such pair is X2330
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and X2430 , which may be distinguished by the orders of the stabilizers. In each of
the remainder the two sets are radical, and the sets concerned are Xi29 and X
j
29
where the pair fi; jg is one of the following.
f9; 391g f20; 307g f31; 158g f40; 159g f60; 419g f63; 243g
f65; 70g f66; 247g f78; 258g f82; 278g f83; 84g f90; 291g
f93; 422g f153; 383g f154; 387g f180; 185g f183; 184g f200; 223g
f216; 219g f237; 246g f255; 256g f279; 298g f338; 363g f376; 386g
Of these the rst, second, fourth and fth in the rst row and the rst in each of the
second and third rows may again be distinguished by the orders of the stabilizers. In
the remaining eighteen cases it is necessary to consider the geometry of the two sets
a little more closely; to do so we introduce a little more notation. Given a set X, if
there is a uniqueWX -orbit of size l consisting of roots  with o() = k, we denote it
by Olk(X); if there are m such WX -orbits, we write them as O
l;1
k (X); : : : ; O
l;m
k (X).
We begin with three cases where orthogonality within a singleWX -orbit suces
to distinguish the two sets: if (i; j) = (153; 383), (363; 338) or (376; 386), the two
roots in O218(X) are orthogonal to each other if X = X
i
29 but not if X = X
j
29. In the
remaining fteen cases we consider orthogonality between WX -orbits. In fourteen
of the cases the following table gives one way of distinguishing between the two
sets.
(i; j) rst orbit(s) second orbit(s) orthogonality
(31; 158) O118(X) O
4
14(X) 0 : 4
(63; 243) O119(X) O
1;1
17 (X); : : : ; O
1;4
17 (X) 2 : 1




17 (X) 4 : 2
(78; 258) O117(X) O
2
17(X) 0 : 2




15 (X); : : : ; O
2;3
15 (X) 2; 6 : 4; 4




15 (X) 2 : 0






17 (X) 2; 2 : 1; 1




16 (X) 2 : 4






16 (X) 0; 2; 4 : 2; 2; 2




17 (X) 1 : 2
(216; 219) O121(X) O
1
17(X) 1 : 0




17 (X) 0 : 1




15 (X); : : : ; O
1;6
15 (X) 1; 3; 3; 5; 5 : 3; 3; 3; 3; 5
(279; 298) O217(X) O
2
19(X) 0 : 2
In this table the nal column counts the instances of orthogonality between
roots in the orbits listed in the second and third columns, with a colon separating
the values for the sets Xi29 and X
j
29. For example, the rst row indicates that if
(i; j) = (31; 158), the number of roots in O414(X) orthogonal to the root in O
1
18(X)
is 0 if X = Xi29 and 4 if X = X
j
29. If the column headed `second orbit(s)' contains
more than just a single orbit, the orthogonality numbers are aggregated: thus for
example the second row indicates that if (i; j) = (63; 243), the number of roots
in O1;117 (X) [    [ O1;417 (X) orthogonal to the root in O119(X) is 2 if X = Xi29
and 1 if X = Xj29. If however the column headed `rst orbit(s)' contains more
than just a single orbit, the nal column gives the orthogonality numbers for each
separately: thus for example the fth row indicates that if (i; j) = (82; 278), there
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are 8 instances of orthogonality between the roots in O1;117 (X)[O1;217 (X) and those
in O2;115 (X) [    [ O2;315 (X), but if X = Xi29 one of the former roots is orthogonal
to 2 of the latter and the other to all 6, whereas if X = Xj29 each of the former is
orthogonal to 4 of the latter.
The remaining case is that where (i; j) = (154; 387). Here the two setsX cannot
be distinguished in this fashion, as the patterns of orthogonality numbers between
WX -orbits are in fact identical; it is therefore necessary to descend to the level of in-


















which we may distinguish as follows: rstly O2;116 (X) consists of roots orthogonal




16 (X) consists of roots orthogonal to




16 (X) consists of roots orthogonal
to that in O118(X) but not that in O
1
10(X). We shall consider orthogonality among




16 (X) and O
2;2
16 (X); each root in O
2
10(X)[O218(X) is or-
thogonal to one root in each of O2;116 (X) and O
2;2
16 (X). Choose a root  2 O210(X),
and let the roots orthogonal to  in O2;116 (X) and O
2;2
16 (X) be 1 and 2 respec-
tively. If X = Xi29, the roots 1 and 2 are orthogonal to dierent roots in O
2
18(X);
if however X = Xj29 they are orthogonal to the same root in O
2
18(X).
We have thus shown the following.
Theorem 8.29. The 473 sets in S(E8) represent dierent W -orbits.
CHAPTER 9
Tables of maximal abelian sets
In this nal chapter we provide tables listing maximal abelian sets for each
of the root systems of exceptional type. As we have proved in the previous ve
chapters, in each case the sets listed form a complete set of representatives for the
W -orbits of maximal abelian sets.
Each table has four columns. The rst simply contains the notation used for
the set X. The second gives the stabilizer WX in terms of a generating set of
involutions; almost always the isomorphism type of WX is given, although in a
small number of cases where WX is a fairly large soluble group we use the notation
`[n]' for a group of order n. We denote the dihedral group of order 2n by Dih2n,
and the alternating group of degree n by Altn; we also denote e.g. the Weyl group
of type B4 by W (B4). In the table for the E8 root system, when dealing with
radical sets we sometimes use additional notation for convenience. Thus we write
w and w for the reections in the roots  =
2343210
2 and  =
1232100
2 ; in terms of
the action on vertices of the corresponding graph we have w = (7 8) (as given in
section 8.1) and w = (1 8). Also, we occasionally write w
 for w0w, where w0 is
the longest element of W (E8) and  =
2465432
3 ; recall from section 8.1 that w0w is
the longest element of the subgroup W (E7), and acts on the corresponding graph
as complementation.
The third column contains the signature Sig(X): this gives the sequence of
orthogonality counts of roots in X, grouped into WX -orbits. Each component of
Sig(X) is an orthogonality count, with a superscript if it applies to more than one
root; the superscript consists of the sizes of the WX -orbits, separated by plus signs,
with multiple orbits of the same size indicated by a multiplier. Thus for example
if the roots with o() = 5 comprised four WX -orbits of sizes 2, 2, 2 and 1, this
would be denoted 53:2+1. If there are two root lengths, as explained in sections 4.3
and 5.3 each orthogonality count distinguishes between long and short roots; in the
signature a separating semi-colon is used, with orthogonality counts of long roots
preceding it and those of short roots following it.
Finally the fourth column lists the WX -orbits on X, taken in the order given
by the signature.
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Table 1: Maximal abelian sets in the G2 root system
X WX Sig(X) WX -orbits on X
X13 hw2i = S2 002; 00 f3 g; f21g
X23 1 00 01; 10 f32g; f31g; f11g
Table 2: Maximal abelian sets in the F4 root system
X WX Sig(X) WX -orbits on X
X18 hw1; w3; w4i = S3  S2 002 213; 103 f 342g; f1242; 1222; 1220g;
f123 ; 1221g
X28 hw4i = S2 00 20 01 222; 102 30 f2342g; f1342g; f1242g; f1122;
1120g; f123 g; f1221g
X38 hw3; w4i = S3 00 30 323; 203 f2342g; f1342g; f1122; 1120;
1100g; f123 ; 1221g
X48 hw3; w4i = S3 00 313 33; 203 f2342g; f1242; 1222; 1220g;
f1000g; f123 ; 1221g
X58 hw3i = S2 00 212 02 23; 10 302 f2342g; f1242; 1222g; f1122g;
f1000g; f1232g; f12 1g
X68 hw4i = S2 00 11 122 13; 202 40 f2342g; f1242g; f1122; 1120g;
f1000g; f123 g; f1221g
X78 hw3; w4i = S3 00 223 03; 303 f2342g; f1122; 1120; 1100g;
f1000g; f123 ; 1221g
X9 hw1; w3i = S22 102 112 122; 00 302 f 342g; f1242; 1222g; f 122g;
f1232g; f12 1g
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Table 3: Maximal abelian sets in the E6 root system
X WX Sig(X) WX -orbits on X
X111 hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6i = S32  S2 02 49 f 12321 g; f  2  1 g
X211 hw1w4; w4w6i = S22 0 22 42:2 64 f 123212 g; f 12 211 g; f 1221 1 g;





X311 hw5; w4w6i = Dih8 0 34 54 72 f 123212 g; f 12   1 g; f 112 11 ;
111 0
1 g; f 012101 ; 011111 g
X411 hw3; w1w4i = Dih8 0 34 54 72 f 123212 g; f   211 g; f 1 2111 ;
0 111
1 g; f 012101 ; 111101 g







f 011101 ; 111001 ; 001111 g
X611 hw3; w5i = S22 0 44+1 62:2 8 f 123212 g; f 1 2 11 g; f 123211 g;
f 111 01 g; f 0 1111 g; f 012101 g











X811 hw1; w3; w5; w6i = S32 0 59 9 f 123212 g; f  1  1 g; f 123211 g
X12 hw2; w3; w5i = S23 12 34 52 62:2 f 12321 g; f 1 2 11 g; f 11111 g;
f 1 2101 g; f 012 11 g
X113 hw1; w2; w4; w5i = S4  S2 24 58 8 f 12  1 g; f 1  1 g; f 122101 g
X213 hw2; w3; w4; w6i = S4  S2 24 58 8 f 1  21 g; f 1  1  g; f 012211 g
X116 hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6i =W (D5) 516 f 1     g
X216 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5i =W (D5) 516 f    1 g
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Table 4: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X14 hw1w4; w3w7; w4w6w5i = L3(2) 37 97
X117 hw1; w2; w4; w5; w6; w7i = S6  S2 02 615
X217 hw2; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 2 4 68 84 102
X317 hw4; w6i = S22 0 3 52:2 74+2:1 92:2 11
X417 hw5; w4w6; w2w7i =W (C3) 0 3 712 113
X517 hw2; w4; w6i = S3  S2 0 4 66+3 83 102 12
X617 hw3; w4; w6; w7i = S32 0 43 63 89 12
X717 hw3w6; w4w7i = S3 0 43 63+1 86 103
X817 hw5; w2w7i = S22 0 4 64+1 84+2+1 102 12
X917 hw4; w2w5w7i = Dih8 0 4 64+2 84 104+1
X1017 hw3; w4; w6i = S3  S2 0 53 76+2 93+1 13
X1117 hw2; w3w6i = S22 0 52:2 74+2 92:2 112
X1217 hw2; w3; w6; w7i = S3  S22 0 52 76 96 112
X1317 hw2; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 5 78 94+2 13
X1417 hw3w5; w4w6; w5w7i = Alt5 0 56 910
X1517 hw3w7; w2w5w7i = S22 0 52 74+2 94+2 112
X1617 hw2; w4; w5; w7i = S4  S2 0 66 88+1 14
X1717 hw3; w5i = S22 0 62:2 84+2+2:1 102+1 12
X1817 hw3w5; w4w6i = Dih10 0 65 85 105+1
X1917 hw2; w4; w2w5w7w4w6w5i = S3 o S2 0 6 89 106
X2017 hw4w6; w2w5w7i = Dih12 0 6 86+3 106
X2117 hw2; w5; w2w3w6w4i = [243] 0 712 114
X2217 hw2; w4; w5; w6; w7i = S6 0 715 15
X2317 hw3; w2w5; w2w5w7w4i = S2 Dih8 0 74+2 98 112
X2417 hw2; w3w7; w5w7i = S23 0 74+2 92:4 112
X2517 hw7; w2w5; w4w7w6w5w6i = [243] 0 812 103 12
X2617 hw2; w3; w4; w2w5w7w4w6w5i = [2732] 0 916
X2717 hw3w7; w4w6; w2w5w7i = [263] 0 916
X2817 hw2; w1w5; w3w6; w5w7i = S4  S2 23 68 106
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in the E7 root system
WX -orbits on X
f      2 g; f 1233211 ; 1221111 ; 1121101 ; 0121001 ; 1111001 ; 0111101 ; 0011111 g
f 343212 g; f 12     g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 1243212 g; f 123    g; f 1222 11 ; 1221 01 g; f 1122101 ; 1121111 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 12 3212 g; f 1232 12 g; f 12 2 11 g; f 1233211 g; f 1232102 g; f 1221 01 g;
f 11 1111 g; f 1122101 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 12   12 ; 123 211 ; 122 111 ; 12   01 g; f 1121001 ; 1111101 ; 1111110 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 12 2 1 g; f 12 321 g; f 11 111 g; f 1221 01 g; f 1122101 g
f 2343212 g; f 1  3212 g; f 1232  2 g; f 1  2  1 g; f 1110001 g





f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 123 21 g; f 1243212 g; f 122 1 1 g; f 1232112 ; 1232101 g; f 1122211 g; f 1111101 ;
111111
0 g; f 1121001 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 g; f 1233211 ; 1232212 g; f 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g;
f 1122111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g; f 1221001 g
f 2343212 g; f 1  3212 g; f 1  2 11 g; f 1232 12 g; f 1  2101 g; f 1111110 g; f 1110001 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 g; f 123321 g; f 1232 1 g; f 1222111 ; 1122211 g; f 1 22101 g; f 111111 g; f 1221101 ;
112100
1 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 g; f 1232   g; f 1 22  1 g; f 111000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 123    g; f 1122 11 ; 1121 01 g; f 1222101 ; 1221111 g; f 1100000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1     2 g; f 12321 1 ; 1222211 ; 1221111 ; 1222101 ; 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 111 001 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 g; f 12321  g; f 1233212 ; 1232211 g; f 1222111 ; 1221101 ; 1122101 ; 1121111 g;
f 1 22211 g; f 1110001 ; 1111000 g
f 2343212 g; f 12  21 g; f 12  1  g; f 1122211 g; f 1000000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 g; f 123 212 g; f 1 2 101 g; f 123 211 g; f 1232112 g; f 1111101 g; f 1 21001 g;
f 1111111 g; f 1111110 g
f 2343212 g; f 1    12 g; f 123 211 ; 1222111 ; 11 1111 g; f 1122101 ; 1221101 ; 1 21001 ; 1111101 g;
f 1111110 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 12 2   g; f 1122  1 ; 11 000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1343212 g; f 1233211 ; 1232 12 ; 12 2101 ; 1221111 g; f 1222211 ; 1232111 ; 1232102 g;
f 1122 11 ; 1121101 ; 1111001 ; 11 0000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 ; 123 21 ; 1 2 111 ; 111111 g; f 1 21001 ; 111110 g
f 2343212 g; f 12     g; f 1000000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 ; 1 22211 g; f 1233211 ; 1232212 g; f 123211 ; 1 2 101 ; 111111 g; f 1111001 ;
111000
0 g
f 2343212 g; f 123 21 g; f 1 43212 g; f 1222101 ; 1221111 ; 1122111 ; 1121101 g; f 11111  g; f 1 21001 g
f 2343212 g; f 12 3212 ; 12 2211 ; 12  1  g; f 1122211 ; 1110001 ; 1111000 g; f 1000000 g
f 2343212 g; f 1  321 ; 1  1   g
f 2343212 g; f 1  3212 ; 1232211 ; 1222111 ; 1221 01 ; 11 111 ; 1122101 ; 1121001 ; 111110 ; 1111000 ;
111000
1 g
f  43212 g; f 123    g; f 1222211 ; 1122111 ; 1221001 ; 1121101 ; 0122101 ; 0121111 g
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Table 4: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X118 hw1; w2; w4; w5; w7i = S4  S22 12 56 88 92
X218 hw2; w3w7; w5w7i = S23 1 32 54 72 84 9 104
X318 hw4; w3w5i = Dih8 1 44 64 7 94+2:1 112
X418 hw2; w4; w3w5i =W (B3) 1 58 86 9 122
X518 hw4; w3w5; w2w5w7i = [26] 1 58 9 108
X19 hw1; w2; w4; w6i = S3  S22 22 43 76 94 103+1
X120 hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6i = S32  S2 33 66 99 122
X220 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w6; w7i = S5  S3 35 915
X22 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6i = S6 56 915 15
X27 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6i =W (E6) 1027
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in the E7 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 343212 g; f 12  21 g; f 12  1  g; f 122211 g
f 2343212 g; f 1 43212 g; f 123 21 g; f 1 22211 g; f 12321  g; f 0122211 g; f 1222111 ; 1121111 ; 1122101 ;
122110
1 g
f 2343212 g; f 1   212 g; f 1   211 g; f 1232112 g; f 12 2111 ; 11 1111 g; f 1232102 g; f 0122211 g; f 1122101 ;
122110
1 g
f 2343212 g; f 1   21 g; f 12 211 ; 11 111 g; f 0122211 g; f 1122101 ; 1221101 g
f 2343212 g; f 1   21 g; f 0122211 g; f 1232112 ; 12 2101 ; 1122111 ; 1221111 ; 11 1101 ; 1111110 g
f 343212 g; f 12 321 g; f 12 2 1 g; f 122 11 g; f 12 210 g; f 1221111 g
f  43212 g; f 123  1 g; f  2  11 g; f 123210 g
f   321 g; f   2   g
f     12 g; f     11 g; f 1232102 g
f     1 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X22 hw2w8; w3w6; w4w7; w4w7w3w6w5i = AGL3(2) 514 148
X28 hw1; w2w7; w6w8; w4w6w5i = S2  L3(2) 57 1114 177
X129 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7; wi = S8 0 1528
X229 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6; w i = S6  S2 0 12 1415 1612
X329 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w7i = S5  S2 0 112 1310 1510 175+1
X429 hw1; w3; w4; w6; w6ww7i = S4 Dih8 0 136+2 1516 174
X529 hw1; w3; w4; w6; w7i = S4  S3 0 103 126 1412 163 184
X629 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w7; w i = S5  S3 0 103 1210 1615
X729 hw1; w3; w4; w6w i = S4  S2 0 10 126+2 148 168+1 182
X829 hw1; w3; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 123+2 142:6+1 164+3+1 182
X929 hw1; w6; w4w6w5 ; w6ww7i = S2  (S2 o S3) 0 12 1412+3 1612
X1029 hw1; w3; w5; w6; w7i = S4  S3 0 94 113 1312 156 193
X1129 hw1; w3; w4; w7i = S4  S2 0 92 116+2:1 134 158 174+2
X1229 hw1; w3; w6i = S3  S2 0 9 113+2 136+3+1 153+2+1
173+2 19
X1329 hw1; w4; w6; w7i = S3  S22 0 113+1 136+4 156+3+1 172
192
X1429 hw1; w3; w5; w7; w i = S32  S2 0 112:3 136 159+1 176
X1529 hw1; w3; w4; w7; w6w i = S4 Dih8 0 116+4 1516 192
X1629 hw1; w3; w5w7i = S3  S2 0 113+2 136+2 156+3+1 172:2
19
X1729 hw1; w4; w6w i = S23 0 112:1 132:4+2 152:4+2:1
174+2
X1829 hw1; w4; w4w6ww5i = S2 Dih8 0 11 138+4 152:4+2 174 19
X1929 hw4; w7; w3w5i = S2 Dih8 0 134+2:2 158+4+2+2:1 174
X2029 hw4; w3w5; w1w6; w7wi =W (C4) 0 1524+4
X2129 hw1; w4; w5; w6; w7i = S5  S2 0 85 10 1210 1410 202
X2229 hw1; w3; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 82 103+2 126+1 146+1 164
183
X2329 hw1; w5; w6i = S3  S2 0 8 103+1 126+2 142:3+2+1
163 182 20
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in the E8 root system
WX -orbits on X
f 2       g; f 13433212 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 12332101 ; 12210001 ; 11211001 ; 11111101 ; 11111110 g
f 24      g; f 3      g; f 12443212 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 12321002 ; 12321101 ; 12222101 ; 12221111 g
f 24654323 g; f      12 ;      10 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f     212 g; f     112 ;     110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f    3212 g; f    2 12 g; f    1110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f   43212 g; f 24654313 ; 12332111 g; f   3  12 ;   11110 g; f 1232 112 ; 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f   43212 g; f   3  12 g; f 1232  12 g; f   11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f    3212 g; f    2 12 ;    1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f   43212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f   3 212 g; f   32112 ;   11110 g;
f 12322212 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f  4 3212 g; f  432 12 g; f 12321111 g; f 123 2 12 g;
f  111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3    12 ; 1111110 g; f 24654313 ; 12332111 ; 12211111 g; f 12 3 212 ;
12   11
2 ;
00   11
0 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f  543212 g; f  4   12 g; f 123   12 g; f  111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f   43212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12333211 g; f   33212 g; f   32 12 g;
f   11110 g; f 12322 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f  43 212 g; f  443212 g; f 12322211 g;
f  432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f 12322212 g; f  111110 g; f 1232 112 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 24543212 g; f 343  12 g; f 3 43212 g; f 12 3  12 g; f 1232  12 g;
f 12211111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f  543212 g; f  4 3212 g; f  432 12 ;  111110 g; f 12321111 g;
f 123 2 12 ; 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f   43212 g; f 24654 13 ; 12332 11 g; f   3  12 ;   11110 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f  4 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f  432 12 g; f  111110 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343 212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f 3432112 ;
111111
0 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12211111 g; f 12 32112 ; 00 11110 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3   212 g; f 2465 213 ; 12 22211 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g;
f 12443212 ; 12322212 g; f 1232 112 ; 00 11110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1   2 12 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 0   1110 g





f 24654323 g; f 24    13 g; f 24543212 g; f 3    12 g; f 12    12 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f  543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f  4 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f  432 12 g;
f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f  111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 24543212 g; f 34  212 g; f 3543212 g; f 124  212 g;
f 123  212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12222211 g; f 123  112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X2429 hw3; w5; w6; w7i = S4  S2 0 104 124+2 148+6 16 18 202
X2529 hw1; w3; w4; w6; w i = S4  S22 0 8 106+4 148 168 18
X2629 hw1; w3; w5w7i = S3  S2 0 8 103+2 126+2 143+1 166+2 182
X2729 hw1; w4; w4w6ww5i = S2 Dih8 0 8 10 128+4 144+2 164 184
X2829 hw1; w3; w7i = S3  S2 0 103+2+1 123+1 146+3+1 163+2 182+1
X2929 hw1; w4; w7i = S23 0 102+1 124+2+2:1 144+2 164+2:2+1
182
X3029 hw1; w3; w7i = S3  S2 0 103+2 123+2+1 146+3 163+2+1 18 20
X3129 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 102+1 124+2+1 144+2:2+1 163:2
182+1
X3229 hw1; w6i = S22 0 102:1 124+2:2+1 143:2+2:1 163:2+1 18
20
X3329 hw3; w6i = S22 0 10 123:2+1 144+2:2+3:1 162:2+2:1
182+1
X3429 hw3; w6; w7i = S3  S2 0 122:3+2 146+3+2+2:1 163+1 182 20
X3529 hw3; w6; w7; w1w4i = S3 Dih8 0 123 1412+4+3 162 184
X3629 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 10 124+3 146+2:2+1 166 183
X3729 hw3; w6; w7; w1w4i = S3 Dih8 0 124+3 144+3 1612+2
X3829 hw1; w4; w7; w6w i = S22 Dih8 0 10 122:4 148 168+1 182
X3929 hw1; w3; w5w7; w6w i = S3 Dih10 0 103 125 1415 185
X4029 hw1; w4w6w i = S22 0 10 124+2+1 142:4+2+1 163:2 182+1
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 234   12 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 4   12 g; f 123   12 g; f 11111111 g;
f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f   43212 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f   3 212 g; f   32112 ;   11110 g;
f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f  4 3212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f  111110 g;
f 12333212 g; f  432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3   212 g; f 2465 213 ; 12 22211 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12443212 ;
1232221
2 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 1232 112 ; 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f  443212 g; f 12333211 g; f  432 12 g;
f  433212 g; f 12321111 g; f  111110 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 3433212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12333211 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12 32 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12211111 g; f 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f  433212 g; f 12322 11 g; f 24653213 g; f  432 12 g;
f  443212 g; f  111110 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 12321112 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 3433212 g; f 24653213 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 12 33212 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g;
f 00 11110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 343 212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3543212 g; f 12322211 g;
f 3443212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12211111 g; f 1233 212 g; f 1232 112 g;
f 1111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 43 212 g;
f 1 443212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12322211 g; f 1 432112 g; f 1232 112 g;
f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 2343  12 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 43  12 g; f 1232  12 g; f 1 211111 g;
f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1233  12 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f   3  12 g; f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g; f 1232  12 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g;
f   11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12  1111 g; f 3  3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12321112 g; f 12  2 12 g; f 00  1110 g
f 24654323 g; f   11110 g; f 1233  11 g; f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g; f 0000  10 g; f   3  12 g; f 11111111 ;
0121111
1 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 ; 12332 11 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343  12 ; 1111110 g; f 12 3  12 ;
00 1111
0 g; f 12211111 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g







f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f 24654313 g; f 343 212 g; f 3432112 ;
111111
0 g; f 12322111 ; 12221111 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g;
f 12332112 ; 00111110 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g; f 12322212 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X4129 hw3; w5w7i = S22 0 123:2 144+2:2+2:1 164+3:2+1 18
X4229 hw7; w3w5i = S22 0 122:2+1 144+3:2+3:1 164+2:2 182
X4329 hw3; w1w4; w6w i = S2 Dih8 0 12 148+4+2+1 168+2:2
X4429 hw1; w5; w4w6w i = S2 Dih8 0 148+2:4+2 162:4+1 18
X4529 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 72 93+1 116 134+3+1 156 192
X4629 hw4; w5; w6i = S4 0 7 94 114+1 136+4+1 154+1 19 21
X4729 hw1; w4; w5; w6; w7i = S5  S2 0 95 132:10 17 212
X4829 hw1; w3; w6i = S3  S2 0 7 93+2 113+2+1 136 153+2 173+2:1
X4929 hw1; w5i = S22 0 7 92:1 114+2:2+1 132:2+2:1 152:2+1 172:2
19
X5029 hw3; w5; w6i = S3  S2 0 7 112:3+2 136+3+2+1 15 173+1 192
X5129 hw1; w3; w6; w5w7i = S3 Dih8 0 94+3 1312+2 174+3
X5229 hw1; w7i = S22 0 92+2:1 112:2+1 134+2+2:1 152:2+2:1 172:2
19
X5329 hw3; w5; w7i = S23 0 92 113:2 134+2+2:1 152:4 172:1 192
X5429 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 92+1 114+2 134+2:2+1 154+2 172+1 21
X5529 hw5; w3w7i = S22 0 92 113:2 134+2+2:1 154+2:2 172:1 192
X5629 hw5; w6i = S3 0 9 112:3+1 132:3+3:1 152:3+2:1 17 19 21
X5729 hw1; w5; w6i = S3  S2 0 9 113 136+2:3+2 153+2+1 17 192+1
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g;
f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 0 111110 g; f 000 1110 g; f 11111111 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12321111 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 13543212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 0 111110 g;
f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f   3 212 g; f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f 12322212 g;
f   32112 ;   11110 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 3   212 g; f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 123 2211 g; f 124 3212 ; 123 2212 g; f 12432212 ;
1233321
2 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12432112 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24  3213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3  3212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12  3212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 12  2 12 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24   213 g; f 23   212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12   212 g; f 13   212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 12   112 g; f 11222211 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24    13 g; f 3    12 g; f 12    12 g; f 00111111 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f  443212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 24643213 g;
f  43 212 g; f  432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f  111110 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3432212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432112 g; f 123 2212 g;
f 12432212 g; f 123 2112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 234  212 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 4  212 g; f 123  212 g;
f 1 222211 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432112 g; f 123  112 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f  543212 g; f  4   12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g;
f  111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24643213 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 3433212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12221111 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3543212 g;
f 12222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 1111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 13543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 12321112 g;
f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 234  212 g; f 24543212 g; f 134  212 g; f 123  212 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12222211 g; f 124  212 g; f 123  112 g; f 13432112 g; f 11111111 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 34  212 g; f 124  212 g; f 123  212 g; f 3543212 g;
f 123  112 g; f 3432112 g; f 12222211 g; f 00111111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X5829 hw1; w5; w6; w7i = S4  S2 0 114 138+6+1 154+2 192 21
X5929 hw1; w3; w7i = S3  S2 0 93+2+1 113+2 133+1 156+3+1 172 19
X6029 hw3; w5; w2w3w7w4i = S22 o S2 0 92 118 134 158 174+2
X6129 hw1; w4w7; w5w i = S3  S2 0 93+1 116 132:3 156 176
X6229 hw1; w3; w5w7i = S3  S2 0 93+1 112:2 136+3+1 156 172 192
X6329 hw1i = S2 0 92:1 112:2+3:1 132:2+2:1 152:2+4:1 174:1 19
X6429 hw3; w5w7i = S22 0 9 113:2 134+2+2:1 153:2 174+2+1
X6529 hw1; w4; w7i = S23 0 92:1 114+2 134+2+2:1 154+2:2 172 192
X6629 hw1; w7i = S22 0 9 112:2+1 134+2:2+2:1 152:2+2:1 172:2+1
19
X6729 hw3; w7i = S22 0 112:2+2:1 132:2+2:1 154+2:2+2:1 172:2+2:1
X6829 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 114+1 134+2:2 152:4+2 174 19
X6929 hw3; w7; w1w4i = S2 Dih8 0 112 132:4+2:1 158+2 174+2
X7029 hw1; w4w6w i = S22 0 92:1 114+2 134+2+2:1 154+2:2 172 192
X7129 hw4i = S2 0 9 112+3:1 133:2+4:1 152+4:1 172+3:1 19
X7229 hw1; w5; w4w6w i = S2 Dih8 0 9 138+2:4+2 172:4+1
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 34   12 g; f 123   12 g; f 24543212 g; f 124   12 g; f 1111111 g;
f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12333211 g; f  433212 g; f 12322 11 g; f  443212 g;
f 24653213 g; f  432 12 g; f  111110 g; f 12333212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 1   321 g; f 2 54321 g; f 1 432112 ; 123 221 ; 1 222111 g; f 012 1111 ;
000 111
0 g; f 23432 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f 24543212 g; f 3  3212 g; f 24653213 ; 12322211 ; 12222111 g;
f 12  3212 g; f 3432 12 ; 1111110 g; f 12432112 ; 12332212 ; 12322 12 ; 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f  4 3212 g; f  111110 g;
f 12321111 g; f  432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3433212 g; f 3432212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322211 g; f 3432112 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12221111 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 00111110 g;
f 00011110 g; f 12322112 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g;
f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 0 111110 g; f 000 1110 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g;
f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12 21111 g;
f 12443212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12 32 12 g; f 3433212 g; f 1111110 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12322 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 24653213 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3443212 g;
f 3433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12321111 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12433212 g; f 12211111 g;
f 12332 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24653213 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 23433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 1 433212 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12321111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 12322 12 g; f 0 111110 g; f 11111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 0   1110 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g; f   33212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12333211 g; f   32 12 g;
f 12322 12 g; f   11110 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f 343 212 g; f 24643213 ;
1222221
1 g; f 12443212 g; f 12332111 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12433212 ; 12332212 g; f 12432212 ;
1233321
2 g; f 12332112 ; 00111110 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13 43212 g;
f 12 33212 g; f 12 22211 g; f 24653213 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 32212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 11222111 g; f 11111110 g; f 00 11110 g; f 13432112 g; f 12322112 g;
f 01111110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3   212 g; f 24654213 ; 24543213 ; 123 2211 g; f 124 3212 ; 123 2212 g;
f 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12432112 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g; f 00111111 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X7329 hw1; w3; w5; w6; w i = S32  S2 0 93 116 139 156 173 21
X7429 hw1; w7i = S22 0 9 112:2+1 134+3:2
152:2+2:1 172+3:1 19
X7529 hw1; w6; w4w i = S23 0 9 112:4 134+2+1 152:4
172+1 21
X7629 hw3; w7i = S22 0 112:2+1 133:2+2:1
154+2:2+2:1 172+2:1 19
X7729 hw3w7; w4w6i = S3 0 112:3 132:3 156+3+1 172:3
X7829 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 9 112:2 132:4+2+2:1 153:2
172+1 192
X7929 1 0 11
5:1 138:1 1510:1 174:1
19
X8029 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 112 134+2:2+2:1 154+3:2
172:2+2:1
X8129 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 114+2 132:4+2+1 154+2
174 21
X8229 hw6i = S2 0 112+2:1 132:2+6:1
153:2+4:1 172:1 192:1
X8329 hw1; w6i = S22 0 11 134+3:2+2:1 154:2+2:1
172+2:1 19
X8429 hw1; w6i = S22 0 11 134+3:2+2:1 154:2+2:1
172+2:1 19
X8529 hw1; w2; w3; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i = S2  (S3 o S2) 0 1312+9 176 21
X8629 hw1; w2; w3; w6; w7i = S32  S2 0 113 132:6 159+1 193
X8729 hw1; w3; w2w5; w5w7i = S3  S22 0 132:6+2 156+4 172 192
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 161
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 246  213 ; 123  211 g; f  4  212 g; f  432112 ;  111110 g; f 123  212 g;
f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 24653213 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3443212 g;
f 3433212 g; f 12322 11 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 12221111 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343 212 g; f 24543213 ; 12322211 g;
f 12443212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g; f 12322212 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 433212 g; f 12322 11 g;
f 24653213 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 1 443212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 2  43212 g; f 1  43212 g; f 2343  12 g; f 1 433212 ; 13432212 ; 12432112 ;
12332 1
2 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 11111110 g; f 1232  12 g; f 0  11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3433212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g;
f 24653213 g; f 12211111 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 12321112 g;
f 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 24653213 g;
f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12433212 g; f 12322211 g;
f 13443212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12322112 g;
f 11222111 g; f 12211111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332212 g; f 12321112 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g;
f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3 43212 g; f 3433212 g; f 12 33212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g; f 1111110 g; f 00 11110 g;
f 12321112 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g;
f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 11111110 g; f 0   1110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2343 212 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 1343 212 g; f 23543212 g;
f 23443212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12322211 g; f 12211111 g; f 1243 212 g; f 1233 212 g;
f 1232 112 g; f 13443212 g; f 13432112 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 343 212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3543212 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12322212 g;
f 12322211 g; f 3443212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f 1232 112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12211111 g;
f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 343 212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3443212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 24543212 g;
f 12322212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1243 212 g; f 1232 112 g; f 1111111 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322211 g;
f 1111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 00011110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f  54321 ; 123  21 g; f  4  212 g; f  432112 ; 000  110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f  443212 g; f  54321 g; f 1233  1 g; f  43  12 g; f 00011110 g; f 0000  10 g
f 24654323 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g; f 1233321 g; f  432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 000 1110 g; f 00000 10 g
162 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X8829 hw1; w5w7; w4w6w i = S2 Dih12 0 9 1312+6 176+3
X8929 hw1; w2; w3; w ; w1w4w6w3w5w4i = S3  (S3 o S2) 0 9 1318 179
X9029 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 112 134:2+2:1 155:2
172:2+2:1
X9129 hw1; w4w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih10 0 112 132:5 1510 175+1
X9229 hw1; w3; w2w7; w5w7i = S3  S22 0 112 136+2:2 156+4 176
X9329 hw6; w5w7; w1w6ww3w5w4w2w3w5w4w5i 0 138 1516 174= Dih8 o S2
X9429 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 134+3+1 152:6+2:2
173+1
X9529 hw1; w4w6w i = S22 0 134+2+2:1 152:4+4:2
172+2:1
X9629 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 134+2+2:1 154+6:2
172+2:1
X9729 hw5w7; w1w2w5; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i = S2 Dih8 0 132:4 152:8 174
X9829 hw3; w4; w5; w6i = S5 0 6 85 1210+5 145 16 22
X9929 hw1; w4; w6i = S23 0 6 82+1 104+2 124+2+1
144+2 162+1 182
X10029 hw4; w5i = S3 0 6 8 102:3+1 122:3+2:1
143+3:1 163 18 20
X10129 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 84+1 102+1 128 144+2
164 182
X10229 hw4; w7i = S22 0 82+1 102:2+1 122:2+2:1
144+2:2+1 162+1 18 20
X10329 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 82 103 126+3 146+4+1
18 202
X10429 hw1; w4; w5; w6i = S4  S2 0 6 104 128+6+1 142 164
202
X10529 hw4; w5; w7i = S3  S2 0 82 102:3 123+2+1
146+3+2 16 18 22
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 163
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3    12 ; 1111110 g; f 24654 13 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g;
f 12432 12 ; 12333212 ; 12321112 ; 000 1110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 00000010 g; f  432112 ; 123  11 ;  11111 ; 000  110 g; f  4  212 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12221111 ;
1121111
1 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g; f 12321112 g






2 g; f 00111111 g




1 g; f  432 12 g





f 24654323 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12  1111 g; f 12321112 g; f 3  3212 g; f 12  2 12 g; f 24654 13 g;
f 1111110 g; f 00  1110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654213 ; 12332211 g; f 24654313 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g; f 3432112 ;
111111
0 g; f 12433212 ; 12332212 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g; f 12332112 ; 00111110 g; f 12321111 ;
1222211
1 g; f 12321112 ; 00001110 g; f 12322212 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332212 ;
1232211
2 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1111111 g; f 1111110 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12321112 g;
f 00111110 g






0 g; f 3432 12 ; 124 3212 ; 000 1110 g; f 12432 12 ; 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2    213 g; f 1    212 g; f 2    212 g; f 1    112 g; f 01222211 g;
f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 343 212 g;
f 1233 211 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 32112 g; f 12322212 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24  3213 g; f 23  3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 13  3212 g;
f 12  3212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12  2212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 11222211 g;
f 12  2112 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 24543213 g; f 34   12 g; f 124   12 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24543212 g; f 13 43212 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 23433212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 32 12 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12333211 g;
f 12322 12 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24  3213 g; f 3  3212 g; f 12  3212 g; f 12  2 12 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 12333211 g; f 00111111 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24   213 g; f 3   212 g; f 12   212 g; f 24543212 g; f 1222211 g;
f 12   112 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24  3213 g; f 23  3212 g; f 12  3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24543212 g;
f 12  2 12 g; f 13  3212 g; f 11222 11 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
164 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X10629 hw4; w5; w1w7i = S3  S2 0 82 103 126+3+1 146+2
162+1 202
X10729 hw4; w5; w6i = S4 0 8 104 126+4 142:4+2:1
16 20 22
X10829 hw1; w3; w5; w6; w i = S32  S2 0 6 83 106 129 166+3
X10929 hw1; w6; w4w i = S23 0 6 8 102:4 124+2+1 144
164+1 182
X11029 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 6 104+2 122:4+2+1 144
162 184
X11129 hw1; w2; w3; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i = S2  (S3 o S2) 0 6 1212+9 186
X11229 hw1; w3; w5w7i = S3  S2 0 83+2 102+1 126+2 146
163+1 182
X11329 hw1i = S2 0 83:1 102:2+2:1 122+3:1
142:2+3:1 162+3:1 182:1
X11429 hw6; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 82 104+1 122:4 144
164+2+1 182
X11529 hw3; w6i = S22 0 8 102:2+1 123:2+1
144+2+1 162+3:1 182+1
X11629 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 82+1 104+1 123:2+1
144+2 164+2 20
X11729 hw5; w3w7i = S22 0 82 102:2+1 124+2+2:1
142:2 164+2+1 182
X11829 hw1; w5i = S22 0 82:1 102:2+1 124+2+1
142:2+3:1 162:2 182+1
X11929 hw1i = S2 0 82:1 102+2:1 123:2+3:1
142+4:1 162+3:1 18 20
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 165
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24  3213 g; f 3  3212 g; f 12  3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12  2 12 g; f 23432212 ;
1343211
2 g; f 11222111 ; 01222211 g; f 12321112 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24   213 g; f 12   212 g; f 23   212 g; f 13   212 g; f 12   112 g;
f 23432112 g; f 11222211 g; f 00111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  543212 g; f 246  213 ; 123  211 g; f  4  212 g; f  432112 ;  111110 g;
f 123  212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343 212 g; f 24643213 ;
1222221
1 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12322212 g; f 12332112 ; 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 12332211 ; 12 22111 ;
1122221
1 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 11111110 g; f 0   1110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432212 ; 12 32112 ;
1232221
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  54321 ; 123  21 g; f  4  212 g; f  432112 ; 000  110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 12333211 g; f  4 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g;
f  432 12 g; f  111110 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24653213 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3433212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12443212 g; f 12332211 g; f 3432212 g; f 3432112 g;
f 12433212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12222111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 12332212 g; f 12332112 g;
f 12322212 g; f 00111110 g




1 g; f 13443212 ; 1243 212 ; 13432112 g; f 0 111110 g; f 11111111 g; f 12332112 ;
1232221
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1 443212 g;
f 1233 211 g; f 24643213 g; f 1 43 212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 23432112 g; f 1 432112 g; f 12332112 g;
f 12322212 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g; f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g;
f 12222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 246 3213 g;
f 13543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 24654213 g; f 34 3212 g;
f 3432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 12222211 g; f 12321111 g;
f 123 2212 g; f 1111110 g; f 123 2112 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 3543212 g;
f 3433212 g; f 3432212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432112 g; f 12443212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12221111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432212 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g;
f 12322112 g; f 00111110 g
166 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X12029 1 0 8 10
5:1 127:1 147:1 165:1 183:1
X12129 hw5i = S2 0 8 102+2:1 122:2+5:1 142:2+2:1 162+4:1 18 20
X12229 hw1; w5i = S22 0 8 10 124+3:2+2:1 142:2+2:1 162:2 182+2:1
X12329 hw3; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 104+2 124 148+2 164+1 182+1
X12429 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 8 102:2 122:4+2 142+1 164+2:2+1 20
X12529 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 8 104+1 124+2 142:4+2 162 184
X12629 hw7; w3w5i = S22 0 103:2 122:2+1 144+2+1 164+2+2:1 182
X12729 hw7i = S2 0 102+3:1 122+4:1 142:2+5:1 162:2+2:1 18 20
X12829 hw1; w7i = S22 0 102+1 122:2+2:1 144+3:2+2:1 162+1 182+2:1
X12929 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 102 124+2+2:1 142:4+2+1 162:2 182 20
X13029 hw5i = S2 0 8 102+2:1 122:2+4:1 142:2+5:1 162+1 182:1 20
X13129 hw3; w5i = S22 0 8 10 124+3:2+2:1 143:2 162+2:1 182+2:1
X13229 hw1; w6; w7i = S3  S2 0 8 103+2 126+3+1 143+2 163+2+1 22
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 167
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 23443212 g;
f 24643213 g; f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12333211 g;
f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12433212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12222211 g;
f 13432112 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12322112 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 123 2212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 123 2112 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 3432212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432112 g;
f 123 2112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234   12 g; f 1 4   12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1233 212 ;
1232 11
2 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g; f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 34 3212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3543212 g;
f 122 1111 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12333212 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g; f 24654 13 g;
f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 0   1110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ;
1232211
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13543212 g;
f 1 432 12 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 12333212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24643213 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 13433212 g; f 12443212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12221111 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12443212 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 3433212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 12221111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 123 2 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1111111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12222211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 13543212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12222111 g; f 11222211 g; f 123 2112 g; f 11111110 g; f 12321112 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 13543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 1 432212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 1 222211 g; f 123 2112 g; f 23432112 g;
f 01222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465  13 g; f 3443212 g; f 343  12 g; f 1222  11 g; f 24643213 g;
f 1233  12 g; f 3543212 g; f 1232  12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 00111110 g
168 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X13329 hw7i = S2 0 102+3:1 122+4:1 143:2+3:1 162+4:1 18
20
X13429 hw1w7; w3w6i = S3 0 103 122:3+1 146+3 162:3 183
X13529 hw1; w2; w3; w6i = S3  S22 0 8 103 126+4 146+2 163+1 202
X13629 hw1; w3; w2w5i = S3  S2 0 8 122:6+2 143+2 163+2 182 20
X13729 hw5; w7i = S22 0 102:2+1 124:2+1 144+2+2:1 162+2:1 18
22
X13829 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 102 124+2+1 142:4+3:2 16 182+1 20
X13929 hw5; w3w7i = S22 0 102:2 123:2+1 142:4+2+1 162+2:1 202
X14029 hw5i = S2 0 102:1 123:2+2:1 143:2+5:1 164:1 182:1
20
X14129 hw1; w2; w3; w5i = S3  S22 0 10 122:6+2 144+3 163 182 22
X14229 hw1; w3; w2w6i = S3  S2 0 10 126+3 146+3+2:2 162 18 202
X14329 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w6; w7i = S5  S3 0 1210 1415 203
X14429 hw1; w3; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 83 104+1 123+2 142:6 182 20
X14529 hw1; w ; w4w6i = S23 0 8 102:4+1 12 142:4+2 164+2 20
X14629 hw6; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 104+2 124+1 144+2+1 162:4 182
X14729 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 8 102:2+1 124+2 144+2:2+2:1 162 182:2
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 169
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24643213 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12222 11 g; f 13543212 g;
f 12443212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12433212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f  543212 g; f  443212 g; f 24643213 g; f 3433212 ; 23432212 ; 13432112 ;
12432 1
2 g; f 1233  12 g; f 1232  12 g; f 12221111 ; 11222111 ; 01222211 g; f  111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  443212 g; f  54321 g; f 1233 21 g; f  43 212 g; f 1233211 g;
f  432112 g; f 00011110 g; f 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g; f 1233321 g; f  432212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g;
f  432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 12222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13432 12 g; f 23543212 g; f 11111111 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 12333212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 123 2 12 g;
f 3543212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12222 11 g; f 12321112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12333212 g;
f 1 4 3212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 11111111 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12321112 g;
f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 24543212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 123 2112 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 23432112 g;
f 13432112 g; f 12222211 g; f 12432212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11222111 g; f 01111111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g; f 1233321 g; f 123 211 g; f  432112 g;
f  432212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f  54321 g; f  443212 g; f  43 212 g; f  432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g;
f 1233211 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 00011110 g; f 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f   4321 g; f   3  1 g; f 0000  10 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 123 2 11 g; f 12321111 g; f  111110 g; f 24654 13 g; f  4 3212 g;
f  432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654313 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g;
f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 g; f 12 32112 ; 00 11110 g; f 12433212 ; 12332212 g;
f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234   12 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ; 1243 212 ; 13432112 g;
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 13543213 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12222211 ; 1122 111 ; 12211111 g;
f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 12322211 ; 12222111 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 1111110 g; f 24653213 g; f 12211111 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12432112 ; 12332212 g;
f 00 11110 g
170 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X14829 hw4w7i = S2 0 102:2+2:1 122+3:1 143:2+1 163:2+2:1 182
X14929 hw1; w4w7; w5w i = S3  S2 0 103 126+3 143 162:6 18
X15029 hw1i = S2 0 8 102+2:1 122:2+4:1 143:2+3:1 163:1
182:1 20
X15129 hw3; w5w7i = S22 0 102+1 123:2+1 144+2:2+1 164+2 182+1
X15229 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 8 10 124+4:2 144+2 162+2:1 182:2
X15329 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102+1 123:2+2:1 143:2 164:2+1 182
X15429 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102+1 123:2+1 144:2+1 163:2 182+1
X15529 hw1i = S2 0 10 122:2+4:1 142:2+4:1 162:2+5:1 182:1
X15629 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 10 124+2+2:1 144:2 164+2:2+1 182
X15729 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i 0 8 10 1212 146 164 184= S3 Dih8
X15829 hw1; w2w5i = S22 0 102+1 124+2+1 144+2:2+1 163:2 182+1
X15929 hw1; w4; w7i = S23 0 10 124+2+1 142:4+2+1 163:2 182+1
X16029 hw1; w7i = S22 0 122:2+1 144+3:2+3:1 163:2+2:1 182:1
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 171
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 13 43212 g; f 24653213 g;
f 23433212 g; f 12443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12322211 ; 12222111 g; f 11111110 g; f 13432 12 g;
f 12432112 ; 12332212 g; f 00 11110 g; f 11221111 g; f 01111110 g; f 12322 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f 3  3212 g; f 12  3212 g; f 24653213 ; 12322211 ; 12222111 g;
f 3432 12 ; 1111110 g; f 12432112 ; 123 2212 ; 12322112 ; 00 11110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 24653213 g; f 3443212 g; f 3432212 g;
f 24654213 g; f 12333211 g; f 12322211 g; f 12321111 g; f 3433212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12443212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12221111 g; f 12432112 g; f 12332212 g; f 00111110 g; f 12322212 g;
f 00011110 g; f 12322112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 11111110 g;
f 1 4 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321111 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g;
f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g;
f 1111110 g; f 3432 12 g; f 122 1111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g; f 00111110 g; f 12432 12 g;
f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 13432112 ;
1243221
2 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g;
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321111 g; f 13432112 ;
1243221
2 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 13543213 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3433212 g; f 3432212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12322211 g;
f 3432112 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12221111 g; f 00111110 g; f 00011110 g;
f 12322112 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 1111110 g; f 000 1110 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 1111111 g; f 00111110 g;
f 12432 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 12443212 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 g; f 12 3211 ; 00 1111 g; f 343 212 g;
f 3432112 ; 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 124 3212 g; f 24654313 g; f 354321 g; f 1233321 g; f 12432212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 12332212 ;
1232221
1 g; f 0011111 g; f 12432112 g; f 3432212 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 3432112 g;
f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24653213 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12443212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12 32 12 g;
f 12 21111 g; f 12333211 g; f 3433212 g; f 1111110 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 24653213 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3443212 g; f 3433212 g;
f 12432 12 g; f 12433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12321111 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12211111 g; f 00111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00011110 g
172 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X16129 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 124+2 142:4+2 162:4+2+1 18
X16229 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 8 102:2 122:4 144+2:2+1 162+1
182 20
X16329 hw3w7i = S2 0 102:2+1 122:2+2:1 143:2+3:1
163:2 18 20
X16429 hw4; w1w6; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S23 0 8 10 128+4 144+2 162:2 184
X16529 1 0 10
3:1 127:1 149:1 166:1 183:1
X16629 hw1; w4w6w i = S22 0 10 124+2+1 144+3:2+1 164+2
182+1
X16729 hw3; w1w4w7i = Dih8 0 102 122:4+2 144+1 162:4+2 20
X16829 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102+1 122:2+2:1 146:2 162+1
182:2
X16929 hw2w3w5; w1w4w6ww3w4w5w4w3w1i = S22 0 10 124+2:2 142:4 162:4+1 182
X17029 hw1; w4w6i = S22 0 10 124+2+2:1 144+2:2 164:2+1
182
X17129 hw6i = S2 0 10 122:2+3:1 143:2+5:1 162+4:1
183:1
X17229 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 102 126+3 146+2 164+3 18 20
X17329 hw1; w6; w4w i = S23 0 8 123:4+2 144+1 164+1 182 20
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 173
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12 22111 ; 11222211 g; f 12 21111 ; 11 11111 g;
f 24654 13 g; f 13432212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g; f 0   1110 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12321112 g;
f 13543213 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 123 2 11 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 1111110 g; f 24543213 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 12332 11 g; f 13543212 g;
f 23433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 433212 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 24643213 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12332 12 g; f 0 111110 g; f 00001110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 12443212 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 ; 12 3 212 g; f 3543213 ; 1233 211 g; f 12 32112 ;
00 1111
0 g; f 11222111 ; 01221111 g; f 24543212 ; 12322212 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 3432112 ;
0000 11
0 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 24653213 g; f 23443212 g;
f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322111 g; f 13443212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g;
f 12443212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322211 g; f 11222111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12432212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12322112 g; f 12221111 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g; f 12322212 g; f 12321112 g;
f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24653213 ; 12333211 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g; f 24543213 ;
1232221
1 g; f 12433212 ; 12332212 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 12332111 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g;
f 12432112 ; 00011110 g; f 12322112 ; 00000110 g; f 00111111 g




1 g; f 24653213 g; f 23432212 ; 1 432112 ; 12332212 g; f   11110 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12321111 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 12321112 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 1354321 ; 1233321 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;






1 g; f 23432212 g; f 23432112 ; 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24543212 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g; f 12433212 ;
1233221
2 g; f 1222211 g; f 12 32112 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12322212 g;
f 1232 112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 23443212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12222211 g;
f 2465 213 g; f 1343 212 g; f 1243 212 g; f 23543212 g; f 13443212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322211 g;
f 11111111 g; f 1232 112 g; f 23432112 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00011110 g; f 13432112 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 1111110 g; f 12  2 11 g; f 00  1110 g; f 3  3212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 12  3212 g; f 00111111 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343 212 g; f 24643213 ; 12222211 g;
f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12211111 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12332112 ; 00111110 g; f 00000010 g
174 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X17429 hw7i = S2 0 102:1 123:2+3:1 142:2+4:1
162+5:1 18 20
X17529 hw6; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 124+1 143:4+1 164+2:2 182
X17629 hw1; w6; w4w i = S23 0 122:4+1 142:4+2 164+2+1
18 20
X17729 hw4w7i = S2 0 10 123:2+2:1 143:2+2:1
163:2+3:1 182
X17829 hw4w7i = S2 0 122:2+2:1 144:2+2:1
164:2+3:1 18
X17929 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102 123:2+2:1 145:2+1 162:2
182 20
X18029 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 122:2 142:4+3:2+2:1 162:2+1
182+1
X18129 hw1; w2w5i = S22 0 124+2:2+1 144+3:2 163:2+1
18 20
X18229 hw4w7i = S2 0 10 123:2+1 144:2+3:1
162:2+2:1 182+1
X18329 hw1w4w6i = S2 0 122:2+1 146:2+1 163:2+2:1
182
X18429 hw1w2w6i = S2 0 122:2+1 146:2+1 163:2+2:1
182
X18529 hw1; w2w6i = S22 0 122:2 142:4+3:2+2:1 162:2+1
182+1
X18629 hw2; w3; w1w4w6ww3w5w4w3w1i = S2 Dih8 0 122:4 148+4+1 164 182 20
X18729 hw2; w6; w7; w2w3w4i = S3 Dih8 0 124 1412+4 163+2 183
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12322 11 g; f 24653213 g;
f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12432 12 g; f 23443212 g; f 12433212 g; f 12211111 g;
f 11111110 g; f 12322 12 g; f 13443212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g;
f 12333212 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 234   12 g; f 11111111 g; f 246   13 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12222211 ; 1122 111 ;
1221111
1 g; f 11111110 g; f 13443212 ; 1243 212 ; 13432112 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 0 111111 g;
f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 24543213 ;
1232221
1 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g; f 12322212 g; f 00111111 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23 43212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24653213 g; f 23433212 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g; f 12211111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12432212 ;
1233211
2 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 g; f 01111110 g; f 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g; f 13 43212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 12 33212 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 23433212 g; f 11221111 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12322111 ;
1222221
1 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 0 111110 g;
f 12321111 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3433212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12322111 ;
1222221
1 g; f 24653213 g; f 12211111 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 1111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 00 11110 g;
f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 34 3212 g; f 2454321 g; f 1233321 g; f 12222211 g; f 354321 g; f 3432212 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 3432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12432212 g;
f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 23433212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23 43212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24543212 g; f 12 33212 g;
f 12322 12 g; f 12322211 ; 12222111 g; f 11 11111 g; f 24653213 g; f 13433212 g; f 11111110 g; f 13432 12 g;
f 12432112 ; 12332212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12321112 g; f 00 11110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3432112 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 ; 13443212 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g;
f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 1232 112 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 g; f 24654313 g; f 12433212 ;
1233221
2 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322212 g; f 00 11110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2454321 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654313 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g;
f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1233211 g; f 12443212 g; f 1243 212 g;
f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 11111111 ; 01111110 g; f 12432112 g; f 00011110 g; f 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2454321 g; f 3443212 g; f 354321 g; f 343 212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g;
f 1233211 g; f 12443212 g; f 12222211 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 00011110 g; f 0000 110 g;
f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 1354321 ; 1233321 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 123 211 ; 0 11111 g; f 1 432112 ; 000 1110 g;
f 24654313 g; f 234 3212 ; 1 432212 g; f 23432112 ; 00000110 g; f 23432212 g
f 24654323 g; f 1  4321 g; f 1  3  1 g; f 2 54321 g; f 2343  12 g; f 01211111 ; 00011110 g; f 0000  10 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X18829 hw ; w3w5; w1w4w6i = S2 Dih12 0 1412+6 166+3 18
X18929 hw1; w2; w3; w ; w1w4w6w3w5w4i = S3  (S3 o S2) 0 1418 169 18
X19029 hw1w4w6; w3w5w7i = Dih14 0 127 147 162:7
X19129 hw1w2w5; w1w4w6ww3w5w4i = S22 0 12 143:4+2+1 162:4+2:2
X19229 hw7; w1w4; w3w5i = S2 Dih10 0 12 1410+5 162:5+2
X19329 hw6; w7; w1w4; w2wi = S32 0 12 149+6 169+3
X19429 hw3; w4; w5i = S4 0 5 7 94 116+4 134+2:1
154+1 21
X19529 hw3; w4; w7i = S3  S2 0 72+1 93 112:3 136+3+2
152+1 17 21
X19629 hw3; w4; w5; w7i = S4  S2 0 72 94 116 138+4 152+1
23
X19729 hw1; w5; w6i = S3  S2 0 5 7 93+2 116+3+1 133
153+2 172+1
X19829 hw4; w6i = S22 0 5 92:2+1 114:2+1
134+2+1 152:1 172+1 19
X19929 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 72+1 92:2 114+2:1
134+2:2 152+1 172:2
X20029 hw4i = S2 0 72:1 92+2:1 112:2+3:1
132+4:1 152:2+2:1 172:1
19
X20129 hw1; w4; w6i = S23 0 72:1 92:2 112:4 132:2
154+2:1 172:2
X20229 hw6i = S2 0 7 92+3:1 112+3:1
133:2+2:1 152+3:1 173:1
19
X20329 hw1; w4; w6i = S23 0 7 92 114+2+1 132:4+2
152:2+1 192+1
X20429 hw1; w2; w3; w7i = S3  S22 0 5 9 112:6+2 134+3 173
192
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X




2 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 24654313 g
f 24654323 g; f     112 ; 123  111 ;  111111 ;     110 g; f  4  212 g; f 24654313 g






2 g; f 23432 12 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 ; 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 12333212 g
f 24654323 g; f 12432212 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 3432212 ; 124 3212 g;






0 g; f 23443212 ; 13433212 g; f 23433212 ; 13443212 g




2 g; f    1110 g; f 24654 13 g
f 24654323 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3  1 g; f 3543213 ; 23443212 ; 13543212 ; 00 11110 g; f 343  12 ;
0000  1
0 g; f 24543212 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 2   3213 g; f 1   3212 g; f 2   3212 g; f 1   2212 g;
f 23432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1   2112 g; f 01222211 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 2  43213 g; f 2  43212 g; f 1  43212 g; f 1  32 12 g;
f 1  33212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12333211 g; f 01221111 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2   3213 g; f 1   3212 g; f 1   2 12 g; f 2   3212 g; f 01222 11 g;
f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 246  213 g; f 3543212 g; f 34  212 g; f 123  211 g;
f 24543213 g; f 124  212 g; f 123  212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24543212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 13 43212 g;
f 2343 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 1343 212 g; f 11222211 g; f 23432112 g;
f 12322212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24543213 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3432 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332112 ;
1232221
2 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 24 43213 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 23433212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12 33212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 12332211 g; f 12 32212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 13432112 g; f 11222111 g; f 12322212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 3 43212 g; f 343 212 g;
f 3432112 g; f 1233 211 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12211111 g; f 12 32112 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24643213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 2343 212 g;
f 24543213 g; f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1343 212 g; f 1243 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 12443212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12332112 g; f 11211111 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g;
f 12 3 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 32112 g; f 12322212 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24653213 g; f 24643213 g; f  54321 g; f  432 12 g; f 1232111 g; f 12332 1 g;
f  443212 g; f  433212 g; f 00000 10 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X20529 hw1; w2; w3; w5i = S3  S22 0 72 93 116+2 134+3 156 17 21
X20629 hw1; w3; w2w5; w5w7i = S3  S22 0 72 112:6+2 156+4 192
X20729 hw5i = S2 0 7 92+3:1 112+3:1 132:2+4:1 152+3:1
172+1 19
X20829 hw4i = S2 0 7 92+2:1 112+4:1 133:2+3:1 152+3:1
172:1 21
X20929 hw4i = S2 0 7 92:1 113:2+2:1 132:2+4:1 152+3:1 172:1
192:1
X21029 hw4; w5i = S3 0 7 9 113:3 132:3+3:1 153+2:1 17 19 21
X21129 hw6; w5w7i = Dih8 0 94+2:1 114+1 134 152:4+2 172:1 19
X21229 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 94 112+1 138+4 154+2 192+1
X21329 hw1; w4; w7i = S23 0 7 92 114+2+2:1 132:4 152:2+1 172 192
X21429 hw5; w7i = S22 0 92:2+1 112:2+2:1 132:2+1 154+2:2+2:1 17
21
X21529 hw7; w1w5i = S22 0 92:2 112+2:1 134+3:2 154+2:1 172 192
X21629 hw4; w7i = S22 0 92+1 112:2+1 134+3:2+1 152:2+2:1 17 19
21
X21729 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w7i = S5  S2 0 7 1110 1310 155 212
X21829 hw4; w6; w7i = S3  S2 0 93+2 113+2+1 136+3+1 153+2 17 23
X21929 hw4; w7i = S22 0 92+1 112:2+1 134+3:2+1 152:2+2:1 17 19
21
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WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f  432212 g; f  54321 g; f 1232111 g; f 123 221 g; f  432112 g;
f  4 3212 g; f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g




1 g; f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 24543213 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g;
f 12432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2212 g; f 12432112 g; f 12321111 g; f 11222211 g; f 123 2112 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 24543212 g;
f 23433212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12443212 g; f 13 43212 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12 32212 g; f 23432112 g;
f 12333211 g; f 11222211 g; f 12 32112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12322212 g; f 11221111 g; f 12322112 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 13 43212 g;
f 24543212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12 32212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g; f 13432212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 12 32112 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 11222211 g; f 12322112 g; f 01221111 g;
f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24  3213 g; f 23  3212 g; f 12  3212 g; f 13  3212 g;
f 12  2212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 11222211 g; f 12  2112 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g;
f 00111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 234   12 g; f 23543212 g; f 134   12 g;
f 124   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 3543212 g; f 24543213 g; f 34   12 g; f 124   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g;
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24653213 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 24543212 g; f 12443212 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 12 32 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 1221111 g; f 12333211 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 23543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24543213 g;
f 24543212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 13543212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13432 12 g; f 112 1111 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 23433212 ;
1344321
2 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 11221111 ; 01211111 g;
f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 32 12 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12333211 g;
f 11221111 g; f 00111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24653213 g; f   4321 g; f   32 1 g; f   3321 g; f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 23 43212 g; f 2343  12 g; f 24 43213 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3  12 g;
f 1122  11 g; f 24543212 g; f 1232  12 g; f 13 43212 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 32 12 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12 33212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 11222 11 g; f 13433212 g;
f 12321112 g; f 01221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X22029 hw1; w2; w3; w5i = S3  S22 0 92 116+3 136+4 153+2 19
23
X22129 hw1; w3; w2w5; w5w7i = S3  S22 0 92 116 132:6 154+2 212
X22229 hw1; w4; w5; w7i = S3  S22 0 7 92 116+3 136 153+2 174
19
X22329 hw1i = S2 0 72:1 92+2:1 112:2+3:1
132+4:1 152:2+2:1 172:1 19
X22429 hw3w7i = S2 0 7 92:2+1 112:2+2:1
132:2+2:1 152:2+1 172:2+1
X22529 hw2; w3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S2 Dih8 0 72 118+4+2 158+2 192
X22629 hw6i = S2 0 7 92:1 113:2+3:1 132:2+2:1
152+3:1 174:1 19
X22729 hw1; w6; w4w i = S23 0 7 112:4+1 132:4+2 15
174+2 19
X22829 hw3; w1w4w7i = Dih8 0 7 92 112:4+2 134 154+1
174+2
X22929 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 7 92 113:2+2:1 134:2
152:2+1 172 192
X23029 hw1; w2w5i = S22 0 7 114+2:2+1 134+3:2 15
173:2 19
X23129 hw1; w2; w1w4w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S2 Dih8 0 7 112:4 138+4 15 174 192
X23229 hw1; w3; w6; w5w7i = S3 Dih8 0 73 94 114 1312 153 192
X23329 hw3; w5w7i = S22 0 92:2 112:2+1 134+2:2
154+2:1 172:2 19
X23429 hw1; w6i = S22 0 7 92:2+1 112:2 134+2:2+2:1
152:2+1 17 192:1
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f  54321 g; f  432212 g; f  4 3212 g; f 123 221 g; f  432112 g;
f 1233321 g; f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g; f  432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 1233321 g; f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 1111110 g; f 12  2 11 g; f 00  1110 g; f 3  3212 g; f 12  3212 g;
f 00000 10 g; f 3432 12 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543212 g; f 24654213 g; f 12333211 g; f 3443212 g;
f 3433212 g; f 24653213 g; f 24643213 g; f 12332211 g; f 3432212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12433212 g;
f 12322111 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432112 g; f 1111110 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12322212 g;
f 00111110 g; f 12332112 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 1 433212 g; f 12322 11 g;
f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 24653213 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 23432 12 g; f 2   321 g; f 1232111 ; 1111111 g; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g; f 1 432212 ;
123 211 ; 1 222211 g; f 00000 10 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1233 211 g;
f 24643213 g; f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1343 212 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12222211 g;
f 1233 212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 11111110 g; f 13432112 g; f 11211111 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g; f 12332112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 ; 1233 211 g; f 3 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 343 212 g; f 12 3 212 g;
f 24643213 ; 12222211 g; f 12322212 g; f 3432112 ; 1111110 g; f 12332112 ; 00111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 ; 1 443212 g; f   33212 g; f 23443212 ; 13543212 g;
f 12322111 ; 1 222211 ; 01222111 g; f   11110 g; f 24653213 g; f 23432112 ; 1 432212 ; 12332112 g;
f 12322 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 13543212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 0 111110 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12321111 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 34 3212 g; f 2454321 g; f 1233321 g; f 12222211 g; f 354321 g;
f 3432212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 12432212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g;
f 000 1110 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2454321 ; 1232221 g; f 343 212 g; f 354321 ; 1233 21 g; f 3443212 ;
1243 21
2 g; f 12211111 g; f 3432112 ; 0000 110 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 246   13 g; f 1233 211 ; 1232 111 g; f  4   12 g; f  111110 g; f 12332112 ;
1232221
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 4 3212 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654313 g; f 3543212 g; f 1233 211 g;
f 343 212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1222 111 g; f 24643213 g; f 12443212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12332112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 00111110 g
182 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X23529 hw3w6i = S2 0 92:2+2:1 112:2+1 132+2:1 154:2+2:1 172 19
X23629 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 92:2 112:2+2:1 133:2 152:2+2:1 173:2
X23729 hw1i = S2 0 92:1 112:2+3:1 132+4:1 152:2+4:1 172+2:1 19
X23829 hw1; w7i = S22 0 7 92:2 112:2+2:1 134+2+3:1 152:2+1 172 21
X23929 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 92 114+2:1 134:2 152:4 172 192:1
X24029 hw1; w2w5; w5w7i = S23 0 92:2 114+2 134+2 154+2 174+2
X24129 1 0 9
4:1 115:1 138:1 156:1 174:1 19
X24229 hw5w7; w2w3w5i = S22 0 92 114+2:2 132:2 152:4 173:2
X24329 hw5i = S2 0 92:1 112:2+3:1 132:2+2:1 152:2+4:1 174:1 19
X24429 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 7 92 114+2:2 134+2:2 152:2+1 172 192:1
X24529 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 92:2 112:2+1 134:2 152:2+2:1 172:2 19
X24629 hw5i = S2 0 92:1 112:2+3:1 132+4:1 152:2+4:1 172+2:1 19
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 183
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 1233 211 g;
f 13543212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 24643213 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 ; 12433212 g; f 1 432112 g; f 1233 212 g;
f 12222111 ; 11221111 g; f 12332112 g; f 11111110 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 12333211 g;
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12222211 ;
1122211
1 g; f 13543213 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 3543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3433212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12433212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332211 g; f 3432212 g;
f 3432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12332212 g; f 12332112 g; f 12222111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12322212 g;
f 00111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3443212 g; f 3433212 g; f 12222 11 g; f 24653213 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3543212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12333212 g; f 12221111 g; f 12332 12 g;
f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 12222 11 g; f 3432 12 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g






1 g; f 0011111 g; f 3432 12 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 24653213 g; f 23543212 g;
f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24643213 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13433212 g;
f 12443212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12333212 g; f 12222211 g; f 13432112 g; f 12332212 g; f 12332112 g;
f 12221111 g; f 11222111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12432212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12322112 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 1354321 g; f 1233321 g; f 24543212 ; 23543213 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 1 432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 23432 12 g; f 01111111 ; 00111110 g;
f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 246 3213 g; f 124 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 12222211 g; f 123 2212 g; f 123 2112 g;
f 23432212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432112 g; f 11222111 g; f 12432212 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111111 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12222 11 g; f 124 3212 g; f 1111110 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g;
f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12222111 ;
1122221
1 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24654213 g; f 23543212 g;
f 23432212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 123 2212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 12321111 g; f 11111110 g; f 123 2112 g; f 11111111 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
184 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X24729 hw1; w5i = S22 0 9 112:2+1 134+2:2+2:1 152:2+2:1 172:2+1 19
X24829 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 92+2:1 112:2 134:2+2:1 153:2 172 192
X24929 hw1; w5i = S22 0 7 9 114+2:2+2:1 133:2+1 152:2+1 172+1 21
X25029 1 0 9
2:1 117:1 136:1 158:1 174:1 19
X25129 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 92+1 113:2 134:2+1 153:2 172+1 21
X25229 hw1i = S2 0 9 112+2:1 133:2+6:1 152+4:1 172+1 192:1
X25329 hw1w5i = S2 0 9 112:2+2:1 133:2+2:1 152:2+2:1 173:2+1
X25429 1 0 9
2:1 116:1 138:1 158:1 172:1 192:1
X25529 1 0 9 11
5:1 1310:1 156:1 175:1 19
X25629 1 0 9 11
5:1 1310:1 156:1 175:1 19
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 185
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 24654213 g; f 34 3212 g; f 3432212 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 3432112 g; f 123 2212 g; f 12222211 g; f 12321111 g;
f 123 2112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 11111110 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 24654 13 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13543212 g; f 12321111 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3432212 g; f 24654213 g;
f 12222211 g; f 3543212 g; f 3432112 g; f 122 1111 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2212 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12333212 g; f 123 2112 g; f 12432212 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24643213 g; f 23543212 g;
f 23443212 g; f 23433212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13543212 g; f 13433212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g;
f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 12443212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g;
f 12322212 g; f 12221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322112 g; f 11211111 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 11111110 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g;
f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3443212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 3543212 g; f 3433212 g;
f 3432212 g; f 24643213 g; f 12443212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g;
f 3432112 g; f 12432212 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12221111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12322112 g;
f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23433212 ; 13443212 g;
f 3432212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 3432112 g; f 123 2212 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12222211 g; f 123 2112 g; f 11221111 ; 01211111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23443212 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g;
f 23433212 g; f 23432212 g; f 24643213 g; f 13443212 g; f 12443212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12332212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 13432212 g; f 12433212 g; f 12432212 g; f 12332112 g;
f 12322212 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 13432112 g; f 12322112 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 13443212 g;
f 24643213 g; f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12443212 g; f 13432212 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12332212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222211 g; f 23432112 g; f 12433212 g; f 13432112 g; f 12432212 g;
f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12322112 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111111 g; f 01111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24653213 g; f 23543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 12443212 g;
f 24643213 g; f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12433212 g; f 12432212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12332212 g; f 12333211 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12332112 g; f 12322212 g;
f 12222211 g; f 11221111 g; f 13432112 g; f 12322112 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g;
f 01111110 g
186 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X25729 hw1; w2; w5i = S23 0 9 114+2:2 134+2+1 154+2:2
172+1 21
X25829 hw1; w2w6i = S22 0 9 112:2 132:4+2+2:1 153:2
172+1 192
X25929 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 114+1 138 152:4+2 172:2 19
X26029 hw1; w5; w7i = S23 0 112:2 132:4+2 154+2:2+2:1 172
192:1
X26129 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 9 114+2 132:4 154+2 174+2+1
X26229 hw1; w2w5; w5w7i = S23 0 114+3:2 153:4+2:2 192
X26329 hw7i = S2 0 112+3:1 132:2+4:1 153:2+4:1
174:1 19
X26429 hw5; w1w7i = S22 0 92 114+2:1 134:2 154+2:2 172
192:1
X26529 hw5; ww2w3w7wi = S22 0 92+1 114+2 134+2:2+1 153:2
172+1 21
X26629 hw3w5; ww2w3w7wi = S22 0 92 114+2 134+2:2 154+2:2 172
192
X26729 hw1; w2w6i = S22 0 9 114+2:2 134+2+1 154:2 172+1
21
X26829 hw5i = S2 0 9 112+2:1 134:2+4:1 152+4:1
173:1 192:1
X26929 hw1; w4; w2w5i = S2 Dih8 0 9 114 138+4 154+2 172+1 192
X27029 hw1; w5; w6; w7; ww2w3wi = S4 Dih8 0 7 1116 156+4 23
X27129 hw6; w7; ww2w3wi = S3  S2 0 9 116+2 136+1 156+2 172+1
21
9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS 187
in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 34 3212 g; f 2454321 g; f 1233321 g; f 354321 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 12222211 g; f 123 211 g; f 3432212 g; f 3432112 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12432212 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2454321 g; f 3443212 g; f 354321 g; f 343 212 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g;
f 12443212 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432112 g; f 1243 212 g; f 1233211 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 00011110 g;
f 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543212 g; f 34   12 g; f 124   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 1111111 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 34 3212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3543212 g; f 123 2 12 g;
f 12432 12 g; f 122 1111 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ;
1122211
1 g; f 0   1110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 13543213 g






1 g; f 1232111 g; f 0011111 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 24643213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432 12 g;
f 23443212 g; f 13543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 12433212 g; f 12333212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12211111 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111111 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 12222 11 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 23432112 ; 13432212 g; f 11222211 ; 01222111 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 ; 23432212 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 ; 234 3212 g; f 13432212 ; 12222211 g;
f 134 3212 ; 122 1111 g; f 24654213 ; 23432112 g; f 123 2212 g; f 23543212 g; f 13543212 ; 11111110 g;
f 12432212 ; 11222211 g; f 12333212 ; 12321112 g; f 123 2112 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 ; 23432212 g; f 246 3213 ; 234 3212 g; f 2 543212 g; f 1 432212 ; 1 222211 g;
f 24654213 ; 23432112 g; f 123 2212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 ; 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 13543212 ;
1111111
0 g; f 12333212 ; 12321112 g; f 123 2112 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 343 212 g; f 2454321 g; f 1232221 g; f 354321 g; f 1243 212 g;
f 12211111 g; f 3443212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 0000 110 g;
f 12432112 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24654213 g; f 12333212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 23543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 12222211 g; f 11222211 g; f 123 2112 g;
f 13543212 g; f 23432112 g; f 13432212 g; f 12222111 g; f 12321112 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 12  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g; f 00  111 g; f 3432212 g;
f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 00000110 g; f 3432112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 246   13 ; 34   12 ; 122   11 g; f 123   12 g; f 3543212 ; 1111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465  13 ; 2343  12 g; f 24643213 ; 23443212 g; f 1343  12 ; 1222  11 g;
f 23543212 g; f 123   12 g; f 13543212 ; 11111110 g; f 12443212 ; 11211111 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
188 9. TABLES OF MAXIMAL ABELIAN SETS
Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X27229 hw4; w5; w1w7i = S3  S2 0 92 116+3+1 136+2 153+2
172 23
X27329 hw1; w6; w7i = S3  S2 0 113+2 136+2:3+1 153+2+1
172 19 21
X27429 hw6; w3w5w7; ww2w3wi = S2 Dih8 0 118+2 158+4+2:2 192
X27529 hw7; w1w5i = S22 0 112:2+1 134+2:2
154+2:2+2:1 172:2 19
X27629 hw7i = S2 0 9 112:2+3:1 132:2+5:1
152:2+4:1 17 19 21
X27729 hw5; w1w2i = S22 0 113:2 132:4+2+1 153:2
172+2:1 21
X27829 hw7i = S2 0 112+2:1 132:2+6:1
153:2+4:1 172:1 192:1
X27929 hw5w7; w1w2w5i = S22 0 112:2 132:4+2 154+3:2 172
192
X28029 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S3 Dih8 0 116+4 1312 15 174 23
X28129 hw5; w7i = S22 0 112:2+1 134+4:2+1
152:2+2:1 172:1 19 21
X28229 hw1; w2w7; w4w6i = S3  S2 0 113 132:6 156+3+1 193
X28329 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 7 114+2+2:1 134+4:2 15
172:2 192
X28429 hw3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S22 0 9 114+2 134+2:2 154+2
174+2+1
X28529 hw1w4w7i = S2 0 112:2+2:1 133:2 154:2+2:1
173:2
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 1111110 g; f 12  2 11 g; f 00  1110 g; f 24543212 g; f 3  3212 g; f 11222211 ; 01222111 g;
f 12  3212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 23432112 ; 13432212 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 3443212 g; f 343  12 g; f 1233  12 g; f 1222  11 g; f 24643213 g;
f 1232  12 g; f 3543212 g; f 12443212 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 ; 234   12 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13443212 ; 1243 212 ; 13432112 ; 12222211 ; 1122 111 ;
1221111
1 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 13543212 ; 11111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 0 111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3543212 g; f 23433212 ; 13443212 g;
f 123 2 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 ; 01211111 g; f 1111110 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 23443212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24653213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23433212 g;
f 12332 12 g; f 12222 11 g; f 24643213 g; f 23543212 g; f 13443212 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111111 g;
f 13432 12 g; f 12322 12 g; f 12443212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 12433212 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2454321 g; f 3432212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 123 221 g; f 23543213 ; 13543212 g;
f 12432212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1233321 g; f 11111110 ; 01111111 g; f 12432112 g; f 00000110 g;
f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332 12 g; f 24643213 g;
f 23543212 g; f 23433212 g; f 13443212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12333212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 12222 11 g; f 13543212 g; f 12433212 g; f 12321112 g; f 11221111 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g;
f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g






1 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1232111 g; f 11111111 ; 01111110 g;
f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24 4321 ; 12 2221 g; f 343 212 g; f 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 g; f 12443212 g; f 3432112 ;
0000 11
0 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 12222 11 g; f 11111111 g; f 124 3212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 23543212 g; f 12321112 g;
f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 01111110 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24 4321 g; f 3 4321 g; f 343  12 g; f 12432 12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12332211 g;
f 12322212 ; 12322111 ; 12221111 g; f 12443212 g; f 0000  10 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 12333211 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 3433212 g; f 12322211 ; 12222111 g; f 12 21111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432112 ; 12332212 g;
f 00 11110 g; f 12322 12 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 123 2211 ; 1 222111 g; f 13543212 ; 12333212 g;
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 0   1110 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 432112 ; 123 2212 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 13543213 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3433212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 23543212 ; 13443212 g; f 12 33212 g;
f 12322211 ; 12222111 g; f 23432212 ; 13432112 g; f 23432112 ; 13432212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 1111110 g;
f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432112 ; 12332212 g; f 11111111 ; 01211111 g; f 00 11110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X28629 hw5w7; w1w2w5i = S22 0 113:2 134+2 154+3:2
174+2
X28729 hw2; w ; w3w5; w1w4w6w3w5w4w3w1i = S3  S22 0 7 116+2 1312 15 174
192
X28829 hw2w7; w1w5w7i = S22 0 92 113:2 134+2:2 152:4
172 192
X28929 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 112:1 134+3:2
154+2:2+2:1 173:2
X29029 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 11 134+4:2 154+2:2+2:1
172:2 19
X29129 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 112 134:2+2:1 155:2
172:2+2:1
X29229 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S3 Dih8 0 11 1312 156+4 174 19
X29329 hw1w2w6; w3w5w4w3 ; w3w5w7ww1w3w6w7i = [25] 0 118+2 1516 192
X29429 hw3w7i = S2 0 112:2+1 133:2+2:1
154:2+2:1 172+2:1 19
X29529 hw3w7i = S2 0 9 112:2+1 134:2+2:1
152:2+2:1 172:2+1 19
X29629 hw4; w1w6; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S23 0 11 138+4 154+3:2 174
19
X29729 hw1w4w6i = S2 0 112:2+1 134:2 154:2+2:1
172:2 19
X29829 hw2w7; w3w5w7i = S22 0 112:2 132:4+2 154+3:2
172 192
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X






1 g; f 12432 12 g; f 0011111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 3432 12 g; f 11111111 ;
0111111
0 g
f 24654323 g; f 00000010 g; f 23432112 ; 1232111 ; 1111111 ; 00000110 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 1 432112 ; 123 211 ; 0 11111 ; 000 1110 g; f 23432212 g; f 234 3212 ; 1 432212 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 12432 12 g; f 1232111 g; f 11211111 ; 01221111 g; f 0011111 g; f 354321 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 00000 10 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 000 1110 g; f 23443212 ;
1343321
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1111110 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12321111 g; f 00111110 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g;
f 1111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 34 3212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 1111110 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 122 1111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g; f 00111110 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g;
f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 13543212 g;
f 12321111 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 000 1110 g; f 13543213 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 g; f 12 3211 ; 00 1111 g; f 343 212 g; f 3432112 ;
0000 11
0 g; f 12211111 g




















0 g; f 12443212 ; 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 1 433212 g; f 12322 11 g;
f 24653213 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 0 111110 g;
f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12322 12 g; f 01221111 g; f 00011110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 23433212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 433212 g;
f 12322 11 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 1 443212 g; f 12322 12 g; f 24653213 g;
f 11111111 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 0 111110 g; f 00011110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 ; 12 3 212 g; f 3543213 ; 1233 211 g; f 12 32112 ; 00 11110 g;
f 24543212 ; 12322212 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g; f 11221111 ; 01222111 g; f 3432112 ; 0000 110 g;
f 12211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3432112 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 ; 13443212 g; f 23443212 ; 13543212 g;
f 12 32112 g; f 12322111 ; 12221111 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g; f 1232 112 g; f 11221111 ; 01222111 g;
f 1111110 g; f 24654313 g; f 12211111 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12322212 g






1 g; f 1354321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 000 1110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X29929 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 112:1 135:2 154:2+2:1 173:2
X30029 hw1w2w6; w3w5w7ww1w3w6w7i = S22 0 112 134+3:2 152:4+2 174+2
X30129 hw3; w2w5; w5w7i = S23 0 112 132:4+2 152:4+2 173:2
X30229 hw2; w3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S2 Dih8 0 138+4+2 158+2 172 192
X30329 hw3w5w7; w3w5w4i = S22 0 114+1 134+2:2 154+3:2 174 19
X30429 hw5w7; w1w2w5i = S22 0 134:2 153:4+2:2 172:2
X30529 hw1w5w7i = S2 0 11 136:2 154:2+2:1 172:2 19
X30629 hw2w7; w3w5w7i = S22 0 134+2:2 152:4+4:2 172:2
X30729 hw1w4w6; w2w3w5; w2w7wi = [253] 0 1524+4
X30829 hw1; w; w2w5; w4w6; w5w7i = S3 Alt5 0 1518+10
X30929 hw1; w2; w3; w6i = S3  S22 0 4 82 106+3 126+4 142 163 20
X31029 hw1; w3; w2w7i = S3  S2 0 62 8 106+3 123+2 146+2 162 20
X31129 hw3; w6i = S22 0 6 82+1 102:2+1 124+2:2
143:2+2:1 16 18 20
X31229 hw3; w5i = S22 0 6 82+1 102:2+1 124+2:2+1
142:2+1 162+2:1 20
X31329 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w7i = S5  S2 0 62 1010 125 1410 22
X31429 hw1; w3; w2w6i = S3  S2 0 6 82 106 126+3 143+2:2 162 22
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 13543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 012 1111 g; f 000 1110 g;
f 13543213 g; f 12333212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2454321 g; f 3443212 ; 3432112 g; f 24654313 ; 12211111 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g;
f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 11111111 ; 01111110 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 ; 12322112 ;
1232111
1 g; f 1233211 g; f 1243 212 ; 0000 110 g; f 12432112 ; 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 1354321 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 0 11111 g; f 1232111 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   321 g; f 1232111 ; 1111111 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 1 432212 ; 123 211 ;
1 22221
1 g; f 00000 10 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 01222 11 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 11111110 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 24654 13 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 0   1110 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12321111 ; 11111111 g;
f 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 34 3212 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1232111 g; f 0011111 g; f 11111111 ; 01111110 g;
f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 23443212 ; 13433212 g; f 23433212 ; 13443212 g;
f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 1111110 g; f 23432212 ; 13432112 g; f 122 1111 g; f 11222111 ; 01222211 g;
f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g; f 00111110 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 54321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ;
1232211
1 g; f 1354321 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 1233321 g; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g; f 000 1110 g;
f 00000 10 g











00   11
0 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 ;
0000001
0 g
f 24654323 g; f 3    1 ; 00    1 g; f 12432 12 ; 1233321 ; 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ;
122 111
1 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f  54321 g; f  443212 g; f  43 212 g; f 1233 21 g;
f 1232221 g; f  432112 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f  54321 g; f  443212 g; f  433212 g; f 1233321 g;
f  432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12332211 g; f 12322212 ; 12322111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24643213 g; f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13543212 g;
f 1 43 212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 1 432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 23432112 g;
f 12322212 g; f 12332112 g; f 01211111 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24654213 g; f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13543212 g;
f 1 4 3212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1 432212 g; f 23432212 g; f 1 432112 g; f 123 2212 g; f 12333211 g;
f 123 2112 g; f 12321111 g; f 01222211 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f   4321 g; f   3321 g; f   32 1 g; f 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f  54321 g; f  43 212 g; f  443212 g; f  432112 g; f 12332212 ;
1233321
1 g; f 1232221 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 00011110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X31529 hw6; w5w7i = Dih8 0 84+1 102:1 122:4+1 142:4
162 18 20
X31629 hw3; w5; w7i = S23 0 82:2 102+1 122:4+2
144+2+1 162+1 22
X31729 hw1; w2; w3; w6; w7i = S32  S2 0 83 106 129 146+3 24
X31829 hw1; w5; w6; w7; ww2w3wi = S4 Dih8 0 4 6 1016 146 164
X31929 hw4; w5; w1w7i = S3  S2 0 4 82 106+3+1 126+2 143
162 182
X32029 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 62 8 102:4+2 124 144+2
164 18
X32129 hw1; w5; w6i = S3  S2 0 6 103+2 126+2:3+1 143
162+1 182 20
X32229 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S3 Dih8 0 4 106+4 1212 14 184
X32329 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 6 82+1 103:2 123:2+1
143:2 162+1 182
X32429 hw1; w2w5i = S22 0 6 8 104+2:2 124+2+1 142:2
162:2+1 182
X32529 hw2; w3; w6i = S23 0 6 8 104+2:2 124+2
144+2+1 162 182+1
X32629 hw6i = S2 0 6 8 102:2+3:1 122:2+4:1
142:2+2:1 163:1 18 20
X32729 hw3; w2w5i = S22 0 6 103:2 122:4+2+1 142:2
162 182+2:1
X32829 hw4; w6i = S22 0 6 102:2+1 124+4:2+1
142+1 162+1 182:1 20
X32929 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 6 84+2 128+4+1 144 162
182
X33029 hw1; w4w6i = S22 0 6 82+1 104+2 124+2:2
142+1 163:2 18
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543213 g; f 234   12 g; f 134   12 g;
f 13543212 g; f 124   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 01111111 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543213 g; f 13543212 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 1 432 12 g;
f 2 543212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12333212 g; f 012 1111 g; f 12333211 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f  54321 g; f  43  12 g; f 1232  1 g; f  443212 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 246   13 ; 34   12 ; 122   11 g; f 123   12 g; f 3543212 ;
111111
0 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 1111110 g; f 12  2 11 g; f 00  1110 g; f 24543212 g; f 3  3212 g; f 11222211 ;
0122211
1 g; f 12  3212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 23432112 ; 13432212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 13543213 g; f 2   3213 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;
f 2   3212 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 g; f 01222 11 g; f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 3543212 g; f 34  212 g; f 124  212 g; f 123  211 g;
f 24543213 g; f 123  212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24 4321 ; 12 2221 g; f 343 212 g; f 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 g; f 12443212 g;
f 3432112 ; 0000 110 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2 543212 g; f 11111110 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 12333212 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 34 3212 g; f 2454321 g; f 1233321 g; f 354321 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 12222211 g; f 3432212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 3432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g;
f 12432212 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23443212 g; f 1233 21 g; f 1 443212 g; f 1 222211 g; f 2 54321 g;
f 2343 212 g; f 1 43 212 g; f 1354321 g; f 00011110 g; f 1233211 g; f 0000 110 g; f 23432112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2343 212 g; f 24643213 g; f 24543212 g;
f 23443212 g; f 1243 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 24543213 g; f 13543212 g; f 12443212 g; f 11222211 g;
f 1343 212 g; f 1233 212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 12432112 g; f 11211111 g; f 11111110 g;
f 12332112 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1233321 g; f 1 222211 g; f 2 54321 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 12332212 ;
1232221
1 g; f 23432212 g; f 1354321 g; f 1 432212 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 23432112 g;
f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 24 43213 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1233 211 g; f 11222211 g; f 1343 212 g; f 12322212 g; f 12 32112 g;
f 23432112 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 246   13 g; f 3543212 g; f 34   12 g; f 1233 211 ; 1232 111 g; f 24543213 g;
f 124   12 g; f 1111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 343 212 g;
f 3432112 g; f 1233 211 g; f 12322111 ; 12221111 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 12 32112 g;
f 1111110 g; f 12322212 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X33129 hw5w7i = S2 0 82+1 102:2+2:1 122:2+1 143:2+1 162:2+1 182:1
X33229 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 82 102:2 124+2+2:1 144+2:2+1 162 182 20
X33329 hw4; w1w6i = S22 0 82+1 104+2:1 122:2 144+3:2 162 182+1
X33429 hw1; w2w7i = S22 0 82+1 104+2:1 123:2 142:2 164+2:2 18
X33529 hw4i = S2 0 82:1 102+2:1 123:2+2:1 142:2+5:1 162:1 182:1 20
X33629 hw1; w2w5i = S22 0 82 102:2 124+2:2+1 144+2 162:2+1 18 20
X33729 hw5w7i = S2 0 82+1 102:2+1 122:2+2:1 144:2+1 162+1 18 20
X33829 hw1w5w7i = S2 0 82 102:2+1 123:2+1 143:2+1 162:2 182+1
X33929 hw3; w2w6i = S22 0 8 104+2:2+1 12 144+3:2 163:2 20
X34029 hw5i = S2 0 8 102+3:1 122:2+3:1 142:2+3:1 162+3:1 183:1
X34129 hw1w2w6i = S2 0 8 102:2 124:2 144:2+1 162+1 182 20
X34229 hw5i = S2 0 8 102+2:1 122:2+5:1 142+4:1 162:2+2:1 18 20
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24543213 g; f 23543212 g;
f 134 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12333211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 12333212 g;
f 12432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 11111110 g; f 11111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 24543213 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g;
f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24654313 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24543212 g; f 12443212 g; f 24 43213 g;
f 1233 211 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 32112 g; f 11222111 ; 01221111 g;
f 1111110 g; f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12443212 g; f 354321 g; f 24653213 g; f 12433212 g; f 3443212 g;
f 12432 12 g; f 1233321 g; f 3433212 g; f 12332112 ; 12332211 g; f 3432 12 g; f 12322212 ; 12322111 g;
f 0011111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 24653213 g; f 12443212 g; f 24 43213 g;
f 13 43212 g; f 12 33212 g; f 23433212 g; f 12333211 g; f 12 32212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 23432212 g;
f 13433212 g; f 23432112 g; f 12332211 g; f 11222111 g; f 13432112 g; f 12322212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 00111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2454321 g; f 3432212 g; f 354321 g; f 3432112 g; f 1232111 g;
f 12432212 g; f 34 3212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 12222211 g;
f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 24543212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 24543213 g; f 13543212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 11222 11 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 11111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 24543212 g; f 23443212 ; 13433212 g; f 23433212 ;
1344321
2 g; f 124 3212 g; f 24543213 g; f 23432112 ; 13432212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 11222211 ; 01222111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2 54321 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2343 212 g; f 23443212 g; f 23432112 g;
f 1 43 212 g; f 1 443212 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1232221 g; f 1 432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g;
f 1111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24654213 g; f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 134 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13432212 g; f 124 3212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 23432112 g;
f 12432212 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2112 g; f 12432112 g; f 12321111 g; f 11222211 g; f 11111110 g;
f 01111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2454321 g; f 23543213 ; 13543212 g; f 3443212 g; f 23433212 ;
1343221
2 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1232221 g;
f 12443212 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 12432112 g; f 11111110 ; 01111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24654213 g; f 13543212 g; f 134 3212 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 24543213 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 g; f 13432212 g; f 12432212 g; f 123 2212 g; f 23432212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 12432112 g; f 12333211 g; f 123 2112 g; f 012 1111 g; f 23432112 g; f 11222211 g;
f 01111110 g; f 11111110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X34329 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 8 104+1 128 144 164+2:2 182
X34429 hw6; w5w7i = Dih8 0 104+1 124+1 143:4 162+1
182:1 20
X34529 hw5; w7i = S22 0 102:2+1 122:2+1 144+3:2+2:1
162+1 182:1 20
X34629 hw4; w6i = S22 0 8 102:2+1 124+2:2+1 143:2+2:1
162+1 18 22
X34729 hw4; w1w6i = S22 0 8 102+1 122:4+2 143:2+2:1
162:2 202
X34829 hw5; w6; w7; ww2w3wi = S4  S2 0 8 108 128+1 146+1 162 24
X34929 hw5; w6; w1w2i = S3  S2 0 103+2 126+2 146+3+2 16 182
22
X35029 hw1; w2; w4; w5i = S4  S2 0 104+2 128+6 144 162 18 24
X35129 hw6; w1w5w7i = Dih8 0 104 124+2+1 142:4+2+1 164
202
X35229 hw1; w4; w2w5i = S2 Dih8 0 104 128+2 142:4+2 162 20 22
X35329 hw1; w5w7; w4w i = S3  S2 0 6 83 106 126 146+3 183
X35429 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 82:2+1 102+1 124:2 142:2+2:1
162:2 182
X35529 hw2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3w1i = S3  S2 0 6 8 106+2 126 146+1 162
182+1
X35629 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 82+1 102:2+1 123:2+1 143:2
163:2 20
X35729 hw1w2w6; w3w5w4w3i = Dih16 0 8 108+2 148 168 18
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24543213 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543212 g; f 34   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 124   12 g;
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1111111 g; f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 24543213 g; f 234   12 g; f 23543212 g; f 134   12 g; f 124   12 g; f 1233 212 ;
1232 11
2 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 11111111 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 24543213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 24543212 g;
f 123 2 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12432 12 g; f 13543212 g; f 12333212 g; f 112 1111 g;
f 12333211 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111111 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 23 43212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 24 43213 g;
f 2343 212 g; f 11222211 g; f 13 43212 g; f 12 32112 g; f 1122 111 g; f 24543212 g; f 12322212 g;
f 1232 112 g; f 01222211 g; f 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 12443212 g; f 3 43212 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 24 43213 g; f 23432212 ;
1343321
2 g; f 12 32112 g; f 1222211 g; f 24543212 g; f 12322212 g; f 1232 112 g; f 11222111 ; 01221111 g;
f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 23543212 g; f 246   13 ; 234   12 g; f 124   12 ; 112   11 g; f 24543213 g; f 123   12 g;
f 24543212 g; f 13543212 ; 11111110 g; f 01111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246  213 g; f 2454321 g; f 34  212 g; f 23543213 ; 13543212 g; f 123  21 g; f 124  212 g;
f 3432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 11111110 ; 01111111 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 3  321 g; f 12  221 g; f 12  321 g; f 3432112 g;
f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 124   12 g; f 3543212 g; f 24543213 g; f 23443212 ; 1343 212 ; 23432112 g;
f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 24543212 g; f 11222211 ; 0122 111 ; 11211111 g;
f 1111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 12  321 g; f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g; f 3432112 g;
f 12322112 ; 12332111 g; f 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f 3  3212 g; f 246 3213 ; 12332211 ; 12 22111 ;
1222221
1 g; f 3432 12 ; 1111110 g; f 12  3212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 12333211 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g;
f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 12443212 g; f 24654313 g; f 13 4321 ; 12 3321 g; f 24654213 ; 01222211 g; f 23 4321 ;
12 3221 g; f 12 3211 ; 00 1111 g; f 13433212 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g; f 13432112 ; 00001110 g;
f 23432212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 13543213 g;
f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 01222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24 4321 ; 23433212 ; 13432212 ; 12 2221 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 g;






0 g; f 12443212 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X35829 hw3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S22 0 82 104+1 124+2:2 144
164+2+1 182
X35929 hw1w4w7i = S2 0 8 102:2+1 124:2 142:2
163:2+2:1 182
X36029 hw3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S22 0 8 104+1 124+2 144+3:2
162 184
X36129 hw1w5w7i = S2 0 8 10 126:2 142:2+2:1 162:2
182:2
X36229 hw3; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 82 104 122:4 148+1 162
182 20
X36329 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 82 102:2+1 123:2+1
143:2+1 162:2 182+1
X36429 hw3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S22 0 104+2 124+1 144+2+1
164+2:2 182
X36529 hw3w6i = S2 0 8 102:2+1 123:2+1
142:2+3:1 162:2+1 182+1
X36629 hw1; w5; ww2w3w5w7ww6i = S22 o S2 0 6 108 128+1 144+1 164
22
X36729 hw5; w3w7i = S22 0 82 104+2:1 123:2+1
144+2:2 162:2 22
X36829 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6ww3w4w5w4w3i = S3 Dih8 0 106+4 12 1412 164 22
X36929 hw3; w2w7i = S22 0 102+1 124+2:2 143:2
164+2:2+1 182:1
X37029 hw1w2i = S2 0 102:2+1 122:2+2:1 144:2+1
162:2+2:1 18 20
X37129 hw5w7i = S2 0 8 102:2 124:2+1 142:2+2:1
162:2+2:1 18 20
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 23432 12 g; f 2   3213 g; f 12321112 g; f 2   3212 g; f 12321111 ; 11111111 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 1 432112 ; 123 2212 g; f 123 2211 ; 1 222111 g; f 00000 10 g; f 13543213 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3433212 g; f 24543212 g; f 23543212 ; 13443212 g; f 23443212 ;
1354321
2 g; f 12 33212 g; f 12322111 ; 12222211 g; f 11222111 ; 01222211 g; f 1111110 g; f 23432212 ;
1343211
2 g; f 12322 12 g; f 00 11110 g; f 24653213 g; f 12211111 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 11111110 g; f 123 2111 ; 1 222211 g; f 24654 13 g; f 0   1110 g;
f 13543212 ; 12333212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 1 432212 ;
123 211
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 3543212 g; f 23443212 ; 13433212 g; f 23433212 ;
1344321
2 g; f 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 1111110 g; f 11222111 ; 01222211 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12333212 g;
f 00111110 g; f 23432212 ; 13432112 g; f 122 1111 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 246   13 g; f 234   12 g; f 1233 211 ; 1232 111 g; f 1 4   12 g; f 11111110 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 13543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332211 ;
1232211
1 g; f 12333211 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 13432112 ; 12432212 g;
f 11111110 g; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 12333212 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 2   3213 g; f 11111110 g; f 123 2211 ; 1 222111 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 432112 ; 123 2212 g; f 13543212 ; 12333212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 23443212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 2343 212 g; f 1 443212 g;
f 1233 211 g; f 23432112 g; f 1233 212 g; f 12222111 ; 11221111 g; f 24643213 g; f 12332112 g; f 11111110 g;
f 13432212 ; 12433212 g; f 1 432112 g; f 11111111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 ; 34 3212 ; 12222 11 g; f 246 3213 ; 3432 12 ; 122 1111 g;
f 12333211 g; f 3543212 ; 1111110 g; f 12333212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 123 2 11 g; f 13543212 g; f 11111110 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 0 111110 g; f 12321111 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g;
f 000 1110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24 4321 ; 12 2221 g; f 343 212 g; f 12211111 g; f 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 g; f 3432112 ;
0000 11
0 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 23443212 g; f 2 54321 g; f 1 443212 g; f 1233321 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 1 433212 g; f 12332212 ; 12332111 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12322112 ; 12322211 g; f 1111111 g; f 00011110 g;
f 01221111 g; f 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2454321 g; f 3432212 g; f 24653213 g; f 3443212 g; f 1233221 g; f 24643213 g;
f 12221111 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 g; f 3433212 g; f 3432112 g; f 1232221 g; f 12432212 g; f 1233321 g;
f 11111111 ; 01111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 00000110 g; f 12432112 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 134 3212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 12222 11 g; f 23543212 g; f 13432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 11111111 g; f 01111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X37229 hw1; w5w7i = S22 0 102 124+2:2 144+3:2+1 162:2
182:1 20
X37329 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 103:2 122:2 144:2+2:1 162:2+1
182+1
X37429 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 0 10 122:4+2 142:4+2 164+1 202
X37529 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102 124:2+1 144:2 163:2+1 18
20
X37629 hw2w3w6i = S2 0 10 123:2+1 145:2+1 163:2 182+1
X37729 hw7; w1w2; w3w5w4w3i = S2 Dih10 0 105 1210 145 165+2 22
X37829 hw1; w5; w6; w7; ww2w3wi = S4 Dih8 0 1216 146 164 20 22
X37929 hw6; w7; ww2w3wi = S3  S2 0 10 122:6+2 146+1 162+1 182
22
X38029 hw6; w7; w2w3; ww2w3ww4i = S3  S22 0 126+2 1412+1 164 182 20
X38129 hw2; w1w6; w1w4w6w3w5w4i = S32  S2 0 6 1218+3 186
X38229 hw1; w4w7i = S22 0 124+2+2:1 144+4:2+1 162:2 182
20
X38329 hw2w3w5i = S2 0 102+1 123:2+2:1 143:2 164:2+1
182
X38429 hw2; w1w6; w3w7i = S3  S2 0 103 126+1 146+3 166 183
X38529 hw ; w1w6; w3w5i = S3  S2 0 103 126 142:6 163 183+1
X38629 hw1w4w6i = S2 0 10 123:2+1 145:2+1 163:2 182+1
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WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 34 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 3543212 g; f 3432 12 g; f 124 3212 g; f 12332111 ;
1232221
1 g; f 12222 11 g; f 12333212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 1111110 g; f 12321112 g; f 00111110 g;
f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g;
f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 11111111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3212 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 2   3213 g;
f 12332111 ; 12 22211 ; 11222111 g; f 01222 11 g; f 13432112 ; 12 32212 ; 12322112 g; f 11111110 g;
f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;
f 12333212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 g; f 01222 11 g; f 13432112 ;
1243221
2 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 0 111110 g; f 11111110 g; f 11111111 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24543213 ; 23543212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 23443212 g; f 1 443212 g;
f 13433212 ; 12432212 g; f 13432212 ; 12433212 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1232221 g; f 23432112 g;
f 1 432112 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 1111111 g; f 01111110 ; 00111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24 4321 ; 3433212 g; f 3432 12 ; 12 22 1 g; f 1232111 ; 11111111 ; 01111110 ; 00001110 g;
f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 3443212 ; 12433212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 12443212 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 ; 34   12 ; 122   11 g; f 123   12 g; f 3543212 ; 1111110 g; f 00111111 g;
f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465  13 ; 2343  12 g; f 1343  12 ; 1222  11 g; f 24643213 ; 23443212 g;
f 123   12 g; f 01111111 g; f 13543212 ; 11111110 g; f 01111110 g; f 12443212 ; 11211111 g; f 00111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 ; 2343  12 g; f 24543213 ; 23543212 g; f 1 43  12 ; 1232  1 g; f 23443212 g;
f 1 443212 ; 1111111 g; f 01111110 ; 00111111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 00000010 g; f  432112 ; 123  11 ;  11111 ; 000  110 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 g;
f 3443212 ; 23433212 ; 13432212 ; 1243 212 g
f 24654323 g; f 3 43212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 24653213 g; f 12333211 g; f 3432 12 g; f 3433212 g; f 12322111 ;
1222221
1 g; f 12 21111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g; f 12432212 ; 12332112 g; f 00 11110 g; f 12322 12 g;
f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432212 g; f 24543213 ; 23543212 g; f 24543212 ; 23543213 g; f 1111111 g;
f 24654313 g; f 23432112 g; f 1233321 g; f 12322212 ; 12332211 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g; f 1 432212 g; f 12332112 ; 12322111 g; f 000 1110 g; f 00000110 g; f 1 432112 g
f 24654323 g; f  443212 g; f 1233  1 g; f 00011110 g; f  54321 g; f 12222211 ; 11222111 ; 01221111 g;
f 23432212 ; 1 433212 ; 3432112 ; 12432212 g; f 0000  10 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 246  213 ; 123  211 g; f 234 3212 ; 13443212 ; 13432212 ; 1243 212 g;
f  432112 ;  111110 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 g; f 123  212 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 2465 213 g; f 23543212 ; 13443212 g; f 23443212 ; 13543212 g; f 24654313 g;
f 23433212 ; 13432212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 22211 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 g; f 1111110 g; f 12443212 g;
f 12433212 ; 12332212 g; f 11221111 ; 01222111 g; f 00 11110 g; f 1232 112 g; f 12322212 g
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X WX Sig(X)
X38729 hw3w5w7i = S2 0 102+1 123:2+1 144:2+1 163:2
182+1
X38829 hw4w ; w2w3w5i = Dih16 0 10 128 148 168+1 182
X38929 hw3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S22 0 124+1 142:4+2:2+1 164+2:2 182
X39029 hw1w4; w1w4w7w3i = S22 0 124+2 144+3:2 162:4+2+1 18
X39129 hw1w4w6; w2w3w5i = Dih24 0 12 1412+3 1612
X39229 hw2w3w6; w3w5ww2w4w3w5w7i = Dih18 0 142:9 169 18
X39329 hw1; w2; w4; w5i = S4  S2 0 3 94+2 118+6 134 172 19
X39429 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w7i = S5  S2 0 95 1110 1310 152 25
X39529 hw2; w4; w5; w4ww3w5w1w6i =W (B4) 0 9 1116 138 172 25
X39629 hw4; w3w5i = Dih8 0 7 94+1 114+1 132:4 154+1 172+1
19
X39729 hw5; w6; w1w2i = S3  S2 0 5 93+2 116+2 136+3 152 17 192
X39829 hw5w7; w1w2w5i = S22 0 72 92:2 114+2 134+2:2 154+2 192
X39929 hw1; w2; w2w5w4i = S2 Dih8 0 7 94 118 134+2:2 154+2 23
X40029 hw1; w2; w2w5w4i = S2 Dih8 0 5 94 118+2 132:4 152 172 21
X40129 hw3; w5i = S22 0 5 7 92:2+1 114+2:2+1 132:2+1
152:2+1 17 19
X40229 hw1; w2w6i = S22 0 72+1 92:2 114+1 134+3:2 152+1
172 19
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WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 2 543212 g; f 11111110 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12321111 g;
f 24654 13 g; f 12222111 ; 11222211 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 0 111110 g; f 13543212 g; f 13443212 ;
1243321
2 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 000 1110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 23432212 g; f 23432112 ; 12 2111 ; 11 1111 ; 00000110 g; f 24543213 ; 23  3212 ; 1  32212 ;
1232221
1 g; f 1 432112 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 01111110 ; 00111111 ; 000 1110 g; f 24654313 g; f 13433212 ;
1244321
2 g
f 24654323 g; f 2   3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 2   3213 g; f 123 2211 ; 1 222111 g; f 13543212 ; 12333212 g;
f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 11111110 g; f 1 432112 ; 123 2212 g; f 01222 11 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f   33212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 12 22211 ; 1222111 g; f 24543212 ; 12443212 g; f 23443212 ;
1354321
2 g; f 12322 12 g; f 3432112 ; 12 32212 g; f   11110 g; f 11211111 ; 01111111 g; f 24653213 g;
f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24543212 ; 23543213 ; 1354321 ; 234 3212 ; 1 432212 ; 12333212 ; 1233 211 ;
1232221
2 g; f 23432212 ; 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f   32112 ; 12322111 ; 12221111 ; 11211111 ; 01111111 ;
00   11
0 g














1111111 g; f 23432112 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 3  321 g; f 12  221 g; f 12  321 g;
f 3432112 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f    1110 g; f    2 11 g; f    3212 g; f 00000 10 g; f 12321112 g
f 24654323 g; f 23432212 g; f 2   321 ; 1   221 g; f 1   321 g; f 23432112 ; 00000110 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2   3213 g; f 24654213 g; f 2   3212 g; f 23432212 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g;
f 1   2212 g; f 1   2112 g; f 12333211 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g; f 01222211 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 g; f 2454321 g; f 34  212 g; f 23543213 ; 13543212 g; f 123  21 g;
f 124  212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12432112 g; f 11111110 ; 01111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2454321 g; f 34 3212 g; f 23543213 ; 13543212 g; f 3432 12 g;
f 124 3212 g; f 1233321 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12432 12 g; f 11111110 ;
0111111
1 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654213 g; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 12  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 3432112 g;
f 123 221 g; f 12432112 ; 12222111 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 12  321 g; f 123 221 g;
f 3432112 g; f 12432112 ; 12222111 g; f 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 13543212 g; f 1 4 3212 g;
f 2 543213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 1 432212 g; f 123 2211 g; f 12333212 g; f 1 432112 g;
f 123 2212 g; f 23432112 g; f 01222111 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24654313 g; f 2454321 g; f 3443212 g; f 354321 g; f 12443212 g;
f 343 212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1233211 g; f 1243 212 g; f 12222211 g; f 12322112 ;
1232111
1 g; f 00011110 g
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X WX Sig(X)
X40329 hw1; w2w7i = S22 0 72 92+1 114+2:2 134+2+1
153:2 17 21
X40429 hw4; w5; w6; w4w6w3w5w4w2w4w3i = S4  S2 0 118+1 138+6 15 172 19 23
X40529 hw2; w4; w2w3w5w4w3w5i = S3  S2 0 5 9 112:6+2 136+1 172+1 192
X40629 hw2w7; w3w5w7i = S22 0 72 92:2 112:4 132:2 154+2
172:2
X40729 hw1; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 0 94+2 138+2:4+1 172:2 21
X40829 hw1; w4w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih10 0 5 95 1110 135 152 175
X40929 hw4w6; w5w7i = Dih10 0 95 115+1 135 152:5 17 21
X41029 hw1w2w6i = S2 0 7 92 114:2+1 133:2 152:2+1
172:2 19
X41129 hw2w7; w3w5w7i = S22 0 92 114+2 134:2 152:4 172 192
X41229 hw1w2w6; w3w5w7w4i = Dih14 0 97 132:7 177
X41329 hw1; w5w7; w4w i = S3  S2 0 93 116 136+3 156 173 21
X41429 hw5w7i = S2 0 7 92:2+1 112:2+1 133:2+2:1
152:2+1 172+1 19
X41529 hw1; w2w5; w5w7i = S23 0 92:2 114 132:4+2 154+2 172
192
X41629 hw ; w1w6; w3w5i = S3  S2 0 93+1 116 136 156 172:3
X41729 hw4; w2w5; w3w5w7i = [26] 0 118 138+2 158 212
X41829 hw1; w2; w4; w1w6w3w4w5w4w3i = [263] 0 5 1116 136 174 21
X41929 hw2w5; w3w5w7; w3w5w7w4i = S2 Dih8 0 92 118 134 158 174+2
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WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2454321 g; f 24653213 g; f 354321 g; f 3443212 g; f 3433212 g;
f 3432 12 g; f 1233321 g; f 12433212 g; f 12432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12332111 g; f 12322112 ; 12322211 g;
f 12211111 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24   213 ; 23   212 g; f 23543213 g; f 13   212 ; 12   211 g; f 12   212 g; f 23432112 g;
f 13432112 ; 11111110 g; f 00111111 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 2  4321 g; f 13 4321 ; 12 3321 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;
f 12  221 g; f 23432212 g; f 13432112 ; 11222111 g; f 23432112 g; f 01221111 ; 00001110 g
f 24654323 g; f 246 3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1232111 g; f 2 54321 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 1354321 g; f 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g;
f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 3543212 g; f 34   12 g; f 124   12 g; f 1233 211 ; 1232 111 g; f 24543213 g;
f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 1111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24    13 g; f 3    12 g; f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g; f 1111110 g;
f 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g
f 24654323 g; f 24    13 g; f 23    12 g; f 23543213 g; f 13    12 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ;
1232221
2 g; f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 122 1111 g; f 11111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2454321 g; f 2465 213 g; f 3443212 g; f 23433212 ; 13432212 g; f 23432212 ;
1343321
2 g; f 12222211 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1232221 g; f 3432112 g;
f 1243 212 g; f 12443212 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g; f 11111111 ; 01111110 g; f 00011110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 54321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 1354321 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 23432 12 g;
f 1233321 g; f 1 432 12 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g;
f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 ; 2454321 ; 3443212 g; f 23543212 ; 13543213 ; 23433212 ; 13432212 ; 1233211 ;
1222221









f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 ; 12333211 g; f 3  3212 g; f 246 3213 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 ; 12222 11 g;
f 12  3212 g; f 3432 12 ; 1111110 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 00111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24543212 g; f 24654 13 g; f 234 3212 g; f 12333211 g; f 134 3212 g; f 12222 11 g;
f 23543212 g; f 246 3213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 12333212 g; f 11111110 g; f 124 3212 g;
f 13432 12 g; f 01111110 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 g; f 11111111 g; f 00111110 g






1 g; f 124 3212 g; f 1232111 g; f 000 1110 g
f 24654323 g; f  543212 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 ; 123  211 g; f 234 3212 ; 13443212 ; 13432212 ;
1243 21
2 g; f  432112 ;  111110 g; f 123  212 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 ; 01222111 g




1 g; f 00000 10 g
f 24654323 g; f 12443212 g; f 2465 213 ; 3 4321 ; 12 3 21 ; 1222211 g; f 12 3211 ; 00 1111 g;
f 343 212 g; f 00000010 g






1 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 00000 10 g
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X42029 hw2; w1w6; w2w3w5w4w3w5i = [2332] 0 1318+3 176 21
X42129 hw1w2w7; w1w4w6w3w4w5w4w3i = Dih18 0 9 132:9 179
X42229 hw1w2w6; w3w5w4w3 ; 0 138 1516 174
w2w5w
w4w3w1w3w4w2w6w5w4w2w3w4w5w6i = [26]
X42329 hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6i =W (D5) 0 1010 1216 16 26
X42429 hw2; w3; w4; w4ww3w5w1w6i =W (B4) 0 2 8 1016 128 182
X42529 hw4; w5; w6; w4w6w3w5w4w2w4w3i = S4  S2 0 4 108+1 128+6 16 182
20
X42629 hw3; w4; w2w3w4w5w6 ; w2w5w4w3w1i =W (F4) 0 1224 183 24
X42729 hw7; w3w5; w1w2w4i = S2 Dih10 0 85 102 1210 145 165 20
X42829 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6i =W (E6) 0 1127 27
X42929 hw3; w4; w2w3w4w5w6 ; w2w5w4w3w1i =W (F4) 0 3 1124 193
X43029 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w8i = S2 W (E6) 02 1027
X43129 hw1; w3; w2w8; w2w5w4i = [263] 22 6 1016 146 184
X43229 hw3; w2w5; w1w4w7; w2w5w4i = [27] 2 42 1016 168 182
X130 hw5; w4w6; w3w7i =W (C3) 1 76 10 116 1412 17 183
X230 hw3; w4; w6i = S3  S2 1 4 83+2 103+2 11 136+3
14 153 172+1 19
X330 hw5; w3w7i = S22 1 62 82:2 102:2 11 122
134+1 154+2+1 172+1
19
X430 hw4; w3w5w7i = Dih8 1 62 84 104 11 122 134+2
154 174+2:1
X530 hw2; w3; w4; w5; w6; w8i =W (D5) S2 12 910 1216 172
X630 hw3; w4; w2w5i =W (B3) 1 3 7 98 11 128 146 15
17 182
X730 hw2; w4; w6i = S3  S2 1 5 72 92:3 112 123 13
146+2 163+1 17 20
X830 hw4; w2w5; w3w5w7i = [26] 1 52 98 128 132 168 17
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WX -orbits on X






0 g; f 00000010 g



































f 24654323 g; f 2    21 g; f 1    21 g; f 23432112 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 23432212 g; f 2   321 ; 1   221 g; f 1   321 g; f 23432112 ; 00000110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24   213 ; 23   212 g; f 23543213 g; f 13   212 ; 12   211 g; f 12   212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 13432112 ; 11111110 g; f 00111111 g
f 24654323 g; f    321 ; 1   221 g; f 23432112 ; 01222111 ; 00000110 g; f 00000010 g




2 g; f 12321112 ; 12221111 ; 11211111 ; 0 111110 g; f 12333212 g
f 24654323 g; f     21 g; f 00000010 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f    321 ; 1   221 g; f 23432112 ; 01222111 ; 00000110 g
f 246543 3 g; f     21 g
f 246543 3 g; f 24654213 g; f    321 g; f  432212 ;  222211 g; f 12332112 ; 12322102 ; 12332101 ;
1232211
1 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f    321 g; f 23432212 ; 1 432112 ; 12332212 ; 12322211 ; 1 222111 ; 01222211 g;
f 12322102 ; 12332101 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     13 g; f 13543213 g; f 2     12 g; f 13   212 ; 124 3212 ; 123 2212 ; 12   112 g;
f 23432102 g; f 12321111 ; 12222111 ; 11222211 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2  43213 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2  43212 g; f 2343 212 g; f 13543213 g;
f 1  3 212 g; f 1  43212 g; f 23432112 g; f 1  22211 g; f 1232 112 g; f 23432102 g; f 12332111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234 3212 g; f 13543213 g;
f 23432 12 g; f 1 4 3212 g; f 13543212 g; f 123 2 12 g; f 13432212 ; 12432112 g; f 12333211 g; f 12222111 ;
1122221
1 g; f 23432102 g; f 12321111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2   3213 g; f 2   3212 g; f 13543213 g; f 23432 12 g; f 13 43212 ; 12 33212 g;
f 13433212 ; 12443212 g; f 13432212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g; f 12332211 ; 12 22111 ; 11222211 g;
f 23432102 g; f 12321112 g
f 246543 3 g; f 2    21 g; f 1    21 g; f 234321 2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 2   321 g; f 23432212 g; f 1   321 g; f 1  32212 ; 1  22211 g;
f 23432112 g; f 23432102 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24 4321 g; f 23 4321 g; f 2343 212 g; f 13 4321 g;
f 23432112 g; f 12 3 21 g; f 1343 212 g; f 12 3211 g; f 11222211 g; f 23432102 g; f 12211111 g






1 g; f 23432102 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X930 hw3; w2w6i = S22 1 5 72 94+2:1 112 122:2 13 144+2 162:2
17 182
X1030 hw2; w3; w6; w7i = S3  S22 1 73+1 94 113+1 122 146 166 17 182
X1130 hw3; w6; w5w7i = S2 Dih8 1 74 92:2 114 12 148 164+2 17 20
X1230 hw2w7; w3w5w7i = S22 1 72:2 94 112:2 122 144+2 164+2 17
182
X1330 hw3; w4; w5; w7i = S4  S2 1 62 84 104 122 136 158+1 17 21
X1430 hw2; w5i = S22 1 6 82:2+1 102:2+1 12 132:2 154+2+2:1
172+2:1 19
X1530 hw2w5; w4w6i = Dih10 1 6 85 105 12 135 155 175+2:1
X1630 hw3; w4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i = S3 o S2 1 86 106 13 159 176+1
X1730 hw4w6; w3w5w7i = Dih12 1 86 106 13 156+3 176+1
X1830 hw3; w5; w2w3w6w4i = [243] 1 5 96+4 13 1412 17 184
X1930 hw3; w4; w5; w6; w7i = S6 1 76 116 1415 17 22
X2030 hw2; w3w5; w3w5w7w4i = S2 Dih8 1 72 98 112 144+2 168 17 182
X2130 hw3; w2w7; w5w7i = S23 1 72 94+2:2 112 144+2 162:4 17 182
X2230 hw7; w3w5; w4w7w6w5w6i = [243] 1 86 106 1512 173+1 19
X2330 hw2; w3; w4; w3w5w7w4w6w5i = [2732] 1 912 1616 17
X2430 hw2w7; w4w6; w3w5w7i = [263] 1 912 1616 17
X2530 hw2; w3w8; w2w5w4i = [25] 32 5 98 128 13 152 164 184
X131 hw1; w4; w6i = S23 2 5 72:2 9 102 122:4 142 154+1 173:2
19
X231 hw1; w2; w4; w5; w6; w8i = S5  S22 22 85 1110 1410 174
X331 hw1; w4; w2w5i = S2 Dih8 2 4 6 84 118 132 144 152 164 172 182
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 2 54321 g; f 24643213 g; f 23443212 g; f 2343 212 g;
f 1354321 g; f 1 443212 g; f 23432112 g; f 1 43 212 g; f 12332212 ; 12333211 g; f 1233211 g; f 1 222211 g;
f 23432102 g; f 12322112 ; 12321111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 24643213 g; f 2 54321 g; f 2343  12 g; f 23443212 g; f 1354321 g;
f 1 43  12 g; f 1233  1 g; f 23432102 g; f 1 211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f 2 543213 g; f 2 543212 g; f 234   12 g; f 13543213 g; f 1 4   12 g; f 1233 211 ;
1232 11
1 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 g; f 23432102 g; f 11111111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2 54321 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1354321 g;
f 1 432 12 g; f 13443212 ; 12433212 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g; f 1233321 g;
f 23432102 g; f 12211111 ; 11221111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2   3213 g; f 2   3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1   3212 g; f 1   2 12 g;
f 12333211 g; f 23432102 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654213 g; f 246 3213 g; f 2454321 g; f 24654313 g; f 2354321 g; f 234 3212 g;
f 23432112 g; f 23432212 g; f 1354321 g; f 134 3212 g; f 123 211 g; f 124 3212 g; f 13432212 g;
f 12222111 g; f 1232111 g; f 23432102 g; f 12222211 g; f 11222211 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24   21 g; f 23   21 g; f 23432112 g; f 13   21 g; f 124 3212 ; 12332212 ;
12 2221
1 g; f 1232 112 ; 12332111 ; 12321111 ; 12222111 g; f 23432102 g; f 11222211 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 13543213 g; f 1  3  12 g; f 1233  11 ; 1  11111 g; f 23432102 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 13543213 g; f 1343 212 ; 12443212 ; 12 32112 ; 12322212 g;
f 13432112 ; 12432212 ; 12333212 g; f 1233 211 ; 12322111 ; 12221111 ; 11 11111 g; f 23432102 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 246  213 ; 234  212 g; f 2 54321 g; f 23432112 g; f 1354321 ; 1 4 3212 ;
123 221 ; 1 222211 g; f 23432102 g; f 1232111 ; 1 222111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 1     12 g; f 23432102 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2   321 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1354321 ; 1233321 g; f 13433212 ; 12443212 g;
f 1 432212 ; 123 211 ; 1 222211 g; f 23432102 g; f 12221111 ; 11211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 2 54321 g; f 246 3213 g; f 234 3212 g; f 23432 12 g; f 1 4 3212 g;
f 1354321 g; f 12332112 ; 12322212 ; 12332211 ; 12322111 g; f 1 222 11 g; f 23432102 g; f 1232111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     13 g; f 2     12 g; f 13 43212 ; 1   2 12 ; 12 33212 g; f 12333211 ; 12211111 ;
1122111
1 g; f 23432102 g; f 11111110 g
f 24654323 g; f 2     1 g; f 1  4321 ; 1  2  1 g; f 23432102 g






1 g; f 23432102 g







f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 2465 213 g; f 24 43213 g; f 24543212 g; f 3543213 g; f 3 43212 g;
f 343 212 g; f 3432112 g; f 12 3 212 g; f 12443212 g; f 3432102 g; f 12 22211 g; f 1232 112 g;
f 12332111 g
f 246543 3 g; f 24   21 g; f 3   21 g; f 12   21 g; f 34321 2 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654313 g; f 24654213 g; f 24  321 g; f 3  321 g; f 3432212 g; f 12  321 g;
f 3432112 g; f 12 32212 ; 12 22211 g; f 3432102 g; f 12322112 ; 12332111 g
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Table 5: Maximal abelian sets
X WX Sig(X)
X431 hw1; w2; w4; w6; w7i = S32  S2 2 63 83 116 136 169 172 20
X531 hw1; w2w6; w4w7i = S3  S2 2 63 83 116 136 14 166 172 183
X631 hw1; w2w5; w4w6; w5w7i = S2 Alt5 2 76 1212 1710+2
X731 hw1; w2w5; w4w7; w5w8i = S4  S2 43 84 118 144 156 186
X132 hw1; w3; w6; w5w7i = S3 Dih8 3 64 93 113 1412 174+3 192
X232 hw1; w3; w2w5; w2w7i = S3  S22 3 52 72 106 136 156 162 173 184
X332 hw1; w2; w3; w5; w6; w8i = S32  S22 32 73 106 139 166 176
X33 hw1; w3; w4; w6; w8i = S4  S22 42 62 94 126 158 178 182+1
X134 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w7; w8i = S5  S3 53 85 1410 1715 20
X234 hw1; w2; w3; w4; w6; w7; w8i = S4  S3 54 1110 1720
X36 hw1; w3; w4; w5; w6; w7; w8i = S8 78 1728
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in the E8 root system (continued)
WX -orbits on X
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 24 4321 g; f 3 4321 g; f 343  12 g; f 12 3  1 g; f 3432102 g;
f 12211111 g
f 24654323 g; f 2465  13 g; f 24 4321 g; f 3 4321 g; f 343  12 g; f 12443212 g; f 12 33212 ; 12432212 ;
1233211 ; 12332211 g; f 3432102 g; f 12321112 ; 12322111 ; 12222211 g
f 24654323 g; f 24    1 g; f 3    1 g; f 12432212 ; 12333212 ; 12 32112 ; 1233 211 ; 12322212 ; 12322111 ;
122 111
1 g; f 3432102 g







f 24654323 g; f 246   13 g; f  543213 g; f  543212 g; f  4   12 g; f 1233 212 ; 1232 112 g; f  432102 g;
f 12332111 ; 12322211 g
f 24654323 g; f 24654 13 g; f 246 3213 g; f  54321 g; f  4 3212 g; f  432 12 g; f 1233321 g;
f  432102 g; f 12332212 ; 12322112 ; 12332111 ; 12322211 g
f 246543 3 g; f 246  213 g; f  54321 g; f  4  212 g; f 123  21 g; f  4321 2 g
f 246543 3 g; f 2465 213 g; f   43213 g; f   43212 g; f   3 212 g; f   321 2 g; f 1233 211 g;
f 12322212 g
f 24654  3 g; f    3213 g; f    3212 g; f    2  2 g; f 12333211 g
f 2465   3 g; f   4321 g; f   3    g
f       3 g; f       2 g

APPENDIX A
Root trees for root systems of exceptional type
In this appendix we provide what we call the `root tree' for each of the root
systems of exceptional type. This consists of the positive roots, arranged in levels
according to height, with a line labelled with the index i drawn between each pair
of roots mapped to each other by the simple reection wi; if there are two root
lengths, we give separate arrangements for the long and short roots, and for the
former we use the long height as explained in section 1.2. The information here is
certainly not new, but is presented for the convenience of the reader; for example,
in the sections proving the completeness of the sets S(), it may make it easier to
follow some of the arguments which claim that one set of roots is obtained from
another by applying a certain sequence of simple reections.










































Since the E6 and E7 root systems are subsystems of the E8 root system, we
provide just one root tree to cover all three cases. Considerations of space mean
that it is not really feasible both to position the roots on the page and to draw
and label lines between them. We therefore present the information in two parts
on the following pair of pages: the roots themselves are arranged on the left page
(and in the interests of clarity we include lines demarcating the boundaries of the
two smaller root systems here); on the right, we put nodes in place of the roots,
and draw the labelled lines between these.
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